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This book, the first of its kind, examines how the phonology and grammar of

the ancient Egyptian language changed over more than three thousand years

of its history, from the first appearance of written documents, c. 3250 bc, to

the Coptic dialects of the second century ad and later. Part One discusses

phonology, working backward from the vowels and consonants of Coptic

to those that can be deduced for earlier stages of the language. Part Two

is devoted to grammar, including both basic components such as nouns and

the complex history of the verbal system. The book thus provides both a

synchronic description of the five major historical stages of ancient Egyptian

and a diachronic analysis of their development and relationship.
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Preface

Ancient Egyptian offers an unparalleled opportunity to study how the phonol-

ogy and grammar of a language changed over a span of thousands of years.

For all but its final stage, however, its wealth of written information comes

with the serious deficiency of a writing system that obscures vital phonological

and morphological information. Moreover, the writing system itself was first

deciphered just short of 200 years ago, and our understanding of it, and of the

language it represents, is still being refined.

Partly because of these deficiencies, Egyptian has been interpreted on the

basis of a number of differing theoretical models. In the realm of grammar,

a model based on that of Egyptian’s Semitic relatives dominated until fifty

years ago, when it gave way to one based on internal syntactic analysis. That

second model, dubbed the “Standard Theory” of Egyptian grammar, has vastly

improved our understanding of the language, although in the past two decades

it has come under increasing attack for defects of its own.

Amid the continuing struggle to understand the grammar of ancient Egyptian,

relatively little attention has been paid to how the language changed over time,

except in the realm of phonology. Egyptian phonology is still largely analyzed

on the basis of Semitic parallels, but the validity of this approach has also

been questioned in recent years. Diachronic studies of Egyptian grammar have

focused primarily on the relationship between the verbal systems of Middle

and Late Egyptian, which show the greatest degree of historical change.

The present study is an attempt to view the language in its entirety, from its

first coherent stage, Old Egyptian, through its last, Coptic. The study includes

a new analysis of phonology – necessary not only because of the question

of the value of Semitic cognates, but also because the relationship between

phones, phonemes, and graphemes partly informs the understanding of written

morphology. Grammar is described both synchronically and historically, in

the latter case looking not only at the phenomena of historical change, but

also at the processes underlying them. Insofar as possible, the data have been

approached objectively, with no prior theoretical bias.

The book is intended not only for scholars familiar with the ancient Egyptian

language, but also for those with broader or ancillary interests. Transcription

ix
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x Preface

generally follows Egyptological conventions, but glosses as well as translations

have been provided for readers from other fields; the conventions are listed on

p. xi, below. Citations from ancient sources are also credited according to

general Egyptological practice; these references, and the abbreviations used in

them, are listed in Section 2 of the Bibliography (“Text Sources,” p. 229).

This study has benefited greatly from discussions with numerous colleagues.

I am grateful particularly to Mark Collier, who first enlightened me as to the

syntax of emphatic sentences, and to Andréas Stauder and Sami Uljas, who

commented on an earlier version of the book. I am particularly indebted to

Andréas Stauder for his detailed comments and suggestions and to the Press’s

copy-editor, Steve Barganski, for his careful and critical review; both have

made this a much better book than it would have been otherwise. This will

undoubtedly not be the last word on the subject, but I hope that it will prove

useful to future discussions.
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Conventions

1. Phonological conventions

In general, this book follows the conventions standard in linguistic discussions

of phonology, with the exception of an acute accent in place of pre-syllabic Ꞌ

to indicate a stressed syllable (e.g., unú in place of uꞋnu). Italics are used for

transcription; reconstructions (marked by *) are to be understood as phonemic,

unless indicated otherwise. Egyptological conventions are used in transcribing

Egyptian consonants and words. For the convenience of readers unacquainted

with the latter or with the symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA,

used to indicate pronunciation), the less familiar symbols used in this book in

transcription and discussions of phonology are listed below.

* marks a hypothetical form, construction, or phonological reconstruc-

tion

> develops into

< develops from

≈ corresponds to

[ ] enclose symbols of pronunciation: e.g., [b] as in English boy; in

transcription, enclose restored text
− unknown vowel in an open syllable

ˀ glottal glide (or stop), like Arabic � (IPA Ɂ if a stop)

Egyptian phoneme, originally a kind of [l] or [r], eventually realized

as ˀ or unrealized

ˁ uvular glide (or stop), like Arabic � (IPA ʕ)

Egyptian phoneme, regularly ˁ but originally/dialectally a kind of [d]

� bilabial voiced fricative, like b in Spanish cabo

d. “emphatic” voiced apical stop with various realizations (e.g., uvular-

ized like Arabic�, or ejective)

d
¯

palatalized unaspirated (or voiced) apical stop (IPA �)

ð voiced dental fricative, like th in English this

e Demotic grapheme representing an indeterminate vowel

ə indeterminate central vowel (“schwa”), like e in French gredin

xi
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xii Conventions

� open mid vowel, like e in English met

ḡ palatalized [g] (or unaspirated [k]), like g in English ague

ɣ voiced velar fricative (Arabic �)
h following a consonant, denotes aspiration (e.g., [th] as in English

top)

h. unvoiced pharyngeal fricative (Arabic �, IPA h̄)

h̄ unvoiced pharyngeal fricative (Arabic �)

h
˘

unvoiced velar fricative (IPA x)

h
¯

palatalized unvoiced velar fricative (palatalized IPA x, or IPA ç)

h̭ Late Egyptian and Demotic grapheme for h
¯
< h

˘j Egyptian phoneme representing a vocalic onset or ending or the hiatus

between two vowels, realized as ˀ or unrealized

k
¯

palatalized [k], like c in English immaculate

l. syllabic [l]

� pharyngealized or velarized [l]

m. syllabic [m]

n. syllabic [n]
pf labial affricate, as in German Pferd

r. syllabic [r]

ɾ tapped [r], as in Spanish pero

® apical approximant, like r in English rain

ʁ uvular fricative, like r in most French and German dialects

r trilled ʁ

ś unvoiced apical fricative (Hebrew `), probably IPA [s]; in proto-

Semitic, unvoiced lateral fricative (IPA 	)

ś. “emphatic” counterpart of ś; in proto-Semitic, IPA 	.
s. “emphatic” unvoiced apical fricative, like Arabic�
š unvoiced apical fricative (IPA ʃ)

ʃ unvoiced apical fricative

t
¯

palatalized unvoiced apical stop (IPA c)

t. “emphatic” unvoiced apical stop, like Arabic �
ṱ Demotic grapheme representing a phonetically retained t
ts unvoiced apical affricate, like Hebrew x

� unvoiced dental fricative, like th in English think

�. “emphatic” counterpart of �, like Arabic 	
� open mid unrounded back vowel, like u in English cup

ɯ closed unrounded back vowel (unrounded counterpart of IPA u)

x unvoiced velar fricative, like ch in German Bach

x palatalized unvoiced velar fricative (palatalized IPA x, or IPA ç)
y following a consonant, denotes palatalization (e.g., [ty] as in British

English tune)

z Egyptian phoneme, probably originally [�], later [s]
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Conventions xiii

2. Glossing conventions

For the convenience of readers who may be unfamiliar with ancient Egyp-

tian, glosses as well as translations are provided for most examples, using

a modified version of the Leipzig Glossing Rules (available online at http:

//www.eva.mpg.de/lingua/pdf/ LGR08.02.05.pdf). Lexemes are indicated by

lower-case correspondents, and other grammatical elements by abbreviations

in small capitals: e.g., wš.tw strip.pass “be stripped.” Personal pronouns are

glossed by abbreviations indicating person, gender, and number rather than by

lexemes: e.g., mrr.k want.2msg “you want.” Grammatical features are indicated

by superscripts: e.g., rmnt.k dependn/fsg.2msg “that you depend.”

1 first person

2 second person

3 third person

abs abstract

adj adjective

adv adverb

coll collective

comp completion

conj conjunctive

cons consequence

def defined

dem demonstrative

du dual

imp imperative

inf infinitival

int interrogative

irr irrealis

f feminine

fin final

fut future

g geminated

gn gnomic

m masculine

n nominal

nec necessity

neg negative

nl neutral

opt optative

part particle

pass passive
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xiv Conventions

past past

perf perfect

pcpl participle

pl plural

poss possessive

pp past/perfect

quant quantifier

ref referential

rel relative

sg singular

spec specifying

st stative

sub subordinating

subj subjunctive
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1 Ancient Egyptian

Ancient Egyptian is the oldest and longest continually attested of the world’s

languages. Recent discoveries have demonstrated the existence of Egyptian

hieroglyphic writing with phonograms as well as ideograms around 3250 bc,

roughly contemporary with the comparable development in Mesopotamian

cuneiform, and the last documents composed in Coptic, the final stage of the

language, date to the eighteenth century ad.1 This extraordinary lifespan of five

thousand years is preserved in a wealth of written material, making it possible

to trace the development of the language through at least three millennia of its

history.2

1.1 Affinities

Egyptian belongs to the Hamito-Semitic family of languages.3 It has affini-

ties with Hamitic languages such as Beja, Berber, and Oromo, and with all

the Semitic languages, including Akkadian, Arabic, and Hebrew. Common

Hamito-Semitic features include consonantal root structures; lexical morphol-

ogy (e.g., nouns of instrumentality with initial m–, verbal causatives with initial

s–); two genders, masculine and feminine, the latter marked by a final –t; plural

marked by final –w/–wt; independent and suffix forms of the personal pro-

nouns; the stative verb form; and non-verbal sentences.4 Non-Hamitic features

of Egyptian include a preponderance of triconsonantal roots (almost two-thirds

of all verb roots in the early text corpus known as the Pyramid Texts), a dual

marked by final –wj/–tj, some lexical cognates (e.g. spt “lip” ≈ Akkadian

šaptum, Arabic šafatun, Hebrew śāpā), and the vocalization pattern of some

verbal derivatives.5 Non-Semitic features include other lexical cognates (e.g.

jrt “eye” ≈ Oromo ila versus Semitic ˁyn, fdw “four” ≈ Beja fadhig versus

Semitic rbˁ), roots of two and four to six radicals, a number formed by redupli-

cation (e.g. sn “kiss” ≈ snsn “fraternize”), a dearth of lexical verb stems other

than the root and causative,6 and passive verb forms marked by gemination of

the final radical (e.g. nh. mm “be taken” from nh. m “take,” rh
˘

h
˘

j “known” from

rh
˘

“learn”).

1
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2 The Ancient Egyptian Language

These peculiarities identify Egyptian as a distinct branch within the Hamito-

Semitic language family, with no close relatives of its own – perhaps, therefore,

closer to the common ancestor of Hamito-Semitic than to either of the other

two branches. The value of some hieroglyphs, however, reflects an original

relationship to Semitic lost in historical times:
� the Egyptian word for “hand” is d

¯
rt (related to nd

¯
rj “grasp”), but the

hieroglyph (a human hand) itself has the phonemic value d,7 as in

Semitic yd “hand” (also reflected in Egyptian djw “five”);
� the word for “eye” in Egyptian is jrt (≈ Oromo ila), but the hieroglyph

, variant (a human eye, Semitic yn “eye”) is also used in writing

the word n “beautiful”;
� the word for “ear” in Egyptian is msd

¯
r (an instrumental from sd

¯
r “lie

down”), but the hieroglyph (a cow’s ear, Semitic ˀðn “ear”) is also used

to write the words jdn “substitute” and jdnw “deputy.”8

These suggest that Egyptian may be closer in origin to Proto-Semitic than to

the Hamitic branch of Hamito-Semitic.

1.2 Historical overview

Ancient Egyptian is commonly divided into five historical stages, known as

Old, Middle, and Late Egyptian, Demotic, and Coptic. Significant differences

in grammar separate the first two of these from the last three, so that the stages

can be grouped into two major historical phases, here designated as Egyptian I

and Egyptian II. The relationship between these two phases has been a major

quandary in the history of the language.

Old Egyptian can be said to begin with the first known instance of a complete

sentence, from a cylinder seal of the pharaoh Peribsen, near the end of Dynasty

II (c. 2690 bc):

[1.1] d(m)d
¯

.n.f t wj n z .f nswt-bjt pr-jb.snj (Kahl 2002–2004, 229)

He has united the Two Lands for his son, Dual King Peribsen.

Prior to this, the language is represented solely by proper names, titles, and

labels. Some of the latter, however, contain phrases such as zp dpj ph. rr h. jpw

“first occasion of the Apis running,”9 demonstrating the existence of several
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Ancient Egyptian 3

grammatical features that characterize the later language: in this case, nisbe

formation (dpj “first” from the preposition dp “atop” see Chapter 6), adjectival

modification (zp dpj “first occasion”), nominal verb forms (ph. rr “running”),

and genitival relationships expressed by direct juxtaposition, including that

between a verb and its subject and consequent vs word order (ph. rr h. jpw “the

running of the Apis”).

The first extensive Egyptian texts are inscriptions in the tomb of Metjen,

whose career spanned the end of Dynasty III and the beginning of Dynasty

IV (c. 2600 bc). These belong to the first of two sub-stages of Old Egyptian,

early and late. Early Old Egyptian is represented by secular texts of Dynasty IV

and early Dynasty V (c. 2600–2450 bc) and the Pyramid Texts of late Dynasty

V to Dynasty VI (c. 2325–2150 bc); late Old Egyptian (c. 2450–2100 bc) is

distinguished from its predecessor mostly by the appearance of the “pseudo-

verbal” constructions subject–h. r-stp and subject–r-stp.10

The transition between Old and Middle Egyptian is gradual rather than

sharp. Some late Old Egyptian texts contain Middle Egyptian features; con-

versely, some of the Coffin Texts and other early Middle Egyptian documents

are marked by the retention of Old Egyptian morphological and grammati-

cal features largely absent from later texts.11 Middle Egyptian proper exhibits

three major sub-stages: classical, late, and traditional. Classical Middle Egyp-

tian is the language of most texts of the Middle Kingdom (Dynasties XI–XIII,

c. 2000–1650 bc), including the classical literature of ancient Egypt. Late Mid-

dle Egyptian, in use from the Second Intermediate Period through the New

Kingdom (Dynasties XIV–XVIII, c. 1650–1350 bc), exhibits some features of

its successor, Late Egyptian. By the time the latter appeared in writing, Middle

Egyptian had ceased to be a living language. Middle Egyptian was retained

for monumental inscriptions and some religious texts until the end of hiero-

glyphic writing (in the fourth century ad), in the form known as traditional

Middle Egyptian, which is primarily an artificial construct whose grammar

was influenced by that of the contemporary language.

Late Egyptian began to appear in texts from the time of Akhenaten (Dynasty

XVIII, c. 1350 bc) and became the standard written language in the succeed-

ing dynasty. It is attested in two forms, literary (retaining some features of

Middle Egyptian) and colloquial. The latter exhibits some changes between its

earlier and later stages, essentially Dynasties XIX–XX (c. 1300–1100 bc) and

Dynasties XX–XXVI (c. 1100–650 bc), respectively.

Demotic, first attested in its distinctive written form about 650 bc, developed

directly out of Late Egyptian. It has three major sub-stages: early (Dynas-

ties XXVI–XXX), Ptolemaic, and Roman. For the last three centuries of its

existence, until the mid-fifth century ad, it existed alongside Coptic, essen-

tially two different written forms of the same language.
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4 The Ancient Egyptian Language

The relationship between these various stages of Egyptian is not strictly

diachronic in nature. Coptic shows evidence of six major dialects and numer-

ous sub-dialects (see Chapter 2), and these undoubtedly existed in some form

in earlier stages of the language as well: a Late Egyptian text likens the task of

deciphering a garbled composition to “the speech of a Delta man with a man

of Elephantine” (Anastasi I 40, 3–4). Dialectal distinctions are generally invis-

ible in pre-Coptic writing. Morphological and grammatical features, however,

indicate that Old and Late Egyptian are historical phases of a single dialect,

or closely related ones, probably from the north, while Middle Egyptian repre-

sents a separate dialect, most likely southern in origin.12 In the history of the

language, therefore, Middle Egyptian somewhat interrupts and obscures the

presumably direct evolution of Old Egyptian into Late Egyptian.

1.3 Writing

The original Egyptian writing system, hieroglyphic, is the basis of the scripts

used for all stages of the language except Coptic. Hieroglyphic proper, carved

or painted on stone or wood, was the script of monumental inscriptions in

Old and Middle Egyptian and some literary Late Egyptian texts. Hieroglyphic

texts were also written with ink on papyrus, usually with simplified forms of

the signs. For most handwritten texts, scribes used hieratic, a cursive form of

hieroglyphic with numerous ligatures.

Old Egyptian is attested in hieroglyphic inscriptions and a few letters and

accounts in hieratic. As the premier language of monumental inscriptions from

the Middle Kingdom onward, Middle Egyptian too is preserved largely in

hieroglyphic texts. Secular and literary texts, however, are mostly in hieratic on

papyrus. To judge from school exercises, this was the script in which scribes

were first instructed. Religious compositions were also written in hieratic

(also carved inside Middle Kingdom coffins), although some funerary texts –

notably, the “Book of the Dead” – were inscribed in simplified hieroglyphs on

papyrus. Literary Late Egyptian appears both in hieratic and in some hiero-

glyphic inscriptions, but the colloquial language is attested almost without

exception in hieratic. Demotic is written almost exclusively in the script of

the same name, developed from a form of hieratic with abbreviated and more

cursive signs.13

Coptic uses a script based on the Greek alphabet, with a few characters

derived from Demotic for sounds that existed in Egyptian but not in Greek

(see Chapter 2). Although the earliest Coptic texts proper date to the second

century ad, they are prefigured by a number of compositions of slightly earlier

origin, in a script known as Old Coptic, ancestral to that of Coptic. The alphabet

itself, however, reflects Greek and Egyptian phonology of the third century bc,
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Ancient Egyptian 5

indicating that scribes had developed this writing system some 300 years before

the first extant Old Coptic texts.14

Coptic is the only script that regularly shows vowels. The earlier writing

system is consonant-based, like Hebrew and Arabic: it occasionally indicates

the presence, but not necessarily the nature, of vowels by use of the graphemes

transcribed , j, and w;15 it can also be deficient in conveying information about

the consonants themselves. The resulting lack of morphological data makes it

difficult, and occasionally impossible, to discern formal differences in the four

stages preceding Coptic. The identification of individual grammatical forms

in these stages is therefore partly educated guesswork, particularly in Old and

Middle Egyptian, and the existence of some grammatical forms is a continuing

subject of discussion.

1.4 Diachronic analysis

In common with all languages, ancient Egyptian displays historical changes

in vocabulary, phonology, morphology, and syntax. The first of these includes

alterations in the semantic range or meaning of words and the replacement

of one word by another. An example of the former is OE–Dem. h
¯

t “belly,

body” > Dem. h
¯

t “manner” > Coptic xe “manner.”16 The latter involves

both substitutions from inside Egyptian and the adoption of words from other

languages, either as replacements for existing lexemes or as neologisms: e.g.

OE–Dem. m versus LE–Dem. nw > Coptic nau “see,” OE-LE rwtj and h
˘

ntw

versus LE-Dem. bl (Sem. barra) > Coptic bol “outside,” LE dph. w/d
¯

ph. t (Sem.

tappūh. a) > Dem. d
¯

ph. /d
¯

mph. > Coptic jmpex “apple.” This kind of change has

not been examined in detail for Egyptian and will be treated only cursorily in

the present study.

The first major studies of Egyptian phonology identified the distinct conso-

nantal phonemes of the language and, based on Coptic, reconstructed its vow-

els and syllable structure.17 Subsequent studies have concerned themselves

primarily with the phonological value of the consonants and their historical

development.18 The latter is relatively well understood, but the former is still

the subject of debate, centered largely on the values proposed for a number of

the consonants on the basis of Semitic cognates.19 The phonological history of

Egyptian is the subject of Chapters 2–5 in the present study.

With the exception of verb forms and the vocalization of nouns (see n. 5,

above), the historical morphology of ancient Egyptian has not received much

attention.20 For nouns and pronouns, this is discussed in Chapter 6, below.

Syntax and semantics, the subject of Chapters 7–12, has been the focus of the

greatest amount of study, but mostly in its synchronic dimension. Apart from

Coptic, which had been known before the decipherment of hieroglyphs, the first

stage of the language to be identified as a discrete entity was Demotic.21 Late
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6 The Ancient Egyptian Language

Egyptian was described as a stage distinct from Middle Egyptian a quarter-

century later, and Old Egyptian only in the middle of the last century.22

More recent studies have elucidated sub-stages of these, including early Old

Egyptian, colloquial Late Egyptian, and various genres of traditional Middle

Egyptian.23

For the language as a whole, the modern understanding of its verbal sys-

tem and grammar has undergone a historical evolution of its own, through

three major interpretive paradigms. Initially, the various forms of the Middle

Egyptian verb were interpreted largely on the analogy of Semitic grammar.24

The culmination of this approach was Alan H. Gardiner’s Egyptian Grammar,

first published in 1927. Gardiner’s system identified an aspectual distinction

between perfective and imperfective in the Old–Middle Egyptian form known

as the stp.f and its attributive counterparts:25 for example,

perfective imperfective

stp.f mr.s “she wants” mrr.s “she loves”

active participle mrt “who wants” mrrt “who loves”

passive participle mryt “who is wanted” mrrt “who is loved”

relative mryt.f “whom he wants” mrrt.f “whom he loves.”

A second analysis accepted the aspectual interpretation of the attributive

system but analyzed the stp.f on the basis of syntactic function. This approach

began with the identification of a distinct form of the stp.f serving as object

of the verb rd
¯

j, labeled “dependent” (Subjunktiv).26 The functional analysis

languished under the dominance of the aspectual model, until it was revived

and amplified by Hans J. Polotsky between 1944 and 1976.

Polotsky began with a ground-breaking study devoted to the problem of

the “second tenses” in Coptic.27 It had long been recognized that the Coptic

verbal system possessed two forms of its primary tenses, styled “first” and

“second”:28

first second

present fswtp efswtp

aorist safswtp esafswtp

perfect afswtp ntafswtp

future fnaswtp efnaswtp

The significance of the distinction had defied analysis, until Polotsky demon-

strated that the second tenses were used when the focus of interest was not on the

verb itself, but on another, usually adverbial, element of the clause or sentence.

For instance, in Ex. 1.2, both the First Perfect atetnaas and the Second

Perfect ntatetnaas mean “you did it,” but the latter is used because the

interest of its clause lies not in the verb, but in the prepositional phrase nai" “for

me”:
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[1.2] epxoson atetnaas noua nnei"snhu etsobk ntatenaas nai"

(Matt. 25:40)

As long as you did it for one of these little brothers, you did it for me.

Based on the kinds of sentences in which the Coptic second tenses appeared,

such as questions with an adverbial interrogative, Polotsky found antecedents

for the second tenses in earlier stages of Egyptian, including Gardiner’s imper-

fective stp.f: e.g.,

[1.3] mrr.k wš.t ryt.k h. r jh
˘

(Gardiner and Sethe 1928, pl. 6, 4–5)

wantg.2ms strip.pass portal.2msg on what

Why do you want your portal to be stripped?

where the focus of interest is on the interrogative phrase h. r jh
˘

.29

Such sentences are commonly called “emphatic.” Polotsky analyzed the

second tenses as nominal subjects of an adverbial predicate, on the analogy of

the non-verbal sentence in which a nominal subject is followed by an adverbial

predicate:

subject predicate

r sun jm there “The sun is there.”

prr r emerge sun jm there “The sun emerges there.”30

He later identified an adverbial (“circumstantial”) form of the stp.f based on

similar criteria:

subject predicate

r sun pr.f emerge.3msg “The sun emerges.”31

Eventually, five forms of the active stp.f of Old and Middle Egyptian were iden-

tified: dependent (renamed “prospective”), Polotsky’s nominal and adverbial,

an “indicative” form used primarily in the past/perfect negation nj stp.f, and a

form marked by final –w in some verb classes.32

In the 1970s, the understanding of these forms as primarily syntactic alter-

nants replaced Gardiner’s system as the “standard theory” of Egyptian gram-

mar, and is still widely regarded as normative.33 Already at the end of that

decade, however, some scholars had begun to question the notion of paradig-

matic substitution inherent in Polotsky’s system: e.g. that the “circumstantial”

stp.f is a verb form marked for adverbial function rather than one used adver-

bially. This has now produced a third analytical approach, usually described

as “post-Polotskyan.” It has recognized the existence of the second tenses,

along with the other four forms of the active stp.f, but argues that their use

is governed by semantic and pragmatic criteria as well as syntactic ones.

In a construction such as prr r jm “The sun emerges there,” for exam-

ple, the use of the verb form prr is understood as motivated by all three

criteria:
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8 The Ancient Egyptian Language

� syntactic – serving as the predicate
� semantic – expressing a particular aspect
� pragmatic – indicating that the primary interest is not in the verb itself.

Similarly, in the Coptic clause ntatetnaas nai" “you did it for me,” the

second tense is analyzed not as a verb phrase serving as the nominal subject of

an adverbial predicate nai" but as the clausal predicate (syntactic), expressing

past tense (semantic), and focusing attention on the prepositional phrase rather

than on the verb itself (pragmatic).

The discussions in Chapters 9–12 follow a more recent model based in part

on this last analytical approach, with equal weight given to morphology as well

as syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic criteria.
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2 Coptic phonology

The phonology of ancient Egyptian is most transparent in the final stage of the

language, known as Coptic, which is written in a script based on the Greek

alphabet with an additional eight characters derived from earlier Egyptian

scripts to represent consonants not found in Greek (see below). Coptic is

attested as a living language for about 1500 years, beginning in the third century

ad.1

Besides recording its phonology, the alphabet in which Coptic is written also

reveals extensive dialectal differences in pronunciation. Coptic had six major

dialects, named after the regions in which each was prevalent: Akhmimic

(a), Bohairic (b), Fayumic (f), Lycopolitan (l, earlier called Subakhmimic),

Oxyrhynchite (m, from its alternative names Mesokemic or Middle Egyptian),

and Saidic (s).2 The most important of these are Saidic and Bohairic, which

eventually became the dominant dialects of the Nile Valley and the Delta,

respectively. Besides these, there were a number of minor dialects, as well as

variants and early forms of the major ones; chief among the latter is Dialect

P (p), ancestral to Saidic.3 Texts written in an alphabetic script prior to the

appearance of Coptic also present an early stage of the language; these are

known collectively as Old Coptic (o), although the term refers specifically to

the script rather than the language.

The phonological differences between the Coptic dialects can be traced to a

common substrate, which can be termed “Common Coptic.”4 Because dialectal

variations undoubtedly existed throughout the history of the Egyptian language,

that substrate is a purely theoretical construct. It is, however, a useful means of

dealing with the phonemic inventory of the language as a whole.5 The purpose

of the present chapter is to discuss both the phonemic inventories that are

attested in the major Coptic dialects and how they are related to that which can

be reconstructed for Common Coptic.

2.1 The Coptic alphabet

The oldest texts in the Old Coptic script are dated to the first or second century

ad, and those in Coptic proper to the third century ad. The Coptic alphabet,

11
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12 Part One: Phonology

however, reflects the phonological values of its Greek prototype of the third

century bc, at the latest, and therefore derives from a tradition of writing the

Egyptian language in alphabetic characters that is at least three centuries older

than the first attested Old Coptic texts.6

The alphabet used by the six major dialects has thirty-two characters, repre-

senting a total of twenty-six distinct sounds:7

a a m m y kh/kh

b b n n 2 ps

g g (= k) ä ks w ō

d d (= t) o o ¥ š

e ə p p f f

z z (= s) r r 5/4 h
˘

h e s s x h

c th/th t t j t
¯

i i8 + ti q k
¯

/t
¯

h

k k u u9

l l v ph/ph

The characters g/d/z are used primarily in writing Greek loan-words, where

they are equivalents of k/t/s, respectively; in Saidic, however, g and z are

occasionally variants of k and s, respectively, in native words after n, e.g.

mounk/moung “form” and anshbe/anzhbe “school.”10 The charactersä/2/+

are monograms in all dialects, used in native words as variants of ks/ps/ti,

respectively. In all but Bohairic, c/v/y are similar monograms, for tx/px/kx,

respectively; in Bohairic they are distinct consonants, aspirated counterparts of

t/p/k, respectively. The character q is distinctive in all dialects, representing

k
¯

in most but the aspirated counterpart of j (t
¯

h) in Bohairic. The characters

5/4 are unique to Akhmimic and Bohairic, respectively, where they represent a

distinct consonant h
˘

.11

Old Coptic texts and Dialect P also have two additional consonants: h
¯

(o q,

p ), and ˀ (o , p ). These two consonants have disappeared as such in Coptic,

but an original ˀ is reflected in part by the doubling of stressed vowels in all

but Bohairic and Oxyrhynchite, e.g. p o p = a 5oop, f ¥aap, ls ¥oop vs.

b ¥op, m ¥ap “existent.”

2.2 Syllable structure and stress

Native Coptic lexemes generally have from one to three syllables, with a

single stress on the last or penultimate syllable, e.g. mhr mer “shore,” mhre

mé-rə “bundle,” emhre ə-mé-rə “inundation.”12 Syllables can consist of a

single vowel or consonant, or can begin or end with a vowel, a consonant,

or a consonant-cluster: o “done,” n “for,” to “land,” mn “with,” af “flesh,”
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taf “spittle,” fnt “worm,” sqraxt “rest.” In Bohairic and Oxyrhynchite, a

superliteral dot is often used to mark a single vowel or consonant serving as

a syllable: b ėbol ə-ból, m ėbal ə-bál “out”; b ṅcok n. -thók, m ṅtak n. -ták

“you.”13 The counterpart in Saidic and other dialects is a superliteral stroke,

used over one or between two consonants: ntof n. -tóf “he,” swtm s ´̄o-tm.
“hear.”14

Lexemes such as ams fnt = bs fent, f bent “worm” show that stress

could fall on a syllabic consonant as well as a vowel. Although most consonants

can function syllabically, those that can bear stress are limited to the class of

“sonants” (blmnr),15 e.g. alms tbt tb. t, b tebt təbt, f thbet té-bət “fish”; a

kl kl. , s klle kĺ.-lə, b keli kə́l-i, f khlli kél-li “doorbolt”; alms xmj hm. t
¯
, bf

xemj həmt
¯

“vinegar”; alms brre bŕ. -rə, bf beri bə́r-i “new.” Coptic shows a

strong tendency to vowel reduction or loss in unstressed syllables: for example,

alms rmnkhme rm. -n. -ké-mə, b remnyhmi rəm-n. -khé-mi, f lemnkhmi ləm-n. -ké-

mi “Egyptian,” from als rwme, b rwmi, f lwmi, m rome “man” plus n “of”

plus khme/yhmi/khmi “Egypt.”

2.3 Vowels

The seven Coptic vowels are generally phonemic in all dialects. In native

words, h, o, and w bear full stress; the other vowels occur in both stressed and

unstressed syllables.

Stressed vowels show considerable variation both among and within dialects.

Among dialects, h and stressed i/ou are usually consistent, e.g. hrp “wine,” fi

“carry,” ounou (unú) “hour.” The other stressed vowels conform to a general

pattern of dialectal distribution, as follows:

aflm a = bs o (san/son “brother”)

aflm e = bs a (xet/xat “silver”)

abfls w = m o (swtp/sotp “choose”).16

Within dialects, the stressed vowels a/e/h/i/o/w show a general pattern of

distribution between open syllables (ending in a vowel) and closed ones (ending

in a consonant), as follows:
� open i vs. closed aflm e, bs a: alm jise, f jisi “lift” vs. jests “lift it”;

b riki, s rike “bend” vs. rakts “bend it”;
� open h vs. closed aflm e, bs a: abflms xrhtn hré-tn. “your (pl) face” vs.

aflm xrek, bs xrak “your (msg) face”;
� open w (m o) vs. closed aflm a, bs o: al swne, f swni, m sone “sister”

vs. san “brother”; b swni, s swne “sister” vs. son “brother.”

These variants and alternants establish the existence of six underlying vocalic

phonemes in Common Coptic:17
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14 Part One: Phonology

*a > aflm a = bs o in closed syllables

*a > abfls w = m o in open syllables

*e > aflm e = bs a in closed syllables

*e > abflms h in open syllables

*i > aflm e = bs a in closed syllables

*i > abflms i in open syllables.

The general association of a/e/o with closed stressed syllables, and of h/i/w

with open ones, identifies in turn the syllable structure of numerous Coptic

words. For example, s swrm “err” is etymologically disyllabic s ´̄o-rm. rather

than monosyllabic s ´̄orm, as indicated also by bf swrem and s swrm; similarly,

abls ro, f la, m ra “mouth” indicates an etymologically closed syllable,

confirmed by o ra (Common Coptic *raˀ).18

Although these data are generally valid, there are numerous exceptions con-

ditioned by additional environmental factors.19 The most consistent is *a >

ou after m/n in all dialects: als noufe, bf noufi “good” (masculine) vs.

al nafre, b nofri, f nafli, s nofre “good” (feminine); m nouxm “save”

vs. nexmf “save him.” As the last example illustrates, the consonants ¥, x,

and 5/4 can affect the development of a preceding *a > bs a and fm e rather

than regular o/a in a closed syllable, e.g. bf ¥e¥tf, s sa¥tf “stop him” vs.

¥w¥t/sw¥t “stop”; b va4ts, s paxts, fm pexts “bend it” vs. vwxt/pwxt

“bend”; similarly, *a > b o rather than w in an open syllable before x: b oxi

vs. als wxe, f wxi “stand up.” Open *i is occasionally realized as h rather

than i in some dialects, e.g. bf nibi/nhbi, s nibe/nhbe “swim.” Stressed *i fol-

lowed by a sonant in a closed syllable usually becomes b e and f h rather than

a/e, but disappears in the other dialects, producing a syllabic sonant: b jemt,

f qhnt, alms qnt “find me” vs. b jimi, f qini, alms qine “find.” Bohairic

regularly has w where the other dialects have a/o before (e)i or ou at the end

of a syllable or word, e.g. b mwit vs. alm maeit, f mait, s moeit “path”;

b mwou vs. aflm mau, s moou “water.” Similarly, *e > bf h before (e)i at

the end of a syllable or word, e.g. b mhini, f mhin vs. am meein, ls maein

“sign.”

Although it is not preserved as such in any of the six major dialects, ety-

mological *ˀ produces a number of effects on preceding vowels in stressed

syllables, both open and closed. In all but Bohairic and Oxyrhynchite, it is reg-

ularly reflected in doubled vowels except when word-final. In open syllables,

*a before *ˀ normally becomes a ouou/ou and m w, e.g. a xououf/xouf, bm

xwf, fls xwwf/xwf “himself.” Closed *aˀ produces al o(o) rather than a(a):

thus, als tootf, b totf, f taatf, m tatf “his hand”; als nto, b nco, fm

nta “you.” In a closed syllable, *a usually undergoes its regular development

to bs o(o) before *ˀ. In some words, however, it becomes bs a(a), as in other

dialects, and fm e(e) in place of regular a(a), e.g. ab ¥ats, f ¥eets, ls
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¥aats, m ¥ets “cut it” vs. a ¥ouout, bm ¥wt, fls ¥wwt “cut.” Original

*ˀ is often lost after *e and *i. When preserved, as reflected by doubled vow-

els, it can produce abls ee, fm hh from *e in a closed syllable: als ¥eere,

f ¥hhli, b ¥eri, m ¥hre “daughter.”20 Original *i before *ˀ can exhibit its

regular development in a closed syllable, e.g. afl tees, m tes, s taas “give

it” vs. abflms + “give.”21 In open syllables, *i before *ˀ often produces hh in

all dialects except Akhmimic: a +eibe, b thb, f teebe, ls thhbe, m thbe

“finger”; a ouieibe, b ouhb, fls ouhhb, m oueb “priest.”22

All vowels except h, o, and w also occur in unstressed syllables.23 In that

environment, (e)i andou are generally consistent across dialects, e.g. als eiwt,

bf iwt, m eiot/iot “father”; abflms ounou (unú) “hour.” Unstressed a and

e are consistent in some words but alternate in others: abflms amou (amú)

“come” and esht “ground,” but al abal vs. bs ebol, fm ebal “out.” Vowels

also disappear or modulate to e or a syllabic consonant in unstressed sylla-

bles, e.g. alfs snhu, bm snhou “brothers” vs. aflm san, bs son “brother”;

aflms xthf, b xchf “his heart” vs. abflms xht “heart”; a 5at5t, b 4ot4et,

f xatxet, s xotxt “examine” vs. a 5t5wtf, b 4et4wtf, fs xetxwtf “exam-

ine him.” In word-final position, alms e and bf i are regular variants, e.g.

mise/misi “give birth.”

The stressed vowels of Coptic and Common Coptic can be described in terms

of the phonological features ±high, ±low, ±back, ±round, and ±tense as

follows.24

Coptic Common Coptic

h l b r t h l b t

a – + + – – *a – + + –

o – – + + – *a – + + +

w – – + + + *e – – + –

e – – + – – *e – – + +

h – – + – + *i + – – –

ou + – + + + *i + – – +

i + – – – +

Such a description, of course, can only be theoretical, since the actual pho-

netic quality of the vowels is unknown. The greatest degree of uncertainty

attends the lax Coptic vowel e and its tense counterpart h. The former is com-

monly understood as –back [�] (as in English met), but variation with syllabic

sonants (e.g. s fent and fnt “worm”) suggests that it was closer to the +back

vowels [�] or [ə].25 The tense vowel h is usually thought to have been –b [e] (the

vowel of English mate). Such a value is supported by its occasional variance

with i (e.g. bf nibi/nhbi, s nibe/nhbe “swim”) and its late Coptic pronuncia-

tion as [i] (the vowel of English suite) in some environments.26 In late Coptic,
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however, it has also become [a] in other words, suggesting it was closer in value

to Greek �, originally [�:].27

Despite its uncertainties, the feature matrix of Coptic vowels is useful as

a mechanism for describing synchronic and diachronic change. For example,

most of the exceptions noted above involve a change in only a single feature:

–h → +h w→ ou after m/n, a w→ ou before *ˀ
+b → –l fm a→ e before ¥/x and *ˀ, b a→ e before a sonant

–r → +r al a→ o before *ˀ
+r → –r bs o→ a before ¥/x/4 and *ˀ
–t → +t f e→ h before a sonant or (e)i, b o→ w before ou or (e)i,

m o→ w before *ˀ
+t → –t b w→ o before x.

The general relationship between the vowels of Common Coptic and those

of Coptic can be described in terms of the same distinctive features. This

involves two phonological processes: the lowering/backing of *i and *e in

closed syllables (+h > –h and –b > +b) and the introduction of ±round as

a distinctive feature. The dialectal differences of Coptic reflect variation in the

order and manner of these processes.

The relationship is simplest in Akhmimic, Fayumic, and Lycopolitan, where

one process rounds *a to *o and the other backs *i to *e. The first process can

be analyzed as (+b+t → +r). Since back vowels are not high in Common

Coptic, the second process can be explained simply as –t > +b, changing

*i (–b+h) to *e (+b–h). The two developments can be tabulated as follows

(underscore indicates change).

common coptic *a *a *e *e *i *i

+b+t > +r *a *o *e *e *i *i

–t > +b *a *a *e *e *e *i

aflm *a *w *e *h *e *i

The relationship is similar in Oxyrhynchite, with the difference of *a > o

(–t) except before *ˀ or word-final. Since *a is not rounded to o in this dialect,

the peculiarity is most likely a secondary development of *o > o, environmen-

tally conditioned.

In Bohairic and Saidic, both *a and *a are rounded (to o/w) and *e and

*i both become a. This requires a process that rounds Common Coptic *a/a

but exempts the secondary *a derived from *e/i. The order of rounding and

lowering is not significant in aflm, but in bs rounding must have occurred

first: the single change +l > +r produces *o/o from *a/a. The second process

is explained most economically as –t–r > +l: since low vowels are also

back and not high in Common Coptic, this changes both *e (–l+b) and *i

(+h–l–b) to *a (+l+b). The two developments can be tabulated as follows.
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common coptic *a *a *e *e *i *i

+l > +r *o *o *e *e *i *i

–t–r > +l *o *o *a *e *a *i

bs *o *w *a *h *a *i

In this light, a few of the exceptions noted above can be seen as the result of

environmental factors preventing the application of some of these processes.

Thus, a closed syllable ending in¥/x/4 or (some instances of) original *ˀ blocks

the first process in Bohairic and Saidic, and a following x does the same for the

influence of the second process on *o in Bohairic.

2.4 Consonants

Like the vowels, the consonants of Coptic often have a number of different

Common Coptic correspondents.

Coptic m/n/s behave the same in all dialects and therefore usually derive

from Common Coptic *m/n/s, respectively.28

Coptic b and f generally correspond to *b and *f, respectively, but are

occasionally variants of one another, e.g. b ¥bw/¥fw “tale,” f sab+/saf+

“prepare,” l fi/bi “carry,” m kba “compulsion” vs. kafen “compel us,” s

wbt/wft “goose.” These suggest that b was at least sometimes realized as a

voiced bilabial fricative [�] (as in Spanish cabo); its variance with f would

then result from devoicing of b or voicing of f. The same phonological value

explains the occasional instance of b as a variant of ou, e.g. b bisi, s bise vs.

a ouieise, b ouisi, s oueise “saw.” But in other cases, p appears as a variant

or alternant of b: b nhbi/nhpi “swim”; a ouaabe, s ouaab “pure” vs. a ouap,

s ouop “become pure.” This indicates that b was phonemically a stop (/b/)

rather than a fricative, despite its occasional realization as [�].

The consonants r and l occur in all six dialects and generally reflect Common

Coptic *r and *l, respectively. Fayumic, however, usually has lwhere the other

dialects have r, e.g. f la vs. abls ro, m ra “mouth.” For consistent Fayumic

exceptions, such as erw+/arw+ “milk” (as erwte, b erw+, m erote), it is

not known whether r was phonetically distinct; minimal lexical pairs such as

ls ro, m ra “mouth” vs. ls lo, m la “cease” do not occur in Fayumic (which

has la for both lexemes).

Coptic x occurs in all dialects and the signs 5 and 4 only in Akhmimic and

Bohairic, respectively. The distribution of these consonants, however, reflects

three corresponding Common Coptic phonemes:

1. *h, in lexemes where all six dialects have x, e.g. abfls xwtp, m xotp “rest”;

2. *h
˘
, in lexemes where flms x corresponds to ab 5/4, e.g. fls wnx, m onx vs.

a wn5, b wn4 “live”;

3. *h
¯
, in lexemes where a 5 corresponds to bflms ¥, e.g. a 5oop vs. f ¥aap,

ls ¥oop, b ¥op, m ¥ap “existent.”
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18 Part One: Phonology

The last phoneme is represented by distinct characters in Old Coptic (q) and

Dialect P ( ), e.g. p o>p “existent.” Coptic x therefore corresponds to Com-

mon Coptic *h or *h
˘
; Akhmimic 5, to *h

˘
or *h

¯
; and Bohairic 4, only to *h

˘
.

In addition to *h
¯
, Coptic ¥ also corresponds to Common Coptic *š in lexemes

where all six dialects have ¥, e.g. alms ¥hre, b ¥hri, f ¥hri/¥hli “son.”

The alternate realization of *h
¯

as 5 and ¥ indicates that the Common Coptic

phoneme had a value midway between those of its two Coptic correspondents,

most likely a palatalized counterpart of h
˘

([x2] or [ç]). Akhmimic has lost the

palatalization (*h
¯

> h
˘
); palatalization is retained in the other dialects, but the

consonant has shifted from velar to apical in articulation.29

The consonants c/v/y are distinctive only in Bohairic, where they are aspi-

rated counterparts of t/p/k, respectively. The aspirated consonants occur imme-

diately before a stressed vowel and before single sonants or ou/i preceding

another vowel,30 e.g. b cai vs. afm tei, l teei, s tai “this”; b vw¥ vs. afs

pw¥, l pw¥e, m po¥ “split”; b yw vs. a kou, flms kw “place”; b ylom vs.

aflm klam, s klom “wreath”; b vouhb vs. a pouieibe, f pouhb, ls pouhhb,

m poueb “the priest”; b viwt vs. als peiwt, f piwt, m peiot “the father.”

The unaspirated consonants are normally used in other environments, e.g.

b¥corter “disturb” and¥tercwref “disturb him” vs. a 5tartre/ 5trtwrf,

s¥tortr/¥trtwrf. Verbs, however, tend to retain initial aspirated consonants

in unstressed syllables: cwxs “anoint” and cexspxo “anoint the face,” vwxt

“bow” and ve4tpxo “bow the face,” ywp “hide” and yeppxo “hide the face.”

Alternation between Bohairic v and p is conditioned solely by environment,

e.g. vai (phái) “this” vs. pairwmi (pair ´̄omi) “this man.” The two consonants

therefore reflect a single Common Coptic phoneme (*p). The two remaining

pairs, however, show aspiration in some words but not in others. This distinction

reflects four underlying Common Coptic phonemes:

1. *t > b c/t vs. aflms t: b cai “this” and taiswni “this sister” vs. afm

tei/tei, l teei/teei, s tai/tei;

2. *d > abflms t: afl tep, bms tap “horn”;

3. *k > b y/k vs. aflms k: b ybwl “you loosen” and kswlep “you break” vs.

afls kbwl, m kbol “you loosen” and afls kswlp, m ksolp “you break”;

4. *g > abflms k: als kwte, bf kw+, m kote “turn.”

Coptic j is occasionally used as a variant of t¥, indicating a palatalized

counterpart of *d (*d
¯
), e.g. s ¥ot¥t/¥ojt “carve”; als jpio, b jvio, fm

jpia “blame,” t-causative of ¥ipe/¥ipi “be ashamed.” Coptic q sometimes

varies with k/¥/j, both within and between dialects other than Bohairic, e.g.

f qwpi/jwpi, s qwpe/kwpe/¥wpe “seize.” This indicates a consonant sim-

ilar to k but with features of ¥ and j, therefore probably a palatal (*k
¯
).

The distribution of j and q also reflect the existence of two further Common

Coptic phonemes, *t
¯

and *k
¯
, most probably aspirated like their unpalatalized

counterparts:31
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1. *d
¯

> abflms j: a jou, bflms jw “say”;

2. *t
¯
> b q vs. aflms j: b qisi vs. alms jise, f jisi “lift”;

3. *ḡ > b j vs. aflms q: b jimi vs. alms qine, f qimi/qini “find”;

4. *k
¯

> abflms q: abfls qwm, m qom “garden.”

Like v/c/y, Bohairic q normally retains its aspiration in unstressed syllables

as the initial consonant of a verb: qwlk “extend” (afs jwlk) and qelkoucwri

“extend a hand,” qwpi “seize” (afls qwpe, m qope) and qepourwmi “seize

a man.” This feature suggests that the Bohairic reflexes of Common Coptic

*p/t/k/t
¯
/k
¯

were aspirated phonemes that lost their aspiration in some environ-

ments, rather than unaspirated consonants that were sometimes aspirated. In

the other dialects, aspiration either does not occur or is not indicated for these

consonants, i.e. *p > p, *t/d > t, *k/g > k, *t
¯
/d
¯
> j, *k

¯
/ḡ > q. The historical

bivalence of Bohairic j and q (*d
¯
/ḡ > j, *t

¯
/k
¯
> q) probably reflects *ḡ > d

¯
and

*k
¯
> t

¯
rather than graphemic bivalence in Bohairic itself: thus, j= abflms [d

¯
]

and q = aflms [k
¯
] vs. b [t

¯
].

The Coptic vowels ou and (e)i occasionally behave like consonantal

phonemes rather than vocalic ones. This can be seen for ou in verbs that

have the pattern 12a3/12o3 in the infinitive and 1a23/1o23 in the qualitative,

exemplified by aflm mtan, bs mton “rest” vs. a matne, fm matn, b moten,

s motn “resting”; in this class, the initial consonant is vocalic in the infinitive

(as shown by spellings such as aflms mtan/mton, b emton, f emtan). A

number of verbs with initial ou follow the same pattern: a ouba5, bls ouba¥,

f oube¥ “whiten” vs. bs ouob¥, f ouab¥ “white”; bs oumot, f oumat

“thicken” vs. bs ouomt “thick.” A similar alternation is exemplified for (e)i in

a ieebe, s eiebe (iə́bə) “hooves” vs. as eib (ib) “hoof.” Phonemically, there-

fore, ou = *u/w and (e)i = *i/y, even though both may have been uniformly

realized phonetically as vowels.

As noted in Section 2.3, above, doubled vowels generally reflect the presence

of an original consonantal *ˀ, represented by a separate grapheme in Old

Coptic ( ) and Dialect P ( ). Although Coptic has no graphemic counterpart of

this consonant, doubled vowels occasionally exhibit behavior that indicates its

phonemic presence. In Akhmimic, for example, a final two-consonant cluster in

which the second consonant is a sonant regularly shows a final e, e.g. a swtme

“hear” (b swtem, fls swtm, m sotm) vs. abfls swtp, m sotp “choose.”

A final sonant preceded by a doubled vowel exhibits the same feature, e.g. a

ioore “canal” (b ior, f iaar/iaal, m iar, s eioor/eioore), a ouaabe “pure”

(b ouab, fls ouaab, m oueb). The doubled vowels in these words therefore

represent a vowel followed by phonemic *ˀ.32 Bohairic and Oxyrhynchite do

not use doubled vowels, but the presence of original *ˀ after stressed vowels

in these dialects is indicated by forms such as b ouab, m oueb “pure,” which

show the same realization of *a > a/e as in s ouaab and f oueeb, rather than

regular *a > o/a (see p. 14, above).
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20 Part One: Phonology

Apart from doubled vowels, original *ˀ generally has no Coptic reflex, par-

ticularly at the end of a word, e.g. abls ro, f la, m ra “mouth” (o ra ).33 In

some cases, however, the unstressed vowels a/e reflect its presence instead of

an original vowel, e.g. als rmmao, b ramao, f lemea, m rmmea “great man,”

from rwme/rwmi/lwmi/rome “man” plus bs o, f a “great” (o a).34 Like the

sonants, *ˀ can function syllabically, where it is also represented by the same

vowels, e.g. s aro¥ “become cold” (also a era¥, f ara¥ as a noun “cold”)

vs. or¥ “cold,” phonemically *ˀroš/ˀraš and *ˀorš, with the verb pattern noted

in the preceding paragraph.35 At the beginning of an internal syllable it is

not represented: e.g. a ouap, s ouop “become pure” vs. a ouaabe, s ouaab

“pure,” phonemically *wˀab/wˀob and *waˀb, with the same verb pattern. Its

phonemic presence is indicated, however, by Bohairic forms such as pwni “the

stone” (from p “the” plus wni “stone”) and tomi “the clay” (from t “the” plus

omi “clay”), where it blocks the usual aspiration of *p and *t before a stressed

vowel: thus, phonemically *pˀōni and *tˀomi; contrast b vwnx “turn” (*pōnh)

and coms “buried” (*toms).

Original *ˀ triggers two alternative realizations of a preceding stressed *a,

bs o/a and fm a/e, e.g. b moni, f maani, m mane, s moone “pasture” and b

ouab, f oueeb, m oueb, s ouaab “pure.” The fact that there are no consistent

phonological factors to explain this duality indicates a bivalence in the value of

*ˀ itself, despite the absence of a graphemic distinction (other than vocalic) in

even the oldest forms of Coptic: i.e., one form of *ˀ produces *a > bs o and fm

a, while the other results in *a > bs a and fm e. The latter is usually identified

as *ˁ.36

stops

Common Coptic −asp +asp fricatives nasals glides

labials *b *p *f *m *w

apicals *d *t *s *n *l,r

palatalized apicals *d
¯

*t
¯

*š – *y

palatalized velars *ḡ *k
¯

*h
¯

– –

velars *g *k *h
˘

– –

pharyngeals – – – – *ˁ

glottals – – *h – *ˀ

The observations above identify twenty-four consonantal phonemes origi-

nal to all six major Coptic dialects. These can be classified as in the table

above.37 The consonantal inventories of the Coptic dialects are derived from

these phonemes via six historical developments:
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1. Loss of the distinction between Common Coptic *ˀ and *ˁ in all dialects.

This is already visible in Old Coptic, which uses the character for both

phonemes.38

2. Loss of the distinction in aflms between the four ±asp pairs *d/t, *d
¯
/t
¯
,

*ḡ/k
¯
, and *g/k. In these dialects, the consonants t/j/q/k are more likely

to have been phonemically unaspirated rather than simply unmarked for

aspiration (e.g. t = *d rather than t = *d/t). This conclusion is based on

the Bohairic use of t and k for the unaspirated consonants: if the latter were

aspirable in the other dialects, the same should have been true in Bohairic,

with other characters chosen in that dialect to signal non-aspirability, e.g.

*d/g for d/g vs. t/k for t/k. The selectivity of aspiration in Bohairic also

shows that it was not simply a feature that this dialect added to the Com-

mon Coptic inventory; otherwise, the distinction between minimal pairs

such as twri “hand” vs. cwri “willow” is inexplicable (Saidic has twre

for both lexemes). Bohairic also indicates that the Common Coptic dis-

tinction was one of aspiration rather than voice: if the latter had been the

case, Common Coptic *d/g are more likely to have been expressed by

d/g (+vce) rather than by t/k (–asp).39 Phonetically, however, aspirated

consonants are normally voiceless (because it is difficult to use the vocal

chords and aspiration simultaneously) and unaspirated consonants are sim-

ilar to voiced ones. The distinction could therefore have been originally

±vce in some dialects and ±asp in others. This was perhaps true for *b

and *p in aflms, which are retained as distinct phonemes; by analogy, the

other stops in these dialects can also be analyzed as voiceless rather than

unaspirated.

3. Loss of the palatalized velar fricative *h
¯

in all dialects, > ¥ (palatalized

apical) in bflms and 5 (unpalatalized velar) in Akhmimic.

4. Loss of the palatalized velar stops *ḡ and *k
¯

in Bohairic (> *d
¯

and *t
¯
,

respectively).

5. Loss of the velar fricative *h
˘

in all dialects except Akhmimic and Bohairic

(> *h).

6. Loss of phonemic (though perhaps not phonetic) *r in Fayumic (> *l).

These six historical processes produced the consonantal inventories of the

major Coptic dialects from the twenty-four Common Coptic phonemes as

follows:

Bohairic > 20: *ˁ > /ˀ/, *h
¯

> /š/, *ḡ > /d
¯
/, *k

¯
> /t

¯
/

Akhmimic > 18: *ˁ > /ˀ/, ±asp > –asp, *h
¯

> /h
˘
/

Lycopolitan, Oxyrhynchite, Saidic > 17: *ˁ> /ˀ/, ±asp > –asp, *h
¯
>

/š/, *h
˘

> /h/

Fayumic > 16: *ˁ > /ˀ/, ±asp > –asp, *h
¯

> /š/, *h
˘

> /h/, *r > /l/.

The consonantal inventories of these dialects are illustrated in the tables below

(cells outlined in bold indicate change from the Common Coptic inventory

displayed in the chart on p. 20, above).
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stops

Bohairic –asp +asp fricatives nasals glides

labials /b/ /p/ /f/ /m/ /w/

apicals /d/ /t/ /s/ /n/ /l/r/

palatalized apicals /d
¯
/ /t

¯
/ /š/ – /y/

palatalized velars – – – – –

velars /g/ /k/ /h
˘
/ – –

pharyngeals – – – – –

glottals – – /h/ – /ˀ/

stops

Akhmimic –asp +asp fricatives nasals glides

labials /b/ /p/ /f/ /m/ /w/

apicals /d/ – /s/ /n/ /l/r/

palatalized apicals /d
¯
/ – /š/ – /y/

palatalized velars /ḡ/ – – – –

velars /g/ – /h
˘
/ – –

pharyngeals – – – – –

glottals – – /h/ – /ˀ/

stops

LMS –asp +asp fricatives nasals glides

labials /b/ /p/ /f/ /m/ /w/

apicals /d/ – /s/ /n/ /l/r/

palatalized apicals /d
¯
/ – /š/ – /y/

palatalized velars /ḡ/ – – – –

velars /g/ – – – –

pharyngeals – – – – –

glottals – – /h/ – /ˀ/

stops

Fayumic –asp +asp fricatives nasals glides

labials /b/ /p/ /f/ /m/ /w/

apicals /d/ – /s/ /n/ /l/

palatalized apicals /d
¯
/ – /š/ – /y/

palatalized velars /ḡ/ – – – –

velars /g/ – – – –

pharyngeals – – – – –

glottals – – /h/ – /ˀ/
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3 Coptic and Egyptian

Since Coptic is merely the final stage of the ancient Egyptian language, its

phonemes must correspond to, and be derived from, those of the earlier stages

of the language: Old Egyptian, Middle Egyptian, Late Egyptian, and Demotic,

collectively referred to as Egyptian. Vowels are essentially unwritten in these

stages,1 and phonemic differences in dialect are also generally invisible.

Egyptian is universally recognized to have had twenty-seven consonantal

phonemes, not all of which are attested or distinguished in all stages of the lan-

guage. In the two main systems of transcription used in Egyptological studies,

they are transcribed (and ordered) as follows:2

j/Ʌ� y w b p f m

n r l h h. h
˘

h� h
¯

z/s

s/ś š q/k. k g t/ṱ t
¯

d d
¯

Of these, the consonant z is consistently phonemic only in Old Egyptian, after

which it merges with s; similarly, d is not distinguished from t in Demotic and

probably not in Late Egyptian either.3 The consonant l is phonemic only in

Demotic but can be represented in earlier stages of the language by the digrams

n (OE–ME) and nr (OE–LE). Phonemic h̭ first appears in Late Egyptian as a

digram h
˘

j.

3.1 Syllable structure and stress

Because vowels are unwritten in Egyptian, syllable structure and stress are

essentially invisible. Although Coptic has vowelless words and syllables that

begin and end with consonant clusters, it has traditionally been assumed that

the syllables of Egyptian lexemes originally began with a single consonant and

were either open (cv) or closed by a single consonant (cvc).4 In the most rigid

analysis, all native lexemes are also presumed originally to have ended with a

single consonant, whether or not one is written in preserved examples. Thus,

the Egyptian ancestor of Coptic ro/ra/la “mouth” is analyzed as *raˀ, in this

case correctly: despite the fact that Egyptian spellings show only the initial

consonant r, the final consonant is in fact represented in Old Coptic (ra ).

23
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24 Part One: Phonology

Dissenting views posit the existence of lexemes that ended with more than one

consonant and others that began or ended with a vowel: thus, the ancestor of

Coptic fnt/fent “worm” is reconstructed as *fint
¯

and that of ro/ra/la as

*ra.5

The phonological reality probably lay somewhere between these two views.

Most Coptic lexemes do reflect the traditional cv/cvc structure in which cv

appears only in word-initial or internal position, e.g. aflm xet, bs xat <

*h. id
¯

“silver”; abfls xwtp, m xotp < *h. á-tap “rest”; a 5at5t, b 4ot4et, fl

xatxt, s xotxt < *h
˘
át-h

˘
at “examine.” In this light, initial or final consonant

clusters most likely derive from vowel elision, e.g. bl snax< *sa-náh. “bond”

vs. swnx < *sá-nah. “bind.”

Some lexemes that were usually unstressed, such as prepositions and par-

ticles, likely ended in a vowel or consisted solely of one, e.g. *ama/ma

(jm/m) “in, by, from” and *a (j) “oh.”6 Inflected forms could also end in a

vowel: the final vowel of the Coptic t-causative, for example, is universally

acknowledged to derive from that of a verb form ending in *á (e.g. tsnkof/

tsenkof/tsenkaf “suckle him” < *ti-sanqáf, causative of swnk < *sánaq

“suck” with 3msg suffix).7 For other Coptic lexemes, initial or final vowels

generally reflect the loss of a consonantal phoneme, e.g. wn5/wn4/wnx/onx<

*ˁá-nah
˘

“live”; ro/la/ra< *raˀ (Old Coptic ra ) “mouth.” In the case of a verb

such as msd
¯

j > maste/mos+/mas+/moste “hate,” the final syllable probably

ended in a vowel (*másd
¯
a rather than *másd

¯
aˀ), even though the pronominal

form mestwf “hate him” reflects the original fourth radical (< *masd
¯
áˀuf).8

Similarly, the original final syllable of the god’s name amoun < *amána or

*amánu “Amun” is usually assumed to have been *-naw/nuw but could have

been merely *-na/nu; earlier writings regularly show only the three radicals

jmn.9

The stress of many Egyptian lexemes can be reconstructed on the

basis of their vocalized Coptic descendants: for example, oumot/oumat

“thicken” < *wamát. Based on these, stress seems generally to have corre-

sponded to the Coptic preference for final or penultimate syllables, except

for lexicalized compounds such as *h. ám-nat
¯
ur (h. m-nt

¯
r “priest,” literally

“god’s-servant”) > xont.10 The existence of such exceptions, however,

makes it conceivable that some inflected forms also had antepenultimate

stress.

3.2 Vowels

The ancestors of the Coptic vowels can be seen in cuneiform renditions of

Egyptian words. Neo-Assyrian renditions of Egyptian words in proper names

of the Late Period (eighth to seventh centuries bc) show the same stressed

vowels found in Coptic:11
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o yaru’u *yaruˁó (jtrw “big river”) > as iero, b iaro, fm iera “river”

w h
˘

ūru *h. ´̄oru (h. rw) > s xwr “Horus”

ou nūti *núti or *n´̄oti (nt
¯
r) > almos noute, bf nou+ “god”

h h
˘

ē *h. e (h. t) > a xi, sbfm xh “front”

e mempi *mə́mfi (mn-nfr) > b memfi/mefi, s mnfe “Memphis”

i rinip *rı́nif (rn.f) > os rinf “his name”

a s. a’nu *d
¯
áˁnu (d

¯
nt) > b jani/janh, s jaane “Tanis.”

Where they are distinctive, these seem to correspond most closely to the vowel

patterns of Bohairic (iaro, nou+, xh, memfi) or Saidic (xh, jaane).

Renditions of Egyptian words in cuneiform texts of the New Kingdom (fif-

teenth to thirteenth centuries bc) mostly show only the vowels a, i, and u in all

environments:12

a h
˘

atpi *h. átpu (h. tp.w) > xatp/xotp “is content”

a- h
˘

āra *h. ára (h. rw) > NA h
˘

ûru > xwr “Horus”

i pusbi’u *pusbı́ˀ (p -sb ) > bs pesbe, f pesbh “the door”

i- pišit. *pisı́da (psd
¯

w) > a 2is, b 2it, l 2ite, s 2is/2it/2ite/2ise

“nine”

u mu’a/mu *múˁˀa/muˁ (m t) > als mhe, bf mei/mhi,

ms mee, s me “truth”

u- mut.u *múdu (md
¯

w) > abls mht and s mhte, b mh+ “ten”

Evidence for other stressed vowels in the New Kingdom renditions is sparse.

Cuneiform ku/kū for Egyptian k “ka” (in ku’ih
˘

ku = k -h. r-k ) may represent

an early instance of *a > *o (b yoiak, s koiaxk/yoiaxk vs. a kaiak); stressed

e is either a variant of i or reflects Egyptian *i > *e; and unstressed e is

normally a variant of a, i, or u.13 Even if Egyptian possessed the vowels *o

and *e in the New Kingdom, their distribution in the cuneiform renditions is

restricted enough to indicate that they were allophones of other vowels rather

than phonemic as in Coptic.

In the case of a and i, the earlier vocalizations correspond closely to that

reconstructed for Common Coptic in open and closed stressed syllables: a >

*a/a > bs w/o (*h. ára > xwr, *h. atpu > xatp/xotp) and i > *i/i > bs i/a

(*pisı́da > 2ite, *pusbı́ˀ > pesbe).14 This indicates that for a and i, the

processes that produced the Coptic vowels from those of Common Coptic

(Chapter 2, Section 2.3) occurred between the New Kingdom and the Late

Period. The vowel u, however, appears in place of Common Coptic *e/e in the

earlier vocalizations: *múdu > mht, *múˁˀa/ muˁ> mee/me. A further shift is

necessary to account for this correspondence.

The distinctive features of the three-vowel system of the New Kingdom

cuneiform renditions can be described as follows.

high low back round

a – + + –

i + – – –

u + – + +
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26 Part One: Phonology

The feature ±tense was probably not phonemic at this point, since u uni-

formly becomes Common Coptic *e/e: the development of u > *e > *e/e is

likelier than u > *u/u > *e/e. The introduction of ±tense as a distinctive

feature therefore occurred between the New Kingdom and the Late Period and

after the change of u to Common Coptic *e.

The latter development involves two processes, +r > –r and +h > –h. The

first of these may have been occasioned by the redundancy of roundness as

a distinctive feature in the New Kingdom system, producing +h+b–r *ɯ.15

The second may have been +b > –h, on the analogy of a, producing the *e of

Common Coptic (–h–l+b). There is no evidence to indicate whether the two

processes were sequential (u > *ɯ > *e) or simultaneous (u > *e).

The general history of the Egyptian vocalic phonemes therefore involves the

following major stages of development:

1. earliest a i u New Kingdom

2. u > *e *a *i *e post-New Kingdom

3. ±tense *a,*a *i,*i *e,*e NK–Late Period

4. Coptic a/o,w e/a,i e/a,h by the Late Period

Stage 3 corresponds to the system hypothesized in Chapter 2 for Com-

mon Coptic. It should be noted that these represent gross stages of develop-

ment only. The reality was undoubtedly complicated by dialectal and environ-

mental (phonotactic) factors, at least between stages 3 and 4 (as detailed in

Chapter 2) and probably earlier as well. New Kingdom k *kaˀ > *koˀ
(cuneiform ku) > ka/yo/ko, for example, most likely indicates selective round-

ing of a > *o in some environments before Stage 3,16 rather than the introduc-

tion of Stage 3 for a before the other vowels, since a in other environments is

represented by cuneiform a.

3.3 Consonants

The consonantal phonemes that can be reconstructed for Common Coptic

correspond to those of Egyptian as follows:17

*p p afs pw¥, b vw¥, l pw¥e, m po¥ < psš “divide”

b occasionally word-final after a stressed vowel: afl tep, bms tap < db

“horn”

*b b a sbou, bflms sbw < sb yt “teaching”

p occasionally: f wbet, ls wbt < pd “bird”

*f f abflms fi < f j “carry”

*m m alfm mau, b mwou, s moou < mw “water”

b occasionally: alms nim < nb “all, every”

*w w al ouen, bfs ouwn, m ouon < wn “open”

b occasionally: abfsm siou < sb “star”
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*t t afm tei", b cai", l teei, s tai" < t j/t y “this”

t
¯

a to, b cwn, fs twn, lm ton < t
¯
nj “where”

*d d afl tep, bms tap < db “horn”

d
¯

a +eibe, b thb, fs thhbe, lm thbe < d
¯

b “finger”

*s s abflms sei/si < s j “become sated”

z alfm sap, bs sop < zp “occasion”

*n n afm nei", bs nai", l neei < n j/n y “these”

*l n afm les, bs las < ns “tongue”

r abls wlk < rq “bend”; also regularly in Fayumic, e.g. la < r “mouth”

(abls ro, m ra)

rarely: b 4elpi, ls xelpe/xlpe < h
¯

p j (Dem. h
¯

lpy) “navel”18

l Demotic: b lojlej, s lojlj < ld
¯

ld
¯

“be sickly”

*r r alm ren, bs ran, f ren/len < rn “name”

n rarely: bs ermont < jwn-mnt
¯
w “Armant”

rarely: b yrobi < h
¯

bt “sickle”19

*t
¯

t
¯

alms jise, b qisi, f jisi “exalt” < t
¯
zt “raise”

*d
¯

d
¯

a jou, bflms jw < d
¯

d “say”

*š š alm re¥e, b ra¥i, f le¥i, s ra¥e < ršwt “rejoice”

s al ¥eji, f ¥eji, s ¥aje vs. b saji, f seji, lm seje “speak” < sd
¯

dt

“relate”

*y j als eiwt, bf iwt, m eiot < jtj “father”

as eiwxe, b ioxi, f iwxi, m ioxe < h. t “field”

r occasionally: s xkoeit < h. qr.tj “hungry”

*k
¯

k ablfs qwm, m qom < k mw “garden”

*ḡ g alms qine, b jimi, f qimi < gmt “find”

k b bhj, fs bhq < bjk “falcon”

q occasionally: afs qwnt, b jwnt, l qwwnt, m qont < qnd

“become angry”

*h
¯

h
˘

a 5wrp, bfls ¥wrp, m ¥orp “be early” < h
˘

rp “lead”

*k k ams khme, b yhmi, f khmi < kmt “Egypt”

h
˘

occasionally: A kou, b yw, flms kw “place” < h
˘

“throw”

*g g afm ke¥, bs ka¥ < g šw “reed”

q abfs kwt, m kot < qd “build”

*h
˘

h
˘

a 5rau, b 4rwou, f xlau/xraau, lm xrau, s xroou < h
˘

rw “voice”

h
¯

a 5oun, b 4oun, flms xoun < h
¯

nw “interior”

*ˁ a ouaabe, b ouab, f oueeb, ls ouaab, m oueb < w b.w “pure, clean”

*h h alfm xep, bs xap “judgment” < hp “custom”

h. abfls xwn, m xon < h. n “command”

*ˀ als meeue, b meui, f meeuei/mhhoui, m mhoue < m wt
¯

“think”

j a bououne, bm bwn, fs bwwn < bjn “bad”

as sooxe, b soxi, f saaxi, m saxe < s h. “indict”

r als tootf, b totf, f taatf, m tatf < d
¯

rt.f “his hand” (absolute as

twre, bf twri, f twli)

t as eioore, b ior, f iaal/iaar, m iar < jtrw “river”

t
¯

als rwme, bf rwmi, f lwmi, m rome < rmt
¯

“person”

d a jou, bflms jw < d
¯

d “say”

d
¯

alm sabte, b sob+, f sabti, s sobte < spdd
¯

“prepare.”
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28 Part One: Phonology

Very few one-to-one correspondents emerge from this list. The relationships

can be narrowed, however, through consideration of environmental factors.

As noted in Chapter 2, Common Coptic *ˁ and *ˀ are generally distin-

guishable only in the reflexes a/e vs. o/a (bs/fm), the former < *aˁ and the

latter < *aˀ. Common Coptic *ˁ generally corresponds to Egyptian except

before h. , where sometimes becomes /ˀ/ (represented by j), e.g. h. ∼ jh. “net,”

h. ∼ jh. “fight,” m h. t ∼ mjh. t “tomb,” s h. ∼ sjh. “insignia, titular.” This fea-

ture accounts for the occasional correspondence of Common Coptic *ˀ with .

Egyptian r regularly became /ˀ/ at the end of a syllable or word in the Middle

Kingdom and later: thus, d
¯

rt.f *d
¯
ártif > *d

¯
áˀtif > tootf/taatf “his hand”

vs. d
¯

rt *d
¯
árat > twre/twri “hand.”

Coptic twre/twri vs. tootf/taatf also illustrates the regular loss of the

feminine marker t at the end of an absolute noun (beginning already in the Old

Kingdom) but its preservation before a pronominal suffix; these phenomena

are often reflected in writing by omission of the final t in absolute use and by

tw or tj in Late Egyptian and ṱ in Demotic in pronominal forms. The same

process was applied subsequently to a final t that evolved from original t
¯
, d, or

d
¯

: thus, *sápdad
¯
> *sápdad > *sápda > sabte/sob+/ sabti/sobte “prepare”

vs. *sapdád
¯
us > *sapdádus > sbtwts/ sebtwts/sebtots “prepare it.” The

correspondence of these consonants with Common Coptic *ˀ is thus usually

conditioned by environment. Exceptions such as eioore/iaar/iaal< jtrw and

meere/meri/mhhre/mhre < mtrt “midday” are infrequent and represent the

glottalization of a non-final t (the same phenomenon found in Cockney [boˀl.]
bottle): thus, *yátru > *yáˀru (cuneiform yaru) > eioore/iaar/iaal.

Apart from these, the regular correspondents of Common Coptic *ˀ are and

j. These are virtually indistinguishable on the basis of their Coptic descendants,

except for the occasional survival of as *l/r. Both also became occasionally, and

unpredictably, *y as well as *ˀ initially or after a stressed vowel, e.g. t
¯
p *ˀát

¯
ap >

abfswtp “load” vs. h. t *ˀáh. at > as eiwxe, b ioxi, f iwxi, m ioxe “field”; t *taˀ
> b co, ls to “land” vs. s *saˀ> bs soi", f sai" “back”; jnr *ˀánar > als wne,

bf wni, m one “stone” vs. jdt *ˀádat > as eiwte, bf iw+ “dew”; bjnt *báˀnat >

as boone, b bone, f bani “badness” vs. bjnt *báˀnat > b ouini, s boine

“harp.” The same process, also unpredictable, affected syllable-final r, e.g.

d
¯

rt.f *d
¯
ártif > s tootf “his hand” vs. h. qr.tj *h. aqárta > s xkoeit “hungry.”

The correspondence between f and Common Coptic *f is direct, as is that

between m and *m. Egyptian p regularly corresponds to *p, suggesting that

it too was aspirated (or aspirable); the occasional Coptic reflex b may be

environmentally conditioned before *d, as in pd > wbet/wbt and spdd
¯

>

sabte/sob+/sabti/sobte.20 Egyptian b usually corresponds to *b but also

to the labials *p/m/w, with which *b varies or alternates in Coptic; the two

phonemes are therefore most likely identical.
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Coptic and Egyptian 29

Egyptian t/t
¯
/d/d

¯
correspond with regularity to the Common Coptic apical and

palatalized apical stops *t/t
¯
/d/d

¯
, respectively. Loss of palatalization accounts

for the correspondence of t
¯

to *t and d
¯

to *d, and this change is often visible

historically, e.g. OE–ME t
¯
nj > ME tnj > cwn/twn “where,” OE d

¯
bt > LE dbt

> Ptolemaic tbt > as twbe, b twbi “brick.” Both z and s correspond to *s, and

š to *š. The derivation of *š from s is the result of secondary adaptation to a

following š or palatalized consonant, e.g. šs w *šásˀa “hartebeest” > bs ¥o¥,

sd
¯

dt *súd
¯
dit > *súd

¯
d
¯
it al ¥eji, f ¥eji, s ¥aje and b saji, f seji, lm seje

“speak.”

Egyptian n regularly corresponds to Common Coptic *n, and Egyptian r to

*r, but both also to *l; the latter relationship is reflected in the common Late

Egyptian digram nr (usually written ) for /l/ in loan-words e.g. bnr (bl)

*bálla > aflm bal, bs bol “outside.”21 The use of r for l is also reflected in

Demotic, which uses a sign derived from the hieroglyph rw for both consonants,

with l distinguished by an additional stroke. The earlier absence of a consistent

sign for l indicates that l was originally an allophone of n and r rather than

phonemic. The rare derivation of Common Coptic *l/r from will be discussed

in Chapter 5.

The four Common Coptic velars *ḡ/k
¯
/g/k derive primarily from the three

Egyptian consonants q/k/g. The consonants q and g regularly correspond to

the unaspirated velars *ḡ and *g, while k becomes either aspirated *k or *k
¯

or palatalized *ḡ. These relationships suggest that q and g were distinguished

from k by the absence of aspirability.

No distinction between h and h. is discernible on the basis of their Coptic

descendants: both become Common Coptic *h. Egyptian h
¯

corresponds only to

*h
˘
. Egyptian h

˘
usually has the same reflex but also becomes *h

¯
and occasionally

*k; the last of these reflects a secondary change from a fricative to a stop.

These relationships suggest that h
¯

and h
˘

were distinguished at some point

by palatalization. The Late Egyptian digram h
˘

j (Demotic h̭) sometimes

replaces h
˘

in words where h
˘

becomes *h
¯
, e.g. h

˘
h
˘

> h
˘

jh
˘

j > a 5w5, bfs ¥w¥

“scatter.”

These considerations narrow the range of possible phonemic values of the

Egyptian consonants, as follows:

*ˀ/y/l/r f *f h
˘

*h
˘
/h
¯

k *k/k
¯

j *ˀ/y m *m h
¯

*h
˘

g *g/ḡ

*ˁ n *n/l z *s t *t

w *w r *r/l s *s t
¯

*t
¯

b *b h *h š *š d *d

p *p h. *h q *g/ḡ d
¯

*d
¯

No finer distinctions among the consonants of Egyptian can be made on

this basis alone. In order to narrow the range of possible values further, two
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30 Part One: Phonology

additional sets of data must be considered: correspondences between Egyptian

and the consonants of contemporary Semitic languages and those of their

Hamito-Semitic cognates; and internal evidence from Egyptian itself, such as

consonantal variations, historical changes, and consonantal incompatibilities.

The first of these will be considered in Chapter 4, the second in Chapter 5.
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4 Correspondents and cognates

The consonantal phonemes of Egyptian correspond in various ways to those

of its Hamitic and Semitic relatives. These relationships are reflected both

in the consonants used to render Semitic words in Egyptian script and in

the correspondences between the consonants of Egyptian words and those of

cognates in related languages.

4.1 Egyptian renditions of Semitic words

Correspondents between Egyptian and contemporary Semitic languages are

mostly of two kinds: Egyptian renditions of loan-words and proper names

from contemporary Semitic languages, and renditions of Egyptian words in

contemporary cuneiform texts. For consonants, the first of these relationships

is the more important, as cuneiform can be ambiguous in its expression of some

consonants (b/p, d/t/t. , g/k/q, z/s/s. ).1

Semitic loan-words and proper names are found mostly in texts of the New

Kingdom and later but also appear in Egyptian execration texts of the Old and

Middle Kingdoms.2 These data show the following correspondents:3

/l/r/ in MK texts, rarely also for /l/ in NK texts;4 in NK texts otherwise used only

as a secondary vocalic element in group-writing (e.g. b *bi)

j /ˀ/, usually as the initial element in group-writing (e.g. jw *ˀu) but also singly;5

also as a secondary vocalic element in group-writing (e.g. tj *ta, nj *ni)

/ˁ/, rarely /h. /

w /w/; also as a secondary vocalic element in group-writing (e.g. mw *mu)

b /b/, rarely /m/p/ s /�/ś/

p /p/, less often /b/ š /š/

f /p/, rarely6 q /q/g/, less often /ɣ/, rarely /k/

m /m/, rarely /b/ k /k/g/, less often /q/

n /n/, less often /l/ g /g/q/, less often /ɣ/, rarely /k/

r /r/l/, rarely /n/d/ t /t/, less often /d/t./

h /h/ t
¯

/s/, less often /�. /

h. /h. /, rarely /h
˘
/ d /d/t./, less often /t/

h
˘

/h
˘
/ d

¯
/s./z/, less often /ś./ð/

31
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32 Part One: Phonology

These relationships suggest a number of finer distinctions between the Egyp-

tian consonants than can be drawn on the basis of Coptic alone.

Although and j both correspond to Common Coptic *ˀ/y, it is clear that *y

is a secondary feature of both consonants. Neither is used to represent Semitic

/y/, and neither is rendered by cuneiform conventions for [y]. Middle Kingdom

and New Kingdom renditions of Semitic words use the Egyptian grapheme y

( , in Middle Kingdom renditions also ) for [y], rather than j ( ) alone, or

.7 Semitic /ˀ/ is regularly rendered by j, either by itself, or as part of a biliteral

or triliteral sign (e.g. jw for *ˀu), or in the digrams (j, MK/NK) and

(j , NK). This indicates that j had a value similar to Semitic /ˀ/, at least

from the Middle Kingdom onward. Egyptian corresponds only to Semitic

/l/r/ in Middle Kingdom texts,8 but New Kingdom renditions of Semitic words

indicate that it had almost completely lost those values in the interim. The

New Kingdom texts do not use for Semitic /ˀ/ and cuneiform does not render

Egyptian by its conventions for [ˀ]; Coptic reflexes such as als meeue <

m wt
¯

“think,” however, show that also had a value like [ˀ] in at least some

native words.

The Egyptian consonant is clearly equivalent to its Semitic counterpart.

Occasional correspondences to Semitic /h. / differ only in voicing, not articula-

tion. Evidence for correspondence to Semitic /ɣ/ is debatable.9

Egyptian renditions of the Semitic labials indicate that w/b/p/m were essen-

tially equivalent to their Semitic counterparts. The rare use of b ≈ /m/ and

m ≈ /b/ is paralleled within Egyptian itself, e.g. m gsw/b gsw “dagger,” h. m/h. b

“net.” Egyptian b is not used for Semitic /w/ (nor w for /b/), suggesting that

it was a stop rather than a bilabial fricative [�]; the rare instances of b ≈ /p/

therefore probably involve secondary voicing and the more frequent ones of

p ≈ /b/, the converse. The rare examples of f ≈ /p/ probably involve secondary

spirantization, usually before *i; a similar phenomenon is attested in Egyptian

fst/pfst/pst *fı́sit/ pfı́sit/pı́sit > as pise, b visi, f pisi “cook.”10

The consonant n is associated primarily with Semitic /n/ and r usually with

Semitic /r/. Both are also used for Semitic /l/, although this is much more

common for r than n. NK sources also render Semitic /l/ by the digram nr,

which is used as well, though rarely, for Semitic /r/.11 A similar (allophonic)

bivalence of n and r occurs within Egyptian, as indicated by Coptic reflexes,

e.g. ns > afm les, bs las “tongue” vs. n.s > aflm nes, bs nas “for it”; rq

“swear” > bs wrk, m ork (f wlk) vs. rq “bend” > abls wlk. The rare use of

r for Semitic /d/ suggests that r was an apical “tap” (IPA ɾ, as in Spanish pero

“but”) rather than trilled (as in Spanish perro “dog”).12

Semitic correspondences make it possible to distinguish between the two

consonants h and h. , both ancestral to Common Coptic */h/. The first is used

exclusively to render Semitic /h/ and the second, /h. /,
13 indicating that the

Egyptian consonants had values similar to their Semitic counterparts. Egyptian
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h
˘

corresponds exclusively to Semitic /h
˘
/, although as such it has two reflexes

in Common Coptic, *h
˘

and *h
¯
, as in Egyptian words, e.g. h

˘
nr *h

˘
arra “hoarse”

> b 4wl, s xwl/xwle/xwwle; h
˘

b r/h
˘

b r *h
˘
ābira “partner” > a 5bhr, b ¥vhr,

lms ¥bhr, f ¥bhl. This suggests that h
˘

was similarly bivalent already in the

New Kingdom.

Egyptian š regularly corresponds to Semitic /š/, and the converse is equally

regular.14 Egyptian s is used for Semitic /�/ and /ś/.15 The former correspon-

dence represents a common substitution and the latter perhaps analogous equiv-

alence, depending on the value of /ś/ in the originating language.16 In Egyptian

words rendered in cuneiform during the New Kingdom, Egyptian s is regularly

represented by š rather than s, but this says little about the value of Egyptian s,

since the nature of the two cuneiform sibilants is uncertain.17

The consonants q/k/g correspond most often to their Semitic counterparts.

Egyptian g, however, is used to render Semitic /q/ nearly as often as /g/; the

latter phoneme is also rendered in Egyptian by q more often than by g and

k.18 This suggests that while q and k may have been similar to their Semitic

counterparts, g had a value somewhat different from that of Semitic /g/.19 It

is also noteworthy that Semitic /ɣ/ is rendered only by q or g and not by h
˘

,

indicating that the Egyptian scribes were impressed more by this phoneme’s

place of articulation than by its fricative nature.

Egyptian t and d correspond primarily to Semitic /t/ and /d/, respectively.

Both are also used to render the Semitic emphatic /t./, d more often than t.20 The

Semitic correspondents of t
¯

and d
¯

are exclusively sibilants or dental fricatives.

Judging from their Coptic reflexes, this probably reflects the palatalized nature

of these consonants.21 In terms of their Semitic correspondents, the primary

distinction between t
¯

and d
¯

is one of emphasis, with t
¯

used most often for

Semitic /s/ð/ and d
¯

for the emphatics /s./ś./. Voice is also a factor, however: t
¯

usually renders unvoiced /s/�. / and d
¯

is used for voiced /z/ð/ as well as for the

unvoiced emphatics /s./ś./. Which, if either, of these features (±emp or ±vce)

existed in Egyptian cannot be determined on the basis of these data alone; the

primary distinction in Coptic, aspiration (±asp), is not a feature of Semitic

languages.

4.2 Cognates

Correspondences between the consonants of Egyptian words and those of

cognates in other Hamito-Semitic languages form the least certain and most

debated set of phonological data. Studies of such cognates have traditionally

focused on those from Semitic languages and their reconstructed Proto-Semitic

forms.22 These are important for the early history of the language, before the

correspondents discussed in the preceding section. They are not without con-

troversy, however, because the validity of many proposed cognates is debated.
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Despite these uncertainties, the data can be used in conjunction with other

evidence to provide some general indications of the articulation and broad

phonological value of the Egyptian consonants, particularly as may have been

the case in the earliest stages of the language, when other comparative data are

lacking.

A useful tool in this regard is the numeric system of rating devised by

Werner Vycichl.23 This assigns a two-part code to proposed cognates, rang-

ing from 33 to 00. The first numeral represents meaning: 3 indicates seman-

tic equivalence, 2, a difference in meaning attested among other Hamito-

Semitic languages, 1, a difference in meaning attested outside Hamito-Semitic,

and 0, a difference in meaning unattested elsewhere. The second numeral repre-

sents phonology: 3 indicates a complete, one-to-one sequential correspondence

between phonemes, 2, a correspondence with one phonological irregularity,

such as metathesis, 1, a correspondence with two such irregularities, and 0, a

correspondence with three or more irregularities. The system therefore rates

cognates from certain (33) to improbable (00). It is employed as such in the

following discussion for cognates rated lower than certain.

On the basis of most recent studies, the phonemic inventory of Proto-Semitic

consonants can be reconstructed as in the chart below.24

stops fricatives

Proto-Semitic +v –v +e +v –v +e nas gl

labials *b *p – – – – *m *w

dentals *d *t *t. *ð *� *t *n *r

alveolars – – – *z *s *s. – –

laterals – – – – *ś (	) *ś. (	.) – *l

palatals – – – – *š – – *y

velars *g *k – *ɣ *h
˘

(x) – – –

pharyngeals – *q – – *h. – – *ˁ

glottals – – – – *h – – *ˀ

The inventories of actual languages differ from this as follows:

Akkadian *�/ś ≈ š, *ð ≈ z, *t/ś. ≈ s.; *ɣ/h. /h/ˁ/ˀ largely > ø

Arabic *p ≈ f, *�. ≈ ð. , *ś ≈ š, *ś. ≈ d. , *š ≈ s

Ethiopic (Ge’ez) *p ≈ f, *ð ≈ z, *�/š ≈ s, *�. ≈ s., *ś. ≈ d. , *ɣ ≈ ˁ
Hebrew *� ≈ š, *ð ≈ z, *�. /ś. ≈ s., *ɣ ≈ ˁ, *h

˘
≈ h.

Syriac *� ≈ t, *ð ≈ z/d, *�. ≈ t., *ś ≈ s, *ś./ɣ ≈ ˁ, *h
˘

≈ h.
Ugaritic *�. ≈ d. /s./�. /�, *ś ≈ š, and *ś. ≈ s. or ð.25
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Correspondents and cognates 35

Egyptian is incontestably cognate with Semitic *r, e.g. q b ≈ *qrb “middle,”

h. m ≈ *h. rm “net.”26 It is less securely related to *l and *ˀ: likely examples are

nj w ≈ *n(y)l “antelope” (32) and z b “jackal” ≈ *ðˀb “wolf, jackal” (22).27

Egyptian j has a large number of cognates, but not all are of equal frequency.

The relationship between j and Semitic *ˀ and *y is well established and beyond

doubt, e.g. jnk ≈ *ˀn(k) “I,” jmn ≈ *ymn “right.” Other, less common, cognates

are *w and *l: j qt “vegetables” ≈ *wrq “green” (22); jwn ≈ *lwn “color,” jb

≈ *lbb “heart” (32). The first of these possibly represents *w > y, as in *wrq

≈ Hebrew yrq. Occasional correspondences such as jdr ≈ Hebrew ˁdr “herd”

and jnq ≈ Arabic ˁnq “embrace” may derive from *ˁ > /ˀ/.
The Semitic cognates of are among the most debated, with one set proposed

in support of the traditional interpretation of this consonant as equivalent to

Semitic *ˁ/ɣ and a second to foster the revisionist view that it was originally an

apical stop.28 Evidence for these values is j r/ rj ≈ *ˁly “ascend” (32), b ≈

*ɣrb “pleasant,” ≈ *dl “door,” ff ≈ *ðbb “fly.” Egyptian also seems to be

related to Semitic *l in h
¯

q “shave” ≈ *h. lq “shave, smooth.”

The cognates of the Egyptian labials w/b/p/m are their expected Semitic

counterparts, e.g. dwn ≈ *t.wl “stretch,” bk ≈ *bkr “tomorrow,” spt ≈ *śpt

“lip,” mwt ≈ *mwt “die.” The labial fricative f is related to Semitic *b, e.g.

sfh
˘

w ≈ *šbˁ “seven”; it is also cognate with Semitic *š/h in the 3msg suffix

pronoun f.29

Egyptian n is cognate with both Semitic *n and *l: 1pl suffix pronoun n

≈ *n; ns (Coptic les/las) ≈ *lš “tongue.” For this consonant, therefore,

the bivalence visible in New Kingdom renditions of Semitic words seems to

be original. Egyptian r is primarily cognate with Semitic *l, e.g. jzr ≈ *ˀ�l
“tamarisk,” j r/ rj “ascend” (Coptic alhi/alh/ale) ≈ *ˁly (32).30 It is also

related to Semitic *d in srsw ≈ *šd� “six,” analogous to the correspondence in

some Egyptian renditions of Semitic words. One possible cognate with Semitic

*r is rd “foot” ≈ *rdy “tread” (22).

Good cognates for Egyptian h are lacking.31 The consonant h. is related

to Semitic *h. and *ˁ: h. m ≈ *h. rm “net,” h. r ≈ *ˁl “on.” Like Egyptian , it

also seems to be associated with Semitic *l, in h. b ≈ *lˁb “play.” Egyptian

h
˘

is also cognate with Semitic *ˁ (sfh
˘

w ≈ *šbˁ “seven”) as well as with

*h
˘
: h
˘

tm ≈ *h
˘
tm “seal.” Rarer associations of h

˘
with Semitic *� and *q are also

likely: h
˘

mnw ≈ *�mn “eight,” p h
˘

d ≈ *prqd “overturn.” Egyptian h
¯

must be

considered together with š, because the two consonants are not distinguished

in the earliest texts. They are associated most securely with Semitic *h. , e.g. šm

≈ *h. m “father-in-law,” h
¯

q “shave, smooth” ≈ *h. lq “shave.”

Egyptian z is related to Semitic *z and *ð, less often to their voiceless

counterparts *s and *�, e.g. zb “play the flute” ≈ *zmr “sing, play (an instru-

ment),” z b “jackal” ≈ *ðˀb “wolf, jackal,” znh. m ≈ *slˁm “locust,” jzr ≈

*ˀ�l “tamarisk.” Most likely cognates of Egyptian s involve the sibilants *š/ś
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36 Part One: Phonology

and the fricative *�, e.g. ns ≈ *lš “tongue,” spt ≈ *śpt “lip,” sn– ≈ *�n–

“two.”

Egyptian q, k, and g are solidly associated with Semitic *q, *k, and *g,

respectively, e.g. qdf ≈ *qt.p “pluck,” 2sg suffix pronoun k ≈ *k, gs ≈ *gśś

“side” (32).

The consonant t is related to Semitic *t. as well as to *t, e.g. mwt ≈ *mwt

“die,” tmm ≈ *t.mm “close.”32 Egyptian d is also cognate with Semitic *t. as well

as with *d and *ð: dwn ≈ *t.wl “stretch,” wdj ≈ *wdy “put,” jdn ≈ *ˀðn “ear”;

possibly also with Semitic *s. in dšr ≈ *s.h. r “red.”33 The consonant t
¯

is related

exclusively to Semitic *k, as in the 2pl suffix pronoun t
¯
n ≈ *kn, undoubtedly

representing a process of palatalization: *k > *k
¯
> t

¯
. The occasional association

of d
¯

with Semitic *g/q, as in d
¯

d
¯

“head” ≈ *glgl “skull” and d
¯

nd ≈ *qnt.
“angry,” reflects the same process: *g/q > *ḡ > d

¯
. Egyptian d

¯
is also cognate

with Semitic *s. and *ˁ: d
¯

b ≈ *s.bˁ “finger,” nd
¯

m ≈ *nˁm “pleasant.”

4.3 Values from correspondents and cognates

The data from Egyptian renditions of Semitic words and from cognates are

summarized in the chart below.

Semitic Cognates Semitic Cognates

l/r; ø *r/l/ˀ h
˘

h
˘

*h
˘
/ˁ/�/q

j ˀ *ˀ/y/l h
¯

– *h.
ˁ/h. *ˁ/ɣ/d/ð/l z – *z/ð/s/�

w w *w s �/ś *š/ś/�

b b/p *b š š *h.
p p/b *p q q/g/ɣ/k *q

f p *b/š/h k k/g/q *k

m m/b *m g g/q/ɣ/k *g

n n/l *n/l t t/d/t. *t/t.
r r/l/n/d *l/d/r t

¯
s./ð/t *k

h h – d d/t./t *d/t./ð/s.
h. h. /h

˘
*h. /ˁ/l d

¯
s./z/ś./ð *g/q/s./ˁ
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5 Egyptian phonology

The data discussed in the preceding chapters, and summarized at the end of

Chapters 3 and 4, provide the basis for analyzing the probable phonological

values of the Egyptian consonantal phonemes and their development from Old

Egyptian to Coptic. Those data are not all of equal weight for the purposes

of such an analysis. The evidence from Semitic correspondences must be con-

sidered of lesser value than that from within Egyptian itself, because it is

tinged with greater uncertainty. Egyptian renditions of Semitic words should

be regarded as more reliable than cognates, since they are contemporary with

Egyptian itself, but they offer insights into the nature of the Egyptian conso-

nantal phonemes only from the Middle Kingdom onward. Internal evidence

includes not only the correspondence between Egyptian phonemes and their

Common Coptic descendants but also the indications of consonantal incom-

patibilities in word roots, variants, alternations, and historical changes.1

5.1 The consonants

This section discusses the probable values of the Egyptian consonants as well as

their historical development. More general historical questions are considered

in Sections 5.2–5.4.

5.1.1 j/y

The evidence presented in the preceding chapters associates j with both the

glottal stop or glide /ˀ/ and the palatalized apical glide /y/. The correlation

between j and /ˀ/ appears in cognates, in renditions of Semitic names and words

in the Middle Kingdom and later, and in the Common Coptic reflex of j in

most Egyptian words. The association of j with /y/ is also supported by some

cognates and Coptic reflexes of j; in addition, the use of (a doubled writing

of the primary grapheme of j, transcribed y)2 to represent /y/ both in Egyptian

words and in renditions of Semitic words can be seen as a reflection of that

association. These data have given rise to three opposing interpretations: that j

was originally /y/ and became /ˀ/ in most words; that it was originally /ˀ/ and

37
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38 Part One: Phonology

became /y/ in a few cases; or that it was bivalent, representing both /ˀ/ and /y/

(reflected in the alternative transcription Ʌ�).3

The evidence from cognates is inconclusive. For cognates such as jnk ≈

Semitic *ˀn(k) “I,” a development such as *ˀnk ≈ *ynk > ˀnk is less probable

than the more straightforward ˀnk ≈ ˀnk, indicating that j = /ˀ/. Other cognates,

however, point to an original value /y/: for example, j ≈ Semitic *y (1sg suffix

pronoun), preserved in Coptic reflexes such as n.j “for me” > alfm nei", bs nai"

and jr.j “toward me” > al arai", bs eroi", f elai", m erai", where the stressed

lax vowels e/a and a/o indicate a consonantal y (Common Coptic *niy or

*nuy and *ˀray). These data would seem to support the conclusion that j was

phonemically bivalent, representing both /ˀ/ and /y/.

Phonemic /y/ seems to be a secondary feature, deriving primarily from an

original w: for example, OE šnd
¯

wt > ME šndyt “kilt” vs. OE šnd
¯

t > ME šndt

“acacia.” This phoneme normally has no Coptic descendant: šndyt “kilt” > s

¥ntw “robe.” Common Coptic *y is the reflex of and r as well as j. For and

r, the immediate ancestor of *y is probably /ˀ/: wd
¯

*wid
¯
ı́ˀ > alfm oujei", bs

oujai" “become sound” and h. qr.tj *h. aqárta > *h. aqáˀta > s xkoeit “hungry.”

The same may therefore be true of j > *y: compare h. t *ˀáh. at > as eiwxe, b

ioxi, f iwxi, m ioxe “field” and jdt *ˀádat > as eiwte, bf iw+ “dew.” Further

evidence for j as /ˀ/ rather than /y/ is its occasional appearance as a variant of

before h. (e.g. h. /jh. “cultivate,” h. /jh. “fight”), which undoubtedly reflects >

*[ˀ] rather than the more radical change of > *[y]. Moreover, the emergence

of y, and its use instead of j to render Semitic /y/, indicates that at least by

the Middle Kingdom j was not /y/. There is therefore no compelling reason to

regard j as either phonemic /y/ or as bivalent. It can be analyzed consistently

as phonemic /ˀ/, in contrast to phonemic /y/.

Both j and y are often omitted in writing: for example, CT I, 248e jt.k . . . msy.k

n.f (B10Cb) and t.k . . . ms.k n.f (B10Cc) “your father . . . to whom you were

born.” In the case of y, this indicates that the phoneme was viewed less as a

consonant than as a vowel or semivowel, like Coptic ei, which represents both

Common Coptic *i < *i (vocalic) and *y < /j/r (consonantal). In the case of j,

writing conventions probably reflect a spectrum of phonetic realizations from

consonantal *[ˀ] to little or no pronunciation: thus, CT V, 498i bjnt “badness”

for *báˀnat > s boone but CT II, 45a bn “bad” for bisyllabic *bá’in or even

monosyllabic *ban as in b bwn (s bwwn).4 This in turn accounts for variant

Coptic reflexes such as l ieire < jrt “eye” vs. l eire < jrt “do”: in the first

case, *ˀı́rat > Common Coptic *yire, and in the second, *ı́rit > *ire.5 The

non-consonantal realization of j probably also accounts for its occasional use

to signal a vocalic desinence, as in the variation between OE j, ME w, and

OE–ME ø in stative pronouns: thus, CT III, 158b rnp.kj/rnp.kw/rnp.k probably

all represent *ranpáku rather than *ranpákuˀ or *ranpákuw; similarly also for

the passive suffix OE tj > ME tw and the pronoun pj/pw of the Pyramid Texts.6
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Egyptian phonology 39

5.1.2 /n/r

The values of these three consonants are among the most fluid and least well

defined of all Egyptian phonemes:

Cognates Correspondents Common Coptic

*r/l/ˀ MK/l/r/; NK ø *ˀ/y/l/r

n *n/l /n/l/ *n/l

r *l/d/r /r/l/n/d/ *r/l

The consonant is cognate primarily with *r, less often with *l and *ˀ. Middle

Kingdom correspondents associate it with Semitic l/r, and it survives, though

rarely, with these same values in Coptic; its relationship to Common Coptic

*ˀ (and *ˀ > *y) is evident primarily from the New Kingdom onward but is

also reflected in at least one probable cognate (z b ≈ *ðˀb). Egyptian n has the

primary value /n/ and a secondary association with /l/ throughout its history.

The consonant r is initially associated primarily with *l, in cognates, but is

consistently represented by r in cuneiform transcriptions of Egyptian words

and is ancestral to Common Coptic *r more often than to *l.

Common to all three consonants is an association with /l/ throughout their

history. The evidence is confusing here as well. Cognates support the value

/r/ for , but Middle Kingdom correspondents argue more strongly for /l/.

The picture of r is nearly the reverse, with cognates indicating the value /l/

but evidence from at least the New Kingdom onward supporting /r/. For n,

the evidence indicates the primary value /n/ in all periods, with *[l] probably

allophonic until the appearance of a phonemic /l/ in Demotic. The common

association of all three phonemes with /l/ is reflected in variant spellings of

Egyptian words with / n/n/nr > Demotic l > Coptic l: *h. lg “sweet” = OE

h. ng, ME h. ng/h. g, LE h. nrg, Dem. h. lk > alf xlaq, b xloj, s xloq; *qljt

“doorbolt” = OE q nt, ME q t, LE q rt/qrt, Dem. ql t > a kl, b keli, f

khlli, s klle; also *dlg “dwarf” = OE dng/d ng/d g and LE dnrg, and *h. l

“would that” = OE/ME h. and LE h. nr, with no Coptic reflexes.7 The conso-

nant is also an early variant of n or r in some words (e.g. nwr/ wr “trem-

ble,” dwn/dw “stretch,” d
¯

rwt/d
¯

wt “hands”);8 n and r do not occur as native

variants.

Phonetically, the evidence for n indicates that it was primarily the nasal *[n].9

Its relationship to /l/ in cognates, correspondents, and Common Coptic must

therefore be allophonic, perhaps dialectal: thus, ns “tongue” may represent

*nis as well as *lis > les/las; similarly, h. ng “sweet” for *h. inág as opposed

to h. ng/h. g/h. nrg for *h. ilág > xlaq/xloj/xloq.10 The alternate survival of n in

Common Coptic as *n/l probably reflects not only the standardization of one or

the other dialectal form, but also the ultimate influence of semantic oppositions:

thus, ns “tongue” > les/las vs. n.s “for it” > nes/nas.
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40 Part One: Phonology

A comparable relationship probably existed for the two values of r. Evidence

from the New Kingdom onward indicates its primary realization as an [r] of

some sort – to judge from its occasional representation of Semitic /d/ and /n/,

probably *[ɾ] (the single apical “tap” of Spanish pero “but”). Its association with

/l/ is therefore most likely analogous to that of n, although in this case Fayumic

points to a more consistently dialectal variation, e.g. rn “name” representing

*[lin] in some dialects (> f len) and *[rin] in others (> alm ren, bs ran).

As with n, its survival in Common Coptic as *r/l may reflect the influence

of semantic oppositions, e.g. rq “swear” > bms wrk vs. rq “bend” > abls

wlk. The fact that cognates associate r most strongly with *l, however, would

seem to suggest that it was originally an [l] of some sort, at least until the New

Kingdom.

Egyptian r is normally retained as *r/l in Common Coptic only where it was

originally at the beginning of a syllable, and has otherwise become *ˀ or *y:

thus, nfrt *náfrat > alm nafre, b nofri, f nafli, s nofre “good” vs. nfr

*náfir > als noufe, bf noufi “good”;11 h. qr.w *h. áqru > b xoker, f xakel, m

xakr, s xokr “hungry” (3msg stative) vs. h. qr.tj *h. aqárta > al xkeet, s xkoeit

“hungry” (3fsg stative). This change is visible already in Old Egyptian, and it

continues throughout the history of the language.12 Only two explanations are

possible for this consistency: either r had the single primary realization *[ɾ] in

all stages of Egyptian, or its alternant realization as *[l] was subject to the same

phonological change. The parallel between f nafli/ noufe (< *náflat/náfil)

and al nafre/noufe (< *náfrat/náfir) argues for the latter.

The value *[l] could therefore have been original to r, as suggested by

cognates. Even though n and r could both be realized as *[l], however, they do

not occur as variants of one another. This indicates that the original distinction

between the two consonants was stronger than the *[n/l] of n versus the *[l]

of r.13 If so, the difference could lie in the *[l] of n versus that of r, perhaps

*[l] in the one case and pharyngeal *[�] in the other.14 The likeliest alternative,

however, is that the evidence from cognates of r is misleading, and the primary

value of that consonant was always *[ɾ], with *[l] originally an allophone, as

for n. This suits both the variant use of n and r to represent Semitic /l/ and the

commonality indicated by the digram nr for *[l], which can be understood as

“the sound that n and r have in common.”

In view of its early appearance as a variant of both n and r, must represent

a consonant originally similar to the *[n/l] of n and the *[ɾ/l] of r. Since the

primary values of n and r were evidently distinct, their common allophone *[l]

is the likeliest original value of . The cognates of , however, associate it with

*r, and it is similar in its history to r, becoming *ˀ or *y or disappearing in

Common Coptic, although in syllable-initial as well as syllable-final position.

These associations have suggested that was originally a consonant similar

to r: perhaps the trilled *[r] of Spanish perro “dog,” uvular *[ʁ] as in most
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Egyptian phonology 41

dialects of modern French and German (or trilled *[r]), or even the voiced

*[®] of American English.15 Unlike r, however, it is compatible with b, and is

therefore unlikely to have had a similar primary value.16 Coptic words in which

has survived as something other than *ˀ or *y have the reflex l much more

often than r,17 indicating that *[l] rather than *[r] was its primary value.

This value seems to have existed through the Middle Kingdom, surviving

thereafter only in a few words.18 From the New Kingdom onward, elsewhere

either had no phonological realization or had become *[ˀ] or *[y], e.g. t š

“border” > tš (KRI V, 20, 15) > af ta¥, b co¥/cw¥, s to¥/tw¥; hrww

“day” > h w (LES 66, 7, for hˀw) > a xwou, b exoou, fm xau, fls xoou;

.w “grown” (3msg stative) > y (LES 2, 1, for y) > a aei, bs oi. The

probable cognate z b ≈ *ðˀb suggests that also had the value *[ˀ] earlier; its

New Kingdom values also seem to underlie h. m/h. jm/h. b/h. b, all Old Kingdom

variants of a single root meaning “net, catch,” and the Old–Middle Kingdom

spellings y (for y) of “here” > bs tai".19 It is possible that these represent

dialectal variants, at least in part, i.e. h. m/h. b for as *[l], h. jm for as *[ˀ], h. b

for as *[ˀ] > ø, and y for as *[ˀ] > *[y]. In any case, it is probable that ,

like n and r, had more than one phonological realization for most of its history,

and that these were dialectal in origin.

If initially represented *[l] as well as *[ˀ], the use of n and r for *[l] most

likely reflects either dialects in which was or became *[ˀ] or a distinction

between the *[l] of and that of n/r. There is no firm basis for deciding between

these alternatives; both may be correct. The clear historical development of

from *[l] > *[ˀ], however, suggests an original pharyngealized *[�]: loss

of the apical component of that sound is the simplest explanation for the

change.

Whatever the characters of the *[l] of and the *[l] of n/r, the distinction

between them was probably not phonemic. Rather, the graphemic variants

n/r/nr/ n may have been merely an attempt to render an allophonic *[l] that

was sufficiently unlike the *[l] of to prompt a different representation. In that

light, the variants noted at the beginning of this section can be interpreted as

follows:

“stretch” dwn *[dwn/dwl]

dw *[dw�]

“dwarf” dng *[dng/dlg]

d ng/dnrg *[dlg]

d g *[d�g]

“hands” d
¯

rwt *[d
¯
ɾwt/d

¯
lwt]

d
¯

wt *[d
¯
�wt/d

¯
ˀwt].

The historical evolution of may thus represent two phonological processes:

*[�] > *[ˀ], with loss of the consonant’s apical component; and *[�] > *[y]/ø,
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42 Part One: Phonology

almost certainly with the first process as an intermediate step. The first process

was perhaps originally dialectal.

5.1.3

The character of is generally clear from the Middle Kingdom onward, where it

is used to render Semitic /ˁ/ and is occasionally replaced by j (see above), both

indications of its value as a pharyngeal glide. The likely cognates j r/ rj ≈ *ˁly
“ascend” and d

¯
b ≈ *s.bˁ “finger” indicate that had this value earlier as well. It

is also reflected in Bohairic and Saidic, where the presence of Common Coptic

*ˁ at the end of a closed syllable prevented the usual change of the low vowel

*a to the higher o, e.g. w b.w *wáˁbu > s ouaab “pure” vs. w d
¯

w *wá�d
¯
u >

*wáˀtu > s ouoote “greens.” The change of to Common Coptic *ˀ, already

visible in Old Coptic and Roman Demotic,20 involves a simple alteration in its

articulation, from pharyngeal to glottal.

There is also substantial evidence to associate with apical consonants.

Likely cognates show a correspondence of with Semitic *d/ð and *l, and

perhaps other apicals as well. More significantly, is incompatible in Egyptian

word roots with t and z, like d; with t (except the feminine ending), like d

and z; and with k, like d (but not t or z).21 The language also has a few words

in which OK–MK varies with NK–Coptic d/t, such as / y vs. dy/twy/t j

“here” > bs tai" and b vs. db “horn” > alf tep, bsm tap.22 For some of

these words, such as b/db, the two forms coexist in Late Egyptian, although

Coptic reflexes are almost invariably of the later variant.23 A single instance of

variance is also attested from the Old Kingdom.24

It is difficult to judge the import of these data. Both cognate evidence and

that of root incompatibilities suggest that was originally an apical consonant

of some sort, probably closer phonetically to *[d/ð] than to *[t]. If so, its

unquestionable Middle Kingdom value [ˁ], which it regularly maintained until

Common Coptic, must be dialectal or the result of an historical development, or

both. The change either could be a voiced counterpart of t > *[ˀ], documented

historically in jtrw “river” > a ioore, f iaar/iaal, s eioor/eioore “canal,”

and mtrt > as meere, b meri, f mhhre, m mhre “midday,” although universal

rather than sporadic.25 Alternatively, may have been originally a uvularized

*[d. ] (like Arabic�) that lost its apical component, similar to the development

of from *[�] > *[ˀ].
Because a reversal of this process is improbable, the d-variants of the New

Kingdom must represent isolated survivals of the original value of or dialectal

variants, if not both. The fact that these variants coexist with the -forms in

Late Egyptian points to a dialectal factor.26 The existence of such a variable,

however, means that it is impossible to generalize about the value of before

the Middle Kingdom. The most that can be said is that the consonant originally
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represented a *[d/d. ] in at least some dialects of Egyptian and that it had become

*[ˁ] in one or more dialects by the Middle Kingdom. To the extent that they

are valid, the various cognates of suggest that the Egyptian consonant already

had both these values at the beginning of the recorded history of the language

and that they were therefore dialectal variants.27

5.1.4 w/b/p/f/m

Of the ancient Egyptian labials, w and m are least problematic. They correspond

to *w and *m, respectively, in cognates, Semitic loan words, and Common

Coptic, and undoubtedly represent *[w] and *[m]. Like j and y, however, w is

highly omissible in writing, primarily in morpheme-final position, less so as a

root consonant (though regularly in writings of mwt “die”). It also occurs as a

variant of j, both as a final consonant (see Section 5.1.1, above) and occasionally

as a root consonant, e.g. j h
˘

j/w h
˘

j “flood.”28 In Old Egyptian the sequences jw

and wj in verbal endings often alternate with y,29 and in Middle Egyptian w

commonly changes to y in a number of nominal endings (e.g. mh. wt > mh. yt

“north wind”).30 These data all indicate that w was thought of as vocalic or

semi-vocalic rather than consonantal, like its Coptic reflex ou.

The consonant p is relatively stable throughout the history of Egyptian.

Semitic cognates and correspondents show that it was similar to a voiceless

bilabial stop, and its Coptic reflexes indicate that it was aspirated in some

environments in one or more dialects: thus, *[ph/p]. Semitic cognates and

correspondents suggest that b was the voiced bilabial *[b]. Earlier evidence

for its Coptic realization as a fricative *[�] exists in Late Egyptian, where the

sequence b is sometimes rendered bp .31 This spelling suggests that b itself

was felt to be insufficiently occlusive to render a stop and may therefore have

been pronounced as a fricative *[�] in at least some dialects by that time.32

Unlike Coptic, however, where b and ou sometimes occur as variants, b and w

are not variants in Egyptian until the New Kingdom, and there is also evidence

for p and b as occasional variants at the same time.33 Together with the fact

that b is never used to render Semitic /w/, these data indicate that the consonant

was probably a stop, albeit with occasional – perhaps dialectal – pronunciation

as a fricative. The distinction between p and b was therefore either one of

voice, as suggested by their Semitic cognates and correspondents, or one of

aspiration, as indicated by Coptic. Of the two, greater weight must be placed

on the internal evidence. This identifies p as an aspirated (or aspirable) bilabial

stop *[ph/p] and b as its unaspirated counterpart *[p/b/�], like their Common

Coptic descendants.

Although the Coptic descendant of f is the fricative f, the consonant corre-

sponds primarily to Semitic /p/ and /b/ and for that reason has been interpreted

as an original stop.34 Early evidence for such a value exists in the variants
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h
˘

np/h
˘

nf “seize” and psj/fsj/pfsj “cook.”35 These could be seen as historical evi-

dence for the change of f from a stop to a fricative, but the fact that both words

have survived in Coptic with p rather than f (b kwlp; as pise, b visi, f pisi)

indicates that f in this case is a phonetic variant, probably via spirantization

(*[p] > *[pf] > *[f]). Moreover, f is identified as a fricative rather than a stop

by its root incompatibility with h, like the fricatives h. /h
˘

/h
¯

/s/š and unlike p and

b;36 its occasional use to render Semitic /p/ can also be seen as instances of

spirantization. Although its cognates might suggest that f was originally a stop,

there is no firm historical evidence for such a value. It is therefore best identified

as the fricative *[f], like its Coptic descendant.

5.1.5 h/h. /h
˘
/h
¯
/š

Egyptian h corresponds to Semitic /h/ in renditions of proper names of the

Middle Kingdom as well as in those of loan words in the New Kingdom. Since

good cognates are lacking, there is no evidence for its earlier value, but there is

also no reason to suspect it was different. The consonant therefore was probably

*[h], a glottal fricative.

Egyptian h. corresponds primarily to Semitic /h. / in loan words and renditions

of proper names and was almost certainly the pharyngeal fricative *[h̄]; its

pharyngeal articulation is also indicated by its occasional correspondence to

Semitic *ˁ in cognates. The two consonants h and h. have merged in Common

Coptic *h. The beginning of this process is visible in the New Kingdom, where

h. /h. nr and hn both occur as variants of the particle meaning “would that”; it

was not complete until sometime in the first century ad, since some Old Coptic

manuscripts still distinguish between h and h. .37

The value of h
˘

is affirmed by its use to render Semitic /h
˘
/ as early as the

Middle Kingdom. Based on cognates, its original phonetic value has been

proposed as voiced *[ɣ].38 There is no internal evidence of this, however; in

the New Kingdom, h
˘

is never used to render Semitic /ɣ/. For that reason, h
˘was most likely *[x], the voiceless velar fricative common to most Hamito-

Semitic languages. The consonant has two main Common Coptic descendants,

*h
˘

and *h
¯
, the latter palatalized. Evidence for this split appears in the New

Kingdom, with the grapheme (h
˘

j, Demotic h̭) occasionally used for older h
˘where the Common Coptic descendant is *h

¯
, e.g. h

˘
h
˘

> h
˘

jh
˘

j/h̭h̭ > a 5w5,

bfs ¥w¥ “scatter.” As the New Kingdom digraph indicates, this involves

a feature added to h
˘

, and therefore most likely a secondary palatalization

([x] > [x]).

The consonants transcribed as h
¯

and š are regularly distinguished from one

another only after the late Old Kingdom. Earlier, words that later have h
¯

are

regularly spelled with š (but not vice-versa), e.g. zš( ) (Pyr. 467b) > a s5eei,

b s4ai, f sxe, lm sxeei, s sxai “write.”39 The uniconsonantal sign later used

for š ( ) is regularly employed in such words until the end of Dynasty III,
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when that for h
¯

( ), derived from h
¯

t “belly”) first appears.40 This indicates

that h
¯

was derived historically from the consonant originally represented by š;

in a few cases the digram šh
¯

(but not h
¯

š) is used in words that later have h
¯

, as

if to represent a to be read with the original value h
¯

rather than the later

š.41 In the Middle Kingdom and later, renderings of Semitic words indicate that

š was then the apical fricative *[ʃ], like its Coptic reflex ¥. Judging from its

association with Semitic *h. in cognates, however, š apparently was originally a

back fricative42 – in light of its later value, probably *[x] (a palatalized velar).

Its early history is therefore one of forward movement: *[h̄] > early Egyptian

*[x] > MK and later *[ʃ] (apical). The consonant h
¯

, which uniformly becomes

Common Coptic *h
˘
, occasionally is a variant of h

˘
in the Old Kingdom and

later, both indications that it had a value similar to that of h
˘

.43 Its introduction

in Dynasty III and its “complementation” of š in words such as šh
¯

t (Pyr.

548b N) “corpse” indicate both that the shift of š from *[x] > *[ʃ] began

in at least some words in the early Old Kingdom and that the original value

of h
¯

was probably *[x], marking those words in which the shift did not take

place.44

The consonant š thus represents *[x] throughout the Old Kingdom and *[ʃ]

thereafter, the latter value probably allophonic already in the Old Kingdom

but not phonemicized (as /š/) until the Middle Kingdom. The consonant h
¯

seems to have represented *[x] from its inception and throughout the Middle

Kingdom. In the New Kingdom, however, the use of the new grapheme h
˘

j (>

Demotic h̭) in words that have the Common Coptic reflex *h
¯

indicate that h
¯

had largely lost its palatalization (despite the fact that it is never used to render

Semitic /h
˘
/), becoming the *[x] of its Common Coptic descendant *h

˘
. At the

same time, the grapheme h
˘

j demonstrates that h
˘

had become palatalized >

*[x] in some words. Because it involves the introduction of a new grapheme,

this change can be regarded as phonemic for the words in which it occurs, i.e.

h
˘

> /h
¯
/. Earlier instances of variation between h

˘
and h

¯
, however, are prob-

ably allophonic, involving palatalization of h
˘

, e.g. h
¯

rp for h
˘

rp (Pyr. 1143a

P/M) “manage” (the regular form is h
˘

rp > 5wrp/¥wrp/¥wlep/¥orp); so also

for h
˘

and š, e.g. jšt/jh
˘

t (Pyr. 404a/c W/T) “meal.”45 Depalatalization of h
¯

seems

to occur in MK h
¯

rt/h
˘

rt “widow.”

The phonetic development of h
˘

, h
¯

, and š from Old Egyptian to Common

Coptic can thus be outlined as follows:

Cognates OK MK NK CC

*[x] *h

h/�/θ/š/s/ *[x] *[x]

*[x] *h

h

h

h

*[x] *[x]

*[x]

š *[ʃ] *[ʃ] *[ʃ] *š
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5.1.6 z/s

The consonants transcribed z and s are regularly distinguished in the Old

Kingdom and in some early Middle Kingdom texts.46 From Dynasty VI onward,

however, the two are increasingly conflated in writing, at first with s substituting

for original z rather than the reverse.47 This indicates a merger of z with s, rather

than the reverse or a merger of z and s into a common third phoneme.

Both consonants become Coptic s, almost certainly representing *[s], but

their earlier values and the original distinction between them are unclear. The

Semitic correspondents of s in the New Kingdom (/�/ś/), both voiceless, identify

s as most likely voiceless as well. As noted in Chapter 4 (Section 4.1), the fact

that s is regularly rendered by š rather than s in New Kingdom cuneiform

texts probably has more to do with phonological features of the two Akkadian

sibilants rather than those of Egyptian s. It is unlikely that s was palatalized

*[s],48 because the other palatals, h
¯

/t
¯
/d
¯

, incompatible with one another, are all

compatible with s.

Given the eventual coalescence of z and s, their original phonetic values

must have been similar to one another. The cognates of z (*z/ð/s/�) indicate

that it was a fricative, like s. Both z and s are related to Semitic /�/, indicating

that they were similar even when distinct. Their other cognates –*z/ð for z

and *š/ś for s – might suggest a distinction between voiced z and voiceless s,

but root incompatibilities indicate otherwise. The consonant s is compatible

with all primary radicals except h and z;49 z avoids d/t/ but is compatible with

k/t
¯
, unlike d/ , and incompatible with q/g/d

¯
, like t. This points to an apical

consonant, more like t than d or (the latter as *[d/d. ]: see above). The same

pattern of incompatibilities indicates that z was probably not another kind of

*[s] in contrast to s. Since it behaves most like t, z is best analyzed as similarly

voiceless (for t, see below), and by comparison with related languages, most

likely the voiceless dental fricative *[�], with which it is also related in some

Proto-Semitic cognates.

On the basis of these arguments, s can be identified as *[s], and z as originally

*[�]. The merger of the two into a common phonemic /s/ in the Middle Kingdom

then derives from a historical change in the phonetic value of z from *[�] >

*[s], a change also documented in other Afro-Asiatic languages.50

5.1.7 q/k/g

The Common Coptic reflexes of k (*k/k
¯
) are distinguished from those of q and

g (*g/ḡ) by aspirability; k is also distinguished from q and g in Egyptian by

root incompatibilities, avoiding and d, which q and g do not, and accepting z,

which is incompatible with q and g. The consonant corresponds to Semitic *k
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in cognates and mostly to /k/ in loan words. Together with the evidence from

Coptic, this indicates that k was aspirable or voiceless (or both) in Egyptian.

The characters of q and g are less evident.51 Both have the same Common

Coptic reflexes, unaspirated *g/ḡ, although q becomes *ḡ far less often than g

does.52 Egyptian q is cognate with Semitic *q (emphatic velar or uvular), and

in renditions of Semitic words it is used for Semitic /q/ more than twice as often

as for Semitic /g/, while Semitic /q/ is rendered by q far more often than by g.53

This indicates that q was probably quite similar to the Semitic consonant; its

relatively infrequent palatalization in Coptic shows that it was probably uvular

rather than velar, since the latter is more susceptible to palatalization (as shown

by the history of k: see below).54 Egyptian g is cognate with Semitic *g; in

renditions of Semitic words, however, it is used for /g/ and /q/ in relatively

equal proportions, and Semitic /g/ is actually rendered by q more often than by

g.55 This might seem to identify g more closely with q than with k, but its high

rate of palatalization in Coptic indicates that it was velar rather than uvular

like q.

The consonant k is palatalized (>*k
¯
) in about one-third of its Coptic

reflexes.56 This fairly low rate and the comparable one for q(>*ḡ) suggest

that palatalization was not a primary feature of either consonant in Egyptian.

The extent to which k may have been palatalized cannot be determined, but

the evidence of k > t
¯

in Old Egyptian (see below) indicates that the consonant

had this feature in at least some words, probably allophonic and perhaps also

dialectal, early in its history. In contrast to k and q, the high rate at which g

corresponds to a Coptic palatal (*ḡ) could reflect a primary feature that has

been lost in a few words, indicating that g was a palatal counterpart of one

or both of those consonants. Against this interpretation, however, is the early

evidence for palatalization of k and the fact that k and g do not occur as variants

in Egyptian, as well as the incompatibility of g with the palatals š/t
¯
/d
¯

. For that

reason, g is best analyzed as the unaspirated or voiced counterpart of k.

Evidence for the palatalization of g, along with that of q (undoubtedly from

*[q] > *[k] > *[k
¯
]) appears in Late Egyptian, where q and g sometimes appear

as variants in words that have Common Coptic *ḡ as a reflex, e.g. gnn/qnn “soft”

> bs qnon, fm qnan, dqr/dgr/dg “fruit” > b jiji, s +qe “vegetables.”57 In

such cases, q for original g may represent retention of the original value of g

by one dialect in words in which other dialects have palatalized g > *[k
¯
], and

palatalization of original q > *[k
¯
] in some dialects when g is substituted for

it. If so, the palatalization of g and q may have begun in the New Kingdom.

Secondary palatalization of q and depalatalization of g are still attested sporad-

ically in Coptic: for example, pnq “bail” > s pwnq as well as pwnk (b vwnk);

dg “plant” > s twke as well as twwqe (al twwqe, bf twji, m toqe).

Semitic /q/ is voiceless and either a uvular stop or an emphatic velar with

various phonological realizations (e.g. glottalized, pharyngealized, or ejective).
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Whether Egyptian q was also emphatic cannot be determined from the available

evidence; the fact that Egyptian scribes heard Semitic /q/ as their own g or k

as well as q suggests that it was not. It can therefore be identified as uvular

*[q]. The consonants k and g appear to be velars, like their Coptic reflexes, and

the evidence of Coptic indicates that the distinction between them was one of

aspirability rather than voice: thus, k as *[kh/k] and g as *[k]. The character of

g as unaspirated *[k] rather than voiced *[g] probably accounts for the fact that

it renders the voiceless Semitic consonants /q/ and /k/ more often than Semitic

voiced /g/, and for the fact that q is used more than g to render Semitic /g/.58

5.1.8 t/t
¯
/d/d

¯
The evidence of Coptic indicates that the distinction between t/d and t

¯
/d
¯

was

one of palatalization and that between t/t
¯

and d/d
¯

, one of aspirability. Egyptian

t corresponds to the stops *t/t. in cognates; in renditions of Semitic words it is

used most often for the voiceless Semitic consonants /t/t./. These associations

indicate that it was voiceless, and Coptic suggests that it was also aspirable.

It can therefore be identified as *[th/t]. The historical relationship between t

and t
¯

clearly marks the latter as the palatalized counterpart of t: thus, *[t
¯
h/t

¯
].

The regular cognate of t
¯

is *k, and Old Egyptian preserves evidence that t
¯

was

derived historically from this consonant,59 undoubtedly through palatalization

of *[kh] > *[k
¯

h] > *[t
¯
h]. Its palatal character is reflected in its regular use to

render Semitic s (probably affricate *[ts]) as early as the Middle Kingdom.60

The character of d and d
¯

have been the subject of debate, with d identified as

voiced [d], unaspirated [t], or emphatic [d. ], and d
¯

as the palatalized counterpart

of these consonants.61 Both the internal evidence of their Coptic descendants

and the apparent lack of other voiced or emphatic consonants in Egyptian, as

discussed above, indicates that d and d
¯

were probably the unaspirated counter-

parts of t and t
¯
, respectively, and thus *[t] and *[t

¯
].62

As with *q ≈ q, the emphatic character of cognate phonemes is not a sure indi-

cation that Egyptian consonants had the same phonetic features. It is true that d
¯

renders the Semitic emphatics /s./ and /ś./ more often than the non-emphatics /z/

and /ð/, but its non-palatal counterpart d is used for the non-emphatic Semitic

consonants /d/ and /t/ much more often than for emphatic /t./,
63 and it is unlikely

that d
¯

was emphatic while d was not. Since the correspondents of d
¯

in renditions

of Semitic words are fricatives and at least partly voiced (z/ð), it is more likely

that d
¯

was chosen as the closest Egyptian approximate to these foreign con-

sonants because it was unaspirated and palatal than because it was emphatic.

Similar reasoning applies to the use of t for Arabic t. (vs. c for Arabic t)

in a thirteenth-century Arabic text written in Coptic characters.64 Conversely,

the use of Arabic t. and s. to render unaspirated Coptic t and j – as in t.ūb

≈ as twbe, b twbi < d
¯

bt “brick” and s. ān ≈ b jani/janh, s jaane < d
¯

nt
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“Tanis” – could derive from the unaspirated character of the Coptic conso-

nants; the same correspondence exists for Arabic t. ≈ Greek � in bat.laimūs ≈

��	
���	� “Ptolemy,” where the original consonant is also unaspirated and

not emphatic.

The four Egyptian consonants t/t
¯
/d/d

¯
can therefore be identified as apical

stops distinguished by palatalization (t/d vs. t
¯
/d
¯

) and aspiration (t/t
¯

vs. d/d
¯

), as in

their primary Coptic reflexes. The palatal distinction is maintained throughout

the history of the language in one direction only: t/d are almost never palatalized,

but t
¯
/d
¯

are often depalatalized (fronted) > t/d, a change that begins for t
¯

in the

Old Kingdom and for d
¯

in the Middle Kingdom, e.g. st
¯
j > stj > afm stai", b

scoi", l staei, s stoi" “smell,” and d
¯

b > db > a tou(ou)be, b twb, f twwbi,

l twbe, s tw(w)be “repay.”65 The aspirate distinction is generally maintained

for t
¯

and d
¯

through Demotic (where there are a few instances of variation). The

contrasting Common Coptic reflexes of t (*t) and d (*d) indicate that the same

distinction was maintained for this pair of consonants, but the two are generally

indistinguishable in Late Egyptian hieratic, and in Demotic they are generally

treated as a single grapheme.66 This anomaly is discussed further below.

Historically, t is the most stable of the four, except as the feminine ending

of nouns, which regularly disappeared in word-final position but was retained

before a suffix pronoun, e.g. d
¯

rt *d
¯
árat > *dára > as twre, bf twri “hand” vs.

d
¯

rt.f *d
¯
ártuf > *dáˀtuf > als tootf, b totf, f taatf, m tatf “his hand.”

This retained t is sometimes reflected in writing by a second t or t
¯

added before

the suffix pronoun (already in the Old Kingdom)67 and in the New Kingdom

by tw and tj; the last is regularized in Demotic, where it is transcribed as ṱ. The

same convention is employed in words in which final d or t
¯

has become t and

subsequently lost.68

As noted above, the evolution of t
¯

< k is visible in a few words in the Old

Kingdom, such as kw/t
¯
w (Pyr. 218c W/TMN) “you.” This represents the final

stage of an early palatalization and fronting of *[k] > *[k
¯
] > *[t

¯
]; the same pro-

cess recurs in Coptic, where k becomes Common Coptic *t
¯

in some words. The

cognate relationship between d
¯

and Semitic /g/q/ suggests a similar derivation

of d
¯

, also repeated in the change of g/q > Common Coptic *d
¯
; earlier instances

are not attested in Egyptian, but the process is probably reflected in the (dialec-

tal?) doublet d
¯

nd (OK–NK) / qnd (MK and later) > aflm qant, b jont, s

qont “angry.” The phonological conditions under which depalatalization of t
¯

> t and of d
¯

> d took place seem to be largely unpredictable.69

Because of its regular development to Common Coptic *d, the consonant

d must have retained its unaspirated character throughout the history of the

language; it does not appear as a variant of t until the New Kingdom, and

there not often. Coptic, however, indicates that the distinction between d and t

was a dialectal phenomenon, restricted (by the time of Coptic) to Bohairic and

lost in the other dialects.70 The conflation of d and t in hieratic Late Egyptian
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and in Demotic is therefore most likely an early example of the situation seen

in dialects other than Bohairic, where d and t both have the undifferentiated

reflex t.

5.2 Egyptian consonantal phones and phonemes

stops

Phones –asp +asp fricatives nasals glides

labials p/b ph �,f/pf m w

dentals – – � – –

apicals t/d,d. th s n ɾ,�,l

palatalized apicals t
¯
/d
¯

t
¯
h ʃ – y

palatalized velars k
¯
/ḡ k

¯
h x – –

velars k/g kh x – –

uvulars q – – – –

pharyngeals – – h̄ – ˁ

glottals – – h – ˀ

stops

Phonemes –asp +asp fricatives nasals glides

labials b p f m w

dentals – – � – –

apicals d t s n r,�/l

palatalized apicals d
¯

t
¯

š – y

palatalized velars – – h
¯

– –

velars g k h
˘

– –

uvulars q – – – –

pharyngeals – – h̄ – ˁ

glottals – – h – ˀ

Based on the discussions in the preceding section, the total phonetic inven-

tory of the Egyptian consonants can be described as in the first table above.

The unaspirated stops *[p/t/t
¯
/k
¯
/k] may have been voiced *[b/d/d

¯
/ḡ/g] in some

dialects; *[d/d. ] was probably voiced and *[q] unvoiced, the former probably
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a dialectal feature. The aspirated stops may also have been a feature of some

dialects only and conditioned by environment, as in Bohairic. Palatalization of

the velar stops is not reflected in writing, and the extent to which it existed

in the language as a whole or in any one dialect before Coptic is unknown.

The fricatives *[�] and *[pf] are allophones of *[p] and *[f], respectively. The

glides *[w] and *[y] were evidently realized both as consonants and vowels

and seem to have been understood as semi-vocalic rather than consonantal in

nature.

Historically, *[�] is a feature of Old Egyptian and some early Middle Egyp-

tian dialects and *[�] disappears after Middle Egyptian. Other features of Old

Egyptian are the emergence of *[ʃ], first as an allophone of *[x], and the

development of *[kh] > *[k
¯

h] > *[t
¯
h]. The allophone *[pf] first appears in the

Middle Kingdom; *[�] and *[k
¯
] are not evident until Late Egyptian, although

they may well have existed earlier. Late Egyptian hieratic provides the first evi-

dence of the coalescence of *[t] and *[th], probably through loss of aspiration

in the latter. The coalescence of *[q] with *[k] and of *[h. ] with *[h] appears

in Demotic, and of *[ˁ] with *[ˀ] in early Coptic. The remaining phones were

relatively stable from Old Egyptian through Demotic.

Except for the glides, voice was apparently only a feature of allophones, and

there largely if not exclusively dialectal. The absence of this feature is reflected

by the use of r for Semitic /d/ in the Middle and New Kingdoms and of digrams

such as nd and jntj in the Persian Period to render Persian /d/ in the name of

King Darius.71 This provides further evidence that z and h
˘

were not voiced *[z]

and *[ɣ], respectively, as has been argued by some scholars.

Clearly, not every consonantal sound in the first table represented a discrete

phoneme, either universally or in particular dialects. The phonemes of the

language from Old Egyptian through Demotic are presented in the second

table on page 50. In this case, the feature ±asp refers to aspirability rather

than the presence or absence of aspiration, which may have been conditioned

by dialect and environment. The general history of these phonemes from Old

Egyptian to Common Coptic and Coptic can be summarized as follows:

/b/ > *b > b (also ou/f/m and word-final p)

/p/ > *p > aflms p, b p/v (also b before t)

/f/ > *f > f

/m/ > *m > m

/w/ > *w > ou

/�/ merges with /s/ beginning in late OK

/d/ > *d > t

> word-final /ˀ/ or ø in some words by LE > *ˀ/ø
/t/ > *t > aflms t, b t/c

> word-final /ˀ/ or ø as feminine ending already in OK > ø

> /ˀ/ in some words > *ˀ
/s/ > *s > s
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/n/ > *n > n

> *l > l in some words, rarely > r

/r/ > *r > ablsm r, f l/r

> *l > ablsm l in some words

> /ˀ/ as syllable-final already in OK > *ˀ/ø
/�/ > /ˀ/ or ø in NK and later > *ˀ/ø

> *l/r > l/r rarely

/l/ not consistently phonemic until Demotic, > *l > l

/d
¯
/ > *d

¯
> j

merges with /d/ in some words by MK > *d > t

/t
¯
/ derived from /k/ in early Egyptian

> *t
¯
> aflms j and b j/q

merges with /t/ in some words already in OK > *t > aflms t, b t/c

/š/ derived from /h
¯
/ in OE

not phonemically distinct from /h
¯
/ until MK > *š > ¥

/y/ not consistently phonemic until ME

> *y > ei/i/i"/ø

/h
¯
/ > *h

¯
> a 5, bflms ¥

> /h
˘
/ in many words in MK and later > *h

˘
/h
¯

> a/b 5/4, flms x and a 5,

bflms ¥

/g/ > *ḡ > aflms q, b j (first demonstrable in the NK)

> *g > k (less often)

/k/ > *k > aflms k, b k/y

> *k
¯

> q (less often)

/h
˘
/ > /h

¯
/ in some words in OK and later > *h

¯
> a 5, bflms ¥

> *h
˘

> a/b 5/4 and flms x

> *k > aflms k, b k/y (occasionally)

/q/ > *g > k

> /ḡ/ (occasionally) in some words in NK and later > *ḡ > aflms

q, b j

/h. / merges with /h/ in some words already in NK

> *h > x

/ˁ/ > *ˁ
merges with /ˀ/ in early Coptic

> *d > t (occasionally)

/h/ > */h/ > x

/ˀ/ > *ˀ/y.

None of the four major phases of Egyptian had all 26 of these phonemes.

Old Egyptian had 23 (/l/, /š/, and probably /y/ not phonemic); Middle Egyptian,

24 (/�/ and /l/ not phonemic), Late Egyptian, 22–23 (/�/, /�/, and perhaps /l/ not

phonemic, and /d/t/ a single phoneme in hieratic), and Demotic, 23 (/�/ and /�/

not phonemic, /l/ phonemic, and /d/t/ a single phoneme). As is the case with

Common Coptic versus the Coptic dialects, these inventories probably do not

reflect the actual state of affairs in the various Egyptian dialects, some of which

likely had more and some less than the full stock of phonemes in any one phase

of the language. It is also clear that none of the phases corresponds entirely to
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Common Coptic, at least as far as can be determined from graphemes: none,

for example, represents palatalized velars as distinct from their unpalatalized

counterparts.

5.3 The graphemes of Egyptian

The hieroglyphic, hieratic, and Demotic graphemes with which the phones and

phonemes of the language are written can be summarized as follows:

represents /l/ in OE–ME, realized as *[�/l]; represents /ˀ/ in LE–Demotic and

apparently in some words in OE–ME as well, realized as *[ˀ], *[y], and ø

n represents *[l] in some words in OE–ME

j represents /ˀ/; realized as both *[ˀ] and ø; also represents a vowel (including

semi-vocalic *[y]) at the beginning or end of words, and the hiatus between two

vowels

y represents /y/ (ME and later, rarely OE), realized as *[y]

represents /ˁ/; realized as *[ˁ], or as *[d/d. ] in some dialects

w represents /w/; realized as *[w] and a vowel; also represents a final vowel

b represents /b/; realized as *[p], perhaps also as *[b] in some dialects, also as

*[�] in NK and perhaps earlier

p represents /p/; realized as *[p/ph]

f represents /f/; realized as *[f], also as affricate *[pf] in some words

m represents /m/; realized as *[m]

n represents /n/; realized as *[n], and as *[l] in some words

r represents /r/; realized as *[ɾ], and as *[l] in some words

nr represents *[l] in the NK and rarely in the OK (in addition to phonemic /nr/)

l represents /l/ in Demotic; realized as *[l]

h represents /h/; realized as *[h]

h. represents /h. /; realized as *[h̄]

h
˘

represents /h
˘
/; realized as *[x]; also as *[x] in some words, represented by the

LE digram h
˘

j and Demotic h̭

h
¯

represents /h
¯
/ in OK and MK and /h

˘
/ in LE and Demotic; realized phonetically

as *[x 2] in OK–MK and as *[x] in LE–Demotic

z represents /�/ in OK and /s/ in MK and later; realized phonetically as *[�] in

OK–MK and as *[s] in OK and later

s represents /s/; realized phonetically as *[s]

š represents /h
¯
/ in OK and /š/ in MK and later; realized as *[x] in OK and as *[ʃ]

in OK and later

q represents /q/; realized as *[q] in OK and later, also as *[k] (or *[g] in some

dialects) in LE–Demotic, possibly also palatalized as *[k
¯
] or *[ḡ] in some words

k represents /k/; realized as *[k] and *[kh], possibly also *[k
¯
] or *[k

¯
h] in some

words

g represents /g/; realized as *[k], perhaps also as *[g] in some dialects, probably

also as *[k
¯
] (or *[ḡ] in some dialects) in many words

t represents /t/, also /d/ in LE hieratic and Demotic; realized as *[t/th], also

realized as ø as word-final feminine ending, beginning in OK; also rendered by

tw or tj in LE and ṱ (tj) in Demotic, originally to represent retained *[t] before a

suffix pronoun
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t
¯

represents /t
¯
/, also /t

¯
/ > /t/ in MK and later; realized as *[t

¯
/t
¯
h], also as *[t/th] in

some words from OK onward, and as ø in final position in some words in NK

and later

d represents /d/; realized as *[t], perhaps also as *[d] in some dialects, and as ø in

final position in some words in NK and later

d
¯

represents /d
¯
/; realized as *[t

¯
], perhaps also as *[d

¯
] in some dialects

As the discussions in this chapter and the preceding two have shown, most

of the Egyptian graphemes conceal a number of phonetic realizations, and

sometimes also more than one phoneme. Only four graphemes (m, h, h. , s)

seem to have been both phonetically and phonemically univalent from Old

Egyptian through Demotic; l is similarly univalent in Demotic. In addition

to these, nine can be regarded as essentially univalent phonemically (j, y, ,

b, p, f, n, r, h
˘

) and two phonetically so (Old–Middle Egyptian n and Late

Egyptian–Demotic h
˘

j/h̭).

5.4 General historical processes

In the changes exhibited by the consonants from Old Egyptian to Coptic, two

major historical processes are visible, both involving shifts in articulation. The

first of these is fronting, through which consonants move from the back of

the mouth forward. This affected a number of consonants in several historical

stages:

1. Cognates ≈ Old Egyptian72

*z ≈ z apical ≈ dental

*š/h ≈ f palatalized apical/glottal ≈ *dental [�]? > labial

*š ≈ s palatalized apical ≈ apical

*q ≈ h
˘

uvular/velar stop ≈ *velar stop > velar fricative

*h. ≈ h
¯

pharyngeal ≈ *velar > palatalized velar

*k ≈ t
¯

velar ≈ *palatalized velar > palatalized apical

*g ≈ d
¯

velar ≈ *palatalized velar > palatalized apical

*q ≈ d
¯

uvular (or emphatic velar) ≈ *velar > *palatalized velar >

palatalized apical

2. Old Egyptian > Middle Egyptian

h
¯

> š palatalized velar > palatalized apical (selective)

k > t
¯

velar > palatalized velar > palatalized apical (selective)

t
¯

> t palatalized apical > apical (selective)

d
¯

> d palatalized apical > apical (selective)

3. Middle Egyptian > Late Egyptian and Demotic

> *[y] glottal *[ˀ] > palatalized apical (selective)

h
˘

> *[x] velar > palatalized velar (selective)

q > *[k] uvular > velar (selective)

q > *[k
¯
] uvular > velar > palatalized velar (perhaps in a few words

or dialects)

k > *[k
¯

h] velar > palatalized velar (perhaps in a few words or dialects)

g > *[k
¯
] velar > palatalized velar (selective)
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4. Egyptian > Common Coptic

/j > *y pharyngeal *[ˀ] > palatalized apical (selective)

h
˘

> *h
¯

velar > palatalized velar (selective)

q > *g uvular > velar > palatalized velar (selective)

k > *k
¯

velar > palatalized velar (selective)

g > *ḡ velar > palatalized velar (usual)

5. Common Coptic > Coptic

*h
¯

> ¥ (bflms) palatalized velar > palatalized apical (universal)

*ḡ > j (b) palatalized velar > palatalized apical (universal)

*k
¯

> j/q (b) palatalized velar > palatalized apical (universal)

Most of these developments involved palatalization as either an intermediate

or the final stage. For that reason, the historical process is often described as

palatalization: specifically, “first palatalization” (cognates ≈ Old Egyptian) and

“second palatalization” (Common Coptic > Coptic). Because it also involved

loss of palatalization, however, it is better described as fronting.

The second major historical process is the reverse of the first, in which

consonants moved backward in the mouth. This affected fewer consonants:

1. Cognates ≈ Old Egyptian

*l ≈ j apical ≈ palatalized *[y] or glottal *[ˀ]
*l ≈ apical ≈ ? > pharyngeal

*ɣ ≈ velar fricative ≈ pharyngeal glide

*ð ≈ dental fricative ≈ ? > pharyngeal glide73

*� ≈ h
˘

dental ≈ ? > velar

*� ≈ s dental ≈ apical

*ð ≈ d dental fricative ≈ apical stop

*s. ≈ d
¯

apical fricative ≈ palatalized apical stop

2. Old Egyptian > Middle Egyptian

> y apical > palatalized apical (selective)

> j pharyngeal > glottal (selective)

r > *[ˀ] apical > glottal (environmentally conditioned)

h
¯

> *[x] palatalized velar > velar (selective)

z > s dental > apical (universal)

3. Middle Egyptian > Late Egyptian

> y apical > palatalized apical (selective)

> *[ˀ] apical > glottal (general)

h
¯

> *[x] palatalized velar > velar (general)

4. Demotic

h. > h pharyngeal > glottal (selective)

5. Egyptian > Common Coptic

h. > *h pharyngeal > glottal (universal)

6. Common Coptic > Coptic

*ˁ > /ˀ/ pharyngeal > glottal (universal, with various vocalic

realizations as well as ø).
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The correspondence of cognate *ð/l with involves a dental and an apical;

similarly, that of *ˁ with d
¯

involves fronting of a uvular glide (or fricative) to

a palatalized apical. These may all reflect the phonetic realization of as *[d]

or *[d. ], and if so, suggest that originally had one or both of these values in

the language as a whole before moving backward to *[ˁ], probably in the Old

Kingdom. Cognate *ð/l ≈ would then involve the intermediate change of a

dental fricative and an apical glide to an apical stop. Cognate *ˁ ≈ d
¯

must then

represent assimilation of the original uvular glide to the same apical stop –

more probably *[d. ] rather than *[d] – before that stop was fronted as d
¯

.
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6 Nouns, pronouns, and adjectives

The lexicon of ancient Egyptian contains seven parts of speech: noun, pronoun,

adjective, verb, preposition, adverb, and particle.1 These categories persist from

Old Egyptian to Coptic, although the lexemes associated with them sometimes

change: for example, OE–LE jrt > Dem. jrt/bl > bel/bal “eye,” OE–ME

sn > LE sn/w > Dem. w > ou (3pl suffix pronoun), OE–ME nd
¯

s/ktt > ME–

LE ktt/šrj > Dem. šrj/h
˘

m > 5hm/¥hm “little,” OE–Dem. šmj > bwk “go,”

OE–ME h. n > LE–Dem. h. n /jrm > mn “with,” OE–Ptol. r rwtj > LE–Dem.

r bnr > abal/ebol “outside,” OE nj > ME nj/nn > LE–Dem. bw/bn > n/m

“not.”

Prepositions, adverbs, and particles are immutable, but nouns, pronouns,

adjectives, and verbs undergo changes in form determined by meaning and

governed by syntactic rules. Egyptian uses two syntactic strategies to produce

these different forms, synthetic and analytic. Synthetic syntax alters the lexeme

itself by, among other things, the addition of morphemes: for example, z

“son” → z w “sons.” Analytic syntax signals change through the combination

of one or more discrete lexemes, often leaving the primary lexeme unaltered:

for instance, ¥hre “son” → xen¥hre “sons” through the addition of xen, the

bound form of xaeine/ xoeine “some.” These two strategies govern the syntax

of nouns, pronouns, verbs, and adjectives in Egyptian.

Historical changes in syntax not only dictate differences in the grammar of the

mutable lexemes, they also alter the character of the categories to which these

lexemes belong. Adjectives decrease in number from Old Egyptian to Coptic,

as the language substitutes new methods of complementation: for example, the

adjectival phrase sn “big brother,” with the adjective “big,” is replaced

in Coptic by the noun phrase noq nson, literally, “big one of brother.” Con-

versely, the categories of nouns and verbs increase through the addition of

lexemes that cannot be generated by regular syntactic rules: thus, while h. jmwt

“women,” the plural of h. jmt “woman,” is produced by a regular syntactic

rule, its Coptic reflex xiame/xiomi/xiome is a separate lexeme from the sin-

gular xime, because Coptic has no regular rule for producing such synthetic

plurals.2

59
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6.1 Nouns

Egyptian nouns may have a unique root (“primary noun”) or one common

to several lexemes. Examples of the first type are jtj > eiwt/eiot “father”

and mjwt > mw/mau/meeu/maau “mother”; and of the second, sn > san/son

“brother” and snt > swne/swni/ sone “sister,” which share the root sn and

its root meaning of duality, also found in snwwj > sneu/snau “two.” The

lexeme can change through time, either through the substitution of a new word

or in its root meaning: examples are z > ¥hre/¥hri/¥hli “son” and h
¯

t “belly,

body” > 5e/4e/xi/xh/xe “manner.”

Egyptian nouns also express gender (masculine or feminine), number (sin-

gular, plural, or dual), and definition (generic, defined, or undefined). Origi-

nally, these were perhaps all grammatical rather than lexical features, but

the language shows an increasing lexicalization of all but definition. The

syntax by which they were signaled varies throughout the history of the

language.

In Old Egyptian, all nouns are marked for these features, in most cases

morphologically. Definition is not marked – e.g. z “son, the son, a son” – but it

is reflected in other grammatical features, such as the presence of a possessive

pronoun for defined nouns (Ex. 6.1) or the difference between modification by

an attributive form (Ex. 6.2) or a “virtual relative” (in which a non-attributive

verb form is used attributively: Ex. 6.3):

[6.1] z .k (Pyr. 578c)

son.2msg

your son

[6.2] z nd
¯

jt.f (Pyr. 633b)

son tendpcpl father.3msg

the son who tends his father

[6.3] z mr.f jt.f (Pyr. 1331b)

son love.3msg father.3msg

a son who loves his father.

The other features are morphologized synthetically, in some cases by lack of

a morpheme. The order of morphemes marking gender and number follows

the sequence ±pl ±f ±du in the feminine, and therefore conceivably also in

masculine nouns:

root sn –pl +f –du → snt “sister”

root sn –pl –f –du → sn “brother”

root sn +pl +f –du → snwt “sisters”

root sn +pl –f –du → snw “brothers”

root sn –pl +f +du → sntj “two sisters”

root sn –pl –f +du → snwj “two brothers.”
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Case is a feature of many Hamito-Semitic languages, but if Egyptian ever

had such an inflectional system, it was almost certainly lost by Old Egyptian.

Remnants of an original genitive *i have been seen in the vowels e/a/h

preceding the pronominal suffix of some nouns, but these could derive from *u

instead, e.g. h. r.f (face.3msg) *h. arúf > xref/xraf “his face” and h. r.t
¯
n (face.2pl)

*h. arút
¯
un > xrhtn “your face.”3 The same vowel *u has been seen as an orig-

inal nominative underlying the ending –w of some masculine singular nouns.

It is also possible, however, that it was a gender morpheme original to all mas-

culine nouns, subsequently lost in some, unwritten in others, and reflected as

w in the remainder: thus, *sanu “brother” > *san (sn) > san/son, *harwu

“day” > *háˀwu (hrw) > xoou/xooue/xaau “day,” *pı́nu (pnw) “mouse” >

pin/vin.4

With the exception of feminine –t, the original morphemes associated with

gender and number can be reconstructed as vowels (or ø, absence of a vowel):

–pl → *ø –f → *u –du → *ø

+pl → *u +f → *at5 +du → *a.

In word-final position, the feminine ending –t began to disappear in pronun-

ciation probably as early as the Sixth Dynasty (see page 49, above): *sánat >

*sána > swne/swni/sone “sister.” This early loss indicates that the vowel of

the feminine ending, rather than its consonant, had become the primary marker

of the feature +f.6 The vowel of the plural is occasionally reflected in writing

as w but is most often omitted, particularly in feminine nouns. The dual vowel is

suggested by New Kingdom cuneiform tāwa, representing *táˀwa (t wj) “Two

Lands.”7 On this basis, the syntactic production of the six forms of the noun in

Old Egyptian can be reconstructed as follows, using the nouns sn “brother,” snt

“sister,” ph. wj “buttocks” (dual of ph. “end”), sntj “two,” snw “brothers,” and

h. jmwt “women”:

root ±pl ±f ±du

msg sn *san – u – → *sanu > *san > san/son

fsg snt *san – at – → *sanat > *sánat >

swne/swni/sone

mdu ph. wj *pih.
8 – u a → *pih. ua > *pı́h. wa >

paxou/vaxou/pexou

fdu sntj *sin – at a → *sinata > *sı́nta/sináta >

snte/snou+ 9

mpl snw *san u u – → *sanuu > *sanúwu > snhu

fpl h. jmwt *h. iˀam u at – → *h. iˀamuat > *h. iˀámwat >

xiame/xiomi/xiome.

The relationship of the syntactic features of the noun in Old Egyptian can

be diagrammed as follows, where the lowest levels of the tree are most marked

morphologically and the higher nodes, less marked:
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ROOT

–PL +PL

–F +F –F +F

–DU +DU –DU +DU

The order of these features seems to derive from a stage in which gender was

a grammatical feature of nouns rather than a lexical one. Coptic reflexes often

preserve a difference in vocalization between masculine and feminine nouns, as

in sn *san > san/son “brother” vs. snt *sánat > *sána > swne/swni/sone

“sister.” This distinction is etymological, not productive, as shown by the

common vocalization of new lexical items, such as qroompe “dove” < grj n pt

“bird of sky” *gᵕráˀn. puˀa: peqroompe “the (male) dove,” teqroompe “the

(female) dove.”

The dual seems to have been productive in Old Egyptian for all nouns. In Mid-

dle Egyptian it is used mostly for things that are naturally paired, such as body

parts, and by Late Egyptian it no longer existed as a grammatical process. Some

duals were eventually lexicalized, such as ph. wj “buttocks” > paxou/vaxou/

pexou, treated as singular (i.e. a pair): ppaxou “the buttocks,” with the mas-

culine singular article p. This development is attested in Late Egyptian, where

the dual is also treated as grammatically singular, e.g. p y.j

rdwj “my legs” (Abbott 6, 18–19), with the masculine singular possessive p y.j.

The plural is marked synthetically in Old and Middle Egyptian but probably

began to be lexicalized in Late Egyptian. Historical plurals still exist for many

nouns in Coptic, but they are used in addition to the regular plural syntax and

not as alternants of it: Saidic p¥hre “the son,” for example, is pluralized both

as n¥hre and n¥rhu “the sons,” the latter with the reflex of the historical plu-

ral form.10 The historical development of Egyptian nouns therefore reflects an

increasing process of simplification, through lexicalization of the more marked

grammatical features.

The nominal syntax of Late Egyptian through Coptic is analytic. The root

on which it operates is usually the same as that of the Old Egyptian noun,

but in some cases is also the older synthetic plural or dual, now lexicalized

(as rdwj “legs,” cited above). While gender and number are fully or partially

lexicalized, definition is still productive, now morphologized. Undefined nouns

in LE–Coptic are often marked by the indefinite article (singular w “a,” origi-

nally “one” > ou, plural nhy n “some of” > xen/xan), defined nouns by

(among other things) the definite article p (msg), t (fsg), n (pl) “the” >

p/v/pe, t/c/te, n/ne; generic and non-referential nouns have no special
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morphological marking. This is illustrated by h. d
¯

> xat “silver” in the following

examples:

[6.4] j.w pš w h. d
¯

(BM 10052, 6, 5)

and they split a(n amount of) silver

[6.5] jw.n jn p h. d
¯

(BM 10054, 2, 8–9)

and we got the silver

[6.6] rmt
¯

nb j.dy n.w h. d
¯

(BM 10052, 5, 18)

all the people to whom silver was given

[6.7] ouxat pe pouswma (Crum 1939, 713)

their body is a silver (thing)

[6.8] p¥hbe mpxat (Crum 1939, 713)

the tarnish of the silver

[6.9] ieb nxat (Crum 1939, 713)

hoof of silver

This process began for defined nouns already in Old Egyptian, with the use of

demonstrative pronouns – one of which became the later definite article – in

certain syntactic environments, such as deixis to a following relative clause.11

For example:

[6.10] znbwt tw rmnt.k jr.s (Pyr. 299b)

bulwark demfsg dependn/fsg.2msg with-respect-to.3fsg

the bulwark that you depend on

Undefined nouns do not distinguish gender, and defined nouns do so only in

the singular – in both cases, for conceptual reasons:

w > ou

[

−DEF

−PL

]

p > p(e)

[

+DEF

−F

]

t > t(e)

[

+DEF

+F

]

nhy n > xen/xan

[

−DEF

+PL

]

n > n(e)

[

+DEF

+PL

]

The article thus carries as well the features ±pl ±f, which were previously

expressed synthetically in the morphology of the noun itself; e.g. ME psšt “the

share” > LE t pš:

psšt > t pš
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

share

+F

−PL

+DEF

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

−

+F

−PL

+DEF

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

[share]
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While gender eventually became lexicalized in the noun, it remained a gram-

matical feature in the production of the definite article, from Late Egyptian

through Coptic.

In Coptic, the article forms a prosodic unit with the noun, like the original

synthetic endings; this is shown, inter alia, by the aspiration of the definite

article in Bohairic, as in basic lexemes, e.g. vrwmi “the man” (< p rmt
¯
)

and vrw “winter” (< pryt “Growing”). The same was probably true in Late

Egyptian and Demotic, i.e. p rm(t
¯
) *p *ráma “the man.” Egyptian noun syntax

thus shows a change both from synthetic to analytic and in the addition of

morphemes to the lexical root (suffixed to synthetic forms, agglutinated before

analytic ones). This is a feature that is visible in other lexical categories as well,

such as that of the verb (see Chapter 10, below).

6.2 Interrogative and demonstrative pronouns

Egyptian has three kinds of pronouns: interrogative, demonstrative, and

personal.12 Interrogative pronouns are single, invariant morphemes. Of these,

only the common Afro-Asiatic *ma (mj) “who, what” is attested throughout

the history of the language, although in the form jn-mj *inı́ma > nim from Late

Egyptian onward. The pronoun jh
˘

> a e5, bs a¥, flm e¥ “what” has a history

only somewhat shorter, first appearing in Middle Egyptian. Other interrogative

pronouns include OE–ME zy “which” and jšst “what” (perhaps from jh
˘

-st), LE

jt
¯

“which,” and Coptic ou “who, what.” Old and Middle Egyptian also use

the demonstrative pronoun pw as an interrogative (“who, what”), usually in

combination with the enclitic particle tr (pw-tr > ptr > ptj).

The demonstrative pronouns are all based on three morphemes corresponding

to syntactic features of the noun: masculine p, feminine t, and plural n. These

have five morphological realizations and uses in Late Egyptian through Coptic:

1. Absolute: p j, t j, n j > afm pei", tei", nei"; b vai", cai", nai"; l peei, teei,

neei; s pai", tai", nai" “this, that; “these, those”;13

2. Adherent, with (n)-noun: p /pn, t /tj-nt, n (y) > alfms pa, ta, na; b va,

ca, na “the one (etc.) of noun”;

3. Adjectival: p j, t j, n j > afms pei", tei", nei"; b pai", tai", nai"; l peei, teei,

neei; and abfs pi, +, ni “this (etc.)”;14

4. Definite article: p , t , n > am p, t, n; fls p(e), t(e), n(e); b p/v, t/c, n

“the”;

5. Copula: p j, t j, n j > abflms pe, te, ne “he (etc.) is.”

Old and Middle Egyptian use the same lexical roots in combination with the

morphemes n, w (also OE j), , and f or f to form four sets of demonstratives:

–n –w, –j – –f, –f

m p– pn; Dem. jpn pw, pwy and OE pj p pf, pf , pfj

f t– tn and OE jtn tw, twy and OE jtw t tf, tf

pl n– nn nw n nf, nf
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The plural forms are also used for the dual. All four demonstratives can be

used absolutely as well as adjectivally, although the former use is not common

for the singular forms. The series pn/tn/nn is the normal literary demonstrative;

pw/tw/nw are used demonstratively primarily in religious texts, and elsewhere

as copula (all three forms in OE, pw alone in ME);15 p /t /n , predecessors of

the LE–Coptic demonstrative, appear to be dialectal variants of the preceding

two;16 and pf/tf/nf are used primarily to denote distance farther than (and often

in contrast to) the pronouns of the other three sets.

The forms of the – series are morphologically invariable. In adjectival

function, the singular demonstratives of the other series have non-singular

forms constructed with jp– in Old Egyptian:17

–n –w –f

mpl jpp– jpn jpw jpf

fpl jpt– jptn, jptnt jptw, jptwt jptf

These are replaced by the n– plurals in Middle Egyptian. The latter pre-

cede the noun they modify, in the indirect genitive construction discussed in

Section 6.4, below.18 The singular and old plural forms of the –n and –w series

follow the noun, and those of the – series precede it; the –f series can precede

or follow the noun, and pn/tn can precede the noun when contrastive with pf/tf.

The change from enclitic to proclitic word order is part of the general historical

trend noted for nouns, above.19

6.3 Personal pronouns

Old and Middle Egyptian have four sets of personal pronouns, with comple-

mentary syntactic uses:

Suffix Stative Enclitic Independent

1sg j kj > kw wj jnk

2msg k tj kw > t
¯
w > tw t

¯
wt > jntk

2fsg t
¯

tj t
¯
m > t

¯
n > tn t

¯
mt > jntt

¯
> jntt

3msg f j > w sw swt > jntf

3fsg s tj sj stt > jnts

1pl n nw > wjn nw jnn

2pl t
¯
n > tn twnj/tjnj t

¯
n > tn jntt

¯
n > jnttn

3mpl sn wj sn jntsn

3fpl tj

1du nj n *jnnj

2du t
¯
nj > tnj t

¯
nj > tnj jntt

¯
nj > jnttnj

3du snj snj jntsnj

All personal pronouns are marked for number as well as person. In contrast

to nouns, the dual is formed from the plural; it had become obsolete by Middle

Egyptian, with the exception of some occasional suffix forms. The first person

was apparently unmarked for gender (a common Hamito-Semitic feature),

although masculine and feminine speakers could be differentiated in writing
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(m vs. f ). The second and third persons most likely distinguished gender

originally by vowels as well as consonants, but by Middle Egyptian vocalic

differences were probably lost at least in the plural. With regard to number and

gender, the reduction of forms between Old and Middle Egyptian thus parallels

that of nouns and demonstratives, from an original six (msg/fsg, mpl/fpl,

mdu/fdu) to three (msg, fsg, mpl).

6.3.1 Suffix pronouns

The suffix pronouns are relatively stable from Old Egyptian to Coptic, with

changes primarily phonological in nature:

1sg j > ei/i/i" and ø. Probably < *i, as in cognate languages. The vocalic reflex

survives in some verbal prefixes (e.g. mj jr.j > mari) and after a stressed

vowel, e.g. h. r.j *h. arúi > *harúy > xreei/xrai"/ xleei “my face.”

2msg k > k. Probably < original *ka (as commonly in Semitic) or *ku (as in

some African languages).20 Survivals such as xrek/xrak/xlek “your

face” indicate loss of the final vowel (< *h. arúk).

2fsg t
¯

> t in ME > ˀ by LE (written , and equivalent in Demotic) > e/i and

ø. Probably original *ki as in cognate languages, with loss of the final

vowel as in the masculine: *h. aruki > *h. arúk
¯
i > *h. arút

¯
> *h. arút >

h. arúˀ > xre “your face.”

3msg f > f

3fsg s > s

1pl n > n. Perhaps originally *nu, as in cognate languages, with loss of the

final vowel: *h. arunu > *h. arún > xran “our face.”

2pl t
¯
n > tn in ME > tne/ten/tn and a thne, flm thnou, b chnou.

Cognates and the last three reflexes indicate an original *kúnu >

*k
¯
únu > *t

¯
únu > *túnu for the full forms, with loss of the final vowel

elsewhere (*kun > *k
¯
un > *t

¯
un > *tun). This may have been originally

the masculine form, with the feminine distinguished vocalically, as in

cognate languages (*kina/kin > *k
¯
ı́na/k

¯
in > *t

¯
ı́na/t

¯
in); the distinction

between the two genders may have been lost by or in ME.

3pl sn replaced in LE–Coptic by w > ou. Perhaps originally mpl *súnu/sun

and fpl *sı́na/sin, as in the second person, with comparable loss of the

gender distinction.

The original duals were perhaps distinguished by final *a (*na, *t
¯
úna/t

¯
ı́na,

*súna/sı́na). Middle Egyptian of the New Kingdom adds the neutral suffix

pronoun tw “one,” derived from the passive suffix of certain verb forms.21 The

replacement of 3pl sn by w, probably *u, first attested in Dynasty XVIII, has

been traced to the desinence of prepositions used without object, and of the

stp.n.f without expressed subject, in Old and Middle Egyptian,22 but it could

also represent a case of morphological leveling with the plural of nouns or with

the 3pl stative pronoun, both *u.

The suffix pronouns are stable in their syntax as well as their morphology.

From Old Egyptian through Demotic, they are appended to nouns to express
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possession, to verbs and other morphemes to express a pronominal subject,

and to prepositions as object, e.g. h. r.f “his face,” stp.f “he chooses,” ntj.f jm

“which he (is) in,” n.f “for him.” These uses survive in Coptic either unchanged

(nef/naf “for him”) or in lexicalized reflexes such as pejaf “he said” <

p e-dd.f “that which he said.”

6.3.2 Stative pronouns

The stative pronouns are bound personal endings of the verb form known as

the stative. By Coptic, the stative has become lexicalized, and the language

exhibits a continual reduction in the inventory of stative pronouns from Middle

Egyptian on:

1sg kj ME kw. Probably *ku, as in Akkadian: h. qr.kj/kw/k *h. aqráku “(I

am) hungry.”23 In Demotic, where it is rare, it is also used for the

third person, probably as a mere graphic symbol of the form, e.g.

w h
˘

l e.f h. y.k “a servant standing” (Setne I 5, 34). It no longer

exists in Coptic.

2sg tj Probably *ta or *tu, perhaps also originally feminine *ti: h. qr.tj

*h. aqráta and *h. aqráti. Disappearing in LE and lost in Demotic

through Coptic.

3msg j ME w, both probably representing a final vowel *u or *a: h. qr.j/w

*h. áqru > xoker/xakel/xakr/xokr. In LE and Demotic also used

for all other persons and numbers; lexicalized by Coptic.

3fsg tj Undoubtedly representing t plus a vowel: h. qr.tj *h. aqárta >

xkeet/xkaeit/xkoeit. In LE and Demotic also used for all

persons and numbers; lexicalized by Coptic.

1pl nw Probably *nu, as in Akkadian: h. qr.nw *h. aqránu. Rarely in OE and

ME: j.šm.n j b.nw n.f “let us go united to him” (Pyr. 1646b); mj.k

r.f n jj.n m h. tp “So, look, we have returned in peace” (ShS. 10–11).

Already in OE replaced by wjn/wn, perhaps through metathesis or

adopted from an adjectival statement,24 e.g. h. qr.wjn “we are

hungry” from h. qrwj n “how hungry we are.” Survives in LE (as n

or wn), lost in Demotic and Coptic.

2pl twnj25 Perhaps originally distinguished vocalically for gender, as in

Akkadian: h. qr.twnj m *h. aqrátunu, f *h. aqrátina. Lost after ME.

3mpl wj Evidently representing the singular form with a plural vowel,

probably *u; the w may reflect a final vowel *u of the singular:

h. qr.wj *h. aqrúˀu > *h. aqrú. In ME perhaps identical with the 3msg

(writings are the same); lost after ME.

3fpl tj Perhaps identical with the singular, as suggested by the writing.

Replaced by the 3mpl/3msg in ME.

There is no evidence for dual stative pronominal endings; in Old Egyptian,

forms with dual referents use the same endings as those with plural referents.

Middle Egyptian has lost the third person feminine plural, replaced by either

the masculine plural or the feminine singular. Late Egyptian has lost all the
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plural pronouns except the first person, and it shows a gradual reduction of

the remaining inventory to the three forms still in use in Demotic (1sg and

3m/fsg).26 By Coptic, the first person has disappeared and the 3m/fsg have

become lexicalized; most verbs use the reflex of one or the other pronominal

form (usually the 3msg) but some, such as h. qr “hunger,” have preserved both.

6.3.3 Enclitic pronouns

Old and Middle Egyptian have a common set of enclitic pronouns, used as the

object of verbs, as subject of nominal or adjectival predicates, and as subject

of adverbial predicates when preceded by an element that cannot take a suffix

pronoun. In this respect, they are full syntactic alternants of the suffix pronouns.

In all probability, they were unstressed and formed a prosodic unit with the

nearest preceding stressed word. Except for the general loss of the dual forms,

the major changes between Old and Middle Egyptian were phonological:

1sg wj Most likely representing w plus a vowel, perhaps *wa. Lost in

Demotic.

2msg kw > t
¯
w > tw, both OE. Probably *kuwa or *ku > *k

¯
u > *t

¯
u >

*tu. Lost in Demotic.

2fsg t
¯
m > t

¯
n in OE > ME tn. Perhaps originally *kiwa > *k

¯
ima > *t

¯
im

> *t
¯
in > *tin. Conflated with 2msg tw in LE; lost in Demotic.

3msg sw Perhaps *su or *suwa. Lost in Coptic.

3fsg sj Perhaps *si or *sia. Conflated with 3msg sw in LE.

1pl n Perhaps *nu. Lost in Demotic.

2pl t
¯
n > tn in ME. Perhaps like the 2pl suffix pronoun, with original

vocalic gender distinction. Lost in LE.

3pl sn Perhaps like the 3pl suffix pronoun, with original vocalic

gender distinction. Conflated with 3msg sw in LE.

Middle Egyptian adds the third person inanimate pronoun st “it.”27 The

neutral pronoun tw “one” is also used as enclitic subject in the New Kingdom.

Late Egyptian preserves the enclitic pronouns as the object of verbs, with loss

of gender distinction in the second person singular (tw/tj) and loss of gender as

well as perhaps number distinction in the third person (sw or st for the singular

and sn for the plural). A supplementary set appears as object of the infinitive

in Dynasty XX, consisting of tw plus the suffix pronouns.28 The older enclitic

pronouns survive as enclitic subject in Late Egyptian only in expressions of

adherence such as nsw < nj-sw “he (etc.) belongs to” and jnk sw “it is mine.”

As subject of an adverbial predicate, the third person forms can appear as

proclitics (e.g. ME m.k sw h. r stp > LE sw h. r stp). The first and second person

counterparts of this use are a new set of proclitic pronouns consisting of tw plus

a suffix pronoun:
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1sg tw.j 1pl tw.n, tw.tn

2msg tw.k 2pl tw.tn

2fsg tw.ˀ (tw. )

3msg sw 3pl st 3nl tw.tw.

3fsg st

The origin of the tw element is uncertain; it is probably not related to the neutral

pronoun tw.29

Demotic has lost the older enclitics altogether, except for the construction

ns “he (etc.) belongs to,” 3sg s/st as verbal object, and 3pl st as proclitic

subject; the first and second person proclitics inherited from Late Egyptian

serve as both verbal object and proclitic subject, with the third person singular

replaced by e.f/e.s in the latter function. Coptic preserves the Demotic subject

set; it has lost the object set altogether, except for 1sg t as object of t-

causatives derived from the stp.f with 3pl suffix, e.g. tnnoout< djt-jn.w-tw.j

“send me.” The complex history of these pronouns is summarized in the table

below.

OE–ME (enclitic) LE object (enclitic) LE subject (proclitic)

1sg wj wj/twj tw.j

2msg kw > t
¯
w > tw tw/tj > twk tw.k

2fsg t
¯
m > t

¯
n > tn twˀ tw.ˀ

3msg sw sw
sw/st

3fsg sj/st st

1pl n n tw.n/tw.tn

2pl t
¯
n > tn twtn tw.tn

3pl sn sn/st/sw st

Dem. object (enclitic) Dem. subject (proclitic) Coptic (proclitic)

1sg ṱj tw.j +

2msg ṱk tj.k > e.k k

2fsg ṱˀ tw.ˀ te

3msg e.f f
s

3fsg e.s s

1pl ṱn tw.n tn

2pl ṱtn tw.tn tetn

3pl st st se

6.3.4 Independent pronouns

The first person independent pronouns are stable throughout their lifetime but

the others show some changes in form.30

1sg jnk *inák > anak/anok

2msg t
¯
wt OE–ME; > twt in ME. Perhaps originally *kuwat > *t

¯
uwat

(j)ntk First attested in early ME; LE mntk, Dem. mtwk. *inták >

*n. ták > ntak/ncok/ntok
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2fsg t
¯
mt OE, replaced by t

¯
wt/twt in ME. Perhaps originally *kiwat >

*t
¯
imat

(j)ntt
¯

First attested in ME > ntt; LE mntˀ, Dem. mtwt. *intát
¯
> *intát >

*n. táˀ > nta/nco/nto

3msg swt OE–ME. Perhaps *suwat

jntf First attested in late OE; LE mntf, Dem. mtwf. *intáf > *n. táf >

ntaf/ncof/ntof

3fsg stt OE, replaced by swt in ME. Perhaps *sitat

(j)nts First attested in ME; LE mnts, Dem. mtws. *intás > *n. tás >

ntas/ncos/ntos

1pl jnn First attested in LE. *inán > anan/anon

2pl (j)ntt
¯
n First attested in ME > nttn; LE mnttn, Dem. mtwtn. *intát

¯
un >

*intátun > *n. tátn. > ntwtne/ncwten/ntaten/ntotn/

ntwtn

3pl jntsn OE–ME *intásun/intásin. LE mntw, Dem. mtww. *n. táw >

ntau/ncwou/ntoou

The first person pronouns are formed from jn plus a suffix pronoun similar to

that of the stative. The older formation of the second and third person, attested

only in the singular, is mostly based on the Old–Middle Egyptian enclitic

pronouns with a final t. The newer forms of these pronouns are based on the

suffix pronouns attached to an initial jnt, usually spelled nt, in Late Egyptian

mnt and Demotic mtw, where mn/m undoubtedly indicates the same initial

syllabic *n. – as Coptic n–. The Late Egyptian substitution of w for older sn in

the third person plural shows that the syntax of independent pronoun formation

remained morphologically transparent, i.e. that ntsn was still understood as

nt + sn. Old Egyptian may also have possessed dual forms based on the plural

plus a final j *a, but these are not distinguished from the plurals in writing.

The first and second persons are used primarily as subject or predicate in

a non-verbal sentence. Late Egyptian and Coptic indicate that these two uses

were distinguished by stress, with the pronoun unstressed as subject but fully

stressed as predicate: the latter have the Coptic reflexes 1sg ank/ang, 2msg

ntk (LE mtwk), 2fsg nte (LE mtwy), 1pl ann/an, 2pl ntetn.31 The third

person pronouns have only predicate function in this use, and are replaced by

demonstratives as subject: thus, 1sg jnk jt.k “I am your father” (jnk predicate)

and “I am your father” (jt.k predicate) but 3msg ntf jt.k “He is your father” (ntf

predicate) versus jt.k pw “He is your father” (jt.k predicate).32 The independent

pronouns also served as alternants of the enclitics in the Middle Egyptian

statement of adherence, with the former serving as predicate and the latter as

subject, e.g. n ntk hrw “the day belongs to you” (CT I, 254f) vs. n t
¯
w p “you

belong to Pe” (CT VII, 206f). In this use the independent pronouns undoubtedly

formed a prosodic unit with the preceding nj, eventually reduced to the pronoun

alone – e.g. ntk nbw “gold belongs to you” (Urk. IV, 96, 6) – except for 1sg nj

jnk > nnk; the latter is also replaced by the pronoun jnk alone in Late Egyptian.
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Comparison of the different forms of the personal pronoun reveals a number

of general morphological patterns. With some exceptions, the suffix pronouns

serve as base of the other forms, plurals consist of *nu/na appended to the

singular, the enclitics are marked by a final *wa or *a, and the original second

and third person independent pronouns by a final *wat or *at.

6.4 Noun phrases

The term “noun phrase” is used here for the combination of a noun with

another element, such as a noun, pronoun, or adjective. The combination of

two nouns is most common in the genitival construction. This is closer than the

sequence of two nouns in apposition or coordination and was signaled as such

syntactically. In related languages the relationship is indicated by case, with

the first noun marked by loss of case (and sometimes phonological reduction)

and the second by the genitive, e.g. Akkadian bēlum “lord” + ālum “town” →

bēl-āli “lord of the town.” A similar situation may have existed in Egyptian if

it once possessed cases. Historically, however, the genitival relationship was

signaled in one of two ways: synthetically, by means of a compound unit with

a single stress, known as the “direct genitive”; or analytically, in the “indirect

genitive” construction.

In the synthetic construction, stress occurs either on the first or second

element, e.g. h. m-nt
¯
r *h. ám-nat

¯
ur “servant of god” > sb xont “priest” vs. nb h. t

*nib-ˀáh. a “owner of land” > b nebioxi. The distribution of these two patterns

is not entirely clear; they may have been historical or dialectal variants, or –

most likely – both. Lexicalized compounds generally show stress on the first

element, e.g. h. m-nt
¯
r *h. ám-nat

¯
ur > xont, z -t *sı́-taˀ “snake” (literally, “son of

ground”) > sit/site/si+.33 In noun phrases with initial ky “other,” productive

into Coptic, the second element was stressed: ky sn *kay-sán > kesan/keson

“other brother.”

In the analytic construction, also productive into Coptic, the relationship

between the two nouns is marked by the nisbe of the preposition n “to,

for” (see Section 6.5, below), modifying the first and forming a prosodic

unit with the second; both nouns receive full stress, e.g. jwn nj nbw *awı́n

ni-nábu > auan nnoub “color of gold.” Some lexicalized indirect geni-

tives, however, formed a single prosodic unit with the head noun, with stress

on one of the three elements, e.g. grj n pt “bird of sky” *gᵕráˀ-ni-puˀa >

qraampe/qrompi/qrampe/qroompe “dove,” bj n pt “metal of sky” *baˀiˀ-nı́-

puˀa > banipe/benipi/benipe “iron,” dp n wt “head of herd” *dap-ni-ˁúwa >

tbnh “animal.”34 Like other adjectives (discussed below), the genitival nisbe

may originally have had six forms, corresponding to the gender and number

of the initial noun; in Middle Egyptian these have become three (masculine

singular, masculine plural, feminine), and only n > n/m remains in LE–Coptic.
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The two genitival constructions coexisted into Demotic; their use and distri-

bution has not been systematically studied.35 By Coptic, however, only the

analytic construction was still productive, with the direct genitive largely

lexicalized.

Egyptian used the same two means to combine a noun with a non-suffix

pronoun. The indirect genitive was used for the proclitic plural demonstratives

in Old Egyptian and in early Middle Egyptian texts, apparently changing to

the direct genitive in later Middle Egyptian, e.g. nn n nt
¯
rw “those gods” (CT

IV, 228–29c), nn h. jmwt “those women” (Westcar 5, 12). To judge from an Old

Coptic manuscript, the combination of a noun with an enclitic demonstrative

followed one of two patterns, in which the noun was fully stressed and the

demonstrative received either partial or no stress: hrww jpn *háˀwu-ˀı́pin >

xauei"pn “this day”; wnwt tn *wanáwa-tin > ounouetn “this hour.”36 The

Coptic reflexes of the Late Egyptian demonstratives indicate full stress in

absolute and adherent use: ME p , LE p j *piˀ > *piy > pei"/vai"/peei/pai",

pn/p *pin/piˀ > *pi > va/pa.37 In adjectival use and as copula, the Late

Egyptian demonstratives have the same form as in absolute use, but Coptic

shows a reduction in vocalization, indicating partial stress or none: adjectival

p j *piˀ > *piy > pei"/pai"/peei and pi, copular p j *piˀ > pe. The Coptic

article, and probably also that of Late Egyptian and Demotic, had no stress: p

*piˀ> p(e)/v. This evidence indicates that the proclitic plurals of OE–ME and

the adherent construction of LE–Coptic behaved like other indirect genitives,

and the LE–Coptic adjectival demonstratives, like the direct genitive.

The suffix pronouns are combined as possessive with a noun in Old and

Middle Egyptian, e.g. psšt.f “his share.” This construction survives in Late

Egyptian primarily for phrases in which the logical relationship between the

noun and pronoun is intimate or constituent, and diminishes in Demotic and

Coptic to inalienable relationships such as d
¯

rt.k *d
¯
ártuk > dáˀtuk > tootk/

totk/taatk/tatk “your hand.” The regular possessive construction in Late

Egyptian through Coptic is an analytic one, in which the suffix pronoun is

combined with a form of the definite article; thus, psšt.f “his share” > t y.f pš,

reflecting the same phenomenon noted above for the noun:

psšt.f > t y.f pš
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

share

+F

−PL

+DEF

+3MSG

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎢

⎣

−

+F

−PL

+DEF

+3MSG

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎥

⎦

[share]

Coptic indicates that the proclitic possessive was unstressed: t y.f pš *tiyuf-

púšša > tefpe¥e/tefva¥i/tefpe¥i/tefpa¥e. The possessive was also

used without a following noun, in which case it received full stress (and appar-

ently a different vocalization), e.g. t y.n “ours” *táyun > twn/cwn.38
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6.5 Adjectives

Egyptian has three types of adjective: primary, nisbe, and participial. All have

in common the feature of marking for gender and number in agreement with

their referent, whether the latter is expressed or not: thus, rmt
¯

“great man”

and “great one,” h
˘

yt mrt “painful illness” and mrt “painful thing.” This is

a syntactic feature rather than a lexical one: unlike nouns, adjectives have no

inherent (lexical) gender. Like the noun, the adjective had six forms in Old

Egyptian (m/f, sg/pl/du). In Middle Egyptian the dual is rare and the feminine

plural is usually not distinguished from the singular, reducing the inventory of

regular forms to three (msg, mpl, f). By Late Egyptian, most adjectives seem to

have had only two forms, masculine and feminine; some of these survive into

Coptic: nfr *náfir >noufe/noufi, nfrt *náfrat >nafre/nofri/nafli/nofre

“good.” The unmarked (masculine singular) quantifier nb “every” is used in

place of the feminine nbt already in Old Egyptian.39

Adjectives always follow their referent: rmt
¯

“great man,” h
˘

t nbt “every-

thing,” nt
¯
rw njwtjw “local gods.” By Demotic, this construction is restricted to

some seven adjectives and the quantifier nbt “every, all.” Other adjectives were

replaced by an indirect genitive relative construction, e.g.:

[6.11] h
˘

stb n m t (Setne I, 5, 15)

lapis-lazuli of truen/f

real lapis-lazuli

[6.12] w wj e n - n.f (Setne I, 3, 26)

a house sub be-beautiful.3msg

a beautiful house

[6.13] p nt mtry p j (Setne I, 5, 10)

the subrel be-satisfactoryst dem

It is what is satisfactory.

Coptic retains most of the Demotic adjectives but shows an increasing use of

the periphrastic constructions: for example, both mou bwn and mou nbwn “bad

water.” There is thus a sharp decrease in the number of adjectives after Late

Egyptian, with most older adjectives either lexicalized (as nouns) or replaced

by relative constructions.

The quantifier nb “all, every” > nim (o nibe/nibi, p nib, also b niben, f

nifen, with secondary final –en) is the only primary adjective and the only

one that consistently requires a preceding noun or noun equivalent: thus, w nb

and ouan/ouon nim “everyone” rather than *nb and *nim. It has only three

written forms in Old and Middle Egyptian: msg nb, mpl nbw, fsg nbt. Only nb

and nbt survive in Late Egyptian, where they are used interchangeably, with

the feminine the more common of the two. Demotic has only a single form,

written nbt, ancestor of the Coptic adjective.40
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Nouns or prepositions can be converted to adjectives by means of the nisbe

construction, in which they are marked by an ending, probably vocalic *–i.

Gender and number endings generated by agreement with the head noun

(expressed or not) were added after the nisbe ending:

msg *–i (–j or ø)

fsg *–iat/it (–jt, usually –t)

mpl *–iu (–jw/w)

fpl *–iuat > *–iwat (–jwt/jt, usually –wt/t)

mdu *–iua → *–iwa (–jwj/wj/w)

fdu *–iata/ita (–jtj, usually –tj/t).

Coptic preserves two stress patterns for the resulting adjectives, with stress on

the root or (for feminine nisbes) the nisbe ending:

� h
˘

ft “opposite” → h
˘

ftj *h
˘
ı́fti or h

˘
úfti “opponent” > 5eft/¥af+/¥ef+/

¥afte “iniquitous one”
� b st “Baset” (a place name) → b stt *buˀı́stit or *buˀı́stiat “Bastet” (“she of

b st”) > *ubı́sti (metathesis) > oubes+
� dpj “atop” → dpjt *dapı́yat “uraeus” (“she atop”) > tepie
� h

¯
r “under” → h

¯
rt *h

¯
arı́t > 5re/xre/xrh/xre “food.”41

The nisbe construction makes it possible for nouns and prepositional phrases

to serve as adjectives, as in

[6.14] j wt h. rwjt (Pyr. 589b)

Horian mounds

[6.15] nt
¯
rw dpjw mr (Pyr. 1141c)

gods atop the canal

with the nisbes h. rwjtf from h. rw “Horus” and dpjwmpl from dp “atop.” Origi-

nally this was presumably a syntactic process, and it seems to have been

productive as such in Old Egyptian, as shown by secondary nisbes such as

jmntj “western,” from jmnt “west,” itself a nisbe meaning “right-hand.” In

Middle Egyptian it is no longer found with nouns such as h. rw “Horus,” and

prepositional nisbes other than the indirect genitive nj (nisbe of the preposi-

tion n “to, for”) were used primarily in epithets. This suggests that the nisbe

was moving from the realm of syntax to the lexicon. Late Egyptian uses the

relative adjective ntj plus a prepositional phrase instead of a prepositional

nisbe, and the adherent construction with p /pn, t /tj-nt, n (y) plus a noun in

place of a nominal nisbe (not adjectivally), e.g. njwtjw “locals” > n y t dmjt

“those of the town.” Both Late Egyptian constructions, which remain pro-

ductive in Coptic, exhibit the general trend from synthetic to analytic syntax

and the concomitant movement of syntactic features from word-final to initial

position:
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dpjw mr > ntjw dp mr
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

atop

ADJ

−F

+PL

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

−

ADJ

−F

+PL

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

[canal] [atop canal]

njwtjw > n y t dmjt
⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

town

ADJ

−F

+PL

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

⎡

⎢

⎢

⎣

−

ADJ

−F

+PL

⎤

⎥

⎥

⎦

[the town]

Participles are a synthetic means whereby verbs can function as adjectival mod-

ifiers. In Egyptian, their generation from a verb phrase involves a three-part

process, with (1) nominalization of the predicate, (2) deletion of the corefer-

ential element, and (3) marking of gender and number agreement.42 Thus, in

msw-nswt wnw m h
˘

t.f (Sin. R 23) “king’s children who were in his wake,” the

participial phrase wnw m h
˘

t.f is generated from *wn.sn m h
˘

t.f “they were in his

wake” as follows:

mswmpl-nswt + wn.sn m h
˘

t.f →

(1) mswmpl-nswt + wnn.sn m h
˘

t.f →

(2) mswmpl-nswt + wnn m h
˘

t.f →

(3) mswmpl-nswt + wnwn/mpl m h
˘

t.f

Most adjectives other than nb and nisbes have an extant cognate verb, e.g. nfr

“good” and nfr “become good.” These can usually be analyzed as participles,

because they share a common vocalization with non-adjectival participles,

e.g. wbh
˘

*wábih
˘

> ouwb5/ouwb¥ “white” (“one who is light,” from wbh
˘“become light”) and wh. *wáh. iˁ > ouwxe “fisherman” (“one who nets,” from

wh. “net”).43 They are therefore generated by the same syntactic process as

participles, as in jmnt nfrt (Pyr. 282b) “the beautiful West”:

jmntfsg + nfr sj →

(1) jmntfsg + nfrn sj →

(2) jmntfsg + nfrn →

(3) jmntfsg + nfrtn/fsg

The historical reduction in adjectival endings, noted above, affected participles

as well as adjectives, and is explained syntactically by loss of the third step in

the generative process, as in Late Egyptian n rmt
¯

j.wn jrm.j (BM 10052, 1, 18)

“the people who were with me”:

n rmt
¯

+ wn.w jrm.j →

(1) n rmt
¯

+ j.wnn.w jrm.j →

(2) n rmt
¯

+ j.wnn jrm.j
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This syntax remained productive into Demotic. Coptic has lost both processes:

the older adjectives that remain have become lexicalized (as nouns), and the

participles have been replaced by analytic constructions based on the relative

adjective ntj. This morpheme was first used, in Old Egyptian, to generate

adjectives from prepositional phrases and verbal constructions that could not

be transformed via the nisbe or participles, as well as from non-verbal clauses;

for example:

[6.16] nt
¯
r nb ntj jmjwt.sn (Pyr. 951b)

god quant subrel/msg between.3pl

every god who is between them

[6.17] h
˘

j ntj h
˘

p.(j) r h
¯

rj-nt
¯
r (Urk. I, 173, 12)

akh subrel/msg proceedst.(3msg) to necropolis

an akh who has proceeded to the necropolis

[6.18] bw ntj s h. jm (Pyr. 1717a)

place subrel/msg Orion inadv

the place that Orion is in

Such attributives are analytic constructions, in which nt serves as the morpheme

of nominalization and the base for gender/number agreement, while the clause

following retains its original form except for deletion of coreferential elements,

e.g.:

h
˘

jmsg + jw.f h
˘

p.(j) →

(1) h
˘

jmsg + ntn.f h
˘

p.(j) →

(2) h
˘

jmsg + ntn h
˘

p.(j) →

(3) h
˘

jmsg + ntjn/msg h
˘

p.(j)44

The adjective ntj itself is probably a nisbe, to judge from its masculine singular

ending, and like other nisbes eventually lost all but the unmarked (msg) form

ntj by Late Egyptian. The latter survives in Coptic, as et and nt, where

it is the standard means of adjectival conversion for all except nouns (see

Chapter 12).

Adjectives are syntactically nouns in Egyptian and as such can function like

lexical nouns: for example, as subject of a verb, object of a preposition, initial

noun of a direct genitive, or combined with a suffix pronoun:

[6.19] t h
˘

pr.t (Pyr. 782a)

greatfsg happenst.3fsg

A great thing has happened.

[6.20] h
˘

r (CT III, 161d)

with greatmsg

with the great one

[6.21] ph. tj (Pyr. 622a)

greatmsg strength

one great of strength
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[6.22] .sn (CT II, 214d)

greatmsg.3pl

their great one

They can also function as predicate to an enclitic pronominal subject in the

adjectival statement of Old and Middle Egyptian:

[6.23] s (Peas. B1, 352)

great 3fsg

It is great.

This is a feature they share with participles,45 and it may reflect the fact that

both are derived from verbs (which are inherently predicative), e.g.:

[6.24] nfr st r h
˘

t nbt (ShS. 134)

good 3nl with-respect-to thingf quantf

It is better than anything.

[6.25] h. st jm.f r nt
¯
r.sn (Sin. B 66–67)

be-excitedpcpl 3nl in.3msg with-respect-to god.3pl

It is more excited about him than (about) their gods.

In this use, the adjective or participle uses only the nominal base, which is

produced by the first step in the generative process, without gender and number

endings. With few exceptions, this construction was obsolete by Late Egyptian,

replaced by one with a nominal predicate.46 Demotic and Coptic use a new

adjectival-predicate construction with initial n > na/ne plus a form of the

adjective-verb, e.g. n - .s > naas “it is great.”

Because adjectives are syntactically nouns, a noun phrase in which a noun is

modified by a following adjective is therefore equivalent either to an appositive

(e.g. nt
¯
r “the great god,” literally, “the god, the great one”) or to a direct

genitive. Coptic reflexes of such phrases reflect both constructions, e.g. st
¯
j nfr

*sat
¯
ái náfir “good smell” > b scoi" noufe vs. *sat

¯
i-náfir > afs s+noufe

“perfume.” Examples of the first type, however, are rare, and those of the

second are limited to lexicalized expressions. The usual Coptic construction,

which first appears in Demotic, is the indirect genitive, e.g. rwme nsabe or

sabe nrwme “learned man” (from rmt
¯

“person” and sb w “educated”) – further

evidence for the genitival character of adjectival phrases.

In Coptic, nouns modified by the quantifier nim are construed as appos-

itives, e.g. rmt
¯

nb > rmt nbt *ráma nı́ba > rwme nim “every man.” An

Old Coptic manuscript, however, shows the direct genitive construction that

is used for other adjectives: *rama-nı́ba > rmnim “every man” and rmt
¯

*rama-ˁáˀ > rmmao/ramao/lemea/rmmea “great man.”47 That this was prob-

ably the original construction is shown by occasional examples in which nb

interrupts a direct genitive, indicating that it formed a prosodic unit with the

head noun, as in compound direct genitives, where the head is itself a direct

genitive, e.g.:
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[6.26] h. mw-k d
¯

t (Urk. I, 36, 5)

ka-servantmpl funerary-estate

ka-servants of the funerary estate

[6.27] h. m-k nb d
¯

t (Urk. I, 12, 9)

ka-servant quant funerary-estate

every ka-servant of the funerary estate

The same criterion indicates that the Old–Middle Egyptian demonstratives and

adjectival phrases were also construed as direct genitives:

[6.28] h. mw-k jpn d
¯

t (Urk. I, 11, 11)

ka-servantmpl demmpl funerary-estate

those ka-servants of the funerary estate

[6.29] t
¯
ph. t wrt jwnw (Pyr. 810c)

cavernfsg greatfsg Heliopolis

the great cavern of Heliopolis

Appositive and direct-genitive phrases in which the second element is an adjec-

tive differ from those with a lexical noun as the second element only in the

gender and number concord between both elements, which reflects the fact that

both refer to the same entity.
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7 Non-verbal predicates

In common with its Hamito-Semitic relatives, Egyptian could express a pred-

icate relationship in a clause or sentence without the use of a verb. Such

predicates are of three kinds: nominal, with nouns, noun phrases, attributive

forms of the verb, or pronouns; adjectival, with adjectives, nisbes, or nominal

forms of the verb; and adverbial, with prepositional phrases or adverbs.

7.1 Nominal predicates

Clauses or sentences with nominal predicates are essentially statements of

identity.1 Because their predicate is non-verbal, they are unmarked for mood,

tense, or aspect. They follow one of two patterns in Old and Middle Egyptian:

bipartite (A B) and tripartite (A pw B).

The bipartite construction is normally used to equate two nouns when one

of them involves a feature considered inherent or inalienable, such as terms of

kinship, or in “balanced” sentences, in which two identical nouns have different

possessives:

[7.1] snt.f spdt mst
¯
wt.f dw t (Pyr. 341c)

sister.3msg Sothis sibling.3msg morning-one

His sister is Sothis, his sibling is the morning star.

[7.2] mkt.t mkt r (MuK. vo. 4, 7)

protection.2fsg protection sun

Your protection is the Sun’s protection.

It is also used in personal names, usually with a god’s name as one of the two

elements, e.g. pth. nb nfrt or nb nfrt pth. (PN II, 287, 18: OK) “Ptah is lord of

what is good.”

A special use of the bipartite pattern is the statement of adherence, in which

the first element consists of the nisbe nj “belonging to” plus a noun or personal

pronoun:

[7.3] n pth. nh
˘

or n nh
˘

pth. (PN I, 171,11)

foradj Ptah life or foradj life Ptah

Life belongs to Ptah.

79
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[7.4] n ntk hrw (CT I, 254f)

foradj 2msg day

The daytime belongs to you.

[7.5] n t
¯
w p (CT VII, 206f)

foradj 2msg Pe

You belong to Pe.

This is commonly analyzed as an adjectival-predicate construction because

of its use of the enclitic personal pronouns in the first element (Section 7.2,

below), i.e. n(j) t
¯
w “you (are) adherent.” But its negative counterpart (Section

7.4, below) and the alternating role of the first element as subject (Ex. 7.5)

or predicate (Ex. 7.4) indicate that it was a nominal-predicate construction.

The bipartite construction is most common with a pronoun as one of the two

elements:

[7.6] t
¯
wt mj tr jnk h. rw (CT III, 59b–c)

2msg who part 1sg Horus

Who are you, then? I am Horus.

[7.7] mj tr r.f šwtj r tj pw (CT IV, 205d/207a BH1Br)

what part with-respect-to.3msg plumedu uraeusdu
dem

So, what then are the two plumes? They are the two uraei.

[7.8] p pw (Rhind Problem 60)

dem dem

It is this.

[7.9] dpt mt nn (Sin. B 23)

taste death dem

This is the taste of death.

[7.10] mjt
¯
n sw (PN I, 167, 20)

pathadj 3msg

He is a pathfinder.

The constructions illustrated in Exx. 7.3 and 7.10 are rare and limited to personal

names.

By far the most common bipartite pattern is A pw, with the demonstrative

pronoun pw (also pj in Old Egyptian). In Middle Egyptian, the demonstrative

is regularly invariable: e.g.,

[7.11] jrt pw nt r jmnt (CT IV, 240–41d)

eyefsg
dem offsg sun rightfsg

It is the right eye of the Sun.

[7.12] nt
¯
rw pw h. w k r (CT IV, 224b–c)

godmpl
dem aroundadj/mpl shrine

They are the gods who are around the shrine.
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Earlier texts alternate between this pattern and one in which the demonstrative

is concordant with A:

[7.13] š t.k pw jr h. tjw.sn (Pyr. 763d)

cutn/fsg
.2msg dem with-respect-to heartpl

.3pl

It is your incisive instrument against their hearts.

[7.14] jrt tn tw nt h. rw rd
¯

jt.n.f n jsjrt (Pyr. 1643a)

eyefsg
dem

fsg
dem

fsg offsg Horus given/fsg.comp.3msg to Osiris

This is the eye of Horus that he gave to Osiris.

[7.15] n pw pj nw nbt-h. wt (Pyr. 1363c)

curlmpl
dem ofmpl Nephthys

They are the curls of Nephthys.

[7.16] msw nwt nw (Pyr. 1213c)

childmpl Nut dem
pl

They are Nut’s children.

In Late Egyptian, Demotic, and Coptic the pronoun is concordant: e.g.,

[7.17] p sh
˘

rw šm j.jrw.j q p j (BM 10052, 5, 17)

the mannermsg go don
.1sg exact dem

msg

It is exactly the way I went.

[7.18] t y.k bty t y (Ankhsh. 4, 20)

dem
f
.2msg abomination dem

f

It is your abomination.

[7.19] xen¥hre mpnoutene (Luke 20:36)2

somepl-child of-the-god-dem
pl

They are children of God.

This suggests that Middle Egyptian, which does not have concordance, is a

dialect different from that of later stages of the language.3 The existence of

both patterns in Old Egyptian may reflect an original choice between a neutral

demonstrative and one that is specifically deictic: i.e., n pw pj “they are / it is

the curls” vs. msw nwt nw “those are Nut’s children.”

The bipartite construction is syntactically neutral with regard to subject

(the thing being identified) and predicate (the thing with which the subject is

identified). In general, the initial element is privileged and therefore usually

the predicate; this is always the case when the second element is a personal or

demonstrative pronoun (including the A pw construction). The initial element

is generally the subject, however, in the balanced sentence (Ex. 7.2) and in

statements of kinship (Ex. 7.1), as well as when the second element is an

interrogative pronoun (Ex. 7.6).4 First and second person pronouns in initial

position can function as subject (Ex. 7.6) or predicate. Coptic indicates that

these two functions were distinguished by stress, the subject pronoun forming
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an unstressed prosodic unit with the following predicate (e.g. 2msg *intak-

> ntk) and the predicated pronoun receiving full stress (e.g. 2msg *inták >

ntok):

[7.20] ntkpetouaab mpnoute (Luke 4:34)3

2msg-the-rel-holyst of-the-god

You are the holy one of God.

[7.21] ntok petjw mmos (Luke 23:3)

2msg the-rel-say of-3fsg

You are the one who says it.

Traces of the same pattern appear earlier in Late Egyptian, with 2fsg mtwyˀ vs.

mntˀ anticipating Coptic unstressed nte vs. stressed nto:

[7.22] mtwyˀ t y.j šrj (HO, pl. 23, 4, 3)

2fsg dem
f
.1sg child

You are my daughter.

[7.23] mntˀ j.jrw wn n p ntj qw (BM 10403, 3, 26)

2fsg don open for the rel enter

You are the one who opens for the one who enters.

It is presumably also reflected in the alternation between independent and

dependent pronouns in the statement of adherence, i.e. *ni-inták hárwu

(Ex. 7.4) vs. ns-mnw *ni-su-mı́nu > ����� “He belongs to Min” (PN I,

176, 10).

The two uses are also distinguished by pronominal agreement, with subject

pronouns resumed by third person referents and predicated pronouns by a

referent of the same person:5

[7.24] jnk mrrw jt.f (CT VI, 122a)

1sg loven/msg father.3msg

I am one whom his father loves.

[7.25] jnk jr nn n (j)t.(j) (Urk. I, 229, 16)

1sg maken/msg
dem for father.1sg

I am the one who made this for my father.

For third person pronouns, subject and predicate function can be distinguished

by use of the A pw construction for the first and the independent pronoun for

the second, e.g. h. rw pw (Pyr. 1335a) “He is Horus” vs. swt h. rw (Pyr. 45c) “He

is Horus.”

The construction with stressed independent pronoun is used primarily in the

“participial statement,” a specifying sentence with a participle as the second

element (as in Ex. 7.25). Initial nouns or noun-phrases in this use are identified

by means of the specifying particle jn:
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[7.26] jn d
¯

h. wtj t
¯
z š[n] jm.s

ntf jr nn m zh
¯

m d
¯

b w.f (CT IV, 411)

spec Thoth liftpcpl hair in.3fsg

3msg dopcpl
dem in writing in fingerpl

.3msg

Thoth is the one who lifted the hair from it;

he is the one who made this in writing with his fingers.

The same specifying particle is also affixed (in most cases) to the interrogative

mj “who, what” used initially (p. 64, above).

The tripartite nominal construction A pw B is the normal means for identify-

ing two nouns when neither involves a feature considered inherent or inalien-

able. In this case, the element pw seems to be invariant in Old Egyptian as well

as later:6 e.g.,

[7.27] š t.k pw jrt h. rw wd
¯

t (Pyr. 900a)

cutn/fsg
.2msg dem eyefsg Horus soundfsg

Horus’s sound eye is your incisive instrument.

Apparent exceptions in Old Egyptian probably involve the demonstrative in

attributive use rather than as subject or copula, as in the following:7

[7.28] nj mjwt.k m rmt
¯

mjwt.k tw h. wrt wrt h. d
¯

t fnt (Pyr. 2203b–2204a)

neg mother.2msg in people

mother.2msg dem
fsg uraeus greatfsg whitefsg scarf

Your mother is not human:

that mother of yours is the great uraeus with white scarf.

The tripartite construction presumably originated as an expansion of the

bipartite pattern, with the third element in apposition to neutral pw, i.e. “It,

is your incisive instrument, Horus’s sound eye.” This suggests an inherent

association of the first element with the predicate, which is often the case: e.g.,

[7.29] zy pw zpt.f

ttj pw zpt.f (Pyr. 438c T)

which dem remaininf/adj
.3msg

Teti dem remaininf/adj
.3msg

Which is the one who will remain?

The one who will remain is Teti.8

The construction is also used with the subject first, however:

[7.30] wrw pw j.h
˘

mw-sk (Pyr. 1216c)

greatpl
dem not-knowpcpl wipe-outinf

The great ones are the Imperishable Stars.

This indicates that the tripartite construction is also neutral with regard to the

position of subject and predicate. Nevertheless, the common association of the
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predicate with the initial element may be reflected in examples that seem to

be variants of the bipartite construction. These can be seen as less ambivalent

than their bipartite counterparts, as in the following example, presumably less

ambiguous than the bipartite statements in Ex. 7.1:

[7.31] sn.f pj s h.
snt.f pj spdt (Pyr. *2126c Nt 829)

brother.3msg dem Orion

sister.3msg dem Sothis

Orion is his brother,

Sothis is his sister.

Similarly, although a first or second person independent pronoun can be subject

or predicate in the bipartite construction, it is only predicate in the tripartite

pattern, as in a variant of Ex. 7.29:

[7.32] zy pw zpt.f

jnk pw zpt.f (Pyr. 438c Nt)

which dem remaininf/adj
.3msg

1sg dem remaininf/adj
.3msg

Which is the one who will remain?

The one who will remain is I.

The bipartite construction is attested in all stages of the language. In Late

Egyptian and Demotic, it is used to equate two nouns of all kinds: e.g.,

[7.33] p ptrj.j p d
¯

d.j (BM 10052, 5, 8–9)

the seen
.1sg the sayn

.1sg

The one I said is the one I saw.

[7.34] t pt t y.k qnh. t

p t t y.k hywt (Mag. 9, 10)

the sky dem
f
.2msg shrinef

the earth dem
f
.2msg columned-hallf

Your shrine is the sky,

your columned hall is the earth.

The statement of adherence with an independent pronoun survives in Late

Egyptian with the nisbe absorbed into the pronoun:

[7.35] mntf p ywmj (LES, 69, 7)

3msg the sea

The sea belongs to him.

Its counterpart with a dependent pronoun as subject also survives in Late

Egyptian, but for third person subjects only, with the original predication nj sw

reinterpreted as an adjective nsj: e.g.,

[7.36] nsj sw p 17 n jt
¯

w (L-A, 4, 8)

belongadj 3msg the seventeen of robber

He belongs to the seventeen robbers.
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The original construction is preserved after Late Egyptian in proper

names of the type ns-god, e.g. ns-mnw (PN I, 176, 12) “He belongs to

Min.”

The tripartite construction is rare in Late Egyptian.9 The few attested exam-

ples have pw rather than the Late Egyptian demonstrative:

[7.37] jh
˘

pw p sh
˘

rw bjn ntj tw.k jm.f (Černý 1935–39, no. 321 ro. 1)

what dem the manner bad sub
rel 2msg in.3msg

What is the bad situation that you are in?

In Demotic and Coptic, this is replaced by a bipartite construction with

the referent of the demonstrative either topicalized initially or in apposition

after it:

[7.38] n y.s sqw nkt h. wr n y (Ankhsh. 13, 21)

dem
pl

.3fsg savingpl thing robbery dem
pl

Her savings are loot.

[7.39] jnk t y t y.f kyd
¯

n jmn (Myth. 8, 20–21)

1sg dem
f

dem
f
.3msg hand of right

I am his right hand.

[7.40] nei"rwme xeni"oudai"ne (Acts 16:20)

dem
pl-man somepl-Jew-dem

pl

These men are Jews.

[7.41] oumhite tametmecre (John 8:14, Bohairic)

a-truthf
-dem

f
poss

f/1sg-abs-witnessf

My witness is the truth.

In both cases, the variable form of the demonstrative indicates that these are

expansions of the bipartite construction, thus replicating the presumed origin

of the tripartite construction.

Late Egyptian also uses a variant of the bipartite construction in which the

subject is unexpressed. This appears only in contexts where the subject is

topicalized initially or has been mentioned previously: e.g.,

[7.42] jr p j rmt
¯

p jrj n bw-h
˘

.f (Mayer A, 3, 23)

with-respect-to dem
msg person the associate of Bukhaf

As for this person, he is the associate of Bukhaf.

[7.43] jw.tw h. r d
¯

d n.f ph. w n rmt
¯

p sšd n t y.k šrj

wn.jn p wr h. r nd
¯

nd
¯

.f m d
¯

d šrj njmjw m n n wrw

jw.tw h. r d
¯

d n.f šrj n w n znnj (LES, 5, 2–5)

son of one of charioteer

And one said to him, “A person has reached the window of your daughter.”

So the king queried him, saying, “The son of which of the kings?”

And one said to him, “The son of a charioteer.”
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Similar elliptical statements occur earlier, in comparable contexts:

[7.44] jr grt fh
˘

t.fj sw tmt.f h. h. r.s

nj z .j js (Sethe 1928, 84, 15–16)

neg son.1sg sub

But as for him who will lose it or will not fight for it, he is not my son.

[7.45] jn mj ph
¯

r.f mh. n s h. (CT VII, 428c–29a)

spec who go-around.3msg great title

Who will go around the Coil? The one great of title.

7.2 Adjectival predicates

Clauses or sentences with adjectival predicates are statements of quality. Like

those with nominal predicates, they are unmarked for mood, tense, or aspect.

In Old and Middle Egyptian, adjectival predicates precede their subject and

are invariably either masculine singular or masculine dual (the latter “admi-

rative”). The subject is a noun or noun equivalent, including demonstrative

pronouns and the enclitic form of personal pronouns, and can also be omitted:

e.g.,

[7.46] nfr pr.j wsh
˘

jst.j (Sin. B 155)

good house.1sg broad place.1sg

My house is good, my place is broad.

[7.47] bjt.f š b qw.f (Sin. B 82–83)

great honey.3msg many olive-treepl
.3msg

Much was its honey, many its olive trees.

[7.48] twtwj n.s st m w h
˘

r t.s (Urk. IV, 368, 5–6)

perfectmdu for.3fsg 3nl truemdu with father.3fsg

How perfect it is for her! How proper with her father!

All adjectives other than nb were evidently capable of serving as adjectival

predicates. Since most, if not all, adjectives can be analyzed as participles of

an adjective-verb, participles of other verbs can also function as an adjectival

predicate:

[7.49] h. st jm.f r nt
¯
r.sn (Sin. B 66–67)

be-excitedpcpl 3nl in.3msg with-respect-to god.3pl

It is more excited about him than (about) their gods.

[7.50] rq sw r h
˘

nt (ShS. 65)

bendpcpl/pass 3msg with-respect-to front

He was bent forward.

[7.51] sw d
¯

w sw r h. p (CG 20538, II c 12–13)

make-soundpcpl/mdu 3msg with-respect-to inundation big

How much more healing is he than a high inundation!
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A common use of this construction is the existential statement with the participle

wn “existent” of the verb wnn “exist”:10

[7.52] wn wr h. r mh. tt kš h
¯

zt (Urk. IV, 139, 2)

bepcpl great on north Kush miserable

There is a king on the north of miserable Kush.

Nisbes could also serve as adjectival predicates, as in the following example,

with the nisbe of an abstract noun formed from the preposition mj “like”:11

[7.53] jn mjwj sw m nn jrr.f (CT IV, 288a M8C)

spec likeadj 3msg in dem don
.3msg

Is he comparable to this which he does?

Such examples, however, are relatively rare in comparison with other adjectival

predicates.

The existential construction survives in the later stages of the language:

[7.54] wnw h. mt jm (LRL, 19, 15)

bepcpl copper inadv

There is copper there.

[7.55] wn ke w (Mag. vo. 3, 6)

bepcpl another one

There is another one.

[7.56] ounou¥hre ¥hm mpei"ma (John 6:9)

be-a-child small in-dem-place

There is a small boy here.

Other adjectival predicates survive in Late Egyptian literary texts but have

generally disappeared from the colloquial language.12 In their place, the lan-

guage prefers a nominal-predicate construction: e.g.,

[7.57] y mntk nfr h
˘

r mntk p y.j jt (LRL, 48, 15–16)

indeed 2msg good sub 2msg dem.1sg father

Indeed, you are good, and you are my father.

Sporadic instances also occur in Demotic and Coptic:

[7.58] nfr p y.f jp (Ryl. IX, 10, 12)

good dem.3msg reckoning

His reckoning was good.

[7.59] nefrperpas (Luke 5:39)

good-the-wine-old

The old wine is good.

The normal adjectival predicate in Demotic and Coptic is a new construction

with n plus an adjective and a noun or suffix pronoun as subject: e.g.,

[7.60] n - n t y.f mt-nfrt (Simpson 1996, 258)

part-good dem
f
.3msg abs-goodn/f

His perfection is good.
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[7.61] n - n.s m-šs (Simpson 1996, 264)

part-good.3fsg very

It is very good.

[7.62] nanou pexmou (Mark 9:50)

part-good the-salt

The salt is good.

[7.63] nanous mprwme etmjwx esxime (1Cor. 7:1)

part-good.3fsg for-the-man to-fail-touch to-woman

It is good for a man to not touch a woman.

This has been analyzed as an adjective-verb preceded by n > ne/na, but since

the origin and function of n are unknown, the nature of the adjectival element

is also uncertain.

The vocalization preserved in Exx. 7.56 and 7.59 indicates that the adjec-

tival predicate could form a prosodic unit with a nominal subject and did not

necessarily receive primary stress itself: thus, *wan-wiˁ-šúra > ounou¥hre

and *nafra-pˀurp-ı́s > nefrperpas. Presumably, however, the predicate itself

was stressed when followed by a pronominal subject, e.g. nfr sw *nafrá-su “he

is good.”

7.3 Adverbial predicates

Clauses or sentences with adverbial predicates are essentially statements of

location. Like the other two non-verbal predicates, they are unmarked for

mood, tense, or aspect.

Adverbial predicates are attested throughout the lifetime of ancient Egyptian.

Unlike nominal and adjectival predicates, they usually follow their subject:

[7.64] jb.k n.k jsjrt (Pyr. 364a)

heart.2msg for.2msg Osiris

Your heart is for you, Osiris.

[7.65] h
¯

rwt.k m pr.k (Peas. B1, 125)

underadj/fpl
.2msg in house.2msg

Your possessions are in your house.

[7.66] sw m-dj p h. tj- n njwt (BM 10052, 2, 9)

3msg with the mayor of Thebes

He is with the mayor of Thebes.

[7.67] n .k h
¯

rṱw h
˘

ry (Setne I, 5, 21)

dem
pl

.2msg childpl below

Your children are below.

[7.68] petros mmau (Acts 9:38)

Peter inadv

Peter was there.
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This order was perhaps dictated originally by a general aversion to prepo-

sitional phrases or adverbs at the beginning of a clause, but it also reflects

the pragmatic order topic-comment in a construction that basically expresses

situational semantics.13

One adverbial-predicate construction of note uses the preposition m “in” to

express the identity of two elements. This, and its distinction from the nominal-

predicate construction, is discussed in Section 7.5, below.

7.4 Negations

In Old and Middle Egyptian, nominal-predicate constructions are negated by

the negative particle nj and the subordinating particle js bracketing the first

element, e.g.:

[7.69] nj ntk js zj (Leb. 31)

neg 2msg sub man

You are not a man.

[7.70] nj wr js pw wr jm (Peas. B1, 196)

neg great sub dem great inadv

The great one there is not a great one.

[7.71] nj n-wj js sp t (CT III, 390e)

neg foradj-1sg sub nome

I do not belong to the nome.

Middle Egyptian texts of the New Kingdom sometimes substitute nn for nj and

eventually omit the particle js:

[7.72] nn z .k js pw (Ptahhotep 213 L2)

neg son.2msg sub dem

He is not your son.

[7.73] nn tpw pw h. r rmnwj.tn (CG 20530, 7)

neg load dem on shoulderdu
.2pl

It is not a load on your shoulders.

This eventually becomes the standard negation of Late Egyptian through Coptic,

with nn > bn > n and the enclitic particle jwn > jn > an (perhaps meaning

“at all”):14

[7.74] bn mntk rmt
¯

jwn (Berlin III, 23: P10627, 6)

neg 2msg person at-all

You are not a person.

[7.75] bn jnk sw jwn (HO, pl. 52, 2, 9–10)

neg 1sg 3sg at-all

It does not belong to me.
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[7.76] bn jnk rmt h
˘

m jn (Setne I, 5, 9)

neg 1sg person small at-all

I am not a negligible person.

[7.77] nsnau anne (Matt. 19:6)

neg-two at-all-dem
pl

They are not two.

Adjectival predicates are not often negated. Examples in Middle Egyptian

use the negative particle nn:

[7.78] m.t
¯
n nn šrr p t h. nqt (Siut I, 295)

look.2pl neg small dem bread beer

Look, not insignificant is that bread and beer.

[7.79] nn wn šw m h
˘

rwy (Merikare E 114–15)

neg bepcpl free in enemy

There is no one free of an enemy.

The same negation is preserved in Late Egyptian to Coptic for the negated

statement of existence, with nn wn > mn > mn:

[7.80] mn rmt
¯

jw jw.f s h. .[j] (BM 10403, 3, 14–15)

nonexistent person sub fut.3msg accuseinf.1sg

There is no one who will accuse me.

[7.81] mn p nt-e.y rh
˘

jr.f (Setne I, 5, 17)

nonexistent the sub
rel

.1sg knowst doinf.3msg

There is nothing I can do.

[7.82] mnxmxal efjose epefjoeis (Matt. 10:24)

nonexistent-servant sub.3msg-liftst with-respect-to-poss
m/3msg-lord

There is no servant who is higher than his lord.

Other adjectival constructions are negated like nominal predicates in Late Egyp-

tian to Coptic:

[7.83] bn nfr jwn p j.jrw.k r.j (Černý-Groll 1984, 551)

neg good at-all the don
.2msg with-respect-to.1sg

What you do to me is not good.

[7.84] bn n -sbq.k n msy jn (Ryl. IX, 6, 12)

neg part-small.2msg of birth at-all

You are not young.

[7.85] nnanou petn¥ou¥ou an (1Cor. 5:6)

neg-part-good poss
pl/2pl-pride at-all

Your pride is not good.

Adverbial predicates are negated by nj in Old Egyptian and by nn > bn in

Middle and Late Egyptian:
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[7.86] nj sw jr t (Pyr. 890b P)

neg 3msg with-respect-to earth

He is not toward earth.

[7.87] nn mjwt.k h. n .k (MuK. vo. 2, 3)

neg mother.2msg with.2msg

Your mother is not with you.

[7.88] bn tw.k h. r wtj (Anastasi I, 11, 8)

neg 2msg on document

You are not on the list.

In some cases, however, Late Egyptian adds the particle jwn , as in negated

nominal and adjectival predicates:

[7.89] bn tw.j m p y.j sh
˘

r jwn (LRL, 2, 8–9)

neg 1sg in dem.1sg manner at-all

I am not in my normal state.

This becomes the standard negation in Demotic:

[7.90] bn n tww h
¯

r n y.w h
˘

prw n (Myth. 6, 19)

neg thepl mountainpl under dem
pl

.3pl wonderpl at-all

The mountains are not in possession of their wonders.

Coptic uses the same negation, also without the initial negative:

[7.91] nfmpei"ma an (Luke 24:6)

neg-3msg-in-dem-place at-all

He is not here.

[7.92] is mmau an (John 6:24)

Jesus inadv at-all

Jesus was not there.

The development of non-verbal negations from Late Egyptian through Coptic

shows an increase in the range of the particle jwn , from the negation of

nominal and adjectival predicates in Late Egyptian to adverbial predicates in

Demotic and Coptic. This suggests an initial reanalysis of adjectival predicates

as nominal and a subsequent appreciation of bn . . . jwn as the norm for non-

verbal sentences. The particle jwn itself progresses from an optional, probably

reinforcing, element to an obligatory part of the negation, and ultimately to

its primary part, leading to the loss of the initial n in Coptic. This pattern

parallels that of the negation ne . . . pas in French, from original ne to ne . . . pas

in standard French and to pas alone in the modern colloquial.

7.5 Non-verbal predicates with jw

One of the salient differences between the three non-verbal predicates in Old

and Middle Egyptian is that the referential particle jw introduces adverbial
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predicates frequently, adjectival predicates sometimes, and nominal predicates

never. This has to do with the primary function of jw, which is to signal that the

statement it precedes is relevant either to the moment of speaking or to another

statement.

As statements of location, adverbial predicates can express a relationship that

is valid either permanently or temporarily. The former is generally unmarked,

but the latter is often marked by jw, as, for example, in the following two

passages from the same literary text:

[7.93] d
¯

d.j n mj mjn

bt w m q-jb (Leb. 113–14)

speak.1sg to who today

avoidpcpl/pass in enterpcpl-heart

To whom can I speak today?

He who should be avoided is an intimate.

[7.94] jw mt m h. r.j mjn mj st ntjw (Leb. 132–33)

ref death in face.1sg today like smell incense

Death is in my sight today, like the smell of incense.

Both passages are specifically marked for current relevance by the adverb mjn

“today” and use the adverbial-predicate construction A m B. In Ex. 7.93, the

statement without jw describes a usual state of affairs that presumably is true

in general as well as “today,” while that marked by jw in Ex. 7.94 refers to a

situation that pertains specifically at the moment of speaking.

The particle jw is not used with nominal predicates because these typically

describe an inherent or unrestricted relationship of identity. When the rela-

tionship is acquired or limited in some manner, Egyptian prefers an adverbial

predicate with the preposition m “in,” with or without jw: e.g.,

[7.95] jw jt.j m w w (Urk. IV, 2, 10)

ref father.1sg in soldier

My father was a soldier.15

Adjectival predicates typically also are unrestricted, but the quality they express

can be limited to a particular situation. In the following pair of questions, for

example, the first asks whether the subject exists, while the second, marked by

jw, is concerned with the subject’s existence only in a specific situation (asked

of a man fishing):

[7.96] jn wn z r jr.f jst.f (Pyr. 893a)

spec bepcpl son sun maken/msg
.3msg place.3msg

Is there a son of the Sun whose place he makes?

[7.97] jn jw wn rmw (Davies 1902, pl. 4)

spec ref bepcpl fishpl

Are there fish?
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Similarly, the unmarked adjectival predicate nfr in Ex. 7.98 describes a general

quality of its subject (a carrying chair), while the same predicate introduced by

jw in Ex. 7.99 refers to a quality of the subject that obtains at the moment of

speaking (said by a man smelting gold):

[7.98] nfr s mh. .[t] r wnn.s šw.t (Edel 1964, § 911)

good 3fsg fillst
.3fsg with-respect-to beg/n

.3fsg be-emptyst
.3fsg

It is better full than when it is empty.

[7.99] jw nfr h. r r wrt (Mereruka I, pl. 30)

ref good face with-respect-to greatn/fsg

The surface is very good.

The particle jw thus imparts a kind of relative validity to the essentially atem-

poral adverbial and adjectival predicates.

In later stages of the language, the semantic function of jw has become a syn-

tactic one, signaling subordination (typically, circumstantial) of the statement

that follows it to a preceding one. In this role, it is used with all non-verbal

predicates, e.g.:

[7.100] nn jw.t djt šzp.w n h. t.j r h
¯

dbw.j

jw jnk jpwtj n jmn (LES, 75, 11–12)

spec fut.2fsg giveinf take.3pl for front.1sg to killinf
.1sg

sub 1sg messenger of Amun

Are you going to let them take charge of me to kill me

while I am a messenger of Amun?

[7.101] pr- jw n h
˘

ry r t h. t n t shret pr-

e.f h
¯

r pket (Setne I, 4, 22)

pharaoh comest to down to the front of the yacht pharaoh

sub.3msg under mourning-clothes

Pharaoh came down to the prow of the yacht of pharaoh,

wearing mourning clothes.

[7.102] petnbeke fna¥wpe ena¥wf xntpe (Luke 6:23)

poss
2pl-reward 3msg-fut-become sub-part-many.3msg in-the-sky

Your reward will become much in heaven.

This function of jw is discussed further in Chapter 12, Section 12.6.5, below.
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8 Verbs

Verbs are the syntactic category richest in features. The syntactic features of

nouns, pronouns, and adjectives are limited to gender, number, and person.

Those of verbs are much more numerous and belong, in order from most to

least innate, to the level of the lexicon and three levels of syntax: the verb phrase,

the clause, and the sentence. Each of these levels presumes and subsumes those

anterior to it. Their nature and features are discussed in this chapter for Egyptian

as a whole. Succeeding chapters will examine the verbal systems of the two

historical phases of the language.

8.1 The lexical level

Egyptian verbs have from two to six consonantal radicals and are traditionally

divided into root classes based on their consonantal patterns. Many roots are

lexically related through a system of consonantal modification that may once

have been productive but has been largely if not completely lexicalized in

the earliest preserved stages of the language. The principles involved have

not been studied exhaustively and are therefore not completely understood,

in either morphology or meaning. Two primary patterns are visible, involving

prefixation and reduplication.

Prefixation is the addition of a single consonant to the beginning of the

root. The consonant n, for example, seems to signal medial/intransitive/passive

meaning in some verbs, e.g. nhp “escape” vs. hp “free.”1 Most common is

the prefix s, which forms a causative counterpart of the simplex, e.g. srd “make

grow” from rd “grow.” Most such verbs have an intransitive simplex; those

from transitive simplexes often have a less directly causative meaning, e.g. sd
¯

d

“relate, narrate” vs. d
¯

d “say.” Causatives of roots with initial j or w usually

lose those radicals in Old Egyptian but not in later stages of the language, e.g.

s b/sw b “clean” from w b “become clean.” This is probably a dialectal feature

reflecting different pronunciations, i.e. *súwˁab or *suwˁáb > *súˁab or suˁáb

(s b) vs. *suwáˁab (sw b).2

The lexical process of causative formation is gradually supplanted throughout

the history of Egyptian by a syntactic process involving the verb rd
¯

j > rdj

94
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“give” and an inflected form serving as its complement (see Schenkel 1999).

The change has begun already in Old Egyptian:

[8.1] s h. .n t
¯
w h. rw (Pyr. 617c)

make-stand.comp 2msg Horus

Horus has stood you up.

[8.2] rd
¯

j.n h. rw h. .k (Pyr. 640a)

give.comp Horus stand.2msg

Horus has made you stand up.

The syntactic process is productive through Demotic and has become lexical-

ized in Coptic as a new lexeme, the t-causative, e.g. sh
˘

pr “make-become” >

rd
¯

j h
˘

pr “give become” > dj-h
˘

pr “create” > t5po/jvo/jpa/jpo. For this and

other verbs, Demotic shows the beginning of the process of lexicalization:

[8.3] h
˘

r dj.f dj-h
˘

pr n.k h. st t (Mag. 11, 25–26)

gn give.3msg create for.2msg blessing big

It creates great blessing for you.

Reduplication is the repetition of consonantal radicals, generally signaling a

continuous or repetitive variant of the simplex, e.g. snsn “fraternize, associate”

vs. sn “kiss.” This can produce related roots of three to six radicals, e.g. fh
˘

and

fh
˘

h
˘

“loosen,” h. bn, h. bnbn, and h. bnh. bn “bounce.”

In cognate languages, similar processes of root formation are commonly

understood to produce lexical stems of a single verb. In Egyptian, however,

they are seen as separate roots: for example, fh
˘

and fh
˘

h
˘

“loosen,” sfh
˘

and sfh
˘

h
˘“let loose,” and snfh

˘
fh
˘

“unravel” are described as 2-lit., 2ae-gem., caus. 2-lit.,

caus. 2ae-gem., and caus. 5-lit., respectively, rather than as stems of a single root

fh
˘

. This is partly justified on the level of productivity: while Semitic languages

display a productive and paradigmatic system of verbal derivation, similar

processes of derivation in Egyptian are less productive in historical times.

In contrast to other modifications of the root, reduplication of a single radical,

or gemination, is seen to operate on the level of inflection as well as that of the

lexicon. This procedure appears only in certain classes of verbs, and not for all

verbs of the class. It always affects the final strong consonant of the root: 2-lit.

wn “open” → wnn, 3-lit. stp “choose” → stpp, 3ae-inf. prj “go up” → prr,

4ae-inf. msd
¯

j “hate” → msd
¯

d
¯

; the verb rd
¯

j > rdj is unusual in losing its initial

radical in the geminated stem (d
¯

d
¯

> dd). For 2-lit. and 3-lit. verbs, gemination

is understood as both a lexical and an inflectional phenomenon, in the first

case producing 2ae-gem. and 3ae-gem. roots (e.g. 2-lit. fh
˘

and 2ae-gem. fh
˘

h
˘“loosen”), in the second, certain passive forms (e.g. wn → wnn).

Although 2ae-gem. and 3ae-gem. verbs may once have been derived from

2-lit. and 3-lit. simplexes, there are good reasons for analyzing them as distinct

lexical roots. Those classified as 3ae-gem. are uncommon and rarely if ever
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have an ungeminated counterpart.3 Verbs of the 2ae-gem. class appear with

either one or two of the like radicals written – e.g. qb and qbb “become cool” –

but the former are generally, and probably correctly, analyzed as representations

of forms in which the second and third radicals are in contact and written as

one, conforming to a general principle of hieroglyphic spelling, e.g. qb for the

stp.f form *qabbá.4 There is also reason to believe that 2ae-gem. verbs could

have geminated stems of their own: for example, passive tmm for *tmmm in

Ex. 8.4 in parallel with 3-lit. šnt
¯
t
¯

in Ex. 8.5:

[8.4] tmm.j tmm t (Pyr. *1075a P A/E 36)

shut(g)/pass
.1sg shut(g)/pass earth

If ever I am shut, the earth will be shut.

[8.5] šnt
¯
t
¯

N šnt
¯
t
¯

tm (Pyr. 492b)

shung/pass N shung/pass Atum

If ever N is shunned, Atum will be shunned.

Although 2ae-gem. and 3ae-gem. verbs seem to be lexicalized already in the

earliest texts, the process that generated them may still have been partly pro-

ductive at that point, to judge from pairs such as fh
˘

/fh
˘

h
˘

and sfh
˘

/sfh
˘

h
˘

; in this

case, the geminated forms disappear after Old Egyptian.

Apart from 2ae-gem. and 3ae-gem. roots, and their causatives, gemination

has been understood as an inflectional feature. This is primarily because gem-

inated forms seem to be alternants of ungeminated ones and normally appear

only in specific forms and for specific classes of verbs:

Passive stp.f Active Participle Passive Participle Relative stp.f

2-lit.
√ √

3-lit.
√

3ae-inf. most most most

4ae-inf. some some some some

caus. 3ae-inf.
√ √ √

rd
¯

j > rdj
√ √ √

There are, however, occasional instances in seemingly invariant forms, such as

the stptj.fj and the stative:5

[8.6] h wt.sn r jst tn (Urk. I, 205, 1)

descendinf/adj
.3pl to placef

dem
f

h wt.sn r jst tn (Urk. I, 205, 11)

descendg/inf/adj
.3pl to placef

dem
f

who will go down to this place

[8.7] h .kw r w d
¯

-wr (ShS. 24–25)

descendst
.1sg to great-green

I went down to the sea.

[8.8] jw.j h .kw zpw 3 (Rhind Problems 35, 37, 38)

ref.1sg descendg/st
.1sg timepl three

I have gone down three times.
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This points to a lexical origin of the geminated stem. Its regular absence from

other forms may be merely illusory, an artifact of Egyptian spelling conventions:

for example, a geminated 3ae-inf. infinitive prt (for *prrt), which may survive

in al prrie, s prre (< *pı́rriat) vs. b viri, ms pire (< *pı́rit) “emerge.”6

This kind of gemination is a feature of Old and Middle Egyptian and has

disappeared in Late Egyptian.7 Geminated forms of the passive stp.f are a

feature of the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts, and the geminated 2-lit. passive

participle is attested mostly in the same texts, with a few examples in Middle

Egyptian.

The other geminated attributive forms are generally interpreted as aspectually

marked for normative or repetitive action. The same sense applies if they are

lexical stems: for example, in Ex. 8.8, h .kw refers to several instances of

“going down,” while the regular form h .kw in Ex. 8.7 describes only a single

instance of the same action. Similarly, in Ex. 8.10, the geminated infinitive

wnn.j (for *wnnn.j) denotes a prolonged state of existence and its ungeminated

counterpart wn.f (for *wnn.f) in Ex. 8.9, a single point in time:

[8.9] m mst.f šw tfnt m jnw

m wn.f w y

m h
˘

pr.f m h
˘

mtw (CT II, 39d–e)

in give-birthinf
.3msg Shu Tefnut in Heliopolis

in beinf
.3msg become-onest/3msg

in becomeinf
.3msg in three

when he gave birth to Shu and Tefnut in Heliopolis,

when he was one,

when he became three

[8.10] nnk tm m wnn.j w .kw (CT IV, 185b/187a T3Be)

foradj-1sg totality in beg/inf
.1sg become-onest

.1sg

All was mine when I existed alone.

As a lexical feature, the geminated stem can be presumed to have existed for

most verbs, although it is not always visible in writing for all types of verbs in

inflected forms, e.g.:

Base Geminated

2-lit. wn wn/wnn = wnn

2ae-gem. qb/qbb = qbb qbb = *qbbb

3-lit. stp stp/stpp = stpp

3ae-inf. pr pr/prr = prr

4ae-inf. msd
¯

msd
¯

/msd
¯

d
¯

= msd
¯

d
¯caus. 3ae-inf. sh

˘
n sh

˘
n/sh

˘
nn = sh

˘
nn.

Thus, while the 3ae-inf. participle prt probably always represents an ungem-

inated form as opposed to its geminated counterpart prrt, the infinitive prt

may represent both ungeminated prt (> viri/pire) and geminated *prrt

(> prrie/prre).
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Certain verbs were probably immune to gemination because of their

inherent meaning. This includes reduplicated verbs such as wnwn “move

about” (probably related to 3ae-inf. wnj “hurry”), which are already marked

for repetitive action, and those that denote non-repetitive acts, such as 3-lit.

mwt “die.”8 For most verbs and classes that never display a geminated form,

however, it is unclear whether a geminated stem did not exist or is merely

concealed beneath some instances of the ungeminated form, e.g. caus. 3-lit.

s nh
˘

in Ex. 8.11 (for *s nh
˘

h
˘

?), which appears in the same context as geminated

3ae-inf. msst in Ex. 8.12:

[8.11] s nh
˘

r r nb (Pyr. 449b)

make-live(g?)/pcpl sun sun quant

who gives life to the sun every day

[8.12] msst r r nb (Pyr. 1688b)

give-birthg/pcpl/f sun sun quant

who gives birth to the sun every day.

The verb pair jjj (graphic base ) and jwj “come” (graphic base ) seems to

express a distinction between, respectively, ungeminated and geminated stems

of a single verb in at least some instances, such as the active participle.9 In this

case, the w of jwj may represent a strategy for reduplicating the weak radical j

of jjj. Both stems appear in most inflected forms, reflecting a somewhat wider

distribution of the geminated stem than is visible in other verbs.

The verb rd
¯

j > rdj is anomalous in having two ungeminated stems, rd
¯

j/d
¯

j

( / ) > rdj/dj ( / ), as well as a geminated one without the initial radical,

d
¯

d
¯

( ) > dd ( ). The two base stems seem to be free variants in some forms

but contrastive in others. The geminated stem appears in attributive forms, like

that of other 3ae-inf. verbs. It probably derives from an original *rd
¯

d
¯

, to judge

from the analogy of the verb wdj “put,” which shows two base stems (wd and d)

as well as two geminated ones (wdd and dd) in Old Egyptian.10 It is conceivable

that rd
¯

j/rdj represents this original stem (*rd
¯

d
¯

/rdd) in some instances.

Apart from the geminated stems, most classes of Egyptian verbs survive

from Old Egyptian through Coptic. They are based on roots of two, three, or

four radicals.

8.1.1 Biliteral

Basic roots are of two types: 2-lit., with a “strong” second consonant, and

2ae-inf., with final j, e.g. wn “open” (infinitive *win > al ouen, sbf ouwn, m

ouon)11 and zj “go” (no Coptic reflexes).

Geminated stems are attested for strong biliterals: e.g., wn “open” →

wnn. Total reduplication produces the classes of reduplicated 2-lit. and 2ae-

inf. verbs, e.g. h
˘

r “fall” → transitive h
˘

rh
˘

r “raze” (*h
˘
árh

˘
ar > 5ar5re/

¥or¥r/¥al¥el/¥ar¥r), intransitive *hmhm “yell” (*hı́mhim > xmxme/
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xemxem/xhmxem/xmxm),12 nj “reject” → njnj “turn away” (possibly *náˀnaˀ>
naeine/noini/nweini/naein/noein “tremble”).

Prefixed n is a feature of some verbs, for both basic and reduplicated stems:

e.g., qd “sleep” → nqd (*naqád > enkot/nkat) and nqdqd (*naqádqad >

enkatk/nkatke/nkotk).13

Causatives are those of strong biliterals only. Most well attested are caus. 2-

lit. verbs – e.g., smn “set”: smnt *sumı́nit > assmine, fsmini, and *súmnit > bf

semni, m smme. Causatives of other stems have no Coptic reflexes: caus. 2-lit.

redup. (sh
˘

bh
˘

b “cause to part”), and caus. 3-lit. redup. (snh
˘

bh
˘

b “cause to part”).

8.1.2 Triliteral

Basic triliteral roots are divisible by the nature of their final radical into 2ae-

gem., 3-lit., and 3ae-inf. verbs. Verbs with the same second and third radical

are known as 2ae-gem.: e.g., pnn “sprinkle” (*pánan > vwn/pwn) and qbb

“become cool” (*qabáb > b ybob, f kbab). Those with final j are described as

3ae-inf.: msj “give birth” (mst *mı́sit > mise/misi) and fdj “cut” (fdt *fádat >

fwte/fw+/fote). Most triliteral verbs belong to the 3-lit. class, exemplified

by stp “choose” (*sátap > swtp), wmt “thicken” (*wamát > oumot/oumat)

and wd
¯

“become sound” (*wid
¯
ı́ˀ> oujei"/oujai"/oujeei), the last two vocal-

izations apparently for intransitive verbs only.

Gemination can be posited for 2ae-gem. verbs and is visible for other triliter-

als: wnn “exist” → *wnnn (written wnn), msj → mss, stp → stpp. Partial redu-

plication is attested for some 3-lit. and 3ae-inf. verbs, with no Coptic reflexes:

e.g., h. bn → 5-lit. h. bnbn “bounce,” h. j → 5-lit. h. j j “become excited.” Total

reduplication (e.g., h. bn → 6-lit. h. bnh. bn “bounce”) is rare, attested mainly in

Old Egyptian.

Prefixation of n is attested for 2ae-gem. and 3ae-inf. verbs. The first produce

3ae-gem. verbs: qdd “sleep” → nqdd (geminated *niqáddad > nkate). The

second lose their final radical, producing 3-lit. or reduplicated 3-lit. verbs: e.g.,

h
˘

j “weigh” → 3-lit. nh
˘

and 5-lit. nh
˘

h
˘

“dangle,” also 3ae-inf. d
¯

dj “become

stable” → 5-lit. nd
¯

dd
¯

d and 6-lit. nd
¯

dnd
¯

d “endure” (no Coptic reflexes).

The causative prefix is found with all three root types: 2ae-gem. qbb “become

cool” → caus. 2ae-gem. sqbb “heal” (no Coptic reflexes), 3-lit. h. “stand

up” → caus. 3-lit. s h. “erect” (*sáˁh. aˁ > *sáˀh. aˁ > sooxe) and š “become

many” → s š “multiply” (*saˁšáˀ> a ¥a¥o), and 3ae-inf. t
¯
nj “become distin-

guished” → caus. 3ae-inf. st
¯
nj “distinguish” (infinitive st

¯
nt *sát

¯
nit > ¥ajne/

soqni/¥ajni/sajne/¥ojne).

8.1.3 Quadriliteral

Verbs with four radicals are of three kinds: 3ae-gem., 4-lit. and 4ae-inf.

The first are rare: e.g., snbb “converse” (no Coptic reflexes). Strong 4-lit.
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(non-reduplicated) verbs are also uncommon; Coptic preserves two vocaliza-

tions: transitive spdd
¯

“prepare” (*sápdad
¯

> sabte/sob+/sab+/sobte) and

intransitive m wt
¯

“think” (*mı́ˀwit
¯
> meeue/meui/mhoui/mhoue). Verbs of the

4ae-inf. class are the most well attested, also with two vocalizations: transitive

msd
¯

j “hate” (*másd
¯
a > maste/mos+/mas+/moste)14 and intransitive h. msj

“sit” (infinitive h. mst *h. ı́msit > b xemsi).

Geminated and causative stems are attested only for 4ae-inf. verbs: e.g.,

msd
¯

j → msd
¯

d
¯

“hate,” h
˘

ntj “go forward” → caus. 4ae-inf. sh
˘

ntj “bring forward”

(no Coptic reflexes). No n-stems of any quadriliterals are known.

Both the n-stem and the causative are similar in phonology and meaning to

verbal stems in cognate languages: e.g., Akkadian parasu “cut off,” naprusu

“cease,” šuprusu “exclude.” The geminated and reduplicated stems also have

cognate formations, such as Modern Hebrew nād “wander,” nādad “migrate,”

and nidnēd “sway.” In Egyptian, this kind of feature is typically associated with

intensive or repetitive action: for gemination, traditionally known as “imper-

fective.” The geminated stem may also express extended or normative action,

as exemplified in the contrast between the two stems of 3ae-inf. mrj “want” in

Ex. 8.13:

[8.13] z t-nswt nt h
¯

t.f mrt.f mrrt.f (Macramallah 1935, pl. 14)

king’s-daughter of body.3msg wantn/fsg
.3msg wantg/n/fsg

.3msg

king’s daughter of his body, whom he desired and loves.

The ungeminated stem in such instances is called “perfective” but is sim-

ply unmarked rather than specifically marked for non-extended or punctual

action.

Also to the level of the lexicon belongs the feature of transitivity, which

can have an influence on syntax. Egyptian verbs are usually either transitive

or intransitive, defined by whether or not they can take an object. Some have

one or the other feature exclusively: for example, transitive rd
¯

j > rdj “give”

and intransitive šmj “go.” Others are variable in this respect, such as sd
¯

m

“hear” (transitive) and “listen” (intransitive), h. msj “sit down” (intransitive)

and “occupy” (transitive). There are no visible distinctions in morphology

accompanying this variability in Egyptian. Coptic has the unique pair mou

“die” and mouout/mwout “kill,” both of which evidently derive from mwt,

but the vocalization of both indicates an identical original *máwat and the verb

does not have transitive meaning in earlier stages of the language.15

8.2 The phrasal level

The level of the phrase concerns the verb and its complements. Phrasal fea-

tures are typically those that appear in some verb forms but not in others: for

example, the Old–Middle Egyptian distinction between the stp.n.f, denoting
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completed action, and the stp.f, unmarked for that feature, which exists only

in the suffix conjugation and nominal system and is therefore not lexical in

Egyptian. Egyptian has four main categories of phrasal features: mood, aspect,

dynamism, and tense.

Mood is the “color” of the verb phrase. Egyptian has two moods, indicative

and subjunctive. The latter expresses possibility, desirability, or contingency;

the former is unmarked for this feature and is usually used to express facts.

The subjunctive includes several subordinate categories: necessitive, conse-

quent, optative, volitive, jussive, and imperative. These may be expressed by

a single form in one stage of the language and more than one in another: for

example, OE–LE stp.f “may he choose” (optative) and “he should choose”

(jussive) vs. Coptic marefswtp “may he choose” and efeswtp “he should

choose.”

Although the aspects of repetitive and imperfective action are lexically

marked, other kinds of aspectual marking occur on the phrasal level. These

include completed and progressive action, which are expressed by specific

verb forms and constructions: for example, progressive m.k wj h. r m .f in

Ex. 8.14 vs. non-progressive jw.f m .f in Ex. 8.15:

[8.14] m.k wj h. r m .f h. d
¯

h. d
¯

(CT II, 339a B4L)

look.2msg 1sg on seeinf
.3msg whitest/3msg whitest/3msg

Look, I am seeing it white, white.

[8.15] jw.f m .f jsjrt r nb (CT VII, 507e B4L)

ref.3msg seeg
.3msg Osiris day quant

He sees Osiris every day.

Dynamism has to do with action and state. In Egyptian, all verbs connote

action unless they are specifically marked as an expression of state by the stative

or, in the case of adjective-verbs, the adjective/participle as well. Thus, the verb

h. connotes an action (“stand up”) in all forms except the stative (“stand”) and

the adjective-verb nfr, the acquisition of a quality (“become good”) in all but

the stative and the adjective (“good”).

Tense is the temporal reference denoted or implied by verb forms or con-

structions. Absolute tense takes the moment of speaking as its reference point.

In English, and to a large extent in Egyptian as well, this includes the past,

prior to the speech event (“lions ate the gazelles”); perfect, completed with

respect to the speech event (“lions have eaten the gazelles”); pluperfect, prior

to a point before the speech event (“lions had eaten the gazelles”); present,

simultaneous with the speech event (“lions are eating the gazelles”); future,

after the speech event (“lions will eat the gazelles”); future perfect, prior to a

point after the speech event (“lions will have eaten the gazelles”); and gnomic,

which is unmarked for these relationships (“lions eat gazelles”).16 Tense can

also be relative, with reference to a point within the statement rather than to
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the speech event. In Ex. 8.16, for instance, ph. .n.k expresses action completed

with respect to the moment of speaking, while in Ex. 8.17 the same verb form

denotes action prior to the verb jr.j rather than to the moment of speaking

itself:

[8.16] ph. .n.k nn h. r mj (Sin. B 34–35)

reach.comp.2msg dem on what

Why have you reached here?

[8.17] jr.j rn.k ph. .n.k h
˘

t (CT II, 219f–220a)

make.1sg name.2msg reach.comp.2msg Akhet

I will make your name when you have reached the Akhet.

These four phrasal features do not all belong to the same level of syntax

within the Egyptian verb phrase. Dynamism is more basic than the other three:

the stative excludes aspect and is unmarked for mood and tense; it also exists

in all phases of Egyptian. The same is true of some modal forms. The major

historical development on the phrasal level concerns tense: this becomes pro-

gressively more important as a feature of the verbal system from Old Egyptian to

Coptic.

8.3 The clausal level

Features belonging to the level of the clause concern the relationship between

the verb and its subject. Voice – active and passive – is the major such feature,

but the category also includes other devices such as topicalization. Features of

this level are usually motivated by pragmatic considerations: in the choice of

active or passive, for example, by focus on the subject as the verb’s agent or

patient, respectively. Syntax, however, governs features such as the form of the

personal pronoun as subject, e.g. nfr.s “may it be good” vs. stative nfr.tj “it is

good” vs. adjectival nfr st “it is good.” The major historical developments on this

level are loss of dedicated passive forms after Late Egyptian (already advanced

in Late Egyptian itself) and the change in word order from verb–subject (vs)

to subject–verb (sv), e.g. sd
¯

m.n.f h
˘

rw hear.comp.3msg voice > jr.f sd
¯

m p h
˘

rw

do.3msg hearinf the voice > afsetmpexroou pp.3msg-hearinf-the-voice “he

heard the voice.”

8.4 The sentential level

Sentential features involve the relationship between one clause and another,

or between a clause and some other element of the sentence. Egyptian makes

use of two kinds of syntax to signal these relationships: hypotaxis uses overt

morphemic markers, and parataxis relies on context. Examples in English are
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“I heard that he left” and “I heard he left,” where the function of the clause

“he left” as object of “heard” is signaled by the hypotactic marker “that” in

the first instance and by context alone in the second. The history of Egyptian

verbal syntax is in part the change from a predominantly paratactic system in

Old Egyptian to one that is exclusively hypotactic in Coptic.
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Approximately in the middle of its lifespan, Egyptian underwent a shift in

its verbal system, part of the difference between Egyptian I, comprising Old–

Middle Egyptian, and Egyptian II, consisting of Late Egyptian, Demotic, and

Coptic (see Chapter 1, Section 1.2). Within each phase, historical developments

in the verbal system are relatively linear; these are discussed in the present

chapter and the next. Chapter 11 deals with the relationship between the verbal

systems of the two phases.

9.1 Morphology

The verbal system of Egyptian I is primarily synthetic, depending on changes

in verbal morphology to signal differences in meaning. This phase of the

language has some nineteen different verb forms, which can be grouped into

five categories.

9.1.1 Infinitivals

The category of infinitivals comprises forms that express the action of the verb

without connotations of tense, aspect, mood, or voice. Three are commonly

recognized as having specific syntactic functions: the infinitive, negatival com-

plement, and complementary infinitive. Infinitivals have four forms: the verb

root (h. tp), root–t (h. tpt), root–w (h. tpw), and root–wt (h. tpwt).1 For verbs such as

h. tp “become content,” which have more than one verbal noun, the distinction

in meaning between the different forms is not always evident: all those cited

above, for example, evidently mean something like “peace, contentment.”

The infinitive is a paradigm of verbal nouns identified from distinct syntactic

environments, primarily as object of the prepositions r “to” and h. r “upon.” It

consists of the root in some verb classes and the root–t form in others; some

classes have both, for different verbs: for example, 4ae-inf. msd
¯

j “hate” and

h. mst “sit.” The negatival complement is used to express the verb after forms

of the negative verbs jmj and tm. It shows the root in some verb classes and

104
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the root–w form in others. Examples with an expressed subject occur in some

early texts: e.g.,

[9.1] m sfh
˘

h
˘

w jm.[f] / m sfh
˘

h
˘

w.k jm.f (Pyr. 16c Nt/N)

failimp make-looseinf in-3msg / failimp make-looseinf.2msg in-3msg

Don’t let loose / you let loose of him.

The complementary infinitive functions as an adverbial complement to a pre-

ceding form of the same verb: e.g.,

[9.2] nj ms.n.t.j js mst/msyt (CT I, 344–45c)

neg give-birth.pass.1sg sub give-birthinf

I was not born birthwise,

for which a variant (BH2C) has the prepositional phrase m mst “by birth.” The

complementary infinitive uniformly ends in –t.

There are no significant differences between Old and Middle Egyptian in

the morphology or syntax of the infinitivals. Eventually, however, the language

used the infinitive in place of the negatival complement: compare the negatival

complement rdj in Ex. 9.3 (Dynasty XII) with the infinitive djt in Ex. 9.4

(Dynasty XIX):

[9.3] r tm rdj zn sw nh. s nb (Sethe 1928, 84, 20)

to failinf giveinf pass 3msg Nubian quant

to not let any Nubian pass it

[9.4] r tm djt h
¯

db sw mt nb (CB VI, 2, 7–8)

to failinf giveinf kill 3msg diepcpl quant

to not let any dead person kill him

Both the negatival complement and complementary infinitive are obsolete in

later stages of the language.

9.1.2 Nominals

Egyptian I has six finite nominal forms – nominal and relative stp.f and stp.n.f,

active and passive participle – plus an attributive form, the stptj.fj. All of these

can fill the syntactic role of a noun.

The relative stp.f and stp.n.f are identical with the nominal stp.f and stp.n.f,

respectively, with the addition of gender and number endings, e.g. mdtfsg

“speech” + d
¯

dn.n.f “that he said” → mdtfsg d
¯

dtn/fsg.n.f “spech that he said.” Par-

ticiples contain an inherent subject (Exx. 9.5–6), and the relatives, an external

one (Exx. 9.7–8):

[9.5] jst wrt jrt nt
¯
rw (Pyr. 1153b)

placefsg greatfsg makepcpl/fsg godpl

the great place that made the gods
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[9.6] m qt nt
¯
r . . . jrt n jsjrt (Pyr. 971c/e)

ladderfsg god . . . makepcpl/pass/fsg for Osiris

the god’s ladder . . . made for Osiris

[9.7] m qt . . . jrt h
¯

nmw (Pyr. 445a P D/ant/W 13)

ladderfsg . . . maken/fsg Khnum

the ladder . . . that Khnum made

[9.8] m qt tn jrt.n n.f jt.f r (Pyr. 390a)

ladderfsg demfsg maken/fsg.comp for.3msg father.3msg sun

this ladder that his father the Sun has made for him

In common with other attributives, these four forms are marked for gender

and number agreement with their antecedent (expressed or not), with six forms

in Old Egyptian (masculine/feminine singular, plural, and dual) and usually

three in Middle Egyptian (masculine singular/plural and feminine). Masculine

forms are generally unmarked in the singular, although the active participle

may have an ending –j or –y and the passive participle and relative stp.f, an

ending –w; the active endings can also appear in the masculine plural. Feminine

forms normally show only the ending –t or, for final –j verbs, –yt in the passive

participle and relative stp.f.

In Old Egyptian, the active participle and nominal/relative forms of some

verbs can have a (variable) prefix, e.g. j.mrt lovepcpl/fdu (Pyr. 2192a) “who love,”

j.d
¯

dt.f sayn/fsg.3msg (Pyr. 491d) “what he says,” j.nsbt.n.sn lickn/fsg.comp.3pl

(Pyr. 98c) “which they have licked.” The distribution and motivation of this

feature are unclear; it most likely represents an alternative syllabification, per-

haps dialectal, e.g. j.sh. d
¯

t “which whitens” as *ash. ád
¯
at vs. sh. d

¯
t as *suh. ád

¯
at.

Occasional instances of the prefixed participle also occur in Middle Egyptian.

The participles and the nominal/relative stp.f of several classes display gem-

inated as well as base forms, commonly called imperfective and perfective,

respectively. The passive participle of 2-lit. verbs is regularly geminated in Old

Egyptian and occasionally also in Middle Egyptian, e.g. d
¯

ddt and d
¯

dt “what

was said.” Gemination also appears in the participles and nominal/relative stp.f

of 3ae-inf. and 4ae-inf. verbs and their causatives, as well as for the verb rd
¯

j.

In such cases, the geminated form regularly has the connotation of extended,

normative, or repetitive action, for which the ungeminated form is unmarked.

Neither of these two forms has specific temporal reference. The perfective

often expresses single past acts and the imperfective, gnomic or iterative action:

e.g.,

[9.9] mjwt.k mst t
¯
w m rmt

¯
(Pyr. 2002c)

mother.2msg give-birthpcpl/fsg 2msg in people

your mother, who gave you human birth

[9.10] mjwt.k . . . msst kw dw t dw t (Pyr. 1434c)

mother.2msg . . . give-birthg/pcpl/fsg 2msg dawn dawn

your mother . . . who gives birth to you dawn after dawn
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The two are regularly used as alternants with these values in the construction

known as the participial statement (p. 82, above):

[9.11] jn wpwt.t
¯
n jnt sw (Pyr. 333c T)

spec messagefpl.2pl fetchpcpl/f 3msg

Your messages are what fetched him.

[9.12] jn sktt h. n nd
¯

t jnnt n.j r nb (CT III, 168c)

spec night-barkf with day-barkf fetchg/pcpl/f for.1sg day quant

The night-bark and day-bark are what fetch for me every day.

But the perfective forms can also have gnomic sense and their imperfective

counterparts, past reference:

[9.13] N p nb h. tpt . . . jr wt.f d
¯

s.f (Pyr. 399d)

N dem lord offering . . . makepcpl spread.3msg self.3msg

N is a master of offerings . . . who makes his own spread.

[9.14] jr.k jrrt jsjrt (Pyr. 625a)

do.2msg dog/n/f Osiris

You will do what Osiris used to do.

The perfective relative often has future or subjunctive sense, but the imperfec-

tive form can also have this connotation. Compare the following two examples:

[9.15] h. nwwt.j ptj jrt.j n.tn (Westcar 11, 6–7)

mistresspl.1sg what don/f.1sg for.2pl

My mistresses, what is it that I can do for you?

[9.16] jn jrrt.s r n (Westcar 12, 11)2

spec dog/n/f.3fsg with-respect-to dem

Is it what she should do for that?

For 2ae-gem. verbs, the contrast between perfective and imperfective forms is

reflected in the distinction between biliteral and triliteral stems:

[9.17] m t mst.k (CT III, 330a)

seepcpl/f birth.2msg

who saw your birth

[9.18] m t r r nb (CT V, 309e)

seeg/pcpl/f sun sun quant

who see the sun every day

As noted in Chapter 8 (Section 8.1), these most likely reflect a difference

between ungeminated and geminated forms, i.e. m t in Ex. 9.17 for ungeminated

*m t vs. m t in Ex. 9.18 for geminated *m t. The same is probably true of

at least some verb classes that have only a single written form of the participle,

e.g. perfective stpt for stpt vs. imperfective stpt for *stppt.

The nominal/relative stp.n.f expresses completed action, with respect to

either the moment of speaking or another action or situation. It generally

corresponds to the English past, perfect, or pluperfect: e.g.,
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[9.19] rh
˘

.t w rt tn jrt.n b k jm (Sin. B 205)

learn.pass flightf demf don/f.comp servant inadv

The flight that your servant did is known.

[9.20] ptr jrt.n.k (Sin. B 183)

what don/f.comp.2msg

What have you done?

[9.21] šm.n.j h. n .f n wh. w.f

nfr jrt.n.sn (Sin. B 27–28)

go.comp.1sg with.3msg to tribepl

good don/f.comp.3pl

I went on with him to his tribesmen:

what they had done was good.

The stptj.fj functions like a participle but is probably a nisbe formed from an

infinitival.3 It uses suffix pronouns to mark gender and number (msg f, fsg s,

pl sn); in Middle Egyptian, the singular pronouns occasionally have the same

desinence –j that can appear on the suffix pronouns attached to dual nouns.

The stptj.fj is neutral with respect to voice and is attested in both active and

passive uses. It denotes action yet to occur, usually with respect to the moment

of speaking:

[9.22] h. m-k nb jm bnwt.f

jt
¯
wt.f n kt wnwt (Urk. I, 36, 13–14)

ka-servant quant inadv disappearinf/adj.3msg

takeinf/adj.3msg for another duty

any ka-servant of them who shall disappear

or who shall be taken for another duty

Although this is usually equivalent to a future tense, the form itself is not

specifically a future participle, as shown by the fact that the future counterpart

of the participial statement uses the stp.f (Section 9.1.6, below) rather than the

stptj.fj:

[9.23] jntjsn jt
¯
.sn wrrt (Pyr. 1651e)

3pl take.3pl crown

They are the ones who will take the crown.4

9.1.3 Imperative

Old and Middle Egyptian have a distinct imperative form for all verbs. It shows

two written forms, singular and non-singular (plural or dual). The former is

generally the verb root; the latter has the ending j or y (occasionally w in Middle

Egyptian), e.g. rm/rmy (Pyr. 1281a/550b P) “weep.” The prefix is a common,

though variable, feature of the imperative of some verb classes in Old Egyptian

but rare in Middle Egyptian: e.g., j. m (Pyr. 1417b M) and m (Pyr. 1417b
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N) “swallow.” The disappearance of this feature in Middle Egyptian, and its

re-emergence in Late Egyptian, indicates that it is probably dialectal in origin.

The anomalous verbs jjj/jwj “come” and rd
¯

j “give” normally use the irregular

imperatives mj/my and jmj/jmy, respectively, in place of those formed from

the verb root. The Coptic descendants of mj/my “come” show a distinction

in vocalization between masculine and feminine: msg amou, fsg amh, mpl

amwitn, fpl amhitn (plural forms with pronominal suffix). Whether a similar

distinction existed for regular imperatives is not known; it does not appear in

Coptic reflexes of jmj/jmy “give” (sgma, plmhitn). Other irregular imperatives

are m “don’t,” from the negative verb jmj, and m (occasionally jm or j.m)

“accept,” which exists only in the imperative.

9.1.4 Stative

The stative is a single form5 that distinguishes person, gender, and number in

its unique set of obligatory suffix pronouns (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3). Old

Egyptian may have had ten of these suffixes (1sg/pl, 2m/f sg/pl, 3m/f sg/pl).

They were reduced to nine or seven in Middle Egyptian, with loss of gender

distinction in the third person plural and perhaps also in the second person

singular and plural.

The stative is essentially an expression of state, usually but not necessar-

ily implying completed action, e.g. šm.tj “gone” from šmj “go.” It is neutral

as regards tense, aspect, mood, and voice. Its alternative name, “Old Perfec-

tive,” derives from both the use of the form in Old Egyptian (discussed in

Section 9.2, below) and from the formal parallel with the perfect of Semitic

languages, e.g. 3fsg qdf.tj “plucked” ≈ Ar qat.afat “she plucked.”

9.1.5 Suffix conjugation

The remaining seven verb forms in Old and Middle Egyptian belong to a formal

category known as the suffix conjugation (for want of a better term). The name

derives from the fact that the forms can take suffix pronouns as subject or other

suffixes as markers of aspect or voice, such as the passive suffix tj > tw.

Three of these are known as “contingent” forms: the stp.h
˘

r.f, stp.jn.f, and

stp.k .f.6 The first is primarily a Middle Egyptian form; only two examples

have been noted in Old Egyptian.7 It usually expresses obligatory behavior:

e.g.,

[9.24] jr h
˘

.k zj n sd m fnd
¯

.f

wd.h
˘

r.k .k h. r fnd
¯

.f m h w sd pf (Smith 6, 4)

put.nec.2msg arm.2msg on nose.3msg in area break dem

If you evaluate a man for a break in his nose,

you have to put your hand on his nose in the area of that break.
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The stp.jn.f and stp.k .f both express consequent action, the former atemporally

(usually with reference to the past but also gnomic) and the latter regularly with

future reference:

[9.25] rdj.jn.f šdt [st] (Peas. B2, 128)

give.cons.3msg readinf 3nl

Then he had them read out.

[9.26] jr h
˘

.k z n nrwt m t
¯

z n nh. bt.f

d
¯

d.jn.k n.f dg n q h. wj.k (Smith 10, 9)

say.cons.2msg to.3msg lookimp to shoulderdu.2msg

If you evaluate a man for a pull in a vertebra of his neck,

then you say to him, “Look at your shoulders.”

[9.27] jr gm.k nt
¯
rw h. ms.y

h. ms.k .k r.k h. n .sn (CT I, 273f-g)

sit-down.cons.2msg with-respect-to.2msg with.3pl

If you find the gods seated,

then you will sit down with them.

The stp.h
˘

r.f and stp.k .f are used primarily in religious or technical texts. Else-

where in Middle Egyptian they are usually replaced by the analytic construc-

tions h
˘

r.f/k .f stp.f and h
˘

r/k stp.f: e.g.,

[9.28] jr sfn 3

h
˘

r.k sfn.k (Peas. B1, 182)

nec.2msg be-merciful.2msg

If the three are merciful,

you have to be merciful.

[9.29] jr sj .j rh
˘

.n.j nt
¯
r tn

k jry.j n.f (Adm. 5, 3)

cons do.1sg for.3msg

If I could perceive or had learned where the god is, then I would act for him.

For the stp.h
˘

r.f, this change, coupled with the fact that the preposition h
˘

r can

connote possession,8 suggests that the form and its Middle Egyptian counterpart

arose as statements of possession, like English “have to.” The element k of the

stp.k .f and the analytic construction k /k .f stp.f may be cognate with the verb

k j “intend”;9 the jn of the stp.jn.f is perhaps identical with the specifying and

interrogative particle jn and the preposition jn that is used to denote the agent

of a passive verb.

The stp.n.f is a single form used to express completed action, prior either to

the moment of speaking (past or perfect) or to another action or state (prior

circumstance):

[9.30] kf.n.j h. r.j gm.n.j h. f w pw (ShS. 60–62)

uncover.comp.1sg face.1sg find.comp.1sg snake dem

I uncovered my face and found it was a snake.
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[9.31] jw gm.n.j w m n n sh
˘

tj (Peas. R 17, 3)

ref find.comp.1sg one in dempl of fieldadj

I have found one of those farmers.

[9.32] h. .n.j mt.kw n.sn

gm.n.j st m h
˘

yt w t (ShS. 131–32)

stand-up.comp.1sg diest.1sg for.3pl

find.comp.1sg 3nl in corpsecoll one

Then I died because of them,

after I found them as one pile of bodies.

The negation nj stp.n.f denotes inability or gnomic action:

[9.33] št sw nj gm.n.j sw (Pyr. *1938b Nt 767)

remote 3msg neg find.comp.1sg 3msg

He is remote: I cannot find him.

[9.34] nj gm.n jww.sn d
¯

t (Adm. 8, 1–2)

neg find.comp maroonn.3pl crossinf

The one they maroon does not find passage across.

The form thus expresses aspect rather than tense: in the affirmative, completed

action, and in the negative, lack of completion.

The stpt.f is used in only three syntactic environments: in the negation nj

stpt.f “he has not chosen” and in the prepositional phrases r stpt.f “until he

has chosen” and d
¯

r stpt.f “before he has chosen” (Zonhoven 1997). In Old

Egyptian, it is morphologically uniform, but Middle Egyptian often shows the

ending –yt in examples from final-weak verbs with passive sense; compare:

[9.35] nj h
˘

prt rmt
¯

nj mst nt
¯
rw (Pyr. 1466d)

neg evolveinf people neg give-birthinf godpl

before people evolved, before the gods were born

[9.36] nj msyt rmt
¯

nj h
˘

prt nt
¯
rw (CT II, 400a)

neg give-birthinf people neg evolveinf godpl

before people were born, before the gods evolved

Because of its limited distribution, as well as its likely relationship to the stptj.fj

(discussed in Section 9.2), the stpt.f is probably an infinitival form rather than

one of the suffix conjugation.

9.1.6 Suffix conjugation: stp.f

The remaining forms of the suffix conjugation are known collectively as the

stp.f. Their number and meaning have been a matter of debate, primarily because

of the lack of consistent, universal morphological indices. Some root classes

display as many as eight written forms (e.g., 3ae-inf. mrj “like”: mr, j.mr, mrj,

j.mrj, mry, j.mry, mrw, mrjw), others only two (e.g. 5-lit. nhmhm “yell”: nhmhm,

nhmhmw). Most forms also have both active and passive uses, which could

reflect distinct grammatical entities hidden beneath a common written form.
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Analyses of the active stp.f have clustered around two basic approaches,

which can be designated semantic and syntactic. The former, influenced by

the study of Semitic languages, argued for two active forms, called “usual”

and “emphatic” (Sethe 1899), “perfective” and “imperfective” (Gardiner 1927,

1957), or “usual” and “geminating” (Edel 1955). The syntactic approach began

with the identification of a distinct “dependent” stp.f (Erman 1884), which is

used as complement of the verb rdj and survives in the Coptic t-causative, e.g.

*di- anh
˘

áf > tanxof. This was subsequently adopted by the semantic school

as a “prospective” form of the stp.f alongside the perfective and imperfective

of Gardiner (Westendorf 1962).

The roster of stp.f forms has subsequently been expanded on the basis of

syntactic criteria. Sethe’s student H.J. Polotsky first identified most instances

of the emphatic/imperfective/geminating stp.f as the imperfective relative in

a non-attributive use (Polotsky 1944); since then, it is usually understood as

a distinct nominal form of the stp.f. Gardiner’s perfective stp.f has been split

into two forms: the prospective or subjunctive stp.f and a non-prospective or

“indicative” form. To these were later added an adverbial or “circumstantial”

stp.f (Polotsky 1965) and a form usually called the sd
¯

mw.f, first identified by

Edel (1955) and now variously understood as either an indicative future (also

called “prospective”) or a form of the nominal stp.f with prospective meaning.

Syntactic analysis has largely informed the currently prevailing analysis of

the active stp.f as representing four inflected forms in addition to the nominal/

relative form: perfective or indicative, subjunctive or prospective (Erman’s

“dependent” form), imperfective or circumstantial, and prospective or sd
¯

mw.f.

All of these can be specified for passive use by means of the suffix tj > tw

(OE > ME). The stp.f itself also has passive uses, commonly understood as a dis-

tinct form, the passive stp.f. A second, infrequent passive form exhibiting gem-

ination in some classes (stpp.f) appears in the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts,

and has been identified as the passive counterpart of the prospective/sd
¯

mw.f.

The stp.f is primarily formed from the verb root. More than one stem is

attested in the following classes:

Active Passive

2-lit. wn wn, wnn

2ae-gem. m, mm m, mm

3-lit. stp stp, stpp

4ae-inf. nd
¯

r nd
¯

r, nd
¯

rr

jjj/jwj j, jw –

rd
¯

j > rdj rd
¯

j/rdj, d
¯

j/dj10 rd
¯

j/rdj, d
¯

j/dj.

Some verbs of a number of classes can have a prefixed stp.f (e.g. 2-lit. j.wn).

This is a feature only of active forms or those with the passive suffix tj/tw, and

with few exceptions only in Old Egyptian and Middle Egyptian religious texts

(Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts).
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The ending –j or –y occasionally appears on forms in active and passive uses,

primarily for verbs whose roots have a final radical j.11 With the exception of

2-lit., 2ae-gem., and 3-lit. verbs, an ending –w can also appear on active and

passive forms of most verbs in the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts. In Middle

Egyptian, passive uses of all verbs can have this ending; it does not occur on

active prefixed forms. The two verbs jnj “get” and jwj “come” have a distinct

form with the ending –t (jnt, jwt).

These features have been used as criteria for identifying distinct inflected

forms, but they are not all of equal significance.

The geminated stem is a lexical feature rather than an inflectional one (Chap-

ter 8, Section 8.1). It is therefore conditioned by pragmatic considerations, not

syntax. This can be seen in cases where both forms are used in the same

syntactic environment in different copies of the same text: e.g.,

[9.37] jw.n.j jn.n.j n.k jrt h. rw

qb/qbb jb.k h
¯

r.s (Pyr. 22a)12

become-cool/become-coolg heart.2msg under.3fsg

I have come having gotten for you Horus’s eye

so that your heart might become/be cool with it.

[9.38] wn/wnn wj pt n N (Pyr. 1408/10/11c P/N)

openpass/openg/pass door-leafdu sky for N

The sky’s door-leaves are opened for N.

The same applies to instances of variance between the stems of rd
¯

j and jjj/jwj:

[9.39] rd
¯

j.n gbb d
¯

j/rd
¯

j n.k sn h. rw (Pyr. 583c)13

give.comp Geb give to.2msg 3pl Horus

Geb has had Horus give them to you.

[9.40] nj j/jw h
˘

t jm.j (CG 20506, b 6 / CG 20001, b 3)14

neg come thing in.1sg

Nothing (bad) came through me.

Such variations are not common. Generally, different stems occur in dis-

tinct syntactic environments: e.g. qb rather than qbb in the clause of purpose

(Ex. 9.37), d
¯

j rather than rd
¯

j as complement of rd
¯

j (Ex. 9.39), and jw rather

than j in the past negation (Ex. 9.40). But the fact that exceptions exist shows

that such environments do not necessarily demand one or the other stem.

The prefix is common only for 2-lit. verbs (44 percent of all instances of the

2-lit. stp.f in the Pyramid Texts) and is both unpredictable and highly variable.15

It can be used with verb forms other than the stp.f, and with nouns as well.16

These facts indicate that the prefix is not a distinctive formal feature. It most

likely reflects an alternative pronunciation of the initial syllable of the stp.f,17

and the fact that it is almost exclusively a feature of Old Egyptian suggests that

it has a dialectal basis.18
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For verbs whose final radical is j, the stp.f with endings –j and –y may simply

reflect different scribal conventions for representing a single underlying form,

e.g. pr.f *piriáf vs. prj.f *piriˀáf vs. pry.f *piriyáf. As a feature of other verbs

in the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts, these endings are relatively unusual, as

well as variable, and are therefore not a reliable indication of a distinct form of

the stp.f.19 The passives of 2-lit., 3-lit., and caus. 2ae-gem. verbs with the ending

–j/y in the Pyramid Texts are all capable of alternative interpretation as passive

participles used as adjectival predicates or non-singular imperatives:20 e.g.,

[9.41] wnj n.k zmzrwj (Pyr. 1726a–b M)

openpcpl/pass for.2msg bolt-in-ramdu

Opened for you are the two ram-bolted gates.

[9.42] wn pt wn t

wny t
¯
ph. wt ptr

wny nmtwt nnw

sfh
˘

h
˘

y nmtwt j h
˘

w

jn w pn d
¯

d r nb (Pyr. 1078)

openimp sky openimp earth

openimp/pl cavernpl look(water)

openimp/pl stridepl Nun

make-looseimp/pl stridepl sunlight

spec one dem endurepcpl sun quant

“Open, sky! Open, earth!

Open, Looking-waters’ caverns!

Open, Nun’s stretches!

Let loose, sunlight’s stretches!”

says this unique one who endures every day.

The ending –w is commonly understood to be a feature of a distinct active

form of the stp.f, the prospective or sd
¯

mw.f. Like the prefix, it is unpre-

dictable and highly variable.21 Active forms with the ending occur mostly in the

same environments as those without it, and with the same or similar meanings.22

The forms with and without –w may therefore be no more than variant spellings

of a single stp.f, the ending perhaps expressing the vocalic desinence preserved

in Coptic, e.g. Pyr. 1751a M h. ms and N h. msw both representing *h. imsá >

xemso. Variation is less common for passive forms, but the same interpretation

is possible for these, perhaps with a different final vowel.23

The –t forms of jnj and jwj are distinctive and rarely vary with the other

stp.f forms of these verbs.24 Both are standard in Old and Middle Egyptian

as complement of rd
¯

j in the rd
¯

j stp.f construction,25 but in Late Egyptian are

replaced by the forms without –t: djt jn.w giveinf get.3pl > alm tnnau, f

tenau, s tnnoou “send” and djt jw giveinf come > al teuo, bs taouo, f

taoua, m taouau “send.” Because jnt and jwt are the only forms with this

ending, they most likely represent suppletive uses of the stpt.f rather than a

distinct form of the stp.f.26
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These considerations indicate that the active stp.f may well have been only

a single inflected form, the ancestor (in the ungeminated form) of its Coptic

descendant in the t-causative. If so, the morphology underlying its various

written forms can be analyzed as follows:27

Base Geminated

2-lit. wn = *winá

j.wn = *awná

wn = *winná

–

2ae-gem. qb = *qabbá qbb = *qababbá

3-lit. stp = *satpá stp = *satappá

3ae-inf. mr/mrw = *miriá

mrj/mrjw = *miriˀá
mry = *miriyá

j.mr = *amriá

j.mrj = *amriˀá
j.mry = *amriyá

mr/mrw = *mirriá

mrj/mrjw = *mirriˀá
mry = *mirriyá

–

–

–

3ae-gem. snbb = *sᵕnb−bá –

4-lit. spdd
¯

= *sapdad
¯
á

h
˘

rh
˘

r/h
˘

rh
˘

rw = *h
˘
arh

˘
ará

?

–

4ae-inf. msd
¯

/msd
¯

w = *masd
¯
iá

msd
¯

j = *masd
¯
iˀá

msd
¯

y = *masd
¯
iyá

j.h. ms = *ah. misiá

msd
¯

/msd
¯

w = *masad
¯
d
¯
iá

msd
¯

j = *masad
¯
d
¯
iˀá

msd
¯

y = *masad
¯
d
¯
iyá

–

5-lit. nhmhm/nhmhmw = *nihimimá –

c. 2-lit. smn/smnw = *suminá

j.smn = *asminá

?

–

c. 2ae-gem. sfh
˘

h
˘

/sfh
˘

h
˘

w = *sufh
˘

−h
˘
á ?

c. 3-lit. sh. tp = *suh. tapá ?

c. 3ae-inf. sšm/sšmw = *sušimá

j.sšm = *asšimá

?

–

c. 4-lit. sh
˘

dh
˘

d/sh
˘

dh
˘

dw = *suh
˘
ᵕdh

˘

−dá –

sh
˘

nt = *suh
˘
ᵕntá ?

rd
¯

j > rdj rd
¯

j = *r−d
¯
iá?

rd
¯

y = *r−d
¯
iyá?

d
¯

j = *d
¯
iá

d
¯

y = *d
¯
iyá

rd
¯

j = *rᵕd
¯
d
¯
iá

rd
¯

y = *rᵕd
¯
d
¯
iyá

–

–

jjj/jwj j = *iá

jj = *iˀá
jy = *iyá

jw = *iwá

jwj = *iwá > uˀá?

jwy = *iwá > uyá?

The stp.f in passive use is often indistinguishable from its active counterpart,

but the existence of forms such as 2-lit. wnn, 3-lit. stpp, and 4ae-inf. nd
¯

rr,

attested only in passive use, suggests that it was distinct from the active.28 If

so, these forms show that it had geminated as well as base forms. The variable

base ending –w suggests a vocalic desinence, perhaps different from that of

the active, and the syllable structure was apparently different as well, e.g.

base stp/stpw for *satp´ᴗ or *satápᵕ and geminated stpp for *satpáp/satpápᵕ or

*satpap´ᴗ.
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Because these forms are limited to specific classes and to passive use, gem-

ination in this instance could be interpreted as an inflectional feature. But such

forms could also represent instances of the same lexically geminated stem used

(presumably) in the active, with the alternant syllable structure conditioned

by “particular morphophonological circumstances”29 that are undetermined –

perhaps dialectal. Instances of variance between the geminated and base forms

indicate that the two were not syntactic alternants: e.g.,

[9.43] jw.f rdj n.s / jw.f rdj.w n.j

nj nh. mm.f m .s / nj nh. m.f m .j (CT VI, 167b B4C/S10C)

ref.3msg givest/3msg to.3fsg / ref.3msg givest.3msg to.1sg

neg takeg/pass.3msg in arm.3fsg / neg takepass.3msg in arm.1sg

It has been given to her/me:

it will not be taken from her/me.

Geminated and ungeminated stems of the active stp.f are both unmarked for

tense, as shown by their use in various temporal environments: e.g.,

[9.44] dj.n.j m .s h
˘

nt (Mo‘alla, 252)

give.comp.1sg see.3fsg forwardadj

I let it see the Foremost.

[9.45] sd
¯

h. n .j dj.j m .k wj (CT II, 402c–403a)

proceedimp with.1sg give.1sg see.2msg bark

Proceed with me and I will let you see the bark.

[9.46] šnwy.j d
¯

df m .j srw.s (Herdsman 4–5)

hair.1sg crawlst/3msg seeg.1sg pelt.3fsg

My hair crawled as I was seeing her pelt.

[9.47] d
¯

.s pw jrt.s m .s (Ptahhotep 333)

storm.3fsg dem eye.3fsg seeg.3fsg

Her eye is her storm when it looks.

It is also noteworthy that the stp.f alternates in some uses with the pseudo-

verbal subject–h. r-stp and subject–r-stp constructions, which are themselves

inherently atemporal (like all adverbial-predicate constructions): e.g.,

[9.48] sd
¯

m.n.j h
˘

rw.f jw.f mdw.f (Sin. R 25)

sd
¯

m.n.j h
˘

rw.f jw.f h. r mdt (Sin. B 1–2)

hear.comp.1sg voice.3msg ref.3msg speak.3msg

hear.comp.1sg voice.3msg ref.3msg upon speakinf

I heard his voice as he was speaking.30

[9.49] jr zj nb jrt.f jh
˘

t d
¯

w r nw

wnn.j wd
¯

.k h. n .f jn nt
¯
r (Goedicke 1963, 354)

with-respect-to man quant doinf/adj.3msg thing bad to dem

beg.1sg separatest.1sg with.3msg by god great

As for any man who will do something bad against this,

I will be judged with him by the great god.
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[9.50] jr . . . rmt
¯

nb sšnt.f jn nb d
¯

bt nb m jz pn

jw.j r wd
¯

h. n .f jn nt
¯
r (Urk. I, 260, 12–14)

with-respect-to . . . man quant make-fallinf/adj.3msg stone quant

brick quant in tomb dem

ref.1sg to separate with.3msg by god great

As for . . . any man who will pull down any stone or any brick from

this tomb,

I will be judged with him by the great god.

Mood is more difficult to judge, but alternate stems seem to be used with

indicative and subjunctive sense alike:

[9.51] ntsn rd
¯

j.sn n.j .sn (Pyr. 1093b P′)

ntsn d
¯

j.sn n.f .sn (Pyr. 1093b P′)

3pl give.3pl to.1sg arm.3pl

3pl give.3pl to.3msg arm.3pl

They are the ones who will give me/him their arm.

[9.52] rd
¯

j.t
¯
n/d

¯
j.t
¯
[n] rwd

¯
N

d
¯

j.t
¯
n rwd

¯
mr pn n N (Pyr. 1660a–b N/P)

give.2pl become-firm N

give.2pl become-firm pyramid dem of N

May you make N be firm,

may you make this pyramid of N be firm.

A difference in aspect thus appears to be the likeliest explanation for the two

stems. This is most evident in the case of the verb wnn “exist.” Its two forms

at times seem to be temporal alternants:

[9.53] wn.t
¯

m nt
¯
r

wnn.t
¯

m nt
¯
r (CT III, 300d)

be.2fsg in god

beg.2fsg in god

You were a god,

you will be a god.31

But both are also used with the same temporal reference:

[9.54] wnn wnnt b .k

wn jb.k h. n .k (CT I, 197g)

beg beinf/g ba.2msg

be heart.2msg with.2msg

Your ba will truly exist,

your heart will be with you.

[9.55] nj jrt.j nwt wn.s h. r dp.j (CT II, 34b B1C)

nj jrt.j nwt wnn.s h. r dp.j (CT II, 34b B2L/B1P)

neg makeinf.1sg Nut be.3fsg/beg.3fsg upon head.1sg

before I made Nut, that she might be/exist over my head
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[9.56] h
˘

jr.j jm wn.sn

h
˘

sf .j nj wnn.f (CT VII, 501b–c)

akh maken/msg.1sg inadv be.3pl

akh neglectn/msg.1sg neg beg.3msg

The akh(s) I make there, they will be;

the akh I neglect, he will not exist.32

[9.57] nnk tm wn.j w .kw (CT IV, 184b–187a L1NY/L3Li/M57C)

nnk tm wnn.j w .kw (CT IV, 184b–187a other copies)

foradj-1sg totality be.1sg/beg.1sg become-onest.1sg

Totality was mine when I was/existed alone.

[9.58] wn.j m t j.n.j m njwt.j (CT IV, 207b 6 copies)

wnn.j m t j.n.j m njwt.j (CT IV, 206–207b other copies)

be.1sg/beg.1sg in earth come.comp.1sg in town.1sg

I was/existed on earth, I have come from my town.

[9.59] wnn.j wnnt sd
¯

r.k (CT V, 108b T1C)

wn.j wnt sd
¯

r.kw (CT V, 108b T1Be)

beg.1sg beg/inf lie-downst.1sg

be.1sg beinf lie-downst.1sg

I was fully asleep.

The aspectual distinction is probably the same as that observable in the attribu-

tive forms (see p. 106, above), where the geminated form is marked for con-

tinuous or extended action and the other is aspectually neutral. Thus, in the

examples above, wnn expresses continuity (“exist”) while wn merely denotes

existence (“be”); in Ex. 9.59, wnn extends the state of “being asleep” over a

period of prior time while wn simply places it in the past.33 As in the attribu-

tives, therefore, the geminated form can be designated “imperfective” and its

unmarked counterpart, “perfective.”

Of the two passive forms of the stp.f, the unmarked form is often used as

a passive counterpart of the stp.n.f, illustrated by instances in which the two

appear as variants: e.g.,

[9.60] jp N jn nst.f (Pyr. 602a T)

jp.n sw nst.f (Pyr. 602a P)

take-accountpass N by seat.3msg

take-account.comp 3msg seat.3msg

N has been noted by his seat.

His seat has noted him.

[9.61] nj h
˘

sf N pn jn wrw (Pyr. 949c P)

nj h
˘

sf.n sw wrw (Pyr. 949c MN)

neg barpass N dem by greatpl

neg bar.comp 3msg greatpl

This N cannot be barred by the elders.

The elders cannot bar him.
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In Middle Egyptian, the passive stp.f is normally used only with nominal

subject, except in the negation nj stp.f, and the stative is used for pronominal

subjects. This relationship also appears, to a lesser extent, in the Pyramid Texts:

e.g.,

[9.62] pr.n N m p . . . št
¯

m h. rw (Pyr. 1373a–b M)

pr.n N m p . . . št
¯

N m h. rw (Pyr. 1373a–b N)

come.comp N in Pe . . . girdst/3msg in Horus

come.comp N in Pe . . . girdpass N in Horus

N has come from Pe, girded / N having been girded as Horus.

The geminated passive often seems to have future reference: e.g.,

[9.63] jw N jr gs j b n pt

jwrr N jm msjw N jm (Pyr. *1960b–c)

ref N to side eastadj of sky

conceiveg/pass N inadv give-birthpass N inadv

N is off to the eastern side of the sky:

N will be conceived there, N will be born there.

It is unlikely, however, that this is a temporally marked form, since no other

form of the suffix conjugation has that feature. Instead, as in the active, the

distinction between the two forms is probably one of aspect. As counterpart

of the stp.n.f, the unmarked passive evidently expresses completed action. The

marked form therefore most likely expresses incomplete or ongoing action, like

its active counterpart. Thus, in Ex. 9.63, the reference is not to a single instance

of conception and rebirth, but to the daily repetition of these phenomena,

analogous to the sunrise. As in the active, therefore, the base and geminated

forms of the passive stp.f can be designated “perfective” and “imperfective,”

respectively.

9.2 Features of the primary verbal system

Forms of the primary verbal system of Egyptian I express finitude, dynamism

(action versus state), voice, mood, and aspect. Tense does not seem to be an

inherent feature of any verb form per se; the regular temporal connotations

of some forms and constructions can be analyzed as deriving from their basic

meaning.

9.2.1 Finitude

All verb forms are finite, with the exception of the infinitivals. Despite the fact

that it can have an expressed subject (Ex. 9.1), the negatival complement is

probably also non-finite, since it is later replaced by the infinitive (Exx. 9.3–4).
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9.2.2 Dynamism

All verb forms express action except for the stative, which denotes state.

Although a prior action producing the state is usually implied (Ex. 9.64),

this is not necessarily true in all cases (Ex. 9.65):

[9.64] h. b.f tkn (Leb. 71)

festival.3msg come-nearst/3msg

his festival (being) near

[9.65] zš jw.f tkn m mjh
¯

r pn (Herdsman 2)

swamp ref.3msg come-nearst/3msg in lowland dem

a swamp near to this lowland.

The stative is unmarked for mood and can therefore be used in both indicative

and subjunctive statements: e.g.,

[9.66] nfrw h. r.t
¯

h. tp.t (Pyr. 195c)

gooddu face.2fsg become-contentst.2sg

How good is your face when you are content!

[9.67] m-n.k jrt h. rw h. tp.t h. r.s (Pyr. 59c WNt)34

acceptimp-for.2msg eye Horus become-contentst.2sg on.3fsg

Accept Horus’s eye and be content with it.

The stative is atemporal in nature and can therefore be used in a variety of

temporal contexts:

[9.68] m kw nd
¯

.tj nh
˘

.tj (Pyr. 1610a)

part 2msg tendst.2sg livest.2sg

Look, you are tended and alive

[9.69] h
˘

ft d
¯

dt.n.f jm sk sw [ ]nh
˘

(Urk. I, 8, 16–17)

according-to sayn/f.comp.3msg inadv subadv 3msg livest/3msg

according to what he said about it when he was alive.

[9.70] wn N pn h
˘

nt.sn nh
˘

nh
˘

h
˘

d
¯

t (Pyr. 1477d)

be N dem in-front-of.3pl livest/3msg endurest/3msg forever

This N will be at their fore, alive and enduring forever.

It is also neutral with respect to voice, although translations of it require an active

or passive construction depending on whether the verb itself is respectively

intransitive or transitive, e.g. jj.j “has come” in Ex. 9.71 vs. qrs “was buried”

in Ex. 9.72:

[9.71] rd
¯

j.t
¯
n zp n N sk sw jj.j (Pyr. 1674d)

give.2pl remainder to N sub 3msg comest.3msg

You should give the remainder to N when he has come.

[9.72] jrt.n n.f z .f smsw sk sw qrs m h
¯

rj-nt
¯
r (Junker 1943, 247)

maken/f for.3msg son.3msg sub 3msg buryst/3msg in necropolis

what his eldest son made for him when he was buried in the necropolis

It has no direct nominal/attributive counterpart and is not itself negated.35
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Although the stative regularly expresses a state that applies to its subject,

such as jj.j “come” or qrs.(j) “buried,” it seems originally to have expressed

the aspect of completed action rather than state, much like its Semitic cognate

(whence its alternative name, “Old Perfective”). As such, it could be used

transitively, with a direct object. Survivals of this function exist primarily in

Old Egyptian, exclusively with first person singular subject, e.g.:

[9.73] qrs.k z pn m jz.f (Urk. I, 140, 8)

buryst.1sg man dem in tomb.3msg

I buried that man in his tomb.

The verb rh
˘

“learn” is used in this way throughout Egyptian I, with all subjects,

as an equivalent of the English stative verb “know,” e.g.:

[9.74] jw.t
¯
n rh

˘
.tjwn wj (CT II, 24b)

ref.2pl learnst.2pl 1sg

You know me.

This verb, however, denotes the acquisition of knowledge rather than its pos-

session, e.g.:

[9.75] h
˘

pr.n nj js m jrt.n.j

rh
˘

.n.j st r s jr.tw (Merikare E 120–21)

happen.comp.ø neg sub in don/f.comp.1sg

learn.compl.1sg 3nl to back do.pass

It happened, but not from what I did:

I learned of it only after it was done.

Its stative thus denotes the state resulting from “learning” and is therefore

stative as well as transitive in meaning.

The case of rh
˘

illustrates the likely diachronic process that underlies the

difference between the original meaning of the stative, as exemplified in

Ex. 9.73, and its regular historical meaning, as in Ex. 9.72, i.e. learncomp
>

knowst and burycomp
> buryst. Another echo of the form’s original sense is its

regular use for intransitive verbs as counterpart of the transitive stp.n.f, e.g.:

[9.76] h
˘

nt.kw ph. .n.j bw

h
˘

d.kw ph. .n.j mh. t (Hatnub 14, 6)

go-upstreamst.1sg reach.comp.1sg Elephantine

go-downstream st.1sg reach.comp.1sg Delta

I have gone upstream and reached Elephantine,

I have gone downstream and reached the Delta.

This is comparable to the usage in modern French and German: “je suis allé”

vs. “j’ai atteint,” “ich bin gegangen” vs. “ich habe erreicht”; see further in

Section 9.3, below.
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9.2.3 Voice

The stpt.f, stative, stptj.fj, and infinitival forms are unmarked for voice and can

occur in both active and passive uses. Forms that are marked for voice include

the passive stp.f, the imperative (active) and the active and passive participles.

Other forms of the suffix conjugation, and the nominal/relative forms, are active

but can be made passive by means of the suffix tj/tw (Old/Middle Egyptian).

Instances have been cited above for the stp.f (Exx. 9.19, 9.75) and stp.n.f

(Ex. 9.2); an example with the stp.jn.f is cited in Ex. 9.90, below.

The passive stp.f shows a gradual trend toward obsolescence between Old

and Middle Egyptian.36 This is true particularly of the geminated form, which

is restricted to the Pyramid Texts and Coffin Texts, but also of the regular form.

In the Pyramid Texts, for example, the passive stp.f is approximately ten times

more common than the tj passive of the stp.f and stp.n.f. It also occurs in these

texts with both nominal and pronominal subjects, whereas in Middle Egyptian

it is largely restricted to nominal subjects except in the negation nj stp.f. The

beginning of its gradual replacement by tj/tw passives is visible already in the

Pyramid Texts:

[9.77] nj nd
¯

rr.k jn krw (Pyr. 658d)

neg seizeg/pass.2msg by horizon-godpl

You will not be seized by the horizon-gods.

[9.78] nj nd
¯

rw.t N jn krw (Pyr. 2205)

neg seize.pass N by horizon-godpl

N will not be seized by the horizon-gods.

Ex. 9.77 occurs in the pyramid of Teti; Ex. 9.78 appears a century and a half

later, in Pepi II’s pyramid.37

9.2.4 Mood

Most finite forms, such as the stp.f, stp.n.f, and the nominal and attributive

forms are unmarked for mood and can have indicative or subjunctive sense.

The contrast can be seen in the following three pairs of examples:

[9.79] nj m .tj ns (Pyr. 243b)

neg see.pass tongue

The tongue was not seen.

[9.80] h. w m .k h. r dpj jsjrt (Pyr. 251b)

partopt partirr see.2msg upon head Osiris

May you look upon Osiris’s head.

[9.81] jw dj.n.j n šw w (Mill. 1, 6)

ref give.comp.1sg to indigent

I have given to the indigent.
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[9.82] jr šzp.j st h
˘

w m d
¯

rt.j

jw dj.n.j h
˘

t h. mw (Mill. 2, 3)

with-respect-to receive.1sg partirr 3nl weaponpl in hand.1sg

ref give.comp.1sg retreat cowardpl

If I had received it with weapons in my hand,

I would have made the cowards retreat.

[9.83] mj.k jrrt.sn pw r sh
˘

tjw.sn (Peas. R 13, 6)

look.2msg dog/n/f.3pl dem to fieldadj/pl.3pl

Look, it is what they do to their farmers.

[9.84] nj rh
˘

.n.tw h
˘

prt jrrt nt
¯
r (Kagemni 2, 2)

neg learn.comp.pass evolveg?/pcpl/f dog/n/f god

One cannot know what might happen or what the god might do.

For the stp.f, however, the two moods are distinguished in the negative, with nj

stp.f > nn stp.f used for statements of fact and jm.f stp for those with subjunctive

sense. The latter construction occurs in jussive/optative statements as well as

in dependent clauses of purpose or result:

[9.85] jm.k jw r bw nt N jm

jm.f d
¯

d rn.k pw r.k (Pyr. 434d–e W)

not-do.2msg comeinf with-respect-to place subrel N inadv

not-do.3msg sayinf name.2msg dem with-respect-to.2msg

You should not come to where N is,

and / so that he won’t say that name of yours against you.

Forms marked for mood include the imperative (jussive), the stp.h
˘

r.f and its

analogue, h
˘

r/h
˘

r.f stp.f (necessity), and the stp.jn.f and stp.k .f and, for the latter,

its analogue k /k .f stp.f (consequence). These are atemporal forms. The form

or construction that expresses necessity is normally gnomic or present, but it

can also be used with past or future reference:

[9.86] h
˘

r wnn.f m rwtj n sbh. w

qd.f nn d jw (Khety 60)

nec beg.3msg in outside of wind

build.3msg neg cloak

He always has to be outside in the wind,

building without a cloak.

[9.87] z mrw tnm.h
˘

r.f

h. r.f šp r m t.f zh
˘

r sd
¯

mt.f (Peas. B1, 218–19)

son Meru stray.nec.3msg

face.3msg become-blindst to seen/f.3msg deafst to hearn/f.3msg

Meru’s son has to be going astray,

his face blind to what he sees and deaf to what he hears.

[9.88] h
˘

r wn h. rw h. r mrt grg.s

h. r jn.f wj r.s r grg.s (Mo‘alla, 163)

nec be Horus on wantinf foundinf.3fsg

on fetch.3msg 1sg to.3fsg to foundinf.3fsg
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Horus had to have been desiring its founding,

because he fetched me to it to found it.

[9.89] h
˘

r.tw dj.tw p y.j h. t- n nh
˘

b n snw.f (Lacau 1949, 41)

nec.pass give.pass dem.1sg mayoralty of el-Kab to brotherpl.3msg

My mayoralty of el-Kab will have to be given to his brothers.

The consequence expressed by the stp.jn.f is similarly variable with regard to

tense:

[9.90] d
¯

d.jn nmtj-nh
˘

t pn n šmsw.f

j.zj jn n.j jfd m pr.j

jn.jn.tw.f n.f h. r (Peas. R 7, 6–7)

fetch.cons.pass.3msg to.3msg on arm

So, this Nemtinakht said to his attendant,

“Go, fetch me a sheet from my house,”

and it was fetched for him immediately.

[9.91] jr h
˘

.k zj n nrwt m t
¯

z n nh. bt.f

d
¯

d.jn.k n.f dg n q h. wj.k h. n q bt.k (Smith 10, 9)

say.cons.2msg to.3msg lookimp to shoulderdu.2msg with

middle.2msg

If you examine a man for a pull in a vertebra of his neck,

then you say to him, “Look at your shoulders and your middle.”

The k forms and constructions are regularly translated as future but, like the

stp.jn.f, they also express consequence rather than tense per se. This can be

seen from instances in which k introduces other atemporal forms, such as

subject–stative and the stp.n.f:38

[9.92] jr nfr n m .k

k pr.k h
˘

b (Gardiner and Sethe 1928, pl. 6, 6–7)

cons house.2msg destroyst/3msg

If there is nothing at all from you,

then your house is destroyed.

[9.93] rh
˘

.n.j st k rh
˘

.n.j rnw.s[n] (MuK. vo. 6, 5)

learn.comp.1sg 3nl cons learn.comp.1sg namepl.3pl

I have learned it, so I have learned their names.

9.2.5 Aspect

Although the aspect of imperfective action is conveyed lexically by gemina-

tion and reduplication, other aspectual connotations are features of inflected

forms as well as of analytic constructions (the latter discussed in Section 9.5,

below).
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The stp.n.f denotes the aspect of completed action. In affirmative use it

expresses past/perfect or prior action but, as noted in Section 9.1, above, the

connotation of the stp.n.f in negations shows that it was not a temporally marked

form. The negation nj stp.n.f usually has gnomic sense or expresses inability

(Ex. 9.94); in Old Egyptian, however, it seems also to have been used with

perfect sense (Ex. 9.95):

[9.94] nwt nj nk.n.s nj rd
¯

j.n.s wj.s (Pyr. 1321a)

Nut neg copulate.comp.3fsg neg giv.comp.3fsg armdu.3fsg

Nut, she cannot copulate, she cannot give her arms.

[9.95] m-k nw jr.n.j n.k

nh. m.n.j t
¯
w m jr rd.k

nj rd
¯

j.n.j t
¯
w n jr .k

h
˘

w.n.j t
¯
w m nwt.k-nw (Pyr. *1928b–c Nt 749–51)

look-2msg demm don/m.comp.1sg for.2msg

take.comp.1sg 2msg in arm pertain-toadj foot.2msg

neg give.comp.1sg 2msg to pertain-toadj arm.2msg

defend.comp.1sg 2msg in arm huntinf.2msg-huntpcpl

Behold this which I have done for you:

I have taken you from your impeder,

I have not given you to your obstructer,

I have defended you from your hunter’s hunt.

In Middle Egyptian, the occasional negation nn stp.n.f seems to express future

inability:

[9.96] wnf jb n hrw r w.f nn grg.n.f pr (Ptahhotep 382–83)

merry heart for day with-respect-to length.3msg neg found.comp.3msg

house

He who is frivolous for the whole day will not be able to establish a house.

The temporal fluidity of the stp.n.f can be traced back to the probable ety-

mology of the form as an atemporal statement of possession, as is true of the

perfect in other languages (including English), with a verb form (stp) and a

prepositional phrase (n.f “to him” = “he has”).39 This explains why the stp.n.f

has a nominal/relative counterpart but no directly corresponding participle: the

former contains a distinct subject (object of the original preposition), which the

latter does not.40

As noted in Section 9.1, above, the stpt.f is used only in the negation nj

stpt.f “he has not (yet) chosen” and the prepositional phrases r stpt.f “until

he has chosen” and d
¯

r stpt.f “before he has chosen.” The translations suggest

completed action, like the stp.n.f, but the similarity is illusory because in each

case the action is in fact prospective rather than retrospective – that is, action

that has yet to occur, usually with respect to another action or situation but also

with respect to the moment of speaking:41 e.g.,
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[9.97] h
˘

pr.n N pn

nj h
˘

prt pt nj h
˘

prt t (CT VI, 282a)

evolve.comp N dem

neg evolveinf sky neg evolveinf earth

This N came into being

before the sky came into being, before the earth came into being.

[9.98] m sd
¯

r grh. mj hrw r sprt.k r bd
¯

w (Helck 1975, 24)

not-doimp lie-downinf night like daytime with-respect-to

reachinf.2msg to Abydos

Do not sleep night or day until you have arrived at Abydos.

[9.99] d
¯

d rn.j jn z t
¯
w d

¯
r h

˘
ndt.k h. r.j (CT V, 186f–g)

sayimp name.1sg spec ground before treadinf.2msg on.1sg

“Say my name,” says the ground, “before you tread on me.”

This characteristic is also evident in the anomalous forms jwt and jnt, which

consistently have prospective reference.

In this respect, the stpt.f is similar to the stptj.fj, which denotes the same kind

of action (Ex. 9.22). The latter, in fact, can be analyzed as a nisbe formation

of the stpt.f, serving to turn it into an attributive form. This would explain the

unusual formal feature of the stptj.fj’s pronominal suffixes, i.e. stpt.f → stptj.f.

Both verb forms are neutral with respect to voice and can be used as either

active or passive. The stpt.f also appears occasionally without a pronominal

subject,42 as does the stptj.fj:

[9.100] sr nj jyt

m nj h
˘

prt (Leiden Stela V 7)

foretellpcpl neg comeinf.ø

seepcpl neg evolveinf.ø

who foretold when it had not yet come,

who saw when it had not yet happened

[9.101] msw pw n h. q - nd
¯

[jw].f mh. j.f h. r h
˘

prtj m t (Neferti 17–18)

child dem of Dawn-Ruler ref.3msg care.3msg on evolveinf/adj.ø in land

He was a native of the Heliopolitan nome, who cared about what would happen

in the land.

Since the nisbe formation is a feature of nouns (as well as prepositions), the

stpt.f is more likely an infinitival than a finite verb form; the same applies to

its derivative, the stptj.fj. If so, neither form has inherent tense or aspect, and

the sense of prospective action derives solely from their use. The meaning of a

construction such as r sprt.k r bd
¯

w (Ex. 9.98) is then literally something like

“with respect to your arrival at Abydos.”

9.2.6 Summary

Based on these observations, the features of the primary verb forms of Egyptian

I can be tabulated as follows:43
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finitude dynamism voice mood aspect

stp.f + action active

pass. stp.f + action passive

stp.n.f + action active completion

stp.jn.f + action active consequence

stp.h
˘

r.f + action active necessity

stp.k .f + action active result

stpt.f − action

stative + state completion

imperative + action active jussive

act. part. + action active

pass. part. + action passive

nom. stp.f + action active

nom. stp.n.f + action active completion

stptj.fj − action

verbal noun − action

neg. comp. +? action

comp. inf. − action

9.3 Negations

Negative constructions are slightly different in Old Egyptian and Middle Egyp-

tian. For negative counterparts of the primary verb forms, both stages of the

language use the negative particles nj and w/ and the negative verbs jmj and

tm, but Old Egyptian also has the negative particle ny and Middle Egyptian, the

negative particle nn. These are used with the following verb forms:

nj ny nn w/ jmj tm

stp.f
√ √ √ √ √ √

passive stp.f
√ √ √ √

stp.n.f
√ √ √ √

stp.h
˘

r.f
√

stp.k .f
√

stpt.f
√ √ √

imperative
√

participles
√

stptj.fj
√

nominals/relatives
√

infinitive
√ √ √

The particles negate directly the verb forms they are used with, e.g. stp.f

“he chose/chooses/will choose” → nj stp.f “he did/does/will not choose.” With

jmj and tm, the verb form is replaced by the same form of the negative verb

and is itself transformed into the negatival complement,44 i.e. stpt “she who

chooses” → tmt stp “she who does not choose.” In the case of forms that are

negated both by particles and by negative verbs, the former negate the verb
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form while the latter express it negatively: e.g., for the infinitive, nj/nn stp “not

choosing” vs. tm stp “to not choose.”

A few other negations seem to be less direct counterparts of affirmative

forms. These include jwt and jwtj, counterparts of nj in noun and relative

clauses, respectively, the former attested with the stp.f and the latter, with the

stp.f and stp.n.f. Although jwt stp.f and jwtj stp.f would seem to be direct

syntactic alternants of nj stp.f, they are attested in some cases with the (visibly)

geminated stp.f of verbs other than 2ae-gem., which is the nominal stp.f, which

nj does not negate (see Chapter 12):

[9.102] jwtj dd.sn sh. wj jrj (Merikare E 67–68)

negn/adj giveg/n.3pl assembleinf toadv

which they allow no assembling to

A similar construction is attested for the negation nfr n/ stp.f “he will not at

all choose”:

[9.103] nfr dd.j wg n.t
¯
n (Heqanakht II, 31)

neg partirr giveg/n.1sg be-distressful.ø for.2pl

I will not at all allow it be distressful for you.

The negations nj zp stp.f “he never chose, he has never chosen” and nj p .f

stp “he did not once choose, he has not once chosen” are also used as more

specific alternants of nj stp.f. The first construction contains a negated noun zp

“case, instance” with the stp.f modifying it or as a genitive (neg instancemsg

choose(msg).3msg); the second uses the negated stp.f of the verb p “happen”

with the infinitive as complement (neg once-do.3msg chooseinf).

The post-verbal negation w/ and the negative verb jmj are marked for mood.

Both are used in independent statements with jussive or optative sense:

[9.104] h
˘

tm.k w wj pt

h
˘

sf.k w h
˘

sfwj.s (Pyr. Nt 692)

close.2msg negsubj door-leafdu sky

bar.2msg negsubj barrierdu.3fsg

You should not close the sky’s door,

you should not bar its barriers.

[9.105] jm.k h
˘

sf wj (CT VI, 108b)

not-do.2msg barinf 1sg

You should not bar me.

The negation jm.f stp is also used as a counterpart of the stp.f in clauses of

purpose or result, less often in Middle Egyptian than earlier (Ex. 9.85). The

imperative counterpart of jm.f stp, m stp/stp.f, serves as the negation of the

imperative (Ex. 9.98). The stp.f w/ negation is uncommon; in the Pyramid

Texts it also appears as nj stp.f w (e.g. in the copy of Ex. 9.104 in N 1055+44).
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The verb tm forms a negative counterpart of all verb forms that can be negated

except the imperative. It is a verb in its own right, meaning something like “stop

doing, fail to do, not do,” and as such can be negated itself, e.g.:

[9.106] nn tm.f jr bw nfr (Sin. B 74–75)

neg fail.3msg doinf abs good

He will not fail to do good.

[9.107] nj tm.n.f nw (Urk. IV, 519, 2)

neg fail.comp.3msg returninf

He does not fail to return.

The same sense probably underlies its other uses, e.g.:

[9.108] jr grt fh
˘

t.fj sw tmt.f h. h. r.s (Sethe 1928, 84, 15–16)

with-respect-to but loseinf/adj.3msg 3msg failinf/adj.3msg fight on.3fsg

But as for him who will lose it, who will fail to fight for it.

[9.109] jr zp h. n .f w .w r tmt.k mn h
˘

rt.f (Ptahhotep 465–66)

makeimp case with.3msg become-onest.3msg with-respect-to failinf.2msg

suffer withn/f.3msg

Make a case with him alone, until you stop being bothered by his condition.

[9.110] m jn st
¯

hdn.t
¯

r N

tm.h
˘

r.t
¯

jn st
¯

hdn.t
¯

r N (Pyr. 696f–g)

not-doimp fetchinf smell broom-plant.2fsg with-respect-to N

fail.nec.2fsg fetchinf smell broom-plant.2fsg with-respect-to N

Don’t bring your broom-plant’s smell against N.

You must fail to bring your broom-plant’s smell against N.

For the stp.f, tm is also used to form a negative counterpart in places where

most other negations apparently cannot be used – e.g. after the particle jh
˘

“thus,

then, so,” after initial jr “if,” and as complement of a verb:45

[9.111] dj.k r.k n.j h
˘

wt.j

jh
˘

tm.j sbh. nrw.k (Peas. B1, 60–61)

give.2msg with-respect-to.2msg to.1sg thingpl.1sg

then fail.1sg complaininf respect.2msg

So, you should give me my things:

then I won’t complain about your respect.

[9.112] jr tm.t
¯
n gm m .f

h
˘

r.t
¯
n šm.t

¯
n dp m hrw-nfr (Heqanakht I, 8–9)

with-respect-to fail.2pl findinf in arm.3msg

nec.2pl go.2pl head in Herunefer

If you don’t find (any) from him,

you’ll have to go before Herunefer.

[9.113] jw wd
¯

.n gbb t jsjrt

tm.j wnm h. s tm.j zwr wzšt (CT III, 171j–l)

ref order.comp Geb father Osiris

fail.1sg eatinf excrement fail.1sg drinkinf urine
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Geb, Osiris’s father, has decreed

that I not eat excrement, I not drink urine.

These uses have suggested that tm.f stp is a syntactic alternant of other negative

constructions that cannot be used in these environments, such as nj stp.f and nn

stp.f. In such cases, however, the basic meaning of tm also applies, e.g. “then

I will stop complaining” (Ex. 9.11), “If you fail to find” (Ex. 9.12). The same

is true of tm.f stp in clauses of concomitant circumstance and purpose or result

(the latter two primarily in Middle Egyptian), where the affirmative stp.f is

common:

[9.114] nn mn n.k h. pj tm.f jw (Merikare E 87)

neg suffer for.2msg Inundation fail.3msg comeinf

The Inundation will not cause pain to you if it fails to come.

[9.115] m k hsw h
˘

ft wsr.k

tm spr bw d
¯

w r.k (Peas. B1, 244–45)

not-doimp be-harshinf according-to power.2msg

fail arriveinf abs evil with-respect-to.2msg

Don’t be harsh because of your power,

so that / and evil will fail to arrive at your door.

These factors indicate that the use of tm.f stp is conditioned by semantic factors

rather than considerations of syntax.

The active stp.f is negated by nj or ny in Old Egyptian and by nj or nn in

Middle Egyptian. The negation nj stp.f was originally atemporal, used for past,

gnomic, and future actions:

[9.116] nj gm.j jry jn ky mrt.j (Hatnub 8, 4)

neg find.1sg ø dost/3msg by other likeness.1sg

I did not find it done by another like me.46

[9.117] [j].šmw jm nj jw.sn (Pyr. 2175b)

gopcpl/pl inadv neg come.3pl

Those who go there do not come back.47

[9.118] nt
¯
r nb tmt.f šd sw jr pt

nj w š.f nj b .f

nj sn.f p q

nj pr.f jr h. wt h. rw jrt pt (Pyr. 1027)

god quant failinf/adj.3msg takeinf 3msg to sky

neg become-esteemed.3msg neg become-impressive.3msg

neg smell.3msg cake

neg go-up.3msg to enclosuref Horus pertain-toadj/f sky

Any god who will fail to take him to the sky

will not be esteemed, will not be impressive,

will not smell a cake,

will not go to Horus’s enclosure at the sky.
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Passive nj stp.f is similarly atemporal in Old Egyptian:

[9.119] s q.t.j r pr-nswt

nj jr m s r n rmt
¯

nb (Urk. I, 251, 1–2)

make-enter.pass.1sg to king’s-house

neg dopass.ø in wish of person quant

I was introduced to the king’s house.

It was not done at the behest of any person.

[9.120] h
˘

m sd
¯

t

nj gm tk m pr (Pyr. 247a)

extinguishpass fire

neg findpass lamp in house

The fire has been extinguished;

no lamp is found in the house.

[9.121] nj h
˘

m N pn

nj h
˘

mwt.f jm.f

nj h. msw N pn m d
¯

d
¯

t nt
¯
r (Pyr. 309c–d T)

neg turn-awaypass N dem

neg turn-awayinf/adj.3msg in.3msg

neg sit N dem in court god

This N will not be turned away,

there is no one who will turn away from him.

This N will not sit in the god’s court.

In Middle Egyptian, nj stp.f regularly has past reference (e.g., Ex. 9.40, above)

but occasionally also gnomic sense:

[9.122] nj jy mdt m q b h. zwt (Ptahhotep 261)

neg come contention in midst blessingpl

Contention does not come in the midst of blessings.48

For future reference, nj stp.f is regularly replaced by nn stp.f in Middle Egyptian,

with the exception of nj wnn “will not exist.”49 Despite its future reference,

however, nn stp.f is not marked for future tense per se, at least in the absolute

sense, because it can be used to express action yet to occur at a point in the

past:

[9.123] nn dj.j wh.f

šn y.n.j mw bjtn kmt (Helck 1975, 89)

neg give.1sg escape.3msg

confine.1sg Asiatic defypcpl Egypt

I was not going to let him escape:

I confined the Asiatic who defied Egypt.

Its introduction, however, is yet another instance of semantic specification in

the negative that has no formal counterpart in the affirmative stp.f.

The negation ny has been analyzed as an adverbial counterpart of nj, and it

does appear to be used with this function in some cases:
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[9.124] j.n z .j N m h. tp j.t jn nwt

ny h
˘

r nd
¯

h. h. r s .f

ny h
˘

r h
˘

t d
¯

wt h. r wj.f (Pyr. 1021b–d)

come.comp son.1sg N in become-contentinf quotest.3fsg spec Nut

neg fall whip on back.3msg

neg fall thing bad on armdu.3msg

“My son N has come safely,” says Nut,

“no whip having fallen on his back,

nothing bad having fallen on his arms.”

But it is also used in what is apparently a main clause:

[9.125] (n)h. m.n.j t
¯
w m h

¯
rt . . .

ny rd
¯

j.n.j t
¯
w [n n]w[t.k-nw] (Pyr. N 719+23)

take.comp.1sg 2msg in arm undern/adj

neg give.comp.1sg 2msg to huntinf.2msg-huntpcpl

I have saved you from Him Below . . .

I have not given you to your hunter’s hunt.50

Negative ny is therefore best regarded as a variant spelling of nj.51 Such an

analysis is reinforced by the fact that ny is also used to negate the stpt.f:52 since

nj stpt.f is regularly used in adverbial function (see Exx. 9.35–36 and 9.100,

above), there is little reason to interpret ny stpt.f as its adverbial counterpart.

9.4 The expression of past and perfect

The verbal system of Egyptian I is essentially non-temporal. It expresses

features such as aspect, mood, and dynamism (action versus state) rather than

tense. Of course, the system does use its forms in ways that correspond to

tenses, but these are ancillary to the basic meaning of the forms: for instance,

the regular past or perfect sense of the stp.n.f (when not negated) derives

from the fact that completed actions generally lie in the absolute or relative past.

The fact that no one verb form of Egyptian I has specific temporal reference

is evident in the paradigm of forms that usually express the past and perfect in

Old Egyptian:

Tense Subject Transitive Intransitive

Past nominal stp.f stp.f

pronominal stative stative

Perfect nominal stp.n.f stp.f

pronominal stp.n.f stative.

These can be illustrated as follows:

[9.126] h b w h. m.f r h. wt-nbw r jnt h. tp . . .

š .k n.f wsh
˘

t . . .

mnj r h
˘

-nfr-mr.n-r m h. tp (Urk. I, 107, 16–108, 9)

send 1sg Incarnation.3msg to Hatnub to getinf offering-slab big . . .
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cutst.1sg for.3msg barge . . .

moorst/3msg to Merenre’s-Perfect-Appearance in become-contentinf

His Incarnation sent me to Hatnub to get a big offering-slab . . .

I cut a barge for it . . .

It moored at Merenre’s-Perfect-Appearance safely.

[9.127] j jnpw h
˘

sf jm.k

rd
¯

j.n n.k gbb .f (Pyr. 1162d–63a)

come Anubis meetst/3msg in.2msg

give.comp to.2msg Geb arm.3msg

Anubis has come meeting you,

Geb has given you his arm.

[9.128] jt
¯
.n.f h. w

sh
˘

m m sj (Pyr. 300 W)

take.comp.3msg Announcement

gain-controlst/3msg in Perception

He has taken possession of Announcement,

he has gained control of Perception.

[9.129] jt
¯
.n N pn h. w

sh
˘

m N pn m sj (Pyr. 300 T)

take.comp N dem Announcement

gain-control N dem in Perception

This N has taken possession of Announcement,

this N has gained control of Perception.

In Ex. 9.126, transitive h b “sent,” with nominal subject, contrasts with the

statives š .k “I cut” (transitive) and mnj “it moored” (intransitive), with pronom-

inal subjects. Ex. 9.127 shows intransitive j “has come” vs. transitive rd
¯

j.n “has

given,” both with nominal subject. Examples 9.128 and 9.129, different copies

of the same passage, have transitive jt
¯
.n “has taken” for both pronominal and

nominal subjects but the pronominal stative sh
˘

m “he has gained” versus the

stp.f with nominal subject for an intransitive verb (sh
˘

m N).

For transitive verbs, a distinction between perfect and past tense is perhaps

illustrated by rd
¯

j.n vs. rd
¯

j in the following passage:

[9.130] jw rd
¯

j.n n.j jzzj w d
¯

-šm w jzn n h
˘

h
˘[ . . . ] h. m.f sk sw m jst

sk h
˘

pr h. h. r šj

rd
¯

j h. m.f t
¯
z.t.f r h

˘
h
˘

.j (Urk. I, 59, 16–60, 3)53

ref give.comp to.1sg Izezi Nile-Valley-green cord of neck

[ . . . ] Incarnation.3msg subadv 3msg in place document

subadv evolve standinf upon precinct

give Incarnation.3msg tie.pass.3msg to neck.1sg

Izezi has given me a Nile-Valley green necklace.

His Incarnation [ . . . ] when he was in the document place

and when attendance happened in the precinct.

His Incarnation had it tied on my neck.
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For intransitive verbs, the language generally avoids the expression of action

in favor of the resultant state (as in modern French and German), and thus

conflates past and perfect. Nonetheless, the stp.n.f can be used in place of the

stative to express the perfect of an intransitive verb when interest is on the

action itself, as in the following:

[9.131] j n.k sntj.k jst nbt-h. wt

h. m.n.sn m bw h
¯

r.k jm

nd
¯

r.n snt.k jst jm.k

gm.n.s t
¯
w (Pyr. 1630)

come to.2msg sisterdu.2msg Isis Nephthys

go-off.comp.3du in place underadj.2msg inadv

seize.comp sister.2msg Isis in.2msg

find.comp.3fsg 2msg

Your sisters Isis and Nephthys have returned to you

after going off from where you are.

Your sister Isis has taken hold of you

after finding you.

Middle Egyptian has a simpler system, in which the stp.n.f of transitive verbs

and the stative of intransitive verbs are used with both past and perfect meaning

(along with the stp.f in the negation nj stp.f and occasional uses of the same

form in affirmative statements, as in Old Egyptian), e.g.:

[9.132] h. .n.(j?) šm.kw r smjt st

gm.n.j sw rh
˘

st (ShS. 157)

stand-up.comp.(1sg?) gost.1sg to reportinf 3nl

find.comp.1sg 3msg learnst/3msg 3nl

Then I went to report it,

and found him aware of it.

[9.133] mj.k ph. .n.n h
¯

nw . . .

jzwt.n jj.t d.t (ShS. 2–3/7)

look.2msg reach.comp.1pl interior . . .

crew.1pl comest.3fsg become-safest.3fsg

Look, we have reached home . . .

our crew has returned safe.

As in Old Egyptian, an intransitive stp.n.f can be used in place of the stative, to

focus on the action rather than on its result:

[9.134] jw h
˘

pr.n h. p šr rnpt-h. sb 25 (Goedicke 1962, pl. 2, l. 8)

ref evolve.comp inundation little in Regnal-Year 25

A low inundation happened in Regnal Year 25.

[9.135] jw jr.n.j mrrt w h. zzt h
¯

nwjw . . .

jw h
˘

nt.n.j n h. t

jw zb.n.j r jm h
˘

(Černý 1961, 7, fig. 1, 4–5)

ref do.comp.1sg wantg/n/f greatpl blessg/n/f interioradj/pl . . .
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ref go-forward.comp.1sg to front

ref go.comp.1sg to honor

I have done what the great love and those of the capital bless . . .

I have advanced to the fore,

I have gone to the state of honor.

Replacement of the Old Egyptian past stp.f by the stp.n.f may begin in Dynasty

VI, but clear examples are lacking because it is not certain whether what is being

recorded is a past event or an historical achievement of the speaker (perfect):

[9.136] jw h b.n w h. m n nb.j r b t w w t jrt
¯
t

jw jr.n.j r h. zt nb.j (Urk. I, 133, 9–11)

ref send.comp 1sg Incarnation of lord.1sg to hack-up land Wawat Irtjet

ref do.comp.1sg with-respect-to blessn/f lord.1sg

The incarnation of my lord sent / has sent me to hack up the land of Wawat

and Irtjet;

I acted / have acted according to what my lord would bless.

Old Egyptian thus seems to distinguish between actions expressed as com-

pleted (perfect) and those set in the past, although with consistency perhaps

only in the use of the stp.n.f for the former. Middle Egyptian has lost the formal

distinction between past and perfect. It regularly uses the used the stp.n.f and

stative for both, with the distinction between them based on transitivity.

9.5 Analytic constructions

In addition to its primary forms, Egyptian I has a number of analytic con-

structions, which are used to express aspectual nuances additional to those of

inflected forms. These are of two kinds, compound and “pseudo-verbal.”

The primary compound constructions are subject–stp.f and subject–stative.

Both follow the pattern of sentences in which the subject is followed by an

adverbial predicate, which place the subject in a situation (see Chapter 7,

Section 7.3). The compound verbal constructions thus situate the subject in

an action or state.54 For the stative, the simple form can express an historical

achievement, while the analytic construction expresses a state:55

[9.137] pr.t m qdm (Sin. B 182)

go-upst.2sg in Qedem

You have gone up from Qedem.

[9.138] mj.k tw jw.t (Sin. B 257)

Look.2msg 2msg comest.2sg

Look, you have come back.

For the stp.f, however, the situation of the subject in an action originally

imparted the sense of ongoing action, comparable to the English progressive,
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as opposed to the bare statement of action expressed by the simple stp.f. The

difference can be seen in the following pair of examples:

[9.139] N pn pw nnw

šm N pn h. n r jw N pn h. n r (Pyr. 314c–d)

N dem dem returner

go N dem with sun come N dem with sun

This N is a returner.

This N goes with the Sun, this N comes back with the Sun.56

[9.140] m-k N pr

m-k N jw.f (Pyr. 333a T)

look-2msg N emergest/3msg

look-2msg N come.3msg

Look, N has emerged.

Look, N is coming.

After the Old Kingdom, the subject–stative construction becomes standard,

with the simple stative used mostly in dependent clauses (i.e. where its sub-

ject has been expressed in a preceding clause). The subject–stp.f construction

retains its original value primarily in early Middle Egyptian texts (e.g. Ex. 9.48,

above) but it eventually assumes non-progressive value alongside the simple

stp.f:

[9.141] jw wh
˘

d s w.f mh
˘

nms (Peas. B1, 303)

ref forbearinf make-long.3msg friendship

Forbearance prolongs friendship.

[9.142] nj sjn.tw rn.f dp t

jw sh
˘

.t.f h. r bw nfr (Peas. B2, 75–76)

neg erase.pass name.3msg atop earth

ref recall.pass.3msg on abs good

His name is not erased on earth

but is remembered because of goodness.

The primary “pseudo-verbal” constructions are subject–h. r-stp and subject–

r-stp. Both have a prepositional predicate (hence the traditional name “pseudo-

verbal”), situating the subject h. r “on” or r “toward” an action, respectively.

Both appear first in secular texts of the mid-Dynasty V, allowing for a dis-

tinction between two forms of Old Egyptian, earlier (secular texts prior to

the mid-Dynasty V and the Pyramid Texts, which have no examples of either

construction) and later.57

The subject–stp.f and subject–h. r-stp constructions are essentially identical in

meaning but with some historical differences in usage.58 Initially, they seem to

have been alternate, perhaps dialectal, means of expressing progressive action

for all but verbs of motion, for which subject–stp.f alone was used:
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[9.143] nmt-šj jr.s w wt.f (Pyr. 1153a P)

stridepcpl/f-lake make.3fsg waypl.3msg

Lake-Strider is making his routes.

[9.144] m-k h
¯

r-h. b h. r jrt h
˘

t (Mereruka II, pl. 109)

look-2msg lector-priest on makeinf thing

Look, the lector-priest is making the ritual.

[9.145] m-k s jw.s (Pyr. 282b)

look-2msg 3fsg come.3fsg

Look, she is coming.

[9.146] m-k w jw.j (Mereruka II, pl. 162)

look-2msg 1sg come.1sg

Look, I am coming.

By early Middle Egyptian, the two constructions have largely identical uses and

meanings, as illustrated by parallel copies of a passage from the story of Sinuhe

(Ex. 9.48, above). The choice between the two was again perhaps dialectal, with

the older subject–stp.f construction retained in more conservative dialects.

During the course of Dynasty XII, subject–stp.f became obsolete as an

expression of progressive action and assumed gnomic value, e.g.:

[9.147] jr šm grg jw.f tnm.f (Peas. B2, 98)

with-respect-to walk lieinf ref.3msg stray.3msg

When lying walks, it goes astray.

The same evolution is visible for the subject–h. r-stp construction. In the second

half of Dynasty XII, it was used for gnomic statements with transitive verbs as

a counterpart of subject–stp.f with intransitive verbs:

[9.148] jn jw mjh
˘

t h. r rdjt h. r gs

jn jw r.f d
¯

h. wtj zfn.f (Peas. B1, 179–81)

spec ref scale on giveinf on side

spec ref with-respect-to.3msg Thoth be-lenient.3msg

Does the scale show partiality?

Does Thoth thus show lenience?

Still later, gnomic meaning was extended to uses with all verbs, alongside the

construction’s original progressive sense, as can be seen in the following two

examples from the same text:

[9.149] h
˘

prw h. r h
˘

pr nn mj sf (Khakh. ro. 10)

evolveinf/pl on evolveinf neg like yesterday

Changes are happening, not like yesterday.

[9.150] nhpw h. r h
˘

pr r nb (Khakh. ro. 12)

sadness on evolveinf sun quant

Sadness happens every day.
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The historical development of both constructions can be outlined as

follows:59

Gnomic Progressive

Early OE stp.f subject–stp.f

Late OE stp.f subject–stp.f

subject–h. r-stpt

FIP–early Dyn. XII stp.f

subject–stp.f

subject–stp.f

subject–h. r-stp

Late Dyn. XII subject–stp.f

subject–h. r-stpt

subject–h. r-stp

Late Dyn. XII–NK subject–stp.f

subject–h. r-stp

subject–h. r-stp

The subject–r-stp construction has a similar, though less complex, history.60

Old Egyptian initially used the stp.f as both an indicative future tense and a

subjunctive. The subject–r-stp construction replaces the stp.f in many indicative

uses in Dynasty VI, a function it retains throughout Middle Egyptian.

9.6 Verbal predicates with jw

The particle jw can introduce clauses with the stp.f and subject–stp.f, the passive

stp.f, the stp.n.f, subject–stative, and pseudo-verbal predicates. The import of

jw in such uses is not always clear, but presumably it is comparable to that with

non-verbal predicates (Chapter 7, Section 7.5).

The relative validity signaled by jw for non-verbal predicates is also vis-

ible with verb forms. The stp.n.f, for example, merely expresses completed

action, and as such is used in ways that correspond to the English past tense.

The particle jw, however, designates that action as completed with respect

to its context (moment of speaking or another action), similar to the English

perfect: e.g.,

[9.151] gm.n.j d bw j rrwt jm (ShS. 47–48)

find.comp.1sg figpl grapepl inadv

I found figs and grapes there.

[9.152] jw gm.n.j w m n n sh
˘

tj (Peas. R 17, 3)

ref find.comp.1sg one of dem of fieldadj

I have found one of those farmers.

This connotation is presumably also the reason for the nearly invariable use

of jw with the pseudo-verbal subject–r-stp construction. In this case, the

prospective relationship between the subject and predicate is specified with

respect to the speech act, which accounts for the regular future meaning of the

construction.

The particle jw is also used with the subject–stp.f construction and the

stp.f; in both cases, the sense is usually gnomic. This does not, however,

derive necessarily from the use of the particle; here as well, jw serves to
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relate the statement either to the speech act or to its context. Ex. 9.153 illus-

trates this with five jw clauses that provide rationales for the initial non-verbal

statement:

[9.153] h
˘

w pw f

jw d
¯

b .t jm

jw jkn n mw h
˘

m.f jbt

jw mh. t r m šww smn.f jb

jw nfrt jdn bw nfr

jw nh n ktt jdn wr (Kagemni 1, 4–6)

baseness dem gluttony

ref finger.pass inadv

ref cup of water quench.3msg thirstinf

ref fillinf mouth in herbpl cause-set.3msg heart

ref goodf be-representativest abs good

ref some of little be-representativest much

Gluttony is baseness,

for it is pointed at,

for a cup of water quenches thirst,

for a mouthful of herbs settles desire,

for what is good is representative of goodness,

for a little bit is representative of much.

Similarly, the three jw stp.f clauses in Ex. 9.154 elaborate on the initial statement

of the passive stp.f in a past narrative:

[9.154] jr n.j qw m mjnt jrp m h
¯

rt hrw jf pfs pd m šr h. rw r wt h
˘

st

jw grg.t n.j

jw w h. .t n.j h. rw r jnw n t
¯
zmw.j

jw jr.t n.j bnrw š w jrtt m pfst nbt (Sin. B 87–92)

makepass for.1sg income in daily wine in underadj/f daytime meat

cookpcpl/pass bird in roastinf over with-respect-to animalcoll desert

ref hunt.pass for.1sg

ref place.pass for.1sg over with-respect-to fetch of houndpl.1sg

ref make.pass for.1sg sweetpl manypl milk in cookpcpl/pass/f quant

Provisions were made for me as a daily thing, and wine as a daily practice,

meat cooked and poultry as roast, apart from the country’s flocks:

game was hunted for me

and presented to me, apart from the catch of my hounds;

many sweets and milk were made for me into every kind of cooked dish.

The use of jw with verbal predicates has been analyzed as a purely syntac-

tic stratagem, to allow forms or constructions that are marked for adverbial

use to serve as the predicate in an independent statement. For a number of

reasons, this cannot be considered realistic: the particle is used in the same

manner with adjectival predicates, which are not inherently adverbial (Chap-

ter 7, Section 7.5), jw clauses have adverbial as well as independent function

(Ex. 9.156), and the existence of adverbial forms and constructions themselves
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is questionable for Egyptian I. Moreover, independent statements often occur

without jw:

[9.155] jtj nb.j t
¯
nj h

˘
pr

j w h .w

wgg jw

jh. w h. r m w . . .

jrtj nd
¯

s.w

nh
˘

wj jmr.w

ph. tj h. r q n wrd jb (Ptahhotep 7–12)

sire lord.1sg grow-distinguishedinf evolvest/3msg

grow-oldinf descendst.3msg

misery comest/3msg

weakness on become-newinf . . .

eyedu become-smallst.3pl

eardu become-deafst.3pl

strength on become-ruinedinf for become-wearying mind

Sire my lord, old age has happened

and senility descended,

misery has come

and weakness is renewing . . .

the eyes have become small,

the ears deaf,

and strength is being ruined through weariness of mind.

If jw has a syntactic function in Old or Middle Egyptian, it is one of subordina-

tion rather than independence; when used with a pronominal subject, it often

introduces a dependent clause: e.g.,

[9.156] jn nt
¯
r jr jqr.f

h
¯

sf.f h. r.f jw.f sd
¯

r (Ptahhotep 184–85)

spec god makepcpl become-accomplishedinf.3msg

bar.3msg on.3msg ref.3msg lie-downst/3msg

The god is the one who made his accomplishment,

barring (danger) from him while he was asleep.

In such cases as well, however, the use of jw can be best understood as governed

by semantic or pragmatic considerations rather than syntactic ones. This is

discussed further in Chapter 12, Section 12.6.5, below.
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The verbal system of Egyptian II differs significantly from that of its ancestor,

Egyptian I. It is largely analytic, where Egyptian I is mostly synthetic, e.g. bw

jr.f stp.s > mefsotps vs. nj stp.n.f st “he does not choose it.” Also, as this

example illustrates, the word order of Egyptian II is basically svo rather than

the predominant vso of Egyptian I.

The verbal system of Egyptian II does have synthetic forms as well as ana-

lytic constructions. Seven of the nineteen verb forms of Egyptian I survive

in Egyptian II: the infinitive, participle, nominal/relative stp.f, imperative, sta-

tive, stp.f, and stpt.f. Analytic constructions use these forms in periphrastic

combinations.

10.1 Synthetic forms

The infinitive is a single form, but that of transitive verbs had three phonologi-

cal alternants: absolute, construct, and pronominal. These are visible primarily

in Coptic, where the construct form is used with a nominal object (direct geni-

tive), the pronominal form with a pronominal object (suffix pronoun), and the

absolute form elsewhere, e.g. absolute swtp “choose,” construct setpouxih

“choose a path,” pronominal sotps “choose it.” The infinitive of some verb

classes has a final –t in the construct and pronominal form, deriving from an

original final –t that has disappeared in the absolute form, e.g. t
¯
zt > jise “lift,”

jestoutwre “lift a hand,” jasts “lift it.” These distinctions are generally

not visible in Late Egyptian and Demotic except for the final t of the pronom-

inal form, which is regularly written as tw or tj in Late Egyptian and ṱ (tj) in

Demotic.

The infinitive of most verbs is also used as an imperative in Coptic, and

this seems to have been the case in Late Egyptian and Demotic as well. Some

verbs in Late Egyptian and Demotic have a prefixed imperative, which survives

in Coptic in eight lexicalized forms, e.g. j.d
¯

d > aji “say.”1 Some anomalous

imperatives exist in all stages, including jmj > mj > ma/moi/mai “give” (imper-

ative of rdj > +) and mj > j.mj > amou “come” (imperative of jjj > ei). Coptic

141
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also shows a difference in vocalization between masculine, feminine, and plural

in the last of these (p. 109, above).

The Late Egyptian nominal forms display a prefixed j or r (sometimes

omitted) or are expressed analytically by j.jr (nominal form of jrj “do”) plus

the infinitive.2 Attributive use does not require gender and number concord with

the antecedent. The participle and relative stp.f can usually be distinguished

only by use: the former, when the subject of the attributive clause is coreferential

with the antecedent, and the latter, when the subject of the attributive clause

and the antecedent are not coreferential, e.g.:

[10.1] rmt
¯

nb j.wnw jrm.k (BM 10052, 1, 7)

person quant ben with.2msg

every person who was with you

[10.2] n šm j.wnw.k jm.w (BM 10052, 1, 6)

thepl goinf ben.2msg in.3pl

the activities you were in

The nominal forms are essentially atemporal but are normally used with gnomic

or past reference:

[10.3] p h. tj- d
¯

d smy n p h. q (Abbott 6, 1–2)

the mayor sayn report to the ruler

the mayor, who reports to the Ruler

[10.4] n d
¯

dw.k (Abbott 12, 8)

thepl sayn
.2msg

the things you have said

Late Egyptian also has a passive participle, often indistinguishable from the

active form, which is used primarily in administrative texts, with past reference:

[10.5] rmt
¯

j.swd
¯

n.f m hrw pn (L-A 4, 4)

people remandn/pass to.3msg in day dem

people remanded to him on this day

Demotic also uses prefixed and analytic participles (jr.stp and e.jr/r.jr stp) and

the prefixed relative r.stp.f/e.stp.f, with past reference only:3

[10.6] pth. p nt
¯
r p e.jr jnṱ.k e.k wd

¯
. . .

md e.d
¯

d.y n.k s t h. t t j (Setne I, 6, 1–3)

Ptah the god great the don fetchinf
.2msg sub.2msg soundst . . .

matter(f) sayn
.1sg to.2msg 3fsg thef front dem

f

Ptah the great god is the one who brought you back safe . . .

This is the thing I told you before.

Coptic retains only the verbal attributive ene/ena,4 used as a past-tense mor-

pheme. This is the descendant of the Late Egyptian and Demotic attributive

j.wnw > r.wnn w, nominal form of the verb wnn “be,” used in the same manner:

e.g.,
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[10.7] p h. d
¯

p nbw j.wnw.n gmt.f (BM 10054, 2, 8–9)

the silver the gold ben
.1pl findinf.3msg

the silver and the gold we were finding

[10.8] p t
¯
-šbt r.wnn w jp r-r.f (Ankhsh. 4, 10)

the staff-bearer ben allotst to.3msg

the staff-bearer who was assigned to him

[10.9] pma enefnxhtf (Mark 2:4)

the-place be-3msg-inside-3msg

the place he was in

As noted in Chapter 6 (Section 6.3), the stative shows an historical reduction

in form. Late Egyptian has four forms: stp.kw/stp.k (1sg), stp.wn/stp.n (1pl),

stp.tj/stp.tw/stp.t (2sg, 3fsg, ultimately also 1sg), and stp (3msg, 3pl, ultimately

all subjects). Demotic preserves three of these – stp.k, stp.ṱ, and stp.w/stp – with

most verbs using one of the three. Coptic has only a single stative (also called

the qualitative); it is mostly derived from the Demotic stp.w/stp form, although

some verbs have a stative derived from the Demotic stp.ṱ form and some, both.

The stp.f exists primarily in Late Egyptian and Demotic, where it generally

has a single written form.5 Coptic also preserves a single form, in the t–

causative, from the infinitive of the verb rd
¯

j (> absolute +) plus the stp.f

with final stressed *–á, e.g. tn5af/tanxof/tan4af/tanxof < *di- anh
˘

áf

“make him live” (djt nh
˘

.f). Evidence for other survivals is less certain. Coptic

me5e/mn¥e/me¥e/me¥a “not know” is commonly supposed to derive from

OE–ME nj rh
˘

> LE bw rh
˘

, with the negated sd
¯

m.f, but its immediate ancestor

is Demotic bw jr-rh
˘

, in which the identification of rh
˘

as a form of the stp.f is

debatable.6 OE–Dem. wn > alms oun−, b ouon, fm ouan “there is/are,” and

OE nj wn > ME nn wn > LE–Dem. mn > aflm mman, bs mmon, aflms mn−/

mmn− “there is/are not” involve a participial predicate and not the stp.f.7 As

noted in Chapter 7, Section 7.2, the Demotic-Coptic adjective-verb with the

prefix n (e.g. n - n.s > nanous) may not involve a form of the stp.f.

In Late Egyptian, the stp.f could still be made passive by means of the suffix

tw: e.g.,

[10.10] dj n srjw jry.tw smtj p j h. mtj (Abbott 5, 5)

give thepl officialpl make.pass make-testifyinf
dem coppersmith

The officials had this coppersmith’s interrogation made.

This was less common than a paraphrase with the 3pl pronominal suffix, which

is the form used for the passive in Demotic: e.g.,

[10.11] tw.w n.f t shret pr- (Setne I, 6, 6)

give.3pl to.3msg thef yacht pharaoh

He was given Pharaoh’s yacht.

The stp.f of a few verbs is used passively in Late Egyptian, primarily in admin-

istrative documents, e.g.:
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[10.12] jr smtr.w (L-A 3, 16)

makepass make-testifyinf
.3pl

Their interrogation was made.

No morphological distinction is visible between active and passive uses of the

form.

The stpt.f survives in two of the three constructions in which it is used in

Middle Egyptian (Chapter 9, Section 9.1): bw stpt.f (ME nj stpt.f) > bw jrt.f

stp > bw jrṱ.f stp > mpatefswtp and r stpt.f > r jrt.f stp / j.jrt.f stp / š j.jrt.f

stp / š t.f stp > š ṱ.f stp / š -mtw.f stp > ¥atfswtp/¥antefswtp. These are

discussed in Sections 10.2 and 10.3, below.

10.2 Analytic forms

The analytic constructions of Egyptian II, commonly called tenses, are of

three types: bipartite, tripartite, and compound. The bipartite system con-

sists of a subject preceding the infinitive, stative, or a prepositional phrase or

adverb as predicate: e.g., st stp > seswtp “they choose” (subject–infinitive),

st stp > sesotp “they are chosen” (subject–stative), st dy > setai" “they are

here” (subject–adverb). In tripartite constructions, the infinitive serves as com-

plement to a preceding verbal auxiliary or another morpheme plus subject: e.g.,

jr.w stp > auswtp “they chose” (literally, “they did choosing”). Compound

forms involve the stp.f and a preceding morpheme; these eventually became

part of the tripartite system as well: e.g., mj stp.f “let him choose” > mj jr.f

stp > marefswtp “may he choose.”

Egyptian II has seven primary tenses in four broad semantic categories of

present, future, subjunctive, and past:8

First Present

LE sw (h. r) stp, sw stp, sw dy; neg. bn sw (h. r) stp, bn sw stp, bn sw dy (jwn )

Demotic e.f stp, e.f stp, e.f dy; neg. bn e.f stp jn, bn e.f stp jn, bn e.f dy jn

Coptic fswtp, fsotp, ftai"; neg. nfswtp an, nfsotp an, nftai" an

First Future

LE sw (m) n y r stp

Demotic e.f n stp

Coptic abls fnaswtp, fm fneswtp; neg. nfnaswtp an, nfneswtp an

First Aorist

LE neg. bw stp.f, bw jr.f stp

Demotic h
˘

r stp.f, h
˘

r jr.f stp; neg. bw jr.f stp

Coptic a 5arefswtp, blms ¥are−/¥afswtp, f ¥ale−/ ¥afswtp; neg.

al mare−/mafswtp, b mpare−/mpafswtp, fms mele/mere−/

mefswtp
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Third Future

LE jr –/jw.f (r) stp; neg. bn jr –/jw.f (r) stp

Demotic r-jr –/e.f (r) stp; neg. bn e.f stp

Coptic a afaswtp, bms ere−/efeswtp, f ele−/efeswtp; l ere–/efaswtp;

neg. nnef(e)swtp

(p nefswtp)

Optative

LE stp.f; neg. jm.f stp

Demotic stp.f, my stp.f, my jr.f stp; neg. m jr dj stp.f

Coptic ablms marefswtp, f malefswtp; neg. a mntefswtp, b mpencref-

swtp, f mpeltlefswtp, lms mpertrefswtp

First Perfect

LE stp.f, jr.f stp; neg. bwpw.f stp

Demotic stp.f, jr.f stp; neg. bnpw.f stp

Coptic afswtp; neg. mpefswtp

Third Perfect

LE stp.f, jr.f stp; neg. bwpw.f stp and bw stpt.f / bw jrt.f stp

Demotic w h. .f stp, w h. .f jw.f stp; neg. bnpw.f stp and bw jrṱ.f stp

Coptic xafswtp; bfls afouw efswtp, m xafouw efsotp, b afkhn eswtp and

afkhn efswtp; neg mpefswtp and mpatefswtp

The basis of the present-tense system is the bipartite First Present. The

subject precedes the verb and is either a noun or a pronoun. For the latter,

the subject form of the proclitic pronouns (Chapter 6, Section 6.3) is used

in independent clauses and after some subordinating morphemes, and suffix

pronouns are substituted after other subordinating morphemes (discussed in

Chapter 12). The predicate is either an infinitive (sometimes still preceded by

the preposition h. r “on” in Late Egyptian, as in its Middle Egyptian ancestor),

the stative, or an adverb or prepositional phrase; this tense is the only one in

which the latter three can serve as predicate. In Late Egyptian, the object of

the infinitive is either a noun or suffix pronoun: st stp p rmt
¯

“they choose

the man,” st stp.f “they choose him.” This is usually replaced by indirect n

– noun or n-jm – pronoun in Demotic and by n/m – noun mmo – pro-

noun in Coptic: st stp n p rmt
¯
, st stp n-jm.f > seswtp mprwme, seswtp

mmof. The relationship between the infinitive and its object is genitival in

Late Egyptian and may be the same in Demotic and Coptic.9 If so, the change

from direct to indirect is part of the analytic process noted for the genitive in

Chapter 6.

Despite its name, the First Present is essentially atemporal in meaning,

as shown by the fact that it accepts a non-verbal predicate, as in st dy >

setai" “they are here.” In Late Egyptian it is used for both gnomic and present

statements:
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[10.13] tw.j d
¯

d n h
¯

nm r nb (LRL 21, 7–8)

1sg sayinf to Khnum sun quant

I say to Khnum every day.

[10.14] tw.j jr.f n.j m šrjw m p hrw (Adop. ro 26–vo 1)

1sg makeinf 3msg to.1sg in child in the day

I am making him a son to me today.

Present and gnomic are distinguished in negations, with bn plus First Present

(often followed by jwn with non-verbal predicates) for the former and bw

stp.f > bw jr.f stp for the latter: e.g.,

[10.15] y tw.j h. r b k r jqr zp 2 bn tw.j h. r nny (OI 16991 vo 5–6)

indeed 1sg on workinf to ability time two neg 1sg on shirkinf

Indeed, I am working very excellently; I am not shirking.

[10.16] tw.j jrt zp 2 r 3 n p sw 10 bw jr.j nn (LRL 32, 3–4)

1sg doinf time two to three for the day ten neg do.1sg shirkinf

I do it two to three times a week; I do not shirk.

The First Present has the same meanings and negations in Demotic (with

jn/ n/ n after all predicates in the present negation):

[10.17] n h
¯

rṱw n p lh� mš n p h
¯

yr (Ankhsh. 18, 11)

thepl child of the fool walkinf in the street

The children of the fool walk in the street.

[10.18] tw.y nw r p wyn (Mag. 16, 26)

1sg lookinf to the light

I am looking at the light.

[10.19] bn tw.y sby n-jm.k n (Setne I, 3, 11)

neg 1sg laughinf in.2msg at-all

I am not laughing at you.

[10.20] bw jr msh. t
¯

y rmt n dmy (Ankhsh. 22, 15)

neg do crocodile takeinf person of town

A crocodile does not catch a local man.

Toward the end of its existence, Demotic developed a new affirmative First

Aorist, h
˘

r stp.f > h
˘

r jr.f stp: e.g.,

[10.21] h
˘

r h. l.f r t pt jrm n jpdw h
¯

r hrw (Myth. 3, 29–30)

gn fly.3msg to thef sky with thepl bird under day

He flies to the sky with the birds daily.

The construction h
˘

r stp.f also exists in Late Egyptian, though as an expression

of result (rarely attested) rather than purely gnomic:

[10.22] mtw.k š n.f h. t h
˘

r š n.k jmn h. t (LRL 64, 9–10)

conj.2msg callinf for.3msg front gn callinf for.2msg Amun front

and you should pilot it and Amun will pilot you10
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Coptic uses the descendants of these affirmative and negative constructions in

the same manner:

[10.23] paeiwt me mmoi (John 10:17)

poss
1sg-father loveinf of-1sg

My father loves me.

[10.24] xhrwdhs ¥ine nswk (Luke 13:31)

Herod seekinf after-2msg

Herod is looking for you.

[10.25] psooun ¥afjise (1Cor. 8:1)

the-knowinf
gn-3msg-liftinf

Knowledge elevates.

[10.26] nfmpei"ma an (Luke 24:6)

neg-3msg-in-dem-place at-all

He is not here.

[10.27] merepnoute swtm erefrnobe (John 9:31)

neg
gn-the-god listeninf to-sinner

God does not listen to a sinner.

The distinction between present and gnomic meanings is thus not consistently

morphologized in the affirmative in either Demotic or Coptic. The First Present

can be used for both because it is unmarked for tense, whereas the new First

Aorist is marked for gnomic meaning.

Egyptian II has three means of expressing the future: with the First and

Third Future and with the stp.f. In origin, the First Future is a form of the

First Present, in which the infinitive (the only predicate used in this tense)

is preceded by (m) n y r “going to” > n > na/ne. The tense expresses the

immediate (anticipatory) future in Late Egyptian and Demotic:

[10.28] p j mš ntj tw.j m n y r jr.f (LRL 35, 15)

dem walkinf
sub

rel 1sg in goinf to doinf
.3msg

this trip that I am about to make

[10.29] p nw nt j.jr p -r n h
˘

n-jm.f (Mag. 29, 2–3)

the time sub
rel do the-sun goinf appearinf in.3msg

the moment when the Sun is about to appear

The First Future is rare in Late Egyptian (three examples are known) and

becomes common in Demotic only in the Roman Period. Its descendant, how-

ever, is the regular means of expressing the future in Coptic:

[10.30] +natako ntsovia nnsovos (1Cor. 1:19)

1sg-fut-destroyinf of-thef-wisdom of-thepl-wise

I will destroy the wisdom of the wise.

The regular future in Late Egyptian and Demotic is the Third Future. Its

subject is introduced by jw > e/jr > a/e (suffix pronoun) or jr > j.jr/r-jr >
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a/ere/ele (noun) with the particle jw/e and the auxiliary verb jr/j.jr/r-jr “do.”11

The predicate, expressed by the infinitive, is preceded by r (often omitted) >

a/e. In Demotic the Third Future also has jussive sense (Ex. 10.33) and in

Coptic it is regularly subjunctive (jussive or optative) rather than future (Exx.

10.34–35):

[10.31] jw.j r jntw.s n.k (HO pl. 77 ro 3)

fut.1sg to getinf
.3fsg for.2msg

I will get it for you.

[10.32] e.f r t
¯
yṱ.ˀ r w m (Setne I, 5, 8)

fut.3msg to takeinf
.2fsg to a place

He will take you to a place.

[10.33] jr.k r jt r pr-b st (Setne I, 5, 9)

fut.2msg to goinf to Bubastis

You are to go to Bubastis.

[10.34] ekemere petxitouwk (Matt. 5:43)

subj-2msg-loveinf the-rel-on-bosom-2msg

You should love your neighbor.

[10.35] pekxat efe¥wpe nmmak eptako (Acts 8:20)

poss
msg/2msg-silver subj-3msg-becomeinf with-2msg to-the-destroyinf

Your silver, may it come to destruction with you.

The Third Future is negated by bn > nn, with r regularly omitted and no a/e

reflex of it in Coptic:

[10.36] bn jw.j šm (BM 10052, 12, 8)

neg fut.1sg goinf

I will not go.

[10.37] bn e.y šmsṱ.f (Ankhsh. 16, 7)

neg fut.1sg serveinf
.3msg

I will not serve him.

[10.38] nnekwrk nnouj (Matt. 5:33)

neg
subj

-2msg-swearinf of-lie

You shall not swear falsely.

The Late Egyptian stp.f can have optative, jussive, or future meaning, the

last with first person subject:

[10.39] jr n.f d
¯

h. wtj jrj h. (LES 29, 13)

make for.3msg Thoth pertain-toadj fightinf

May Thoth make opposition to him.

[10.40] jry.k wh
˘

(LES 39, 5)

make.2msg letter

You should make a letter.
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[10.41] jnn jw.k d
¯

d j.g g y.j (BM 10052, 12, 17–18)

if fut.2msg sayinf lieimp lie.1sg

If you will say “Lie,” I will lie.

Optative and jussive use survive in Demotic, gradually replaced by my stp.f >

my jr.f stp (the latter standard in the Roman Period), which becomes the Coptic

Optative:

[10.42] jr.f p h. n p r (Setne I, 4, 24)

make.3msg the lifetime of the sun

May he have the lifetime of the sun.

[10.43] my mn t y.s h
¯

t h
¯

n t dw t (Rhind II, 9, 3)

opt remain dem.3fsg body inside the Duat

May her body remain in the Duat.

[10.44] my jr.s mh. m s .y (Mag. 13, 28)

opt do.3fsg burninf in back.1sg

May she yearn after me.

[10.45] my nw.y r p j d
¯

m (Setne I, 3, 40)

opt look.1sg to dem papyrus

Let me look at this papyrus.

[10.46] my jr.w d
¯

d n.y n t m t (Mag. 9, 22)

opt do.3pl sayinf to.1sg of the truth

Let me be told the truth.

[10.47] marepekouw¥ ¥wpe (Matt. 6:10)

opt-poss
m/2msg-will happeninf

May your will happen.

Negative counterparts in Late Egyptian are jm.f stp (optative and jussive), bn

stp.f (future, also jussive), and m dy stp.f or m jr djt stp.f (jussive, with the

negative imperative m, m jr “don’t”):

[10.48] jm.k w w sh. r dw (HO pl. 1, vo 5)

not-do.2msg considerinf counsel with-respect-to morning

You should not deliberate about tomorrow.

[10.49] bn d
¯

d.n d
¯

(CG 65739, 27)

neg say.1pl false

We will not speak falsely.

[10.50] m dy tj.w (LRL 8, 4)

not-doimp giveinf need.3pl

Don’t let them want.

[10.51] m jr djt ptrj.j sw (LES 72, 8–9)

not-doimp doinf see.1sg 3sg

Don’t let me see it.
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Demotic negates its periphrastic jussive by m jr dj stp.f > m jr dj jr.f stp, which

becomes the negative Optative mpertrefswtp in Coptic:

[10.52] m jr dj wnm.s (Mag. 21, 40)

not-doimp giveinf eat.3fsg

Don’t let her eat.

[10.53] m jr dj jr.f nw (Mag. 17, 16)

not-doimp giveinf do.3msg lookinf

Don’t let him look.

[10.54] mprtrefei epesht (Matt. 24:17)

neg
opt

-3msg-comeinf to-the-ground

Let him not come down.

The stp.f, or jr.f stp (with the infinitive), also expresses the past and perfect in

Late Egyptian:

[10.55] dj.j st n ns-sw-b -nb-d
¯

d tj-nt-jmn (LES 66, 11)

give.1sg 3sg to Smendes Tantamun

I gave it to Smendes and Tantamun.

[10.56] sd
¯

m.j mdt nb j.h b.k n.j h. r.w (LRL 27, 11–12)

hear.1sg word quant sendn
.2msg to.1sg on.3pl

I have heard every word that you wrote me about them.

This is a feature of transitive verbs only: for intransitive verbs, Late Egyptian

expresses the past or perfect by means of the First Present with stative predicate,

as in Middle Egyptian:

[10.57] tw.j h. n.k r n h. (BM 10054, 2, 8)

1sg gost
.1sg to thepl tomb

I went to the tombs.

[10.58] tw.n h. ms š p hrw (LRL 23, 11)

1pl sit-downst up-to the day

We have sat until today.

The construction bwpw.f stp (also bpy/bwpwy with suffix subject), descendant

of the negation nj p .f stp of Egyptian I, serves as the negative counterpart of

the stp.f in this use:

[10.59] bpy.j ptr ntj nb gr (BM 10052, 5, 8)

neg
pp

.1sg seeinf
sub

rel
quant also

I did not see anyone else.

[10.60] bwpwy.k h b n.j .f (LRL 32, 15)

neg
pp

.2msg sendinf to.1sg condition.3msg

You have not written to me about his condition.

The constructions bw stpt.f and bw jrt.f stp, descendants of the negation nj stpt.f

of Egyptian I, are also used as a specific perfect negation in Late Egyptian:
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[10.61] ptr bw djt.k jnt.f (CG 58057, 8–9)

lookimp
neg giveinf

.2msg fetchinf
.3msg

Look, you haven’t yet had it brought.

[10.62] bw jrt.k hb n.j .k (LRL 66, 14)

neg do
inf

.2msg sendinf to.1sg condition.2msg

You haven’t yet written me about your condition.

In Demotic, past tense is expressed by stp.f or jr.f stp for all verbs except jw

“come,” and by the negation bnpw.f stp:

[10.63] l.f r mrt jr.f sgr bnpw.f h. rr (Setne I 6, 6–7)

ascend.3msg to aboard do.3msg sailinf
neg

past
.3msg delayinf

He went aboard, he sailed, he did not delay.

[10.64] t jmyt jw (Myth. 2, 33)

thef catf comest

The cat came.

For the perfect, Demotic uses a new construction, w h. .f stp, and the negation

bw jrṱ.f stp:

[10.65] w h. .y jr.w n.t d
¯

r.w (Setne I, 5, 28)

perf.1sg doinf
.3pl for.2fsg limit.3pl

I have done them all for you.

[10.66] bw jrṱ p y.s wš h
˘

pr (Ryl. IX, 8, 11)

neg doinf
dem.3fsg time happeninf

Its time has not yet come.

Demotic jr.f stp and bnpw.f stp survive in Coptic as the First Perfect, which has

both past and perfect meaning:

[10.67] apjoi moone epekro (John 6:21)

pp-the-ship moorinf to-the-shore

The ship moored at the shore.

[10.68] ai"ei xmpran mpai"wt (John 5:43)

pp-1sg-comeinf in-the-name of-poss
m/1sg-father

I have come in the name of my father.

[10.69] ajntf mpelaau ¥wpe (John 1:3)

without-3msg neg
pp

-thing evolveinf

Without him nothing came into being.

[10.70] mpsmou (Mark 5:39)

neg
pp

-3fsg-dieinf

She has not died.

The Demotic perfect, however, survives as the Third Perfect xafswtp in some

early Coptic manuscripts and in the Oxyrhynchite dialect, where it is used

instead of the First Perfect: e.g.,
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[10.71] xai"sxht nak (Crum 1927, 19 and 21)

pp-1sg-writeinf to-2msg

I have written to you.

In addition, Coptic has created a new periphrastic perfect by means of the First

(m Third) Perfect of the verb ouw “finish” (< w h. ) plus the circumstantial First

Present or, in Bohairic, the First Perfect of the verb khn “finish” plus either the

infinitive or the circumstantial First Present, e.g.:

[10.72] auouw/xauouw euji mpeubekh (Matt. 6:2/5)

aukhn euqi mpoubeye (Matt. 6:16)

pp-3pl-finishinf
sub-3pl-takeinf of-poss

m/3pl-wage

They have received their wage.12

The descendant of Demotic bw jrṱ.f stp, mpatefswtp, is used in Coptic as a

perfect negation:

[10.73] mpatetaounou ei (John 2:4)

neg
perf-poss

f/1sg-hour comeinf

My hour has not yet come.

Demotic and Coptic thus both illustrate the creation of specific constructions

to express the perfect from a system in which it was not distinguished from

the past: LE–Demotic past/perfect > Demotic past vs. perfect > earlier Coptic

past/perfect > later Coptic past vs. perfect.

In addition to its primary tenses, Egyptian II also employs the stp.f of the

verb wnn “be,” known as the imperfect converter, to mark past tense: wnw >

wnn w (wnn w-e.f with pronominal subject) > abfm na, ls ne (abm nare–,

f nale−, ls nere− with nominal subject). It is found with a number of verb

forms and constructions in Late Egyptian and Demotic, such as the stp.f, Third

Future, and First Present:

[10.74] hn wnw ptr.j wnw jw.j d
¯

d.f n.k (BM 10403, 3, 29)

ifirr be see.1sg be fut.1sg sayinf
.3msg to.2msg

If I had seen, I would have said it to you.

[10.75] wnn w-e.y d
¯

d r N (Setne I, 4, 3)

be.1sg sayinf with-respect-to N

I was speaking about N.

In Coptic it is used with the First Present, First Future, First Aorist, and First

Perfect, and their negations, which it serves to cast into the past:

[10.76] neurimede throu (Luke 8:52)

past-3pl-weepinf-and all-3pl

And they were all weeping.

[10.77] nerepjoi" na¥ouo (Acts 21:3)

past-the-ship fut-dischargeinf

The ship was going to unload.
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[10.78] ne¥akmork (John 21:18)

past-gn-2msg-girdinf
-2msg

You used to gird yourself.

[10.79] neauei (John 11:19)

past-pp-3pl-comeinf

They had come.

The construction is also used with non-verbal statements in Late Egyptian,

Demotic, and Coptic:

[10.80] wn jnk j.dd [ . . . ] (Černý 1970, pl. 17 no. 663, 8)

be 1sg given
[ . . . ]

It used to be I who gave [ . . . ].

[10.81] wnn w p jrj n p y.j jt p j (Ankhsh. 3, 17)

be the pertain-toadj of dem.1sg father dem

This was the property of my father.

[10.82] nep¥hre mpnoutepe pai" (Matt. 27:54)

past-the-son of-the-god-dem dem

This was the son of God.

All of these constructions derive from the use of the stp.f of wnn as an expression

of the past tense: compare, for example,

[10.83] wnw.j m p h
˘

r (Abbott 4, 16)

be.1sg in the necropolis

I was in the necropolis.

[10.84] wnw.j h. ms.k m p pr (BM 10052, 3, 25)

be.1sg sit-downst.1sg in the house

I was sitting in the house.

10.3 The verbal system of Egyptian II

The three stages of Egyptian II show four trends in the historical development

of the verbal system from Late Egyptian to Coptic:

1. Synthetic > analytic. This change eventually replaces all the synthetic verb

forms with analytic ones except for the infinitive and stative, e.g. optative/

jussive stp.f > my stp.f > my jr.f stp > marefswtp.

2. Grammaticalization of analytic constructions into bound verb forms, e.g. the

perfect negation bw stpt.f > bw jrt.f stp >mpatefswtp. In the bound forms,

temporal and modal morphemes can precede the subject (e.g. past/perfect a

in First Perfect afswtp), follow it (e.g. futurena in First Futurefnaswtp),

or both (future e–e in Third Future efeswtp), all of which contrast with

the simple First Present fswtp.

3. vso > svo. This affects constructions in Demotic and Coptic, when the initial

verb form is reanalyzed as a temporal or modal morpheme, e.g. past stp.f

choose.3msg > jr.f stp do.3msg chooseinf
> afswtp pp-3msg-chooseinf.
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4. Increasing specification of verb forms and constructions for temporal and

modal reference, e.g. atemporal stp.f > optative/jussive mj stp.f > mj jr.f stp

> optative marefswtp.

The two basic components of the Late Egyptian system, the bipartite con-

structions and the stp.f, are essentially atemporal in nature. For the bipartite

First Present and Third Future, this is shown, inter alia, by the ability of their

normal meaning, respectively present/gnomic and future, to be specified for ref-

erence to the past by the “imperfect converter” and by their use of non-verbal

prepositional phrases as predicates: e.g.,

[10.85] tw.k m-dj.j (LES 16, 11)

2msg with.1sg

You are with me.

[10.86] p wpwt ntj jw.f r t jnt p š (LES 21, 6–7)

the mission sub
rel

fut.3msg to the valley the cedar

the mission that will be to the valley of the cedar

The atemporal nature of the stp.f is demonstrated by the use of the form with

past/perfect, future, and subjunctive meaning, as well as gnomic meaning in

the negation bw stp.f.

Specification of the stp.f for tense began in the system of negative

counterparts:

Affirmative Negative

Past/Perfect stp.f bwpw.f stp

Future stp.f bn stp.f

Other uses of the stp.f, and their negative counterparts, also became specified

for particular modal or temporal uses by means of analytic constructions:

Affirmative Negative

Jussive stp.f m dy stp.f, m jr djt stp.f

Optative stp.f jm.f stp

Past stp.f > jr.f stp bwpw.f stp

Perfect stp.f > jr.f stp bw stpt.f > bw jrt.f stp

The stp.f retained its atemporal value in Demotic, though only for past or sub-

junctive reference. Other uses were replaced by analytic constructions specified

for tense or mood:
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Affirmative Negative

Jussive my stp.f > my jr.f stp m jr dj stp.f > m jr dj jr.f stp

Optative stp.f > my stp.f > my jr.f stp (bn Third Future)

Gnomic h
˘

r stp.f > h
˘

r jr.f stp bw jr.f stp

Past stp.f > jr.f stp bnpw.f stp

Perfect w h. .f stp bnpw.f stp, bw jrt.f stp

In Coptic, all the original uses of the stp.f have been replaced by forms and

constructions marked for tense or mood:

Affirmative Negative

Future fnaswtp nfnaswtp an

Jussive efeswtp nnefswtp, mprtrefswtp

Optative marefswtp nnefswtp

Gnomic ¥afswtp mefswtp

Past afswtp /xafswtp mpfswtp

Perfect xafswtp mpfswtp, mpatfswtp

afouw/afkhn . . .

As a consequence of the replacement of synthetic forms by analytic ones,

the subject was moved from the lexical verb to an analytic prefix. The latter

also specifies grammatical features, leaving only the lexical element at the end:

for example, in the past use of the stp.f > jr.f stp:

stp.f > jr.f stp








choose

−

−

3MSG

















−

+TENSE

+PAST

3MSG









[choose]

This reflects two of the fundamental developments in the history of the verbal

system of Egyptian II noted at the beginning of this section: the replacement of

synthetic forms by analytic constructions and the change in word order from

(lexical) verb–subject to subject–verb.

The bipartite system remains essentially the same from Late Egyptian to

Coptic. In the case of the First Present, the primary change is in the use of the

negative particle jwn > an, from an optional element after non-verbal predi-

cates in Late Egyptian to a regular feature with all predicates in Demotic and

Coptic. The Third Future changed from an indicative future in Late Egyptian

to an indicative future and jussive in Demotic and a jussive in Coptic, where

the indicative future is expressed by the new First Future. The same change

began earlier in the negative counterpart of the Third Future: Late Egyptian

future/jussive > Demotic future/jussive/optative > Coptic jussive/optative.

In addition to the constructions discussed here, the creation of analytical

forms and the process of grammaticalization also affected the production of

dedicated verb forms marked for subordinate function. An example is the Coptic
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form known as the Terminative (¥atfswtp/¥antefswtp), which developed

from an original prepositional phrase with the stpt.f. Late Egyptian has the

original construction r stpt.f (with-respect-to chooseinf
.3msg) as well as the

newer analytic construction r jrt.f stp (with-respect-to doinf
.3msg chooseinf).

Probably because the preposition at this point was simply a vowel, the analytic

construction was reanalyzed as j.jrt.f stp, and a new preposition, š “up to,” was

added in place of the “missing” original preposition r, producing š j.jrt.f stp.

Reduction of periphrastic j.jr to a vowel in turn resulted in a bound subordinate

form, š t.f stp, ancestor of Demotic š ṱ.f stp (and its phonological variant š -

mtw.f stp) and ab ¥atfswtp / flms ¥antefswtp. This and other dedicated

subordinate forms are discussed in Chapter 12.
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The transition from the verbal system of Egyptian I to that of Egyptian II is

marked primarily by the loss of forms and features. A number of these changes

are fairly straightforward and transparent, others less so.

11.1 Inflected forms

The most obvious loss is in the number of inflected forms, from nineteen in

Egyptian I to seven in non-literary Late Egyptian.

In the infinitival system, the forms associated with the negatival complement

and complementary infinitive are replaced by the paradigm of the infinitive.

The latter also replaces the imperative of all but a few common verbs. The

infinitival system and imperative of Egyptian II are essentially the same from

Late Egyptian to Coptic.

In the nominal system, the six forms of Egyptian I are largely reduced

to one or two in Late Egyptian. The relative stp.n.f is lost, and the passive

participle survives mostly in restricted uses or in lexical items. The nomi-

nal/relative stp.f and active participle of Late Egyptian are essentially a single

form, distinguished respectively only by the presence or absence of a subject

(Exx. 10.1–2). The characteristic (though variable) prefix of this form, also

found in Old Egyptian but only rarely in Middle Egyptian, is one indication

that Middle Egyptian represents a dialect different from that (or those) of its

predecessor and successor. Egyptian II has also lost the stptj.fj, replaced by the

relative adjective ntj plus the Third Future. The attributive inventory decreases

further in Coptic, with loss of the participles and relative stp.f (except for

j.wnw.f > r.wnn w e.f > enef/enaf), all replaced by analytic constructions

with ntj plus a primary verb form (discussed in Chapter 12).

The stative exists from Old Egyptian to Coptic but shows a gradual restriction

both in inflection (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3) and in use throughout its lifetime.

With the exception of the verb rh
˘

, transitive use with a direct object (as in

Ex. 9.74, above) is rare in Middle Egyptian and lost thereafter; transitive use

of the stative of rh
˘

is still found in Late Egyptian:

157
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[11.1] rh
˘

.k q j.k (Anastasi I, 5, 5)

learnst.1sg character.2msg

I know your character.

In Middle Egyptian, the stative is eventually replaced in main clauses by

the subject–stative construction in all but optative/jussive uses. Late Egyp-

tian retains the stative in some dependent clauses, but this too is replaced by

the subject–stative construction in Demotic, as illustrated by the following pair

of examples:

[11.2] gm.n st wd
¯

(Abbott 7, 12)

find.1pl 3pl become-soundst

We found them intact.

[11.3] gm.f st e.w nh
˘

(Setne I, 5, 35)

find.3msg 3pl sub.3pl livest

He found them alive.

Of the seven forms of the Egyptian I suffix conjugation, only the stp.f and

stpt.f survive in non-literary Late Egyptian. The stp.jn.f appears in literary Late

Egyptian but is otherwise lost.1 The stp.k .f and its Middle Kingdom descen-

dants k /k .f stp.f have disappeared. The stp.h
˘

r.f is also lost, but its analogue h
˘

r

stp.f is still attested, though rarely, in Late Egyptian (Ex. 10.22). In Egyptian I,

the stp.h
˘

r.f and its analogues denote necessity, but there are also uses in which

they express inevitability, especially as the result of another action, e.g.:

[11.4] wsf.f h
˘

r dbb fnd
¯

w (Inundation 14)

be-late.3msg nec become-blocked nosepl

When he is late, noses are stopped up.

This sense also pertains to h
˘

r stp.f in Late Egyptian (Ex. 10.22) and is probably

the basis of the Demotic and Coptic Aorist. The stpt.f survives in the construc-

tions nj stpt.f > mpatfswtp and r stpt.f > ¥antefswtp. Prospective jwt

and jnt are replaced by forms without –t in Late Egyptian and do not survive

in Demotic or Coptic.2

The stp.n.f also disappears after Middle Egyptian, except in literary texts. It

has been argued that the Late Egyptian preterite stp.f derives from the Middle

Egyptian stp.n.f,3 but its more obvious ancestor is the stp.f of Old Egyptian,

also found occasionally in Middle Egyptian alongside the more common stp.n.f:

e.g.,

[11.5] h. .n rdj.f wj m r.f (ShS. 76–77)

stand-up.comp give.3msg 1sg in mouth.3msg

Then he put me in his mouth.

[11.6] h. .n rdj.n.j wj h. r h
¯

t.j (ShS. 161)

stand-up.comp give.comp.1sg 1sg on belly.1sg

Then I put myself on my belly.
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Moreover, the preterite stp.f is most likely identical with the stp.f used subjunc-

tively, which is continuous from Old Egyptian into Demotic and the Coptic

t–causative. The disappearance of the stp.n.f in Late Egyptian is also mirrored

by the loss of the stp.n.f relative form.

Although the stp.f continues in preterite and subjunctive use from Old Egyp-

tian through Demotic, the use of the form with present reference or gnomic

sense is lost between Middle and Late Egyptian – except, for gnomic use, in

the negation nj stp.f > bw stp.f, for which compare the following examples:

[11.7] nj jr.t n jr m t t (Leb. 116)

neg do.pass for dopcpl in dem moment

No one does for the doer in this time.

[11.8] bw jrj.tw qm m r h. d
¯

t.f (Amenemope 22, 18)

neg do.pass createinf to damageinf
.3msg

No one creates in order to damage it.

Initially, the language seems to have distinguished between the stp.f, with

gnomic sense, and subject–stp.f, expressing action in progress. The former is

attested mostly in statements with the verbs mrj “like” and msd
¯

j “hate”: e.g.,

[11.9] mr sw njwt.f r h. w (Sin. B 66)

love 3msg town.3msg with-respect-to limbpl

His town loves him more than itself.

[11.10] bwt.f qdd msd
¯

.f b gj (Pyr. 721d)

abominatenf
.3msg sleepinf hate.3msg be-wearyinf

What he abominates is to sleep; he hates to be weary.

The stp.f itself can also denote action in progress, but this is most often the

case in clauses where the pronominal subject of the form is coreferential with

a noun in the governing clause, which can be considered an extension of the

subject–stp.f construction, e.g.:

[11.11] m w h. rw d
¯

j.f nh
˘

n jt.f (Pyr. 1980b)

seeinf Horus give.3msg life to father.3msg

the sight of Horus giving life to his father.

This circumstantial use of the stp.f continues in Middle Egyptian. With the

introduction of subject–h. r-stp to express progressive action, the older subject–

stp.f construction eventually assumed the role of gnomic reference, replacing

the stp.f in that function in main clauses. In Late Egyptian, subject–h. r-stp has

superseded the stp.f as an expression of both gnomic and progressive action,

in clauses of concomitant circumstance as well as in main clauses, functions it

retains into Coptic. This history, described in detail in Chapter 9, Section 9.5,

can be summarized as follows:
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Gnomic Progressive

PT stp.f stp.f (circ. clauses)

subject–stp.f

OE–ME subject–stp.f stp.f (circ. clauses)

subject–h. r-stp

ME subject–h. r-stp stp.f (circ. clauses)

subject–h. r-stp

LE subject–(h. r)-stp subject–(h. r)-stp

Demotic subject–stp subject–stp

Coptic First Present First Present

A similar development, historically somewhat later, is visible in the use of the

stp.f with future reference or subjunctive sense and the Third Future construc-

tion subject–r-stp:

Future Subjunctive

PT stp.f stp.f

OE–LE stp.f

subject–r-stp

stp.f

Demotic subject–r-stp stp.f

subject–r-stp

Coptic First Future Third Future

11.2 Semantic features

Throughout the history of Egyptian, most semantic categories of the verbal

system remain essentially the same. What changes over time are primarily the

means by which some of those categories are expressed and the features of

some categories.

11.2.1 Voice

The language originally distinguished between active and passive voice in some

verb forms but eventually lost the passive through a process that began in Middle

Egyptian and ended in Demotic. The imperative and active participle have only

active use, and the passive stp.f and passive participle, only passive use. Most

other forms are active unless specified for passive use by the suffix tj/tw. The

stative and infinitival forms (including the stpt.f and stptj.fj) are neutral with

respect to voice and capable of passive as well as active use without apparent

formal modification.

The passive stp.f is more common in Old Egyptian than in Middle Egyptian,

where it becomes limited in function and is usually replaced by the tw-passive

of the stp.f or stp.n.f. Although it survives into Late Egyptian, it is even more

limited there, restricted to a few verbs and mostly to administrative texts. The

passive formed with tw also survives in Late Egyptian, although for the stp.f it

is largely restricted to the verbs jnj “get” and dj “give” as object of the verb dj.
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The passive in this stage is commonly expressed by an active form with third

person plural suffix, which is the construction that survives in Demotic and

Coptic. The passive participle has a similar historical trajectory. It is productive

in Old and Middle Egyptian, but by Late Egyptian it is attested mostly for the

verbs jrj “do,” gmj “find,” and dj “give,” and it does not survive into Demotic.

11.2.2 Dynamism

The distinction between state, as expressed by the stative, and action, as

expressed by the other finite verb forms, exists throughout the history of the

language. The use of the stative, however, becomes increasingly restricted from

Old Egyptian to Coptic, as discussed in Section 11.1, above.

11.2.3 Mood

Forms marked for mood in Egyptian I are the imperative (jussive) and the three

contingent forms stp.h
˘

r.f (necessity) and stp.jn.f and stp.k .f (consequence)

and their analytic counterparts. Of these, only the imperative (of some verbs)

survives into Late Egyptian.

Constructions marked for mood in Egyptian I are stp.f w/ and jm.f stp,

which negate the stp.f in subjunctive use; the last of these is still found in Late

Egyptian. Affirmative constructions with specific modal value first appear in

Demotic, where the stp.f in subjunctive use is eventually replaced by my stp.f >

my jr.f stp, ancestor of the Coptic Optative marefswtp. As noted above, jw.f r

stp also begins to assume the role of a subjunctive in Demotic, and is regularly

used as such in the Coptic Third Future.

The language thus loses the modal categories of necessity and consequence

after Middle Egyptian but retains that of the subjunctive throughout its history.

A full division between jussive and optative uses of the latter does not occur

until Coptic.

11.2.4 Aspect

The aspect of imperfective action, conveyed lexically by geminated stems, is

lost after Middle Egyptian. Gemination remains a feature of 2ae-gem. roots

but disappears from inflected forms, with the exception of some infinitives (see

p. 97, above).

On the phrasal level, aspectual forms and constructions in Egyptian I are the

stative and stp.n.f, marked for completed action, and the subject–stp.f and

subject–h. r-stp constructions, both originally expressing progressive action.

In Middle Egyptian, the stative has become largely an expression of state

rather than completed action, and subject–h. r-stp has come to express gnomic

as well as progressive action, a characteristic it retains into Coptic (as the

First Present). By Late Egyptian, the language has lost the stp.n.f and the
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subject–stp.f construction. At that point, aspect is a feature only of the negation

bw stpt.f > bw jrt.f stp (perfect).

Progressive action does not reappear as a primary feature of any verb form

or construction,4 but Demotic and Coptic both create analytic constructions

specifically marked for completed action: Demotic, with its w h. .f stp construc-

tion, which survives in some Coptic dialects as xafswtp (Third Perfect), and

Coptic, with its periphrastic constructions using ouw and khn.

11.2.5 Tense

No inflected forms in Egyptian I are inherently marked either as specifically

non-temporal (gnomic) or for absolute tense. A few express relative future

action (stp.k .f, stpt.f, and stptj.fj), as does the construction subject–r-stp. Tem-

poral specification begins with negative constructions: nj zp stp.f in Old Egyp-

tian and nj p .f stp in Middle Egyptian, both with consistent past reference (also

perfect), and nn stp.f as a negation of future action in Middle Egyptian, usually

absolute but also relative. In Late Egyptian the latter two become, respectively,

past bwpw.f stp (also perfect) and future bn stp.f; bw stp.f also appears as

a gnomic negation, probably deriving from occasional uses of older nj stp.f

(Ex. 11.7).

Demotic has the first affirmative construction with specifically gnomic mean-

ing, h
˘

r stp.f > h
˘

r jr.f stp. It also creates a new relative future tense, e.f n stp

(First Future), as the form used for this purpose in Late Egyptian to Demotic,

jw.f r stp (Third Future), takes on subjunctive rather than future meaning. In

Coptic, the primary verb forms other than the First Present and Third Future

are marked for relative tense: First Perfect afswtp (past, also perfect), First

Aorist ¥afswtp (gnomic), and First Future fnaswtp.

Overall, the history of the language shows a development from an atemporal

and aspectual system to a temporal one. The temporal categories that can

be expressed, however, remain the same from Old Egyptian to Coptic: past,

gnomic, and future. Forms that express these are primarily marked for relative

rather than absolute tense.

11.2.6 Specificity

Between Middle and Late Egyptian, the language also lost the notion of speci-

ficity conveyed by jw. As noted in Chapter 7, Section 7.5, and Chapter 9,

Section 9.6, this particle has a pragmatic function in Old and Middle Egyp-

tian, indicating that the statement it precedes is restricted in validity to the

statement’s context, either the moment of speaking or a preceding statement.

This function is ancestral to the introductory particle of the Third Future in

Egyptian II but has become grammaticalized in that construction, as shown by

the retention of the particle in subordinate clauses – e.g., after ntj, for which

compare Ex. 11.12 (Middle Egyptian) and Ex. 11.13 (Late Egyptian):
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[11.12] p h
¯

rdw 3 . . . ntj r jrt j wt twy (Westcar 9, 24–25)

the boy three . . . sub
rel to doinf office dem

the three boys . . . who are to exercise this office

[11.13] p ntj jw.f r ph. p sšd (LES 3, 8)

the sub
rel

fut.3msg to reachinf the window

the one who is to reach the window

The particle jw does retain referential value in Egyptian II, although as a

subordinating morpheme only (discussed in Chapter 12, Section 12.6.5); in

this function it is also attested with the Third Future,5 e.g.:

[11.14] smn st n.f jw j.w smn n z z .f (Gardiner 1933, pl. 7, 3)

setimp 3pl for.3msg sub fut.3pl setinf for son son.3msg

Set them for him, and they will be set for his son’s son.

[11.15] jr.k r jt r pr-b st . . .

e jr.k jr p nt mr.k-s (Setne I 5, 9)

fut.2msg to comeinf to Bubastis . . .

sub fut.2msg to doinf the sub
rel want.2msg-3sg

You are to come to Bubastis . . .

and you will do what you want.

As exemplified in the last example, and noted in Chapter 10 (p. 147), jw as

an element of the Third Future has an alternant jr, from the verb jrj “do.” In

Late Egyptian this regularly appears with nominal subjects, i.e. jr noun (r)

stp vs. jw.f (r) stp.6 In Demotic it is a variant of e (< jw) with pronominal

subject as well, and with nominal subject also has the form j.jr/r-jr. In Coptic,

the pronominal form has become e/a– and the nominal one ere/ele– except

in Akhmimic, which has a– for both, and in the negative Third Future, which

is uniformly nne–, with e < r usually omitted.

Coptic ere/ele– demonstrates that jr/j.jr/r-jr is not merely a graphic variant

of jw/e. Its use may reflect instead the process of grammaticalization: while

jw.f r became a recognizable combination of future morpheme and pronominal

subject (> afa/efe/ efa–), a nominal subject may have been felt to separate

the disjunct elements of the future morpheme (jw > a/e and r > a/e) too

widely, leading to the (future) use of the stp.f of jrj in place of jw. The negative

construction, however, was evidently distinct enough to obviate the second part

of the future morpheme, as in the affirmative with jr. Thus:

jw.f r stp > afaswtp/efeswtp/efaswtp

jw noun r stp > jr noun (r) stp > ere/ele–noun–(e)–swtp

bn jw.f (r) stp > nnef(e)swtp and bn jw/jr noun (r) stp >

nne–noun–(e)swtp.

Akhmimic has perhaps generalized jr to all subjects. Evidence of this process

may exist in the Demotic variation between e and jr with pronominal subject,

if this is not merely phonological.
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12 Subordination

Subordination of clauses in Egyptian is both paratactic (conveyed by context

alone) and hypotactic (marked by morphemes or by dedicated forms and con-

structions): e.g.,

[12.1] gm.n.j h. f w pw (ShS. 61–62)

find.comp.1sg snake dem

I found it was a snake.

[12.2] d
¯

d.f z .f js pw (CT III, 181b–c)

say.3msg son.3msg sub dem

He says that he is his son.

The use of these methods is partly conditioned by syntactic and pragmatic

considerations,1 but the history of the language also shows an overall develop-

ment from parataxis to hypotaxis.

Grammatical studies of Egyptian have traditionally distinguished between

three kinds of subordinate clause on the basis of syntactic function: noun

clause, used as nominal predicate, as subject of another predicate, as object of

a verb or preposition, and as the second element of a genitival construction;

adverb clause, primarily describing a circumstance accompanying the govern-

ing clause; and relative clause, which functions like an adjective. To a certain

extent, these functional labels are valid, in that some kinds of hypotaxis are

syntactically restricted: sk, for instance, marking clauses of circumstance, and

wnt, introducing those that function as the complement of a verb or object

of a preposition. Other kinds of hypotaxis, however, are less limited. The

enclitic particle js, for example, is used in Egyptian I not only in noun clauses

(Ex. 12.2), but also in those with adverbial function: e.g.,

[12.3] m n.j njw h. n jmn jnk js h
˘

j pr (CT VII, 470a–b)

see.2sg Niu with Amun 1sg sub akh equippcpl/pass

I will see Niu and Amun, since I am an equipped akh.

Similarly, the particle jw in Late Egyptian introduces both adverb clauses and

certain kinds of relative clauses:

164
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[12.4] djw.k jryw p j nt
¯
r p j hrw 29

jw.f mnj.w t y.k mr (LES 69, 11–12)

give.2msg do dem god great dem day 29

sub.3msg moorst
.3msg dem.2msg harbor

You have made this great god spend these twenty-nine days

moored in your harbor.

[12.5] w jpwtj . . . jw.f rh
˘

zh
¯

w (LES 73, 3–4)

a messenger . . . sub.3msg learnst writeinf

a messenger . . . who knows writing.

In Egyptian I, ntt marks both noun clauses and relative clauses with a femi-

nine singular referent. The Late Egyptian prepositional phrase r d
¯

d “to say”

introduces not only noun clauses but also some relative clauses and adverbial

clauses of purpose:

[12.6] jr sd
¯

m.(j) r d
¯

d th.tn r n n rmt
¯

(KRI I, 322, 7–9)

with-respect-to hear.1sg to say transgress.2msg with-respect-to thepl

of people

If I hear that you have transgressed against the people.

[12.7] sd
¯

d.j n.k ky dmjt št w r d
¯

d kupna rn.f (Anastasi I, 20, 7)

relate.1sg to.2msg other town remote to say Byblos name.3msg

I will tell you of another remote town, whose name is Byblos.

[12.8] j.jr.j j y n.k r d
¯

d d
¯

y.k (LES 43, 9–10)

don
.1sg comeinf to.2msg to say ferry.2msg

I have come to you so that you might ferry (me).

Also in Egyptian I, examples of parataxis are attested for all three kinds of

clauses:

[12.9] p d
¯

d jw.k rh
˘

.t t
¯

z dp h. sq (Westcar 8, 12–13)

the sayinf
ref.2msg learnst

.2sg tieinf head severpcpl/pass

the report (that) you know how to tie on a severed head

[12.10] jnk š d d
¯

rt.f jw.f nh
˘

(Urk. IV, 894, 1)

1sg cutpcpl hand.3msg ref.3msg livest

I was the one who cut off his hand while he was alive.

[12.11] m sm zj jw.k rh
˘

.tj h
˘

w.f (Merikare E 50)

not-doimp killinf man ref.2msg learn
st.2sg useinf.3msg

Don’t kill a man whose usefulness you know.

These data indicate that the form of a subordinate clause in Egyptian is not

determined by whatever syntactic function the clause might have. Instead,

the various kinds of subordination express semantic differences or pragmatic

considerations, determined either by the governing element or by the speaker’s

choice.

Parataxis is attested for clauses with non-verbal and pseudo-verbal predi-

cates, the stp.f and subject–stp.f, the stp.n.f, the stative and subject–stative, and
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some negative constructions. These occur in nominal, adverbial, and attribu-

tive use. Parataxis is more common in Old and Middle Egyptian than in

Egyptian II.

Hypotaxis involves the use of dedicated verb forms and constructions or

of morphemes that serve to subordinate forms and constructions capable of

independent use. These are attested in clauses that have nominal, adverbial,

and attributive use. Hypotaxis occurs throughout the history of the language

but is more common in Egyptian II than in Old and Middle Egyptian.

12.1 Parataxis: noun clauses

The subject–stp.f construction and the stative are not attested in unmarked noun

clauses. Examples of a non-verbal predicate and subject–stative have been cited

above (Exx. 12.1 and 12.9, respectively); another instance of the latter is the

following:

[12.12] jw dj.n.j šm n jwnj n h. f t m h
˘

t jw-mjtrw s nh
˘

.t (CG 20001, b6)

ref give.comp.1sg thin-barley to Iuni to Hefat in wake Iumitru

make-livest
.3fsg

I gave thin barley to Iuni and to Hefat after Iumitru had been kept alive.

The stp.f and stp.n.f are common in noun clauses. It is usually impossible, how-

ever, to determine whether a particular instance involves the suffix-conjugation

forms or their nominal counterparts (discussed in Section 12.4, below). At least

some uses of the stp.f in noun clauses, however, involve parataxis. This is likely

for the passive stp.f in unmarked noun clauses, since the nominal form is only

active:

[12.13] r m z t.f . . . m h
˘

t msw.s (Urk. IV, 228, 2–3)

to seeinf daughter.3msg . . . in wake give-birthpass
.3fsg

to see his daughter . . . after she was born

For the active stp.f, parataxis is most evident, and most common, in the rd
¯

j stp.f

construction (Chapter 8, Section 8.1), where the stp.f serves as complement of

the verb rd
¯

j > rdj. This construction begins to supplant the lexical causative

stem already in the Pyramid Texts (Exx. 8.1–2). It survives in Coptic in two

forms, the t–causative and a causative prefix. The former is descended from

the infinitive of rd
¯

j plus the stp.f and has become a lexical verb, e.g. djt h.
“make stand” > texo/taxo/taxa “erect.” The latter is derived from djt jr.f in

most dialects (b cref–, flms tref–) but apparently from djt.f in Akhmimic

(tf–) and is used as a prefix to the infinitive in verb forms: e.g.,

[12.14] +natreuei (Apoc. 3:9)

1sg-fut-make-3pl-comeinf

I will make them come.
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Nominal parataxis is less common in Egyptian II. The stp.f is used in Late

Egyptian as object of the prepositional phrase m d
¯

r “when, once” (literally, “in

the limit of”):

[12.15] jw.tw djt n.f jrt.f m-d
¯

r ph. .f st (Abbott 5, 1)

sub.pass giveinf to.3msg eye.3msg in limit reach.3msg 3pl

And he was given his sight when he reached them.

The same construction exists in Demotic, where the conjunction has the form

n-d
¯

rt, ntj-e, n-t , or mtw, e.g.:

[12.16] h. lg.f n n .f h
¯

rṱw n-d
¯

rt gm.f st e.w nh
˘

(Setne I, 5, 35)

embrace.3msg to dem
pl.3msg when find.3msg 3pl sub.3pl livest

He embraced his children when he found them alive.

The Coptic reflex of this construction, a dedicated verb form known as the

Temporal, uses the prefix aflms ntare/ntere and b eta (2fsg etare, 2pl

etaretetn) with a nominal or pronominal suffix subject and the infinitive:

[12.17] ntererouxe ¥wpe afei (Matt. 14:17)

when-evening happeninf
pp-3msg-comeinf

When evening had happened, he came.

Late Egyptian also uses both subject–stative and the stp.f as a past tense after

the prepositional phrase m h
˘

t “after” (literally, “in the wake of”), e.g.:

[12.18] m h
˘

t p h
¯

rdw y (LES 2, 1)

in wake the boy become-bigst

after the boy had grown up

[12.19] m h
˘

t d
¯

d n.sn h. mtj p j-h
˘

rw (Abbott 4, 13)

in wake say to.3pl coppersmith Paikharu

after coppersmith Paikharu said to them

This use does not survive in Demotic or Coptic.

12.2 Parataxis: adverb clauses

Parataxis is extremely common in Egyptian I adverb clauses. These always

follow the governing clause:

[12.20] mdw.k n nswt jb.k m- .k (ShS. 15–16)

speak.2msg to king mind.2msg with.2msg

You should speak to the king with your wits about you.

[12.21] sd
¯

m.n.j h
˘

rw.f jw.f mdw.f / h. r mdt (Sin. R 25 / B 1–2)

hear.comp.1sg voice.3msg ref.3msg speak.3msg / on speakinf

I heard his voice as he was speaking.

[12.22] šnwy.j d
¯

df m .j srw.s (Herdsman 4–5)

hair.1sg crawl
st seeg

.1sg pelt.3fsg

My hair crawled as I saw her pelt.
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[12.23] d
¯

d.n.f nn rh
˘

.n.f qd.j sd
¯

m.n.f šs .j

mtr.n wj rmt
¯

kmt ntjw jm h. n .f (Sin. B 32–34)

say.comp.3msg dem learn.comp.3msg character.1sg hear.comp.3msg

experience.1sg

testify.comp 1sg people Egypt sub
rel/mpl inadv with.3msg

He said this because he had learned of my character and heard of my

experience,

Egyptians who were there with him having witnessed to me.

[12.24] jzwt.n jj.t d.t

nn nhw n mš .n (ShS. 7–8)

crewcoll.1pl comest
.3fsg become-safest

.3fsg

neg loss of expedition.1pl

Our crew has returned safe,

with no loss of our expedition.

[12.25] h. .n wšb.n.j n.f st

wj.j h
˘

m m b h. .f (ShS. 86–88)

stand-up.comp respond.comp.1sg to.3msg 3nl

armdu
.1sg bendst in presence.3msg

Then I responded to him,

my arms bent in his presence.

[12.26] jw.f h. r h. d
¯

r rk h. rw

nj qn.n.f (Merikare E 93)

ref.3msg on fightinf since time Horus

neg finish.comp.3msg

He has been fighting since Horus’s time,

without being able to prevail.

The nj stpt.f construction is also used regularly in unmarked adverb clauses

(Exx. 9.35–36).

Adverbial parataxis in Egyptian II is largely limited to use of the stp.f in a

final clause (of purpose or result) in Late Egyptian and Demotic, and of the

stative as complement of gmj “find” and h
˘

pr “happen” in Late Egyptian:

[12.27] j.jr nh y hrw d q j n.j wh
˘

.j sw (LES 63, 2–3)

doimp some day here beside to.1sg seek.1sg 3sg

Spend a few days here beside me so that I can (or “and I will”) look for it.

[12.28] jm š ṱ.y n.k w h
˘

t (Myth. 18, 4–5)

comeimp cut.1sg for.2msg a tree

Come and I will cut a tree for you.

[12.29] gm.n st wd
¯

(Abbott 7, 12)

find.1sg 3pl become-soundst

We found them intact.

[12.30] h
˘

prw.j h. ms.k h. qr.tw h
¯

r n nhwt (BM 10403, 3, 5–6)

happen.1sg sit-downst
.1sg hungerst

.3fsg under thepl sycamorepl

I happened to be sitting, hungry, under the sycamores.
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Occasional instances of parataxis with other constructions are also attested in

Late Egyptian, e.g.:

[12.31] gm.(j) bn st m h. swt (Anastasi I, 4, 7)

find.1sg neg 3pl in blessingpl

I found they did not have blessings.2

The stp.f expressing result is eventually replaced in Demotic by a periphrastic

construction with dj.y (literally, “I will give”) and the stp.f or jr.f stp, e.g.:

[12.32] h
˘

m b t dj.y y t y.k šf t (Ankhsh. 17, 26)

become-smallinf temper give.1sg become-big dem
f
.2msg awef

Be small of temper and awe of you will get big.

[12.33] mts p y.k šr dj.y jr p t mr.f (Ankhsh. 1, 12)

educateinf
dem.2msg son give.1sg do the land loveinf

.3msg

Educate your son and the land will love him.

In Coptic this becomes a dedicated verb form, the Finalis (als tarefswtp, f

talefswtp, mp ntarefswtp), used for the same purpose:

[12.34] ¥ine taretnqine (Luke 11:9)

seekinf
sub

fin
-2pl-findinf

Seek and you will find.

12.3 Parataxis: relative clauses

Parataxis in relative clauses is mostly a feature of Egyptian I, involving the

use of a non-verbal or verbal predicate, or a negative construction, after an

undefined antecedent, e.g.:

[12.35] jw wn nd
¯

s d
¯

dj rn.f

h. ms.f m d
¯

d-snfrw m h
˘

rw (Westcar 6, 26–7, 1)

ref be small Djedu name.3msg

sit.3msg in Djed-Snefru true voice

There is a commoner, whose name is Djedi,

who lives in Djed-Snefru, justified.

[12.36] ms pw n h
¯

n-[nh
˘

n]

jw.f r šzp [h. d
¯

]t (Neferti 59)

offspring dem of Nekhen’s-Interior

ref.3msg to receiveinf whitef

He is a child of southern Egypt,

who is to receive the White Crown.

[12.37] špss pw n.f h
˘

wt (Neferti 10)

special dem great to.2msg thingpl

He was a noble whose property was great.

[12.38] zt h. jmt d
¯

d grg r.s (Leb. 98–99)

woman female saypass lie with-respect-to.3fsg

a woman about whom a lie has been said
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[12.39] zt jt.n.s rnpwt š nj jj.n n.s h. smn.s (Ebers 97, 2)

woman take.comp.3fsg yearpl many neg come.comp for.fsg

menstruation.3fsg

a woman who has achieved many years, to whom her

menstruation does not come

[12.40] š t jst srwh
˘

.tj h. r mrh. t (Ebers 49, 1–2)

cutpcpl/pass/f oldf boilst
.3fsg on oil

an old sheet of papyrus, which has been boiled in oil

[12.41] m sm zj jw.k rh
˘

.tj h
˘

w.f (Merikare E 50)

not-doimp killinf man ref.2msg learnst
.2sg useinf.3msg

Don’t kill a man whose usefulness you know.

Such clauses can also be used after proper names or vocatives, e.g.:

[12.42] j j t wrt st
¯
.s w d

¯
(Pyr. 567a–b)

o hillf greatf shoot.3fsg papyrus

O great hill that strews papyrus!

Paratactic use of non-verbal clauses is attested occasionally in Late Egyptian

as well:

[12.43] p j wt š š bj t y.f j wt (BM 10052, 3, 16)

the old silly bad dem.3msg oldinf

You silly old man, whose old age is bad!

[12.44] h. mtj p y-h
˘

uru z h
˘

uruya mjwt.f myt-šrjw (Abbott 4, 13)

coppersmith Paikhuru son Khuruya mother.3msg Miyetsheri

coppersmith Paikhuru son of Khuruya, whose mother is Miyetsheri

[12.45] ky dmjt n p yama d
¯

ira n mrw rn.f (Anastasi I, 21, 1–2)

other town of the sea Tyre of Port name.3msg

another town of the sea, whose name is Tyre of the Port

12.4 Hypotaxis: nominal forms

Egyptian I has four dedicated hypotactic verb forms: the active and passive

participles and the nominal stp.f and stp.n.f. All four are used in relative clauses,

and the nominal forms are used non-attributively in noun clauses as well.

The attributives survive to varying degrees into Coptic (Chapter 11,

Section 11.1). Their history can be summarized as follows:

Participle Nominal

Active Passive stp.f stp.n.f

OE–ME
√ √ √ √

LE
√

limited
√

–

Demotic
√

–
√

–

Coptic ene/ena – enef/enaf –
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In attributive use, the participles and relative forms of Egyptian I signal their

dependence on an antecedent (expressed or not) by the addition of coreferential

gender and number endings, e.g. mdtfsg tn “this speech” + d
¯

d.n.f “that he

said” → mdtfsg tn d
¯

dtfsg.n.f (Peas. B2, 118) “this speech that he said.”3 In Late

Egyptian and Demotic, subordination is signaled by the form alone, perhaps

merely its (vocalic) prefix, i.e. n šm j.wnw.k jm (BM 10052, 1, 6) “the activities

that you were in” vs. wnw.k jm (Mayer A, 9, 1) “you were there.” In both

cases, however, the morphology is not a mark of attributive subordination but

of nominalization, because such forms function syntactically as nouns rather

than solely as adjectives (see Chapter 6, Section 6.5). Attributive use is thus

incidental to the forms themselves, and this is reflected in the eventual loss of

coreferential gender and number.

Non-attributive uses of the nominal forms are traditionally called “nominal”

and “emphatic.” The forms in such uses are known as “second tenses,” after

their realization in Coptic (discussed below).

In nominal function, the nominal form serves as predicate of a clause that

typically corresponds to a noun – for example, the object of a verb or preposi-

tion, the subject of another predicate, or both elements of a balanced sentence

(cf. Ex. 7.2):

[12.46] wd
¯

.n r jrr.f sw (CT VI, 210i)

decree.comp sun dog/n
.3msg 3msg

The Sun has decreed that he do it.

[12.47] mj jrr.k r h
˘

jw (CT V, 322j)

like dog/n
.2msg with-respect-to akhpl

like you do against the akhs.

[12.48] jw h
˘

wrt jrr zj h
˘

t n jb.f n nbt.f (CG 20543, 18)

ref useful greatadv dog/n man usefulf to mind.3msg for mistress.3msg

It is very useful that a man do what is useful in his mind for his mistress.

[12.49] mrr.f jrr.f (Pyr. 412b)

likeg/n
.3msg dog/n

.3msg

Whenever he likes, he acts.

This use of the nominal forms is common in Old and Middle Egyptian. In

Egyptian II, only subject function has survived, primarily in Late Egyptian:

[12.50] mtw h
˘

prw j.jr.j šm jm r šd h
˘

t (Mayer A, 6, 13)

conj happen.ø don
.1sg goinf inadv to takeinf wood

and it happened that I went there to take wood

Egyptian II also has a construction in which the noun clause is used abso-

lutely, with exclamatory value, e.g.:

[12.51] bw jrw t
¯

t šzp n h. bs d
¯

d j.jrw.k mh. .w (Nevill vo. 1)

neg do vizier receiveinf thepl cloth sayinf don
.2msg fillinf

.3pl

The vizier does not receive the clothes, saying, “You make up for them!”4
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[12.52] anau etbnknte ntaksxouwrs ntas¥ooue (Mark 11:21)

lookimp to-the-fig-tree sub
rel-pp-2msg-curseinf

.3fsg sub
n
-pp-3fsg-dryinf

Look at the fig tree that you cursed: it has dried up!5

This use is comparable to that of noun clauses in other languages, such as

French and German, e.g.:

[12.53] Qu’il me laisse tranquille!

If only he’d leave me alone!

[12.54] Dass die U-Bahn noch fährt! 6

The subway’s still running!

Such cases are normally explained as elliptical, i.e. (Je veux) qu’il me laisse

tranquille “(I wish) that he’d leave me alone” and (Es ist unglaublich) dass

die U-Bahn noch fährt “(It’s unbelievable) that the subway’s still running.”

The same analysis is unlikely for Egyptian, however, since the second tenses

are not used as object noun clauses in Egyptian II and no examples of this use

have been identified for Egyptian I.

In emphatic use, the nominal form is a non-rhematic predicate. Use of a

nominal form identifies the predicate as thematic (given information, normally

associated with the subject) and shifts the primary interest of the sentence (its

rheme, or new information, normally expressed by the predicate) to some other

element of the sentence: typically, a prepositional phrase, adverb, or dependent

clause. From Old Egyptian to Coptic, such constructions are especially common

in questions with interrogative adverbs or prepositional phrases, which are

always the rheme:

[12.55] pr.n.k t
¯
nj (Pyr. 1091b)

emergen.comp.2msg where

Where have you come from?

[12.56] dd.tn n.f h. r mj (Adm. 5, 9)

giveg/n
.2pl to.3msg on what

Why do you give to him?

[12.57] j.jrw.k gm.st mj jh
˘

(BM 10052, 1, 16)

don
.2msg findinf

.3fsg like what

How did you find it?

[12.58] e.jr.k sby n-jm.y db jh̭ (Setne I, 3, 11)

don
.2msg laughinf in.1sg with-relation-to what

Why do you laugh at me?

[12.59] esnarsxime nnim mmoou (Mark 12:23)

sub
n
-3fsg-fut-doinf-woman of-who in-3pl

Of which of them will she be wife?

In Egyptian I, nominal forms are most easily identified morphologically

in the geminated stp.f of verbs with non-geminated roots, such as those in
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Exx. 12.46–49. Since the nominal stp.f in attributive use has a perfective as

well as an imperfective form, however, it would seem likely that the former

was also used non-attributively. Examples such as the following indicate that

this was in fact the case (compare Exx. 12.46–48):

[12.60] jn t.j wd
¯

jr.j st (Urk. IV, 1326, 13)

spec father.1sg decreepcpl don
.1sg 3nl

My father is the one who decreed that I do it.

[12.61] k w jm h. n nqwt šzpt mj jr.t.s (ShS. 49–50)

figpl inadv with figpl meloncoll like don.pass.3fsg

Unripe and ripe sycamore figs were there, and melons as if they were

cultivated.

[12.62] twt wrt jr.k mnw.k m jwnw (Berlin 3029, 2, 4)

fitting greatadv don
.2msg monument.2msg in Heliopolis

It is very fitting that you make your monument in Heliopolis.

Since the stative or subject-stative is the usual intransitive counterpart of the

transitive stp.n.f (Chapter 9, Section 9.4), the stp.n.f of intransitive verbs is also

generally recognized as nominal (Ex. 12.55).

Presumably, the choice of the geminated or ungeminated stp.f in nomi-

nal function was conditioned by semantic considerations, e.g. the distinction

between multiple or normative acts, as in Ex. 12.48, and a single act, as in Ex.

12.62. Similar alternation, with all three nominal forms, is visible in balanced

sentences, e.g.:

[12.63] prr.t
¯
n r pt m nrwt prr.j h. r dpt d

¯
nh. w.t

¯
n (CT III, 21f–g)

go-upg/n
.2pl to sky in vulturepl go-upg/n

.1sg on top wingpl
.2pl

When you go to the sky as vultures, I go on top of your wings.

[12.64] pr.f r pt pr.j d
¯

s.j h. n .f r pt (CT VI, 338c–d)

go-upn
.3msg to sky go-upn

.1sg self.1sg with.3msg to sky

Should he go to the sky, I myself will go with him to the sky.

[12.65] pr.n.sn r pt m bjkw pr.n.j h. r d
¯

nh. wj.sn (CT III, 115g–h)

go-upn
.comp.3pl to sky in falconpl go-upn

.comp.1sg on wingpl.3pl

When they went to the sky as falcons, I went on their wings.

It also occurs in emphatic sentences, where the ungeminated stp.f is occasion-

ally found as well as the geminated form and the stp.n.f (Exx. 12.55–56):

[12.66] jr.tw nn mj mj (Sin. B 202)

don
.pass dem like what

How was this done?

Late Egyptian has a single nominal form, which usually consists of the prefix

j.jr or r.jr followed by a nominal or suffix pronominal subject, with the infinitive

or an adverbial element as predicate. It is unmarked for tense and mood and

can thus be used with past, present, gnomic, future, or subjunctive meaning:
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[12.67] j.jr.j jnt.f r d
¯

b jtj (BM 10052, 11, 7–8)

don
.1sg getinf

.3msg to exchange barley

I got it in exchange for barley.

[12.68] j.jr.tw jrj grg r nb d (LES 75, 8–9)

don
.pass doinf lieinf sun quant here

Here, lying is done every day.

[12.69] j.jr.s mt dm (LES 19, 11)

don
.3fsg dieinf knife

She will die by knife.

[12.70] j.jr.f h b n.tn š t r h. t (LRL 73, 15–16)

don
.3msg sendinf to.2pl letter to front

He should send you a letter first.

Besides the analytic nominal form, Late Egyptian also uses the prefixed stp.f

of a few verbs as a second tense with future or subjunctive meaning:

[12.71] j.d
¯

d.n m m t (CG 65739, 27)

sayn
.1pl in truth

We will speak truthfully.

Because the usual second-tense construction can also have these meanings, this

probably represents an alternative morphology of the nominal form for these

verbs, as in attributive use (Chapter 10, Section 10.1), rather than a distinct

future/prospective form.7

Late Egyptian also retains the geminated nominal stp.f of Egyptian I in a

single construction consisting of the verb wnn as an auxiliary normally followed

by a jw clause:

[12.72] wnn p jtn h. r wbn

jw.j h. r wpt h. n .k m b h. .f (LES 16, 3–4)

beg/n the sun-disk on riseinf

sub.1sg on partinf with.2msg in presence.3msg

When the sun disk rises,

I will be judged with you before him.

In this case, the use of wnn signals that the initial clause is of less interest than

the clause that follows.8

In Demotic, second tenses are expressed by means of the j.jr/r.jr

construction.9 First Present predicates, including the stative, have the same

values as in the Late Egyptian construction:

[12.73] r.jr.f djt h. r.f r p pr-h. d (Setne I, 5, 13)

don
.3msg giveinf face.3msg to the silver-house

Where he headed was to the treasury.

[12.74] e.jr.k sby n-jm.y db jh̭ (Setne I, 3, 11)

don
.2msg laughinf in.1sg with-relation-to what

Why do you laugh at me?
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[12.75] e.jr.s jt r bw n y r wšte m b h. pth. (Setne I, 5, 3)

don
.3fsg comeinf to place dem to worshipinf in presence Ptah

She comes to this place specifically to worship before Ptah.

[12.76] j.jr.k h
˘

n t dw t (Mag. 2, 19)

don
.2msg appearinf in the Duat

Where you should appear is in the Duat.

Demotic also uses the prefix j.jr/r.jr to form second-tense counterparts of the

h
˘

r stp.f construction and the Third Future:

[12.77] j.jr h
˘

r sdr.y n.y n rwhj r t y.y swt šw.w (Myth. 14, 8–9)

don
.2msg gn sleep.1sg for.1sg sub dem

f.1sg throatf dryst.3msg

I sleep in the evening with my throat dry.

[12.78] j.jr e.y r djt n.k n t h
¯

t n t jh. t sh. mt (Mag. 7, 1)

don
fut.1sg to giveinf to.2msg from thef belly of thef cow female

I will give you only the belly of the female cow.

In place of the single second-tense marker j.jr/r.jr/e.jr of Late Egyptian and

Demotic, Coptic uses a number of distinct second-tense forms:

Second Present

abm are−/afswtp, f ale−/afswtp, ls ere–/efswtp

Second Future

ab are−/afnaswtp, f ale−/afneswtp, ls ere−/efnaswtp, m are−/

afneswtp

Second Aorist

a a5arefswtp, blms e¥are−/e¥afswtp, f n¥ale−/ nsafswtp10

Second Perfect

a nare−/nafswtp, b etafswtp, f aafswtp, ls ntafswtp.

An example of the Second Future has been cited in Ex. 12.59, above. Examples

of the other forms are:

[12.79] ekjw mpai" xarok mauaak (John 18:34)

n-2msg-sayinf of-dem under-2msg in-unique-2msg

Do you say this of your own accord?

[12.80] e¥aunejhrp bbrre exwt bbrre (Mark 2:22)

n-gn-3pl-putinf-wine of-new to sack of-new

They put new wine into new wineskin.

[12.81] ntafouonxfde ebol ntei"xe (John 21:1)

n-pp-3msg-revealinf
-3msg-and out in-dem

f-manner

And he revealed himself in this way.

The Second Present/Future and Second Aorist derive from their Demotic ances-

tors, j.jr.f stp and j.jr h
˘

r.f stp, respectively. The Second Perfect is a new con-

struction, but it has an antecedent in late Demotic ntj-e.f stp, mtw.f stp: e.g.,
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[12.82] mtw.k q r tnj (Myth. 9, 19)

n
pp

.2ms enterinf to where

To where did you enter?

Although it derives from the nominal form, the second-tense marker j.jr/r.jr/e.jr

in Late Egyptian and Demotic has become a signal of the second-tense con-

struction. This is shown both by its extension to h
˘

r stp.f and the Third Future in

Demotic and by its occasional use with a non-verbal predicate in both stages:

[12.83] j.jrw n t
¯
b r p j h. d

¯
(BM 10052, 5, 22)

don thepl vessel to dem silver big

The vases belong only to that main hoard.

[12.84] e.jr n wj n h. tp . . . h. r dwn p qh. rs n p wj (Setne I, 6, 13)

don thepl house of rest . . . under stretch the corner south of the house

The houses of rest . . . are along the south corner of the house.

Besides its grammaticalization as the prefix of a dedicated verb form, e/a

retains the same function in Coptic:

[12.85] tmnterogar mpnoute nesxn¥aje an (1Cor. 4:20)

thef
-abs-king-for of-the-god neg-n-3fsg-in-speech at-all

For the kingdom of God is not in speech.

Like those of Egyptian I, the second tenses of Egyptian II were originally

identical with nominal/attributive verb forms. This relationship is most apparent

in Late Egyptian, where the prefixed stp.f and j.jr.f stp are used for both, and

in Coptic in the Second Perfect (b etafswtp, ls ntafswtp for both) and

the Second Aorist (bls e¥afswtp, f n¥afswtp for both). It is less clear in

Demotic, where the second tense is j.jr.f/r.jr.f stp and the relative is r.stp.f, and

in other tenses and dialects in Coptic. These discrepancies are the result both

of diverse historical reflexes of the original Late Egyptian forms and of the

reinterpretation of j.jr/r.jr as a second-tense marker. It is significant, however,

that the new Second Perfect of late Demotic and Coptic clearly derives from a

clause introduced by the nominal/attributive converter ntj: Demotic ntj-e.f stp,

mtw.f stp > ntafswtp, etafswtp. This illustrates further the relationship

between the nominal forms and the attributives as well as the perseverance of

that relationship throughout Egyptian II.

Because the attributives are syntactically nominal, their nominal use is

hypotactic. This is most evident in clauses where such forms function as nouns,

as detailed in Section 12.1, above. In emphatic use, the nominal forms have been

analyzed as the subject of an adverbial predicate, and the emphatic sentence

therefore as a special kind of non-verbal sentence, i.e.:

[12.56] [dd.tn n.f]subject [h. r mj]predicate

[that-you-give to-him] [(is) on-account-of what]

Why do you give to him?
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In examples such as the following, however, this analysis would place the

adverbial predicate inside its nominal subject:

[12.86] prr n.f n n gmh. wt (Siut I, 301)

go-outg/n to.3msg dem
pl of wickpl

It is to him that those wicks go out.

The structure *[prr [n.f]predicate n n gmh. wt]subject “[that [(is) to him] these

wicks go out]” is inherently less probable than the thematic function described

above, i.e. prr remains the predicate, but the use of the nominal form signals that

the verb is not the rheme of the sentence. Similarly, in the following instance

of the construction exemplified in Ex. 12.72, the wnn clause does not serve as

nominal subject of the imperative in the second clause (which in any case is not

adverbial) but signals that the latter, rather than the initial clause, has primary

focus in the sentence:

[12.87] wnn t y.j š t h. r spr r.tn

h b n.j h. r p h
˘

prw nb m-dj.[w] (LEM 67, 5–6)

beg/n
dem

f
.1sg letter on reachinf to.2pl

sendinf to.1sg on the happenpcpl
quant with.3pl

When my letter reaches you,

write me about all that has happened with them.

Analysis of the nominal forms as subject is also implausible in view of the

cases illustrated in Exx. 12.83–85, where there is no nominal form of the verb,

i.e. *[es]subject [xn¥aje]predicate “[that it] [(is) in speech].”

The verb in emphatic sentences is thus nominalized, but not because it is the

subject. Instead, nominalization “thematizes” the verb and, in doing so, signals

that another element is the rheme, because the theme of a sentence is typically

nominal. Thus, in Ex. 12.67 j.jr.j jnt.f r d
¯

b jtj “I got it in exchange for barley,”

j.jr.j jnt.f is the predicate and theme and r d
¯

b jtj is the rheme: the fact that “I

got it” is given, or background information (thematic), and the new information

(the rheme) is supplied by the prepositional phrase “in exchange for barley.”

This contrasts with a non-emphatic statement such as the following:

[12.88] jn.j nh y n h
˘

t jm (Abbott 4, 16–17)

get.1sg some of thing inadv

I got some things there.

In this case, the predicate phrase jn.j nh y n h
˘

t “I got some things” is the rheme,

and the adverb jm supplies additional information: the sentence relates what

the speaker did, not how he did it.

The use of the nominal forms in emphatic sentences is a syntactic strategy

analogous to a cleft-sentence construction,11 in which the predicate is thema-

tized by means of a noun clause, e.g. “[That I got it]theme [was in exchange for

barley]rheme,” which is regularly transformed by moving the noun clause after
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the copular verb and replacing it by a “dummy” subject: “It was in exchange for

barley that I got it.” In English, this is one of two strategies for indicating that

the predicate is non-rhematic; the other is by means of stress. In any English

sentence (as in those of other languages), the primary stress is placed on the

rheme: “I got some things there.” The rheme can therefore be identified by

stress alone: “I got it in exchange for barley.” That Egyptian was similar to

English in this respect is shown by the Coptic descendants of the independent

pronouns, which receive full stress as non-verbal rheme but not in subject func-

tion (Exx. 7.17–18). Rhematization by means of stress alone is also suggested

in cases such as the following:

[12.89] jmj sspd.tw t šzpt ntt m p šj

mj.k wj j.kw r h. mst jm.s (Westcar 3, 6–8)

giveimp make-ready.pass dem
f gazebo sub

rel/f in dem garden

look.2msg 1sg comest
.1sg to sit-downinf in.3fsg

Have the gazebo that is in the garden made ready:

look, I have come to sit in it.

[12.90] sjp.n n jswt . . . gm.n st wd
¯

(Abbott 7, 11–12)

check.1pl thepl placepl . . . find.1pl 3pl become-soundst

We checked the places . . . We found them intact.

In Ex. 12.89, the purpose of the second sentence is not to inform the interlocutor

that the speaker has come but why she has come. The rheme is therefore the

prepositional phrase r h. mst jm.s rather than the verbal predicate mj.k wj j.kw.

The latter, however, is not a nominal form but the same construction used as

rhematic predicate in non-emphatic sentences:

[12.91] njs r.j mj.k wj j.kw (Westcar 8, 12)

callpass.ø to.1sg look.2msg 1sg comest
.1sg

I have been called: look, I have come.

Similarly, in Ex. 12.90, the purpose of the second sentence is to relate not that

the places were found but the state in which they were found. The stative wd
¯

is

therefore the rheme, even though the predicate gm.n st is not a nominal form.12

Because each of these two sentences is syntactically non-emphatic, their

rheme is conveyed by context alone, although in speech it was presum-

ably accompanied by primary stress: *makwa’ı̀ku arah. ı́msi amàs, *gimànsu

wád
¯

’u. Such sentences amount to paratactic equivalents of those with second

tenses.

For Old and Middle Egyptian, the existence of such sentences, as well as the

nominal parataxis noted in Section 12.1, above, makes it impossible to identify

with certainty the form of the stp.f and the stp.n.f in most noun clauses: the

stp.n.f is completely indistinguishable from its nominal counterpart, and the

nominal stp.f is identifiable only for some geminated forms. The criterion of

probability, however, suggests that, in environments for which the latter are
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attested, forms that are not morphologically distinct are likelier to be nominal

than the stp.f or stp.n.f used paratactically. This applies to nominal as well

as emphatic uses, and indicates that the stp.f serving as object complement

of a verb is regularly nominal. The only certain exception is the rdj stp.f

construction (Section 12.1), for which no geminated forms are attested: in this

case, the construction is therefore likelier to involve adverbial parataxis, i.e.

“give so that he might choose.”

12.5 Hypotaxis: other dedicated forms

Apart from those discussed in Section 12.4, no other verb forms are marked

for subordinate use until Coptic. The Coptic Temporal (Section 12.1, above)

and Terminative (Chapter 11, Section 11.1) derive from the stp.f and stpt.f,

respectively, governed by a preposition and prepositional phrase, the Finalis

(Section 12.1, above), from paratactic use of the stp.f, and the Conditional

(Section 12.6.5), from a subordinate clause marked by jw:

Temporal

LE m d
¯

r stp.f

Demotic n-drt/ntj-e/n-t /mtw stp.f

Coptic a (n)tarefswtp, b etafswtp, f ntelefswtp, lp ntarefswtp,

ms nterefswtp

Terminative

OE–ME r stpt.f

LE r jrt.f stp, j.jrt.f stp, š j.jrt.f stp, š t.f stp

Demotic š ṱ.f stp, š -mtw.f stp

Coptic ab ¥atfswtp, flms ¥antefswtp

Finalis

OE–LE stp.f

Demotic stp.f, dj.y stp.f, dj.y jr.f stp

Coptic als tarefswtp, f talefswtp, mp ntarefswtp.

Conditional

LE jw.f stp13

Demotic e.f stp, e.jr– stp, e.jr.f š ne stp14

Coptic a a¥a−/af¥aswtp, bm are¥an–/af¥answtp, f ale¥an−/af¥answtp,

l er(e)¥a−/ef¥aswtp, p e¥a−/ef¥aswtp, s er(e)¥an−/ef¥answtp.

Coptic also has a subordinate form known as the Conjunctive, descended

from the preposition h. n “with” plus the infinitive in Middle Egyptian, later

expanded with an independent pronoun expressing the infinitive’s subject as a

possessive;15 in Late Egyptian and Demotic, the preposition and pronoun have

become a single subordinating morpheme:
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Conjunctive

ME h. n stp > h. n ntf stp

LE–Dem. mtw.f stp

Coptic a te–/fswtp,16
b nte–/ntefswtp,17

flms nte–/nfswtp.18

The Conjunctive expresses the second of two clauses that are construed as a

compound action:19

[12.92] jmj jn.tw n.j zt-h. jmwt 20 . . .

h. n rdjt jn.tw n.j j dt 20

h. n rdjt nn j dwt n nn h. jmwt (Westcar 5, 9–11)

giveimp fetch.pass to.1sg woman-female twenty . . .

with giveinf fetch.pass to.1sg net twenty

with giveinf
dem netpl to dem womanpl

Have twenty women fetched to me . . .

and have fetched to me twenty nets,

and give those nets to those women.

[12.93] jmmj h
˘

pr.sn m mh. 6 m q .sn

h. n ntk d
¯

d n qd jmn-ms jry.f st m mjtt (BM 10102, 13–15)

giveimp evolve.3pl in cubit six in height.3pl

with 2msg sayinf to builder Amenmose make.3msg 3pl in like

Have them be of six cubits in height

and tell builder Amenmose to make them the same.

[12.94] m jr qw r qnbt m b h. srj mtw.k s d
¯

mdw.k (Amenemope 20, 8–9)

not-doimp doinf enterinf to court in presence official conj.2msg make-falseinf

speech.2msg

Don’t enter court before an official and falsify your speech.

[12.95] jm n.y mtw.k md erm.y (Setne I, 5, 6–7)

comeimp to.1sg conj.2msg speakinf with.1sg

Come to me and speak with me.

[12.96] pise nnaf ntetnouomou (Lev. 8:31)

cookinf of-thepl-meat conj-2pl-eatinf-3pl

Cook the meats and eat them.

The Late Egyptian–Demotic subordinating morpheme probably represents an

unstressed descendant of the Middle Egyptian independent pronoun, with the

preposition omitted, i.e. h. n ntf stp > ntf stp = mtw.f stp *n. taf-sátap.20

12.6 Hypotaxis: subordinating morphemes

Throughout its history, ancient Egyptian possessed a number of individual

morphemes that signaled subordination in some manner. Although the primary

function of these morphemes was semantic rather than syntactic, at least origi-

nally, most are regularly associated with clauses that have nominal, adverbial,

or relative (attributive) function. Their history can be summarized as follows:
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oe me le demotic coptic

js
√ √

wnt
√ √

ntt
√ √

jwt
√ √

r d
¯

d r d
¯

d d
¯

d je

sk sk/st
¯

jst
¯
/jst

tj
√

jw jw jw jw e e

ntj ntj ntj ntj ntj-e/mtw e/n/nt/et(e)

jwtj
√ √ √

jwṱ at/ac/aeit

Apart from jw, the meaning, use, and historical development of these mor-

phemes has generally received little attention.21

12.6.1 js

The enclitic particle js is attested with a single noun as an analogue of the

preposition mr > mj “like”:

[12.97] wd
¯

.f mdw nt
¯
r js

sd
¯

m mdw.f mr h. rw h
˘

tj (Pyr. *1384c P V/E 14)

decree.3msg speech god sub

hearpass speech.3msg like Horus Akhetadj

He will govern as a god

and his word will be heard like Horus of the Akhet.

In negated clauses, js after the predicate serves to indicate that the

nexus between subject and predicate is negated rather than the predicate

itself:

[12.98] nj h
˘

wt js pw pr h. t- (Siut I, 301)

neg thingpl
sub dem house

high-official

They are not things of the high official’s

house.

[12.99] nj jy js h
˘

wt d
¯

s (Ptahhotep 181)

neg come sub thingpl self

It is not by themselves that things come.

Compare the following, without js, in which the predicate itself is negated:

[12.100] nj h
˘

t pw (Smith 15, 15)

neg thing dem

It is nothing.

[12.101] nj jy mdt m q b h. zwt (Ptahhotep 261)

neg come contention in midst blessingpl

Contention does not come in the midst of blessings.
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Following the negative itself, js signals a contrastive negation:

[12.102] m h
˘

wt.f nw pr t.f nj js m h
˘

wt pr h. t- (Siut I, 284b)

in thingpl
.3msg ofpl house father.3msg neg sub in thingpl house

high-official

from his things of his father’s house and not from things of the high official’s

house

Finally, js also occurs in clauses with nominal and adverbial function. Such

clauses usually have non-verbal predicates:

[12.103] d
¯

d.f z .f js pw h. rw (CT III, 181b–c)

say.3msg son.3msg sub dem Horus

He says that his son is Horus.

[12.104] rh
˘

.sn wr js nrw.f (CT IV, 84i)

learn.3pl great sub respect.3msg

They will learn that respect of him is great.

[12.105] m n.j njw h. n jmn jnk js .j pr (CT VII, 470a–b)

see.1sg Niu with Amun 1sg sub akh equippcpl/pass

I will see Niu and Amun, for I am an equipped akh.

But the particle can apparently be used to subordinate any kind of statement:

[12.106] dw nt
¯
r nb n s h. w-r

sk sw rh
˘

h. n šms r d
¯

r.f

jr js pry h
˘

t nb m r n h. m.f

h
˘

pr h. r w (Urk. I, 39, 11–14)

worshippass god quant for Sahure

sub
adv 3msg learnst with following to limit.3msg

as-for sub emerge thing quant in mouth of Incarnation.3msg

happen.ø on armdu

Every god was worshipped for Sahure,

because he and the whole following knew

that if anything came from the mouth of His Incarnation,

it happened at once.

The common thread among these various uses of js is apparently that of subor-

dination. The particle does not mark words or clauses specifically for nominal

or adverbial function, since it is used in both kinds of clauses. A noun or noun

phrase with js serves as a subordinate statement of identity: Ex. 12.97, for

instance, can be paraphrased as “He will govern, being a god.” The particle

subordinates a negative phrase or an affirmative clause to a preceding state-

ment or verb in the case of nj js (Ex. 12.102) and of clauses marked by js

(Exx. 12.103–105). Finally, in the negation illustrated in Exx. 12.98–99, js can

be analyzed as subordinating the entire clause to the negative, thus extending

the domain of the negation to the clause rather than to the predicate phrase

alone, e.g. Ex. 12.98 nj h
˘

wt js pw pr h. t- = [h
˘

wt pw pr h. t- ]neg vs. Ex. 12.100
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nj h
˘

t pw = [h
˘

t]neg pw. With a verbal predicate (Ex. 12.99), this is a negative

counterpart of the emphatic sentence (whether or not the verb itself is nominal,

a debated point),22 i.e. nj jy js h
˘

wt d
¯

s = [jy h
˘

wt d
¯

s]neg as opposed to Ex. 12.101

nj jy mdt m q b h. zwt = [jy mdt]neg m q b h. zwt. A similar analysis applies to

affirmative emphatic sentences subordinated by js, e.g.:

[12.107] d
¯

d.sn n r . . . pr.n.k js m nt
¯
r (CT I, 278d–f)

say.3pl to sun . . . emergen
.comp.2msg sub in god

They say to the Sun . . . that you have emerged as a god.

The particle here indicates that not just the predicate pr.n.k but the statement

pr.n.k m nt
¯
r as a whole is subordinated as complement to the governing verb,

i.e. d
¯

d.sn . . . [pr.n.k m nt
¯
r]obj, in which the prepositional phrase (the rheme) is

intrinsic to the subordinated clause and not merely incidental to its predicate.

With the exception of the negative constructions, subordination by js is

primarily a feature of Old Egyptian. The particle is rare in Middle Egyptian

adverb clauses, and for noun clauses Middle Egyptian prefers either parataxis

(Ex. 12.1) or subordination by means of ntt (discussed next). Parataxis is also

used for subordinated emphatic sentences:

[12.108] wn.jn sh
˘

tj pn snd
¯

jb.f jrr.t r h
˘

sf n.f (Peas. B2, 117–18)

be.cons fieldadj
dem fearst

think.3msg dog/n
.pass to punishinf to.3msg

So, this farmer was afraid,

thinking it was being done in order to punish him.

12.6.2 wnt/ntt and jwt

The particles wnt and ntt “that,” and their negative counterpart jwt “that not,”

introduce noun clauses as the object of a verb or preposition:

[12.109] d
¯

d.n.k r md
¯

t.k tn wnt jn.n.k dng (Urk. I, 128, 14–15)

say.comp.2msg to papyrusf
.2msg dem

f
sub

n get.comp.2msg dwarf

You have said in this letter of yours that you have gotten a dwarf.

[12.110] d
¯

d.n.k n.sn ntt m.n.k dšrt (CT V, 397o)

say.comp.2msg to.3pl sub
n swallow.comp.2msg redf

You have told them that you have swallowed the Red Crown.

[12.111] n jwt jtw.k m rmt
¯

(Pyr. 809b)

for sub
n/neg fatherpl

.2msg in people

because (of the fact) that your fathers are not human

The morphemes wnt and jwt are more common in Old Egyptian. Already in

early Middle Egyptian, wnt is usually replaced by ntt, as illustrated by Ex.

12.110, and jwt by ntt plus a negative:
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[12.112] d
¯

r ntt nj wn d
¯

rd
¯

r jwn d
¯

rd
¯

r m pr pn (Mo‘alla, 216)

since sub
n

neg bepcpl door foreign column foreign in house dem

since there is no foreign door or foreign column in this house.

The particle jwt can be regarded as a noun-clause counterpart of the negative

particle nj, which is not used in noun clauses subordinated by parataxis. The

particles wnt and ntt are used for the nominal subordination of constructions that

are also not normally subject to parataxis, such as subject–stative, subject–stp.f,

and subject–h. r-stp in the following examples:

[12.113] h. w d
¯

d n mjwt tw

ntt w snd
¯

.k wrt jw.k m pf gs

ntt wd
¯

d.f wj (CT VI, 408o–q)

part
opt

part
irr saypass

.ø to mother dem
f

sub
n 1sg fearst

.1sg greatadv strandst
.1sg in dem side

sub
n separatepcpl/pass rage-at.3msg 1sg

If only that mother had been told

that I am very afraid and stranded on yonder side,

and that the Judged One is raging at me.

[12.114] nt
¯
r pw . . . d

¯
dw wnt.f h. r t

¯
z.j (CT VI, 328f–g)

god dem . . . saypcpl/pass
sub

n
.3msg on tieinf

.1sg

this god . . . who is said to be tying me together

The non-emphatic stp.n.f in noun clauses is subordinated by wnt and ntt, as in

Exx. 12.108–109, rather than by js, parataxis, or a nominal form. These various

means of subordinating noun clauses are therefore syntactically complementary

to some extent. The distinction between wnt and ntt themselves, if any, is not

clear;23 the particles seem to be variants in most environments, though some

prepositions apparently require ntt rather than wnt.

In some instances, a noun clause with nominal predicate is subordinated by

both ntt and js, as opposed to js alone, e.g.:

[12.115] n ntt swt js k wr h. knzt (Pyr. 121b)

for sub
n 3msg sub bull great hitpcpl Kenzet

because he is the great bull that roams Kenzet

[12.116] n jnk js h. rw nd
¯

t.f (Pyr. 1685a M)

for 1sg sub Horus care-forpcpl father.3msg

because I am Horus who cares for his father

In this case, the distinction may be conditioned by pragmatic considerations

(discussed in Section 12.7, below). Middle Egyptian texts, however, also seem

to show the use of ntt as suppletive to subordination by js:

[12.117] j.zj d
¯

d.k n h b t
¯
w ntt h

˘
js r n jsjrt N [tn] r ds.f (CT V, 48b–c B4C)24

goimp say.2msg to sendpcpl 2msg sub
n effective sub mouth of Osiris N dem

with-respect-to knife.3msg

Go and tell him who sent you that the mouth of this N is more effective than

his knife.
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Such examples may illustrate a stage between the obsolescence of js as a

subordinating morpheme and its replacement by ntt.25

12.6.3 r d
¯

d > d
¯

d > je

The phrase r d
¯

d “to say” is used in Middle Egyptian not only in its literal sense

(for example, to express purpose or as pseudo-verbal predicate), but also to

introduce direct quotations:

[12.118] dbn.n.j f y.j h. r nhm

r d
¯

d jr.tw nn mj mj (Sin. B 201–202)

go-around.comp.1sg camp.1sg on yell

to sayinf don
.pass dem like what

I went around my camp yelling,

“How was this done?”

In Late Egyptian it has become a subordinating morpheme, introducing not

only direct quotations but also noun clauses that serve as object complement

of verbs (first attested in New Kingdom Middle Egyptian),26 adverb clauses of

purpose, and those with attributive function (Exx. 12.6–8).27

Object complement clauses with r d
¯

d are used after verbs of perception (Ex.

12.6). Together with the use of r d
¯

d to introduce direct quotations, this indicates

that the phrase essentially expresses the content of an utterance or perception.

It is not clear, however, how this function is related to the use of r d
¯

d in adverb

clauses of purpose (Ex. 12.7), nor is the distinction between such clauses and

those with the stp.f alone (Ex. 12.27).28

The extension of r d
¯

d to adverb clauses is also illustrated by its use after

gmj. In Egyptian I, gmj regularly governs paratactic clauses (Ex. 12.1), and it

continues to do so in Late Egyptian (Exx. 12.29 and 12.31). But it also governs

jw clauses (discussed below) as well as those introduced by r d
¯

d. The choice of

these complements is pragmatically determined.29 The use of r d
¯

d is therefore

conditioned by semantic rather than syntactic factors.

The introduction of direct quotations is a function of the descendants of r d
¯

d

in Demotic (d
¯

d) and Coptic (je):

[12.119] smy.f m b h. p r

d
¯

d rh
˘

p .e hp t .e wpyt (Setne I, 4, 6)

report.3msg in presence the sun

sub learninf
dem.1sg case dem

f
.1sg judgment

He reported before the Sun,

“Know my case and my judgment.”

[12.120] eis ousmh ebol xnmphue

esjw mmos jepai"pe pa¥hre pamerit (Matt. 3:17)

behold a-voice out in-thepl-skypl

sub-3fsg-sayinf of-3fsg sub-dem-dem poss
m/1sg-son my-beloved

Behold, a voice out of the skies,

saying, “This is my son, my beloved.”
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The function of subordinating noun clauses after verbs of perception and in

adverbial expressions of purpose also continues in Demotic and Coptic:

[12.121] dj.k jr-rh
˘

s d
¯

d . . . st n qbṱ (Setne I, 6, 3–4)

2msg do-learnst 3sg sub . . . 3pl in Coptos

You know that . . . they are in Coptos.

[12.122] e.y r b k.k r t plege . . . d
¯

d e.jr.k r mh. .s (Mag. 20, 25–26)

fut.1sg to useinf
.2msg to the wound . . . sub fut.2msg to fillinf

.3sg

I will use you on the wound . . . so that you will fill it.

[12.123] +sooun jeoumete tefmntmntre (John 5:32)

1sg-knowinf
sub-a-true-dem

f
poss

f/3msg-abs-witness

I know that his witness is true.

[12.124] bwk ebol . . . nganagkaze mmoou eei exoun

jeerepahi" moux (Luke 14:23)

goinf out . . . conj.2msg-compel of-3pl to-comeinf to-inside

sub-subj-poss
m/1sg-house fillinf

Go out . . . and compel them to come in, so that my house may fill.

The range of use is extended, however, to noun clauses in other functions and

to adverb clauses of causality:

[12.125] bnpw.f rh
˘

dwn.f d
¯

b p šyp d
¯

d mn h. bs h. r tṱ.f (Setne I, 5, 33)

neg
past

.3msg learnst stretchinf
.3msg with-relation-to the shame sub

nonexistent clothing on back.3msg

He could not raise himself because of the shame that there were no clothes

on his back.

[12.126] e.jr.f mh
˘

y.w n d
¯

d jr.f zpw n hb m s .n (Ryl. IX, 4, 7)

don
.3msg beat.3pl for sub do.3msg timepl of sendinf in back.1pl

He had us beaten because he sent for us many times.

[12.127] xw epesboui jeefe¥wpe nce mpefsax (Matt. 10:25)

sufficeinf to-the-pupil sub-subj
3msg-becomeinf of-thef-manner of-his-scribe

It is enough for the pupil that he be like his teacher.

[12.128] au+ouw jemnxax nkax xaroou (Matt. 13:5)

pp-3pl-giveinf
-stopinf

sub-nonexistent-much of-earth under-3pl

They stopped, because there was not much earth under them.

Ex. 12.126 illustrates the use of a d
¯

d clause of causality as the rheme of a second

tense, precisely equivalent to the use of r d
¯

d introducing a clause of purpose

in the same function (Ex. 12.8). Since r d
¯

d > d
¯

d > je marks subordinate

clauses, this shows that the clause with the second tense is the main clause

of the sentence; and since r d
¯

d > d
¯

d > je is used to subordinate both noun

clauses and adverb clauses, it shows that the rhematic clause is not necessarily

an adverbial predicate in the emphatic sentence.
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12.6.4 sk and tj

The particle sk has two basic forms in Old Egyptian. As an enclitic, it appears

as jst
¯

after nouns and noun phrases, with the adverbial meaning “as well”:

[12.129] rd
¯

j.n.(j) n.k nt
¯
rw nbw

w t.sn jst
¯

d
¯

f w.sn jst
¯

jšwt.sn nb jst
¯

(Pyr. 775a–c)

give.comp.1sg to.2msg godpl
quant

pl

inheritance.3pl sub sustenance.3pl sub thingpl.3pl quant sub

I have given you all the gods,

and their inheritance as well, their sustenance as well, and all their things as

well.

As a proclitic particle, it appears as sk or st
¯

(undoubtedly sk > st
¯
: see

Chapter 5, Section 5.1.8) and introduces adverb clauses, either before or after

the main clause, in both cases providing background to the main clause:

[12.130] sk h. m h. m.(j) rh
˘

wnt h. w nb h. r nfrw.f

twt n.(j) d
¯

d mr k t nbt n nswt (Urk. I, 61, 9–10)30

sub
adv and Incarnation.1sg learnst

sub
n ship quant on keel.3msg

pleasing to.1sg speakinf overseerm workf
quant

f ofm king

And since My Incarnation knows that every ship is on its keel,

pleasing to me is the speaking of the king’s overseer of every work.

[12.131] jn z .f smsw N jr n.f nw

sk sw qrs m jmnt nfrt

h
˘

ft d
¯

dt.n.f jm

sk sw [ ]nh
˘

h. r rdwj.f (Urk. I, 8, 14–17)31

spec son.3msg eldest N makepcpl for.3msg dem

sub
adv 3msg buryst in west good

according-to saynf
.comp.3msg inadv

sub
adv 3msg livest on footdu

.3msg

His eldest son N is the one who made this for him

when he was buried in the good west,

according to what he said about it

when he was alive on his feet.

In Middle Egyptian, sk is regularly supplanted by jst
¯
, also spelled jst (as well

as jstw and jstj, to denote preservation of the final t). The particle is no longer

used as an enclitic, but its proclitic function is the same as that of the older

sk/st
¯
:

[12.132] jst smnw wb -jnr h. n h. m n nswt-bjt nb-k [m h
˘

rw] n hrw 7

p nd
¯

s m d
¯

t [nt p šj h. n p msh. ] (Westcar 3, 14–16)

sub
adv make-setpass Webainer with Incarnation of Dual-King Nebka true voice

for day seven

dem little in bottom of dem pool with dem crocodile

While Webainer was involved with the Incarnation of Dual King Nebka,

justified, for seven days,

the commoner was at the bottom of the pool with the crocodile.
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[12.133] njs.n.tw n w jm jst wj h. .kw (Sin. R 24–25)

call.comp.pass.ø to one inadv
sub

adv 1sg stand-upst
.1sg

One of them was summoned while I was in attendance.

In initial position, jst is also used with the referential prepositional phrase r.f

to introduce either a new topic in the course of a narrative or an initial topic

following a date, the first somewhat akin to English initial “Meanwhile” or

“Now” and the latter, to initial “At that time.” In both cases, the suffix pronoun

of the prepositional phrase refers to the preceding narrative or date (literally,

“with respect to it”) and the particle signals that the following clause provides

background information.

These uses, and jst itself, do not survive in Late Egyptian and its descendants.

Those stages of the language do contain a proclitic particle js/jstw > s/ s/js >

eis/eiste/este, but its use and meaning differ from those of Middle Egyptian

jst. In Late Egyptian it often introduces questions,32 and in Demotic and Coptic

it is an interjection meaning “behold” (Ex. 12.120). This particle is most likely

a descendant of Old Egyptian jwsw/j sj/jw s, also meaning “behold”;33 the

element tw > te is perhaps best explained as the 2msg enclitic pronoun.

The particle tj exists only in Middle Egyptian, and mostly in texts of the

New Kingdom.34 It is much less common than jst but has apparently the same

function:

[12.134] tj h. m.f jt.n.f jw t.f h. tp.n.f t
¯
ntt-h. rw . . .

rsww m h
˘

d mh. tjw m h
˘

nt

h
˘

swt nbt dmdy h
¯

r jnw.sn n nt
¯
r nfr (Urk. IV, 83, 1–2/8–11)

sub
adv Incarnation.3msg take.comp.3msg inheritance.3msg rest.comp.3msg

dais-Horus

southadj/pl in go-downstreaminf Deltaadj/pl in go-upstreaminf

desertfpl
quant

f joinst under cargo.3pl to god young

Once His Incarnation had taken up his inheritance and occupied Horus’s dais,

the southerners were going downstream and the northerners upstream,35

all countries were united with their tribute to the young god.

[12.135] jw.j m jrj rdwj.f tj sw h. r prjw (Urk. IV, 890, 11–12)

ref.1sg in pertain-toadv footdu
.3msg sub 3msg on battlefield

I was his attendant when he was on the battlefield.

12.6.5 jw

As detailed in Chapter 7, Section 7.5, and Chapter 9, Section 9.6, jw originally

has the semantic function of relating a statement to the context in which it

is uttered, either a prior statement or the speech event itself, thus imparting a

kind of restrictive temporality to its clauses. Use of the particle is therefore

governed by pragmatic rather than syntactic considerations. In Demotic and
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Coptic, however, jw has become a morpheme marking subordination. Middle

and Late Egyptian represent intermediate stages in this development.

In Old and Middle Egyptian, jw appears in both independent statements

and in paratactic subordinate clauses. The latter can have nominal function

(Ex. 12.9) but are normally adverbial or (after undefined antecedents) relative

(Exx. 12.10–11). A primary distinction between Old and Middle Egyptian is

that the latter often uses a jw clause in place of the sk clause of Old Egyptian

to express a clause of restricted circumstance, as illustrated by Ex. 12.136 (Old

Egyptian) and Ex. 12.137 (Middle Egyptian):

[12.136] rd
¯

j.n.(j) n.k h
˘

t nb jmt šm w . . .

sk t
¯
w h

˘
.t m nswt-bjt d

¯
t (Urk. I, 159, 7–8)36

give.comp.1sg to.2msg thingf
quant inadj/f Nile-Valley . . .

sub
adv 2msg appearst

.2sg in Dual-King forever

I have given you everything in the Nile Valley . . .

now that you have appeared as Dual King forever.

[12.137] sw t
¯

yw h. jmwt h. r rnnwt jm.f

jw.f m nswt (Sin. B 67–68)

pass malepl femalepl on rejoiceinf in.3msg

ref.3msg in king

Men and women surpass rejoicing in him

now that he is king.

Such clauses do not invariably use jw (cf. Ex. 12.133, above), but they do

reflect an expansion in its function. In most cases, the particle has a pronominal

suffix and could therefore be regarded as merely a syntactic means of allowing

a pronoun to serve as clause-initial subject in a dependent clause. Similar uses

of jw, however, are also found in main clauses and non-restrictive dependent

clauses:

[12.138] jr wd
¯

rwt m h
˘

sfw n.f

jw.f m jm h. t n jrr (Peas. B1, 248–49)

with-respect-to separatepcpl portal in punishpcpl/pass to.3msg

ref.3msg in inadj front for dog/pcpl

As for a judge who deserves to be punished,

he is an archetype for the (evil)doer.

[12.139] nfr pw r smnh
˘

wpw h. r p jtj n nn h
˘

nyt

jw.f m t h. r h
˘

tm.sn (Westcar 11, 23–24)

zero dem here to make-functional apart on dem grain of dem
pl entertainerf

ref.3msg in room on seal.3pl

There is nothing at all here to use except the grain of those entertainers,

and it is in a room with their seal.

As in Old Egyptian, therefore, the subordinate use of jw clauses in Middle

Egyptian must be regarded as paratactic, and pragmatically conditioned.
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In Late Egyptian, jw has generally become a subordinating morpheme, except

in the Third Future with pronominal subject (jw.f r stp), where it has become

grammaticalized as part of the verb form (p. 162, above). Apart from the

Third Future, jw usually introduces clauses that express consecutive action or

adverbial circumstance: e.g.,

[12.140] dj.j nh n jtj 3 h
¯

r n h. mwtj p -nfr n p h
˘

r

jw.f djt n.j h. d
¯

dbn 2

jw.j jt
¯

.w n.f r d
¯

d bj

jw.j tm gmt.f

jw mnjw jh-mh. jy bnr

j.w dy q.j r w šn

jw.j sd
¯

m m-dj.w

j.w h. t
¯
tt
¯
t (Mayer A, 9, 16–19)

give.1sg some of barley three sack to carpenter Panefer of the necropolis

sub.3msg giveinf to.1sg silver deben two

sub.1sg takeinf
.3pl to.3msg to say bad

sub.1sg failinf findinf
.3msg

sub herdsman Ihmehu comest out

sub.3pl giveinf enter.1sg to a storehouse

sub.1sg hearinf with.3pl

sub.3pl stand-upst quarrelinf

I gave some barley – 3 sacks – to carpenter Panefer of the necropolis,

and he gave me 2 deben of silver,

and I took them to him to say they were bad,

but I didn’t find him,

and herdsman Ihmehu came out,

and they made me enter a storehouse,

and I listened to them

as they stood quarreling.

As in Middle Egyptian, such clauses can express restrictive as well as incidental

circumstance:

[12.141] jw j.d
¯

d.w smy n t
¯

t

jw.f m rsj (Abbott 6, 22)

sub sayn
.3pl report to vizier

sub.3msg in arm southadj

it being to the vizier that they reported

when he was in the south sector.

While subordinate, however, jw clauses in Late Egyptian are not necessarily

adverbial. They also occur as dependent after initial prepositional jr “if,” which

is essentially a nominal environment, and in relative clauses after undefined

antecedents, e.g.:

[12.142] jr jw.k m t
¯

tj bn jw.j h y r n y.k sktj (LRL 68, 9–10)

with-respect-to sub.2msg in vizier neg fut.1sg descend to dem
pl

.2msg boat

If you are vizier, shall I not go down to your boats?
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[12.143] w b r jw h. r.s r kmt (LES 65, 6–7)

a freighter sub face.3fsg to Egypt

a freighter headed for Egypt

In addition, the particle is found at the head of main clauses after an initial

dependent clause:

[12.144] jr m-d
¯

r jry.tw p h
˘

rwy n p h. m-nt
¯
r dpj

jw p rmt
¯

jt
¯

h
˘

t n p y.j jt (BM 10052, 13, 24–25)

with-respect-to when do.pass the war of the priest first

sub the person takeinf thing of dem.1sg father

When the war of the high priest was made,

the man stole property of my father.

The function of jw in Late Egyptian therefore cannot be analyzed as solely

syntactic, as a means of marking subordination. As in Middle Egyptian, it

still signals the relationship of its clause to the context in which it occurs,

whether its clause is syntactically subordinate or not. In contrast to Egyptian

I, however, Late Egyptian jw no longer seems to mark a statement as valid

with respect to the moment of speaking (except in the Third Future, where it is

grammaticalized), and therefore not as being temporally restricted.

Apart from the Third Future, the descendants of jw, Demotic e/r-e/r/j.jr and

Coptic ap e, blms e/ere−, f e/ele−, are used only to mark subordinate

clauses. These include noun clauses, adverb clauses of incidental and restricted

circumstance, and relative clauses after an undefined antecedent:

[12.145] tw.y t
¯

.w ṱk r p m nt-e p j d
¯

m n-jm.f

e d
¯

h. wtj p e.jr sh
¯

.f n d
¯

rṱ.f h. .f

e.f n .k r h
¯

ry m s n nt
¯
rw (Setne I, 3, 12)

give.1sg take.3pl 2msg to the place sub
rel

dem papyrus in.3msg

sub Thoth the don writeinf
.3msg in hand.3msg self.3msg

sub.3msg go.st to under in back thepl godpl

I will have you taken to the place where this papyrus is,

Thoth being the one who wrote it with his own hand

when he was going down after the gods.

[12.146] p h
˘

pr e mtwf p e.jr jt r qbṱ (Setne I, 6, 17)

the happeninf
sub 3msg the don comeinf to Coptos

the fact that he was the one who came to Coptos

[12.147] rmt e ph. .f r pr nfr (Setne I, 3, 39)

person sub reach.3msg to house good

a person who has reached the embalmers

[12.148] nanous mprwme etmmau enempoujpof (Matt. 26:24)

part-good-3fsg for-the-man sub
rel-inadv to-past-neg

past
-3pl-createinf

-

3msg

It is better for that man that he had not been born.
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[12.149] na¥ nxe koue¥sw ebol xitoot

eangousxime nsamariths (John 4:9)

in-what of-manner 2msg-wantinf-drinkinf out on-hand-(1sg)

sub-1sg-a-woman of-Samaritan

How do you want to drink from me,

since I am a Samaritan woman?

[12.150] neeimmaupe euna¥wpe (Is. 48:16)

past-1sg-inadv
-dem sub-3pl-fut-happeninf

I was there when they were about to happen.

[12.151] ourwme eautnnoouf ebol xitmpnoute (John 1:6)

a-man sub-3pl-send-3msg out on-hand-of-the-god

a man who was sent from God

Coptic, but apparently not Demotic, also uses the particle to mark consecutive

clauses, as in Late Egyptian:

[12.152] aukwwsde nstevanos . . .

eaueire nounoq nnexpe exrai" ejwf (Acts 8:2)

pp-3pl-buryinf-and of-Stephen

sub-pp-3pl-doinf of-a-big of-mourning above to-head-3msg

And they buried Stephen . . .

and made a great mourning over him.37

Because the particle has become a mark of syntactic subordination in Demotic

and Coptic, clauses introduced by it can precede the main clause as a conditional

apodosis, e.g.:

[12.153] e.k gm t y.k h. jmt erm p y.s nyk

t
¯

y n.k šlṱ r h
˘

t šw (Ankhsh. 13, 12)

sub.2msg findinf
dem

f
.2msg wife with dem.3sg fornicator

takeinf to.2msg bride with-respect-to thing profit

If you find your wife with her fornicator,

profit by taking yourself a bride.38

[12.154] etetnpisteue tetnajitou (Matt. 21:22)

sub-2pl-believeinf 2pl-fut-takeinf
-3pl

If you believe, you will receive them.

In Demotic and Coptic, this construction is usually expanded by the infinitive

of h
˘

pr > ¥wpe “happen”:39

[12.155] e.f h
˘

pr jr.k wh
˘

.s n jr p nt mr.k-s erm.y

jr.k r djt h
¯

db.w n .k h
¯

rṱw (Setne I, 5, 25–26)

sub-3msg happeninf
sub.2msg wantinf

.3fsg for doinf the sub
rel want.2msg-

3sg with.1sg

fut.2msg to giveinf kill.3pl dem
pl

.2msg child

If you want to do that which you wish with me,

you will have your children killed.
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[12.156] e¥wpe eurmpnoutepe oua auw efeire mpefouw¥

¥afswtm erof (John 9:31)

sub-happeninf
sub-a-man-of-the-god-dem one and sub-3msg-doinf

of-his-wish

gn-3msg-listeninf to-3msg

If one is a man of God and does his will,

he listens to him.

In the Coptic Conditional (discussed in Section 12.5, above), e > e/a is

expanded by the particle š ne > ¥a/¥an, of uncertain origin:40

[12.157] er¥anouhei pwrj eneferhu

nne¥phei etmmau axeratf (Mark 3:25)

sub-a-house divideinf to-poss
pl/3msg-adherent

neg
fut-can-dem-house sub

rel-inadv standinf-to-foot-3msg

If a house is divided against its adherents,

that house will not be able to stand.

The particle jw thus retains its essential relational function throughout the

history of the language, but this changes in character from Old Egyptian to

Coptic. In Egyptian I, jw relates the statement of its clause to the moment

of speaking or a preceding statement. In Middle Egyptian, jw also replaces

sk in specifically subordinate adverbial clauses; instead of a purely syntactic

function, this probably reflects the dependence implicit in the particle’s function

of relating the statement of its clause to the context in which it occurs. The

semantic value of jw is still paramount in Late Egyptian, but apparently no

longer with reference to the speech event. Finally, in Demotic and Coptic, the

descendants of jw have become markers of syntactic subordination.

12.6.6 ntj and jwtj

The morphemes ntj and jwtj mark relative clauses. In origin, both are nis-

bes, ntj evidently from the feminine singular nisbe nt of the genitival adjec-

tive nj, and jwtj from the particle jwt used in noun clauses (Section 12.6.2,

above).

Like other attributives, ntj and jwtj originally agreed in gender and num-

ber with their antecedent (expressed or not) but by Middle Egyptian had been

reduced to three forms (msg, mpl, f) and in Egyptian II appear only in the

first of these. For ntj, the Late Egyptian form is usually ntj but also r-ntj,

the latter representing *intə or the like. In Demotic, ntj is regularly followed

by e, which may represent a final vowel rather than the subordinating par-

ticle; the variant form mtw (without e) indicates a vocalization *n. tə. Cop-

tic has four descendants of this, used as both formal alternants and dialectal

variants:
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e First Aorist: bls e¥af−, probably from et¥af− as in amp et5af−,

et¥f−, etqaf−

n First Aorist: f n¥af−, probably from *nt¥af−

nt First Perfect: ls ntaf−

et(e) all other forms and constructions in the various dialects (et+/ette >

e+/ete).

For jwtj, only the three basic forms (msg, mpl, f) appear in Old and Middle

Egyptian. Late Egyptian and Demotic use invariable jwtj and jwṱ, respectively.

The Coptic reflex of this is at in most dialects (b ac before r/l) but also aeit

in Oxyrhynchite.

Originally, ntj clauses were used with adverbial and pseudo-verbal predicates

and for the subject–stp.f and subject–stative constructions. In that respect, they

can be viewed as syntactic alternants of the attributive forms of the verb and (for

undefined antecedents) of paratactic relative clauses. In Late Egyptian, ntj is

an alternant of attributive verb forms (participle and relative) and of paratactic

attributive clauses, used not only with constructions such as the First Present

and Third Future (Ex. 11.13), but also with the verbal negations bwpw.f stp and

bw jr.f stp, e.g.:

[12.158] ntj bwpwy.k h bw n.j p jry.k n.f (LRL 73, 6–7)

sub
rel

neg
pp

.2msg sendinf to.1sg the don
.2msg for.3msg

who you did not write to me what you did for him.

In Demotic, ntj relativizes all primary tenses except the stp.f with past reference,

for which the participle and relative stp.f are still used, e.g.:

[12.159] n rnw n n nt
¯
rw ntj h

˘
r wh

˘
.k s (Mag. vo. 15, 1)

thepl namepl of thepl godpl
sub

rel
gn seek.2msg 3pl

the names of the gods that you seek.

[12.160] p d
¯

w ntj-e w h. .k dj-h
˘

pr p kke p wyn n y-h. r.f (Mag. 5, 14)

the mountain sub
rel

perf.2msg createinf the dark the light before.3msg

the mountain before which you had created the darkness and the light.

Replacement of the participle and relative stp.f by a ntj construction, however,

begins in Roman Demotic:

[12.161] p y gy ntj r jsjrt p .k jṱ šm n-jm.f (Mag. 21, 26)

dem form sub
rel

past Osiris dem.2msg father gost in.3msg

this form in which your father Osiris went.41

Finally, in Coptic, the descendants of ntj become the standard means of rela-

tivizing all primary tenses with defined antecedents or referents.

The attributive jwtj is originally the relative counterpart of the nega-

tive particle nj, and is used with the same constructions attested for nj:

e.g.,
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[12.162] nj sb jwtj rmnwtj.f (Pyr. 141a)

neg star neg
rel associate.3msg

There is no star without an associate.

[12.163] N pw w m fd jpw wnnw msw tm msw nwt

jwtjw h. w .n.sn nj h. w N (Pyr. 2057–58a)

N dem one in four dem
mpl beg/pcpl/mpl give-birthn/mpl Atum give-birthn/mpl Nut

neg
rel/pl rot.comp.3pl neg rot N

N is one of those four beings whom Atum bore and Nut bore,

who cannot rot: N will not rot.

[12.164] jnw . . . jwt zp jn.t mrtt r t pn d
¯

r b h. (Urk. I, 125, 6–7)

cargo . . . neg
rel case bring.pass like to land dem since before

tribute . . . the like of which was not brought to this land previously

In Middle Egyptian, jwtj survives primarily in the construction illustrated in

Ex. 12.162, in which it governs a single noun or noun phrase: e.g.,

[12.165] ntk . . . šndyt nt jwt mjwt.f (Peas. B1, 93–95)

2msg . . . kiltf off
neg

rel mother.3msg

You are . . . the kilt of the one without a mother.

In this function, jwtj is essentially a privative prefix, akin to the suffix “–less”

in English, i.e. jwtj mjwt.f “the motherless.” This use continues into Coptic,

e.g. zj jwtj h. tj.f (LEM 3, 13) “a heartless man,” jwṱ nw > atnau (CDD ’I, 75)

“sightless.” Elsewhere, jwtj is regularly replaced by a ntj clause with a negated

predicate: e.g.,

[12.166] m ph. ntj nj ph. .f tw (Peas. B2, 80)

not-doimp reachinf
sub

rel
neg reach.3msg 2msg

Do not attack one who has not attacked you.

[12.167] zj ntj nj fgn.n.f (Ebers 12, 16)

man sub
rel

neg defecate.comp.3msg

the man who cannot defecate.

12.7 Summary

Of the various means of subordination used in Old and Middle Egyptian,

nominal verb forms and parataxis can be considered as basic: the first, because

they are an intrinsic part of the verbal system, and the second, because it involves

no special morphemes. These show that marked subordination for adverbial or

attributive function is not originally an inherent feature of the language. All

other means of subordination are therefore governed by semantic or pragmatic

considerations.

Primary among such considerations is the specification of a statement’s

validity to the moment of speaking or to another statement. In independent
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clauses and those subordinated by parataxis, this feature is conveyed by the

particle jw, which can precede all affirmative predicates except nominal ones

(which express an unrestricted identification). The particles sk (etc.) and ntj

perform the same function in adverbial and relative clauses, respectively, and

the same may be true for ntt in noun clauses.

Some uses of sk and ntj could be considered syntactic, e.g. to enable a

dependent clause to precede the main clause, in the case of sk (Exx. 12.130

and 12.132), and to allow non-verbal and pseudo-verbal constructions to serve

as attributives, for ntj. But this analysis does not explain all uses of the par-

ticles. Clauses with sk more often follow the governing clause (Exx. 12.131

and 12.133), as do those used paratactically (Ex. 12.24); ntj is used with unde-

fined antecedents,42 as are paratactic relative clauses, and with prepositional

predicates it has an alternant in the prepositional nisbe: e.g.,

[12.168] nt
¯
rw ntw m pt (CT VI, 273d)

godpl
sub

rel/pl in sky

nt
¯
rw jmjw pt (CT V, 373b)

godpl inadj/pl sky

the gods who are in the sky.

These data indicate that the function of sk and ntj is more than just syntactic.

For sk, the difference between its clause and a paratactic one is that sk

signals a restrictive circumstance whereas parataxis expresses one that is merely

incidental. The particle is thus an adverbial counterpart of jw, identifying the

action of its clause as restricted to that of another clause rather than simply

accompanying it. This has the effect of specifying that the action of the main

clause takes place under the circumstances of the sk clause. Similarly, the

function of enclitic jst
¯

can be understood as specifying that a noun or noun

phrase is not additional but integral to a primary noun or noun phrase: in that

respect, similar to English “not only . . . but also” as opposed to “and.” Thus,

Ex. 12.129 can be paraphrased, “I have given you not only all the gods but also

their inheritance, their sustenance, and all their things.”

Similarly, ntj clauses specify a temporary relationship between the antecedent

and the action of the relative clause, whereas paratactic relative clauses (without

jw) and prepositional nisbes are unmarked for this feature and can therefore

express more permanent relationships: e.g.,

[12.169] h. qr pn ntj m h
¯

t nt N (Pyr. 522c)

hunger dem sub
rel in bellyf off N

this hunger that is in the belly of N

[12.170] jmjw h
¯

t.f (Pyr. 1122c)

inadj/pl belly.3msg

his entrails
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[12.171] h
˘

nt h
˘

p r h
¯

rj-nt
¯
r (Urk. I, 173, 12)

akh sub
rel proceedst to necropolis

an akh who has gone off to the necropolis

[12.172] z h
˘

.j (Pyr. 2120b Nt 819)

son become-usefulst
.3msg

a son who is useful

[12.173] šy pw nt jw.f (Edel 1964, § 1058)

lakeadj
dem sub

rel come.3msg

that lake-dweller who is coming

[12.174] z pw wt
¯
z.f jt.f (Pyr. 1824c N 552+18)

son dem elevate.3msg father.3msg

He is a son who holds aloft his father.

In each case, the marked subordinate clauses denote a situation of limited

validity, while the unmarked ones imply a less restricted one: “hunger that is

(at this moment) in the belly” versus “those which are (intrinsic) in his belly,”

“an akh who has (now) gone off” versus “a son who is (regularly) useful,”

“that lake-dweller who is (now) coming” versus “a son who (regularly) holds

aloft.”

Because pseudo-verbal predicates express temporally limited actions, at least

originally, this presumably explains why they are regularly converted to relative

clauses by means of ntj rather than a nisbe construction, e.g.:

[12.175] mhh jb.f pw mj ntj h. r sh
˘

t kt mdt (Ebers 102, 15–16)

forgetg/n mind.3msg dem like sub
rel on recallinf other matter

It means that his mind forgets, like one who is thinking of another matter.

For the same reason, a clause with the stp.n.f can be adapted for attributive use

by means of ntj rather than the relative stp.n.f:

[12.176] mj.t
¯
n nn šrr p t h. nqt jrrw n.j t qnbt nt h. wt-nt

¯
r ntj rd

¯
j.n.j n.t

¯
n sw (Siut I, 295)

look.2pl neg little dem bread beer makeg/n for.1sg dem staff of temple sub
rel

give.comp.1sg to.3pl 3msg

Look, not insignificant is the bread and beer that the staff of the temple

make for me, which I have given to you.

The exceptional use of ntj rd
¯

j.n.j n.t
¯
n sw here, in place of the usual relative

rd
¯

j.n.j n.t
¯
n (given

.comp.1sg to.2pl), is conditioned by the circumstances, a

contract in which the food made for the speaker is assigned in turn to his

funerary priests. The distinction can be paraphrased “which (now) I have given

to you” as opposed to relative rd
¯

j.n.j n.t
¯
n “which (at some point) I gave to

you.”

The same is probably true where a ntj clause is a variant of another attributive

construction, such as the relative stp.n.f:
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[12.177] jr wdfj d
¯

.t
¯
n mh

¯
nt n N pn

d
¯

d.k N pn rn.t
¯
n pw n rmt

¯
rh
˘

.n.f (Pyr. 1223a–b P)

with-respect-to delay ferryg/n
.2pl ferry to N dem

say.cons N dem name.2pl dem to people learnn
.comp.3msg

If you delay ferrying the ferry to this N,

this N will tell that name of yours to the people he knows.

[12.178] jr wdf d
¯

.t
¯
n N (m) mh

¯
nt tw43

d
¯

d.k .f rn.t
¯
n pw n rmt

¯
ntj N rh

˘
.j (Pyr. 1223a–b M)

with-respect-to delay ferryg/n
.2pl N in ferry dem

say.cons N dem name.2pl dem to people sub
rel N learnst

.3msg

If you delay ferrying N in that ferry,

he will tell that name of yours to the people that N knows.

These are two versions of the same passage from the Pyramid Texts, variant

redactions of a first person original. The relative stp.n.f in Ex. 12.177 is the nor-

mal construction, expressing the acquisition of knowledge: rmt
¯

*rh
˘

.n.j “people

I (have come to) know.” In Ex. 12.178, the ntj clause with the subject–stative

construction suggests a more limited temporality: rmt
¯

ntj *wj rh
˘

.kj “people I

(now) know.” Similarly, a ntj clause with the passive stp.f is used as a variant

of the passive participle in the following two passages:

[12.179] [jr] rmt
¯

nb qt.sn jm.f m bw.sn jrt.sn h
˘

t nb d
¯

w r.f m h
˘

t nn d
¯

d.n.(j)

wnn [wd
¯

] mdw.(j) [h. n] .[s]n m bw wd
¯

mdw jm (Urk. I, 49, 8–11)

beg separateinf word.1sg with.3pl in place separatepcpl/pass word inadv

As for any people who will enter it unclean,44 or who will do anything bad to

it after this which I have said,

there will be judgment of my case with theirs in the place judgment is rendered

in.

[12.180] j[r] zj nb jrt.f h
˘

t r nw jr.n.(j) r jm h
˘

h
˘

r nb.(j)

wnn wd
¯

mdw.(j) h. n .f m bw nt wd
¯

mdw jm (Urk. I, 35, 3)

beg separateinf word.1sg with.3msg in place sub
rel separatepass word inadv

As for any man who will do something against this which I have made in

order to be associated with my lord,

there will be judgment of my case with his in the place that judgment is

rendered in.

In this case, ntj may carry the connotation of restricted temporality as opposed

to the unmarked construction with the participle, i.e. bw nt wd
¯

mdw jm “the

place where judgment is (in this instance) rendered” versus m bw wd
¯

mdw jm

“the place where judgment is (regularly) rendered.”

As with sk, therefore, the use of ntj as a relative morpheme for the predicate

constructions with which it is used is not governed merely or even primarily by

syntax. Since the noun-clause morpheme ntt is apparently nothing more than

the feminine singular form of ntj,45 the same connotation of restricted validity

may then apply to the clauses that it introduces. Compare the use of sk and ntt

with identical predicates in the following two examples:
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[12.181] d
¯

j.k jr N sk s jw.s (Pyr. *1586c Nt 16)

give.2msg arm to N sub
adv 3fsg come.3fsg

You should give an arm to N now that she is coming.

[12.182] d
¯

d n.k n r ntt N jw.s (CT VI, 107i Nt 40–41)

sayimp for.2msg to sun sub
n N come.3fsg

Tell the Sun that N is coming.

Although sk and ntt can thus be regarded as syntactic alternants of jw, they do

differ from jw in one respect: both sk and ntt can subordinate nominal-predicate

constructions in conjunction with enclitic js, which is apparently not the case

for jw (Chapter 7, Section 7.5), nor for ntj in relative clauses. An example with

ntt has been cited above (Ex. 12.115); one with sk (in its Middle Egyptian form)

is the following:

[12.183] jw .n.j h
˘

t nt r

jst
¯

jnk js nb-tm (CT VII, 321a–b)46

inherit.comp.1sg Akhetf off sun

sub
adv 1sg sub lord-totality

I have inherited the Akhet of the Sun

because I am the All-Lord.

The specifically subordinate nature of these clauses may explain why the inher-

ently intrinsic identification expressed by nominal-predicate constructions can

be marked as limited in validity by sk and ntt. Both Ex. 12.115 and the passage

cited just above identify the subject (deceased) with a god, an identification

that did not necessarily apply while the subject was alive. The connotation of

both may therefore be “because he is (now) the great bull that roams Ken-

zet” (Ex. 12.115) and “because I am (now) the All-Lord.” Statements without

these particles (Exx. 12.3 and 12.116) do not necessarily connote an identifi-

cation that is less restricted in its validity,47 but are simply unmarked for this

feature.

Such connotations may not have governed every instance of the subordi-

nating morphemes in Middle Egyptian. This is particularly true in the case

of the replacement of jwt and jwtj by ntt and ntj, respectively, plus a negated

predicate (Exx. 12.112 and 12.166–67). Such constructions evidently represent

a transitional stage from the original semantic value of the morphemes, as

subordinating counterparts of jw, to the purely syntactic role that ntj plays in

Egyptian II.

The grammatical expression of limited validity expressed by jw and its

counterparts in Egyptian I is apparently not a feature of Late Egyptian or

its successors to the same extent. This is shown by the loss of sk > jst
¯

as

a subordinating morpheme, by the fact that jw relates its clause only to that

of a governing clause in Late Egyptian and has become a mark of syntactic

subordination in Demotic and Coptic, and by the use of jw with the Third
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Future in ntj clauses, indicating that ntj itself was no longer felt to be a relative

counterpart of jw. Along with the reduction in parataxis, the loss of this feature

reflects the change from the primarily semantic and pragmatic grammar of

subordination in Egyptian I to the largely syntactically motivated grammar of

Egyptian II.
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Notes

1 AN CI E N T EG Y PTIAN

1 Kahl 2003; see also Jiménez-Serrano 2007; Richter 2009. The Bohairic dialect of

Coptic is still used in the liturgy of the Coptic church.

2 Major diachronic studies are those of Stricker 1945, Junge 1984, Loprieno 1995,

Kruchten 1999, and Winand 2006. Documents before 2600 bc reveal only a few

features of grammar, and developments in Coptic after the Arab conquest of Egypt

in the seventh century ad have not been studied systematically (Richter 2009).

3 Also called, less accurately, Afro-Asiatic (Arabic is both an African and an Asian

Semitic language). For an overview, see Petráček 1988.

4 The phonological realization of features such as the causative prefix and feminine

and plural endings varies in Hamito-Semitic languages. The stative is cognate with

the Akkadian form known variously as the stative or verbal adjective, and with the

perfect of other Hamito-Semitic languages.

5 The symbol ≈ is used in this study to indicate correspondence. For verb roots in the

Pyramid Texts, see Allen 1984, 541–601; Satzinger 2008. For vocalization patterns,

see especially Osing 1976a and Schenkel 1983.

6 Egyptian has a few roots with initial n– that may correspond to the Semitic

medial/intransitive/passive stem, such as nhp “escape,” related to hp “free”: see

Vernus 2009. The existence of a factitive corresponding to the Akkadian and Arabic

II or D stem (Breyer 2006) is questionable. Hieroglyphic spelling regularly shows

only one of two identical radicals in contact. The meanings “perish” and “destroy”

of the verb h. tm could therefore represent *h. *t *m versus *h. *tt *m, respectively. But it

is also possible that Egyptian used a single root for both meanings, as in English the

door closed versus he closed the door.

7 The phonological value of this phoneme is discussed in Chapter 5.

8 The IPA symbol ð represents the consonant sometimes transcribed in Semitic studies

as d
¯

(Arabic 
 ðāl). An Egyptian word jdn meaning “ear” is attested once (CT VII,

30k).

9 Kahl 2002–2004, 291.

10 See Edel 1955/1964, §§ 12–15; Allen 1984, § 721.

11 See Edel 1955/1964, §§ 16–20; Allen 1984, § 722; Vernus 1996.

12 Edgerton 1951; Edel 1955/1964, §§ 21–22; Allen 2004; Gundacker 2010.

13 For Demotic written in hieroglyphs, see Quack 1995.

14 Satzinger 2003, 201–13.

15 Beginning in the Old Kingdom, scribes developed a syllabic orthography known as

“group writing,” primarily to transcribe foreign names and loan words. That system
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202 Notes to pages 5–12

seems to have regularly represented the presence of vowels, though not always with

consistency: see Chapter 4.

16 The symbols > (“develops into”) and < (“develops from”) are used in this study to

indicate diachronic change. For the Coptic alphabet, see Chapter 2.

17 Steindorff 1894, §§ 1–46; Sethe 1899–1902, I, 3–188; Sethe 1923, 145–207. The

classic synthesis is Edgerton 1947.

18 Major studies include Czermak 1931 and 1934; Worrell 1934; Vergote 1945;

Loprieno 1995, 28–50; and Peust 1999a.

19 Based on Rößler 1971. For summaries of the debate, see H. Satzinger 1997; Peust

1999a, 80–84; Müller 2011.

20 An exception is Loprieno 1995, 51–102.

21 Brugsch 1855.

22 Erman 1880; Edel 1955 and 1964.

23 Schweizer 2005. Černý and Groll 1984. Jansen-Winkeln 1996; Peust 1999b;

Engsheden 2003; Kurth 2007.

24 Codified by Sethe 1899–1902.

25 See Gardiner 1957, § 438. Translations are for illustration only: the verb forms

are not specific as to tense. The verb stp “choose” is used throughout this study

in place of the more traditional sd
¯

m “hear,” because the latter has some formal

restrictions.

26 Erman 1884.

27 Polotsky 1944.

28 For details, see Chapter 12, Section 12.4.

29 For conventions used in the glosses, see p. iii, above.

30 Polotsky 1965, analyzing the last as “That the sun emerges is there.”

31 Polotsky 1976.

32 For the last, see Edel 1955/1964, §§ 511–31; Allen 1984, 722–23.

33 See Depuydt 1983.

2 CO PT IC PHO N OLOGY

1 Layton 2000, 1 and n. 1; Richter 2009.

2 Kasser 1991d; Funk 1988. For the location of Oxyrhynchite, see Kahle 1954, 223–

24. The names “Bohairic” and “Saidic” come from the modern Egyptian Arabic

terms for north and south, respectively; Saidic is also known as Sahidic. In earlier

Coptic studies, Lycopolitan was abbreviated a
2 (for Subakhmimic).

3 Kasser 1991c.

4 The concept of “Common Coptic” as used in this study is essentially equivalent to

the “Paleo-Coptic” or Urkoptisch of other studies (see Edgerton 1947, 17; Fecht

1960, § 5; Peust 1999, 179–80) but without the diachronic implications of such

terms.

5 See Funk 2006, 70–74 (I thank A. Shisha-Halevy for bringing this study to my

attention). A seminal attempt to deal with Common Coptic phonology is that of

Hintze 1980, based on Akhmimic, Bohairic, and Saidic.

6 See Satzinger 2003.

7 Transliteration is based in part on Egyptological conventions and is not meant to

represent their actual pronunciation in any of the dialects (insofar as that can be
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determined). Superscript h represents an aspirated consonant; underscored conso-

nants are palatal, as is ḡ (i.e. k
¯

= [ky], ḡ = [gy]). The nature of the vowels and

consonants is discussed in Sections 2.3–2.4, below.

8 Usually ei in alms, also i" before or after stressed vowels.

9 Regularly ou (= u) except in Greek loan-words and as the second vowel of a

diphthong with a e h w (oou = ou).

10 All Coptic lexemes are from Crum 1939 and Kasser 1966, unless indicated other-

wise.

11 4 is also used in Dialect P for the same phoneme.

12 See Kasser 1991g. Stress is determined by vowels: see Section 2.3, below.

13 Shisha-Halevy 1991, 55 (1.7). For syllabic consonants, see Worrell 1934, 11–

16. The existence of syllabic consonants is debated: see Peust 1999, 61–65. The

Bohairic and Oxyrhynchite use of the superliteral dot for vowels as well as conso-

nants, however, indicates that the latter are syllabic. The superliteral stroke of other

dialects probably derives from op –, representing a syllabic n. : see Satzinger 1991,

171.

14 The superliteral stroke indicating a syllabic consonant is to be distinguished from

that signifying an abbreviation, as in js for joeis “lord.”

15 For the sonants, see Kasser 1991f, 184.

16 bflsw= mw and a ouwhen word-final or doubled, e.g. a sou, bflms sou “drink”;

a xououf/xouf, bm xwf, fls xwwf/xwf “himself.”

17 See Till 1931, §§ 9–12; Hintze 1980, 35–36, 55–57. Small capitals indicate open

vowels.

18 Peust 1999, 181–93, has argued the opposite (e.g. *a > o open vs. w closed), but

his view is contradicted by evidence such as bf swrem and o ra Verbs of the

pattern 1w2 are a major exception, but these are generally considered secondary

vocalizations, e.g. bfs ouwn, m ouon but al ouen “open.” The vowel of al ro is

conditioned by etymological *ˀ (see below). See Ternes 2002.

19 See Hintze 1980, 48–54; Peust 1999, 237–46; Funk 2006, 87–88.

20 Contrast alms ¥hre, bf ¥hri “son,” with *e > h in an open syllable.

21 In Bohairic, the form with pronominal suffix has *ei rather than *iˀ: thi"s “give it”;

also f tei"s as a variant of tees.

22 The final vowel of a ouieibe reflects a common feature of this dialect after final

sonants: see Steindorff 1951, 10.

23 See Osing 1976a, 27–30; Peust 1999, 250–59.

24 See Hintze 1980, 51; Peust 1999, 199–204. The descriptive system is based on

Gussenhoven and Jacobs 2005, 68–72. Vowels can be –h–l (i.e. mid) but not

+h+l. The distinction between tense (+t) and lax (–t) vowels has traditionally

been described in terms of length, with stressed vowels in closed syllables short

and those in open syllables, long: the classic study is Edgerton 1947. Stressed o,

however, which is traditionally understood as short, occurs in open syllables in the

Oxyrhynchite dialect. This argues for a qualitative distinction.

25 Square brackets denote phonetic value (i.e. pronunciation): [�] is the vowel of

English cup; [ə] (“schwa”) is that of the e in French gredin.

26 For late Coptic, see Peust 1999, 228–30.

27 For Greek �, see W. Allen 1987, 69–75. Greek � began to develop its modern

pronunciation [i] in the second century ad: W. Allen 1987, 74–75. The symbol [�:]

denotes a lengthened [�].
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28 Some common exceptions: *n > m before p/m (e.g. xnouhi “in a house” but xmphi

“in the house”); *b > m in alms nim vs. o nibe/nibi, p nib “all, every”; n sometimes

a secondary interpolation in mt (e.g. l ¥amnt, s ¥omnt vs. a 5amt, bs ¥omt, fl

¥amt “three”); *s > ¥ sometimes in conjunction with an adjacent ¥ or j (e.g. bfs

¥w¥t vs. m so¥t, s sw¥t “stop”; al ¥eji, f ¥eji, s ¥aje vs. b saji, f seji,

lm seje “speak”).

29 Because the exact locus of articulation is unknown, “apical” is used in this study to

refer to both alveolar and dental articulation. The term “coronal” is also used for

such consonants: Gussenhoven and Jacobs 2005, 68.

30 Shisha-Halevy 1991, 54.

31 See Worrell 1934, 20–23.

32 See Kasser 1991a and 1991e.

33 For o ra , see Osing 1976b, 251.

34 See Kasser 1991b, 46. For o < a, see Osing 1976b, 248. The initial vowel of ao/ea

is not a reflex of the final one of rwme/rwmi/lwmi/rome; the construct form of this

word is alms rm/rem/lem in other compounds.

35 b xro¥/xor¥ (original *ˀ > x). Cf. Peust 1999, 105.

36 See Kasser 1991b.

37 For the sake of simplicity, the term “glide” is used here as a general category

subsuming the approximants /w/y/ (“semivowels”) and /l/r/ (“liquids”), as well as

the consonants /ˁ/ and /ˀ/. The phonological value of /ˀ/ is discussed in Chapter 5.

The terms “pharyngeal” and “glottal” (or “laryngeal”) are identified as “uvular” or

“pharyngeal” respectively, in some studies.

38 Osing 1976b, 7.

39 For the question of voice vs. aspiration, see Worrell 1934, 17–23; Peust 1999, 85–

88. It is also possible that the distinction was initially one of “emphasis” (±emp)

in some or all of the dialects, where “emphasis” refers to a consonantal feature

found in related languages, such as Arabic: e.g. +emp t. (�) vs. –emp t (�). On the

evidence of Coptic alone, however, the distinction is one of aspiration and/or voice;

the possibility of a ±emp distinction will be examined in Chapter 5.

3 COPTIC AND EGYPTIAN

1 With the exception of “group-writing,” used primarily for foreign loan-words,

Demotic e (representing < jw), and late adaptations of hieroglyphic consonantal

signs to write the vowels of Greek proper names.

2 Order is from right to left, by rows. Letters separated by / represent alternative

transcriptions.

3 Demotic ṱ, also often distinguished in Late Egyptian as tw or tj, is not phonemically

distinct from t but rather indicates a phonetically retained (pronounced) t.

4 The two primary studies are Edgerton 1947 and Fecht 1960. See also Peust 1999,

176–81; Schenkel 2009.

5 See Loprieno 1995, 36–37; Peust 1999, 181–93; Schenkel 2009.

6 See Fecht 1960, § 136, with evidence for the preposition jm/m.

7 See Fecht 1960, 76 n. 229.

8 This verb belongs to the class of 4ae-inf. verbs that do not have a final –t in the

infinitive: Allen 1984, § 742. (An infinitive written msdty.j in LES 6,8 must represent
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something similar to the Coptic pronominal form mestwi"). The fourth radical is

occasionally reflected as j in earlier inflected forms.

9 Cf. Schenkel 2009, 269–74. For the name and vocalization (reflected in NK

cuneiform), see Vycichl 1983, 10.

10 See Fecht 1960, §§ 78–80.

11 Ranke 1910, 26–36, 43–62; Peust 1999, 222–25, with further references. Cuneiform

renders Egyptian *o with u. Coptic xwr appears in ptime nxwr “the town of Horus”

(modern Damanhur): Crum 1939, 414b; also h
˘

ar as unstressed element in proper

names. For mempi “Memphis,” see Fecht 1960, § 81; cuneiform renders Egyptian

f by p: bukurninip for bukunrinip *bokn. rı́nif (b k-n-rn.f). Egyptian d
¯

nt “Tanis”

is also attested as s. e’nu *d
¯
éˁnu, apparently reflecting fm ee/e vs. bs a/aa; but

the cuneiform could also represent s. i’nu *d
¯
ı́ˁnu, the Common Coptic ancestor of

jani/janh/jaane.

12 Ranke 1910, 7–20, 43–62; Peust 1999, 222–25, 300. See also Edel 1948; Edel

1954; Edel 1980; Edel 1983; Edel 1989. The word h. tp.w is a verb form known

as the stative (see Chapter 6, Section 6.3). The final vowel of pusbi’u may be an

Akkadian inflectional ending. The word mu’a/mu (also mu’wa/ muwa/mū) is attested

only unstressed in proper names in the extant cuneiform renditions, e.g. nibmu’aria

*nibmuˁarı́ˁa (nb-m t-r w). The ee of al mee, ms mee represents e plus ending e

rather than a doubled vowel, as shown by bf mei/mhi. Stressed u in a closed syllable

also appears in MB upda *ˁúfda ( fdt: Osing, 1976a, 714) “box,” which has no

Coptic descendants.

13 For ku/kū, see Edel 1954, 34–35; Fecht 1960, § 176–78; Peust 1999, 225 and 227.

For *i > *e, see Ranke 1910, 14, 16–19; Osing 1976a, 21–26; Peust 1999, 243–44.

For unstressed e, see Ranke 1910, 15–16, 18.

14 Final stressed *iˀ often > bs e rather than a: Osing 1976a, 16 and 408–13.

15 Roundness is not needed to describe the difference between the three New Kingdom

vowels. The vowel [ɯ] is the unrounded counterpart of [u]; both are phonemic in

Scottish Gaelic, where u = [u] and ao = [ɯ]: e.g., cur “sowing” vs. caor “berry.”

16 As argued by Edel 1954, 34–35.

17 This list ignores infrequent or variant forms.

18 See Peust 1999, 131.

19 See Peust 1999, 131–32. The vocalization indicates original h
¯

bt *h
¯
arábbat. The

root is 3ae-gem. h
¯

bb, preserved in Peas. B1, 138 (infinitive).

20 See Peust 1999, 134–35.

21 Wb. I, 461; Hoch 1994, § 119. The digram nr occurs sporadically already in OE:

Edel 1955/1964, § 130, 3.

4 CO RRE SPO N DENTS AND COGNATES

1 von Soden 1969, § 19a.

2 The primary New Kingdom source is Hoch 1994; for execration texts: Sethe 1926;

Posener 1940; Abubakr and Osing 1974.

3 The correspondents reflect New Kingdom sources except where those earlier show

differences in rendition. Multiple correspondents are given in order of decreasing

attestation, based on Hoch 1994, 431–37. These should be taken as general indices

only, as a number of correspondents are sparsely documented and Hoch’s examples
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and conclusions are sometimes debatable: see the reviews by Meeks 1997 and

Rainey 1998. Semitic phonemes are marked by //. Of these, /h. / is IPA h̄; /h
˘
/ is IPA x;

/�/ is a voiceless dental fricative (Ar. �); /ś/ is IPA s (Heb. `); /š/ is IPA ʃ; /ɣ/ is the

voiced counterpart of /h
˘
/ (Ar. �); /t./ is the emphatic counterpart of /t/ (Ar. �); /�. /, the

emphatic counterpart of /�/ (Ar. 	); /s/, the consonant represented by s in Hebrew

and Aramaic and s in Ugaritic, probably originally affricate [ts] (Hoch 1994, 407–

408); and /ð/, the voiced counterpart of /�/ (Ar. 
). Hoch’s equations of Egyptian s

with /š/, š with /ś/�/, and t
¯

with /ð/ are refuted by Rainey 1998, 452. The phoneme

that Hoch considers the emphatic counterpart of /ð/ (/ð. /), rare in correspondents, is

perhaps better understood as emphatic /ś./: Hoch 1994, 405–406. Egyptian h
¯

and z

are not used to render Semitic consonants.

4 Hoch 1994, 492–95; for /l/ in the New Kingdom only in j *ˀēl (Hoch 1994, 27–28,

63).

5 Hoch 1994, 413, 505.

6 See Hoch 1994, 401.

7 Hoch 1994, 431, 433, 490–97.

8 represents /l/ much more often than /r/; r is used for both Semitic phonemes in the

MK, but much less often than .

9 Hoch 1994, 412–13. See Rainey 1998, 435 and 448.

10 Wb. I, 551; Hoch 1994, 401, 430.

11 Hoch 1994, 432.

12 Hoch 1994, 63–65 and 430. Egyptian r ≈ /d/ primarily in pr ≈ *ˁabd “servant.”

13 For h. ≈ Semitic /h
˘
/, see Hoch 1994, 411–12.

14 Hoch 1994, 436 and 433. See Rainey 1998, 448 and 452.

15 Ranke 1910, 91.

16 For /ś/, see Hoch 1994, 409–10.

17 See Buccellati 1997, 18–22. See also A. Faber 1984; Dolgopolsky 1999, 32–35;

Militarev and Kogan 2000, xcviii–cv; Streck 2006.

18 Hoch 1994, 428–29, 431.

19 In Hebrew and Aramaic, g is rendered by q q in loan words and renditions of

Egyptian names: Lambdin 1953, 149.

20 Egyptian d ≈ Hebrew f t. in jdmj ≈ ˀēt. ôn “red linen”: Lambdin 1953, 147. Cuneiform

renditions of d are ambiguous (n. 1, above).

21 Coptic also makes it unlikely that they were affricates, contra Hoch 1994,

429–30.

22 Recent comprehensive studies are Kienast 2001 and Militarev and Kogan 2000,

which contain some material on African cognate languages; see also Schneider

1997. Broader Hamito-Semitic studies, such as Petráček 1988 and Takács 1999–

2001, suffer from an imperfect understanding of Egyptian and must be used with

caution: see Zeidler 1992 and Quack 2002.

23 Vycichl 1958; 1959; 1990, 14–18.

24 Based on Bennett 1998, 68–69; Dolgopolsky 1999, 28–38. Kienast 2001, 26;

Militarev and Kogan 2000–2005, I, lxvii. In the table, ±v is ±voice and +e is

+emphatic; nas is nasals and gl is glides (see Chapter 2 n. 37). The phoneme

*/q/ is normally understood as the emphatic counterpart of *g/k (*k. ), *ś/ś. as IPA 	/	.,

and *z/s/s. as affricates [dz]/[ts]/[t.s.]. Dolgopolsky and Militarev and Kogan consider

*ɣ/h
˘

as uvular; they and Kienast identify *h. /ˁ as pharyngeals, and *h/ˀ as laryn-

geals; and Militarev and Kogan qualify *ˀ as an emphatic stop. Kienast 2001, 26
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and 29, identifies the phoneme *ś. as *ð. : see also Hoch 1994, 405–406. For other

proposed proto-phonemes, see Militarev and Kogan 2000–2005, I, xcvii–cxxiv. The

chart is intended only as a summary of what seems to be recent common opinion in

Proto-Semitic studies.

25 Bennett 1998, 69–73; Dolgopolosky 1999, 16–19; Militarev and Kogan 2000–2005,

I, lxviii–lxix; Kienast 2001, 29. There is some disagreement on the correspondents

of *�. and *ś. in Ugaritic: respectively, d. and s. (Bennett), s. and ð (Kienast), and *�. /ɣ
and s. (Dolgopolsky, Militarev and Kogan).

26 Unless noted otherwise, examples are taken from Militarev and Kogan 2000–2005,

Takács 1999–2001, I.

27 For the last cognate, see Militarev and Kogan 2000–2005, II, no. 72. It has been

questioned but not convincingly refuted; the argument of Quack 2002, 169 and 174,

is circular.

28 See Takács 1999–2001, I, 341–42, with references; Quack 2002, 170–73.

29 For the Semitic 3msg *š/h, see Kienast 2001, § 43.

30 See Rößler 1971, 311–14.

31 See Rößler 1971, 308; Takács 1999–2001, I, 143–48.

32 Quack 2002, 178, questions the correspondence of t ≈ Semitic *t. but does not con-

sider the example cited here (Takács 1999–2001, I, 233), which seems unassailable.

33 For the last, see Schneider 1997, 208. Contra Quack 2002, 181, jdn “ear” occurs in

CT VII, 30k, as noted by Takács 1999–2001, I, 248.

5 EG Y PTI A N PH ONOLOGY

1 For incompatibilities, see Roquet 1973; Watson 1979; Kammerzell 1998; Zeidler

1992, 203–206; Peust 1999, 194–97; Takács 1999–2001, I, 323–32 (with further

bibliography); Brein 2009.

2 This grapheme also represents j+j in Old Egyptian, i.e., two phonemes: Edel

1955/1964, § 150; Allen 1984, § 20. Firm evidence for its use to represent a single

phonemic y dates from the First Intermediate Period, in instances of w > y: Schenkel

1962, §§ 14–16. Examples of y for j in Old Egyptian (Edel 1955/1964, §§ 139–40)

derive from the two signs of y as a reflection of the association of phonemic j with

the dual, e.g. Pyr. 1044c N nty = P nt as a writing of ntj “which” as a spurious dual

of *nt. This “duality” may account for the grapheme used for y.

3 See Peust 1999, 49–50.

4 An analogous situation exists in modern Egyptian Arabic, where consonantal ˀ (alif)

is realized as [ˀ] in  “no,” pronounced [laˀ] or even [láˀa] but otherwise with little

or no phonetic realization.

5 For l ieire, see Vycichl 1983, 66.

6 For Old Egyptian, see Edel 1955/1964, §§ 18 and 573. An analogous use to mark

an initial vowel probably exists in the prefixed forms of Old Egyptian, such as

imperative j.d
¯

d > aji. It may also account for the MK grapheme as a rendering

of initial /y/ in Semitic names: this may represent jy, where j indicates the onset to

a [y] considered vocalic, e.g. jy mt = *yarmuta “Yarmut” (Hoch 1994, 493).

7 See Satzinger 1994. OE h. ng is attested in a text from the pyramid of Merenre:

Leclant 1973, pl. 15 fig. 20; for the ME form, see Wb. III, 34 (h. g), also Wb. III,

121, 4 = CT V, 133a h. ngw “sweetness.”
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8 Pyr. 2109 nwr pt = 924a wr pt, Pyr. 1098a PN dwn- nwj = M dw - nwj. For d
¯

rt/d
¯

t,

see Edel 1955/1964, § 129. Note also the word-play between and rt in CT IV,

66b .n.j m rwt.

9 See also Peust 2008, 115.

10 For the vocalization *h. ilág, see Osing 1976a, 156–60. Vycichl 1990, 113 notes a

West Dakhla dialect of Arabic in which l was pronounced as [n].

11 The Saidic infinitive noufr, apparently < *náfar, is an exception to this rule.

12 For Old Egyptian, see Edel 1955/1964, § 128. Note also Pyr. 2062a N as a

spelling of nfr (vs. P ).

13 The distinction is also supported by the fact that r is originally incompatible

with b while n has no strong incompatibilities with other consonants: Peust 1999,

196.

14 [�] is also described as velarized. The two sounds are non-phonemic in English:

leap [li:p] vs. peal [pi:�]. They are phonemic in Albanian: e.g., gjela [d
¯
�la] “turkey”

vs. gjella [d
¯
��a] “dish.” Palatalization is unlikely, since both n and r are compatible

with the palatals h
¯

/t
¯
/d
¯

, themselves mutually incompatible.

15 See Loprieno 1995, 31; Peust 1999, 128; Takács 1999–2001, I, 273–75.

16 Peust 1999, 196. That was not a kind of *[r] is also supported by its greater

avoidance of word-initial position as compared to r: see Peust 2008, 118.

17 Satzinger 1994, 199; Peust 1999, 131–32.

18 NK j for Semitic ˀēl “god” is probably a survival from MK orthography; more

common NK transcriptions are jr, jrw, and j r: Hoch 1994, 27–28.

19 Pyr. 93c, 555c–d: see Edel 1955/1964, § 134. For > tai", see the next section

below.

20 See Peust 1999, 102–103.

21 Takács 1999–2001, I, 323, erroneously includes s and g among the consonants with

which is incompatible: for s, see Peust 1999, 197 n. 231 (s h. ); for g, note gt (Wb.

I, 235, 5; Pyr. 97b/d, 109b). Takács accepts and z as compatible, but his evidence

is invalid.

22 Zeidler 1992, 206–10; Satzinger 1999; Peust 1999, 100–102. These variants are

rejected by Takács 1999–2001, I, 341–42, but not convincingly: see Quack 2002,

170–73.

23 For b/db, see Lesko and Lesko 2002–2004, I, 63; II, 243. For a possible Coptic

reflex of b, see Osing 1997, 229; Satzinger 1999, 145; Peust 1999, 101 n. 100.

24 Satzinger 1999, 144: b for regular d b “fig.”

25 The change of t > *[ˀ] in jtrw is first attested in Dyn. XVII, in spellings without t

(jrw): Wb. I, 146.

26 See Zeidler 1992, 206–10; Schenkel 1993. Peust 1999, 82–83 argues against dialec-

tal variation but without considering the LE evidence of coexistence. The single

instance of for d in the OK, noted above (n. 24), most likely reflects substitution

of the *[d] represented by for that represented by d (for which, see below) – i.e.

b = *[d. �b] vs. d b = *[d�b] – perhaps by assimilation, if and both had a

uvular/pharyngeal component.

27 As argued by Schenkel 1993.

28 See Edel 1955/1964, § 144.

29 Edel 1955/1964, §§ 148–49; Allen 1984, § 20.

30 Schenkel 1962, §§ 14–18. This change is also attested in Old Egyptian in Pyr. 657e

T myt = MN mt “die” (root mwt).
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31 Lesko and Lesko 2002–2004, I, 96 (wb ), 125 (b ), 126 (b b ), 127 (b q), 354 (h
˘

b ),

all native Egyptian words. Also for Semitic /b/ in loan words: Hoch 1994, 91–92,

101, 106–107, 114, 376.

32 Edel 1955/1964, § 114, cites the verb h
˘

sb as a variant of regular h
˘

sf “bar” in the

Pyramid Texts, which might provide evidence for the pronunciation of b as a fricative

already in the Old Kingdom, depending on the value of f at that time (see below). The

two words apparently have the same meaning, and they appear as textual variants

in Pyr. 334c, in differing versions of a spell. The verb h
˘

sb is rare (other instances

are Pyr. 336b T and 448c), but it appears in the geminated form h
˘

sbb in Pyr. 492d,

indicating that it was a verb in its own right; and because it is attested there in all

copies (WPMN), it is unlikely to have been a dialectal variant of h
˘

sf.

33 Fecht 1960, § 55; Ward 1975; see also Peust 1999, 135.

34 Kammerzell 1992, 171–72.

35 Pyr. 76a, 95a, 108a, 245b, 557c h
˘

nf vs. 1839a, *1941d, 2021b h
˘

np. Verhoeven 1984,

85–89; Vernus 1987, 453.

36 Brein 2009, 6, however, suggests that the incompatibility of f and h is “more probably

due to their respective rareness than to their similarity.”

37 Lesko and Lesko 2002–2004, I, 295, 318, 289; Satzinger 1991, 171. See also Peust

1999, 99.

38 Rößler 1971, 274, 296–97.

39 See Kammerzell 2005, 182–99. This applies primarily to complementation of mul-

tiliteral signs, such as pšr > ph
¯

r; the word h
¯

t “belly” is spelled only with

h
¯

.

40 Kahl 1994, 63–65, 615–19.

41 Edel 1955/1964, § 120. A good example is the word h
¯

t “corpse,” which appears

as š t, h
¯

t, and šh
¯

t in the Pyramid Texts of Pepi II (Pyr. 1257d, 474a, and 548b,

respectively).

42 Rößler 1971, 300–302.

43 Edel 1955/1964, § 121.

44 See Peust 1999, 115–17.

45 For the latter, see Edel 1955/1964, § 119.

46 Edel 1955/1964, § 116. For Middle Kingdom texts, see Allen 2002, 86.

47 Edel 1955/1964, §§ 116–17.

48 As suggested by Loprieno 1995, 34.

49 It does occur with h and z in causative roots (e.g. sh j “make descend,” sz “doff”).

50 E.g. Proto-Semitic *� ≈ Ethiopic (Geˁez) /s/ (see Chapter 4); Arabic ā� ´̄ar “ruins”

> colloquial Egyptian as ´̄ar.

51 Peust (1999, 107–11) separates q into two phonemes and g into three, but the

evidence is far too slight to warrant such a division.

52 In Vycichl 1983, 29 of 121 instances of q (24%) and 73 of 88 of g (83%) are

palatalized > *ḡ; for q see also Peust 1999, 108–110.

53 The ratio of /q/: q is 70% vs. 20% /q/: g: Hoch 1994, 432.

54 Palatalization of /q/ is attested in Chaha, a member of the Ethiopic branch of Semitic

languages: Leslau 1997, 385.

55 The ratio of /g/: q is 46% vs. 31% /g/: g: Hoch 1994, 432.

56 Of 65 instances of k in Vycichl 1983, 20 (31%) are palatalized. Peust (1999, 108)

claims that palatalization “can probably be predicted by the environment,” but his

evidence (1999, 121–22) does not support this assertion.
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57 See Peust 1999, 112–13.

58 The character of g as unaspirated rather than voiced may account for the fact that it

is rendered in Hebrew and Aramaic by q (q); Hebrew uses both g (g) and q (q) for

q: Lambdin 1953, 149 and 154.

59 Edel 1955/1964, § 111.

60 Hoch 1994, 408. Pace Hoch 1994, 429, there is no good evidence that t
¯

was

an affricate in Egyptian. Its use to render Semitic /s/�/ is most likely due to

approximation.

61 An excellent summary of the debate and evidence is given by Peust 1999, 80–84.

62 Similarly, Peust 1999, 84.

63 Hoch 1994, 437.

64 Satzinger 1972, 49–53. See Peust 1999, 93.

65 For st
¯
j > stj, see Edel 1955/1964, § 112. An exceptional case of palatalization is

Semitic tappūh. a “apple” (Hoch 1994, 377) ≈ NK dph. w/d
¯

ph. w > Demotic d
¯

ph
˘

/

d
¯

mph. > a jphx, b jemvex, f jimpex, s jempex/jephx. The occasional use of t
¯
/d
¯for t/d in the MK and later undoubtedly represents graphic variation only, although

it reflects the depalatalization of t
¯

and d
¯

.

66 See Peust 1999, 85; CDD Prologue, p. 7.

67 Pyr. 285c T jnt
¯
wt.tf = W jnt

¯
wt.f “his fetters”; ShS. 7 jswt.t

¯
n for jswt.n “our crew.”

Pace Edel 1955/1964, §§ 113 and 210, this is the likeliest explanation of the Old

Kingdom examples.

68 E.g. LES 13, 1 d
¯

d.twf “say it” (vs. absolute d
¯

d > A jou, bflms jw) and LEM 103,

5 rmt
¯
.twf “his people” (vs. absolute rmt

¯
> als rwme, b rwmi, f lwmi, m rome).

69 See the discussion by Peust 1999, 123–25.

70 For evidence of aspiration earlier in Egyptian, see Peust 1999, 84.

71 For the latter, see von Beckerath 1999, 221. See also Peust 1999, 88. The convention

indicates a stop (d/tj) with voice (n/jn). The same convention exists in modern

Greek, where �� is used for [d] in loan words and foreign names, e.g. ������ “décor,

set.”

72 Hypothetical except for k > t
¯

in Old Egyptian. Most cases involve a hypothetical

middle development or two; this may represent a development in early Egyptian (in

OE for k > t
¯
) or the original form of the consonants in Egyptian.

73 This may have involved [d/d. ] as an intermediate stage (see below).

6 N O U N S, PRO N OUNS, AND ADJECTIVES

1 The definition of these categories is largely functional rather than inherent, and lex-

emes are assigned to them based on their normal grammatical use. Recent linguistic

theory has suggested that absolute categories are largely illusory (e.g., Croft 2001).

2 The Coptic words derive from *h. ı́amat > *h. ı́ma “woman” and *h. iámwat > *h. iámwa

“women.” Such irregular forms reside in the lexicon of a language: Pinker 1999,

12–46.

3 Loprieno 1995, 55–56. Semitic languages use a form either without case (Akkadian

bı̄tka “your house”) or with case (Arabic baytuka/baytika “your house”): Kienast

2001, 44.

4 The first two alternatives may be dialectal in some cases: *nibu “lord” > nb *nib >

l nep and nb *nibu > b nhb. See Loprieno 1995, 55.
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5 Perhaps *ut or *it in some nouns: Osing 1976a, 408–23; Loprieno 1995, 57. For

nouns such as as pe, b ve, afm ph “sky,” however, the dialectal variants h phe and

p pee point to an original *puˀat rather than *put. The phonology of such nouns

is best explained by loss of the final syllable rather than just the feminine ending:

*puˀat > *puˀ > ph/pe/ve.

6 The consonant in the Akkadian feminine ending –at has been seen as a phonological

“bridge” between the vowel a and that of the case ending: Gelb 1969, 35–36. This

is unlikely for Egyptian in the absence of firm evidence for case.

7 Osing 1976a, 420. The singular is *taˀ > to/co.

8 Or *puh. . The stressed vowel of the dual is identified by b vaxou.

9 The two stress patterns are apparently dialectal variants.

10 The historical feminine plural *–áwwat > –woui/aue/ooue is lexicalized for native

nouns in Coptic – e.g. wnwwt “hours” > ounwoui/ounaue/ounooue – but is

sometimes applied productively to loan words: e.g., 2uywoui/2uyooue “spirits”

(from Greek 2��� > 2uyh).

11 See Loprieno 1980, 1–11; Silverman 1981; Allen 2002, 88–91.

12 The relatives ntj “who, which” and jwtj “who/which not” are sometimes grouped

with the pronouns (e.g. Loprieno 1995, 70–71) but are classed more properly as

adjectives. The noun ky “other,” the quantifier nb “every, all,” and the LE–Coptic

possessives formed from the demonstratives, all of which function as noun modifiers,

are treated in Sections 6.4–6.5, below.

13 Also b vh/ch/nh, flms ph/th/nh “that, those.”

14 For the distinction in Coptic, see Layton 2000, 48–49.

15 The pw/tw/nw set is originally distance-neutral vs. proximal pn/tn/nn and distal

pf/tf/nf: see Jenni 2009.

16 Allen 2002, 91.

17 Edel 1955/1964, §§ 182–84. The masculine forms probably reflect the convention of

writing two identical consonants in contact only once, i.e. jpn *ˀippin. The feminine

plurals jptnt and jptwt apparently represent secondary gender marking of the original

forms jptn and jptw.

18 This survives in Bohairic for plurals followed by an indirect genitive, e.g. nen¥hri

nnh (Matt. 23:31) “the children of those” (< n n šrj n n j).

19 See Schenkel 1966.

20 G. Gragg, in Kienast 2001, 587.

21 For the derivation, see Stauder 2012.

22 Edel 1959.

23 See Schenkel 2009, 273–74.

24 Edel 1955/1964, §574 jw.n s .wn “we are sated.” Similarly, Middle Egyptian some-

times uses an adjectival statement in place of the 3fsg stative: e.g., ntj mr sj vs. ntt

mr.tj “which is ill” (Westendorf 1962, § 171).

25 The first two elements (tw) are regularly written with the sign representing triliteral

tjw, but cognates indicate that this probably represents only t plus a vowel: cf. Edel

1955/1964, § 574bb.

26 See Černý and Groll 1984, 196–97: Winand 1992, 103–49.

27 Peust 2002.

28 I.e., inf.f > inf.twf. Černý and Groll 1984, 32. The origin of this feature is unknown;

it may be partly dialectal, as Demotic still uses third-person s/st.
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29 For the latter, see Stauder 2012.

30 See Kammerzell 1991.

31 For the LE forms, see Černý and Groll 1984, 11.

32 See Allen 1994, 5–6; further discussion in Chapter 7, below.

33 These have been studied in depth by Fecht 1960. Fecht analyzes them as historical

variants, with those stressed on the first element as earlier than the alternative pattern,

but it is also possible that the different stress patterns were dialectal, at least in part:

note smnt *sumı́nit > as smine and *súmnit > bf semni “set.”

34 See Fecht 1960, 82–88.

35 The two constructions may not have been completely free alternants. In the Pyramid

Texts of Unis, genitives involving the king’s name as the second element – e.g. mjwt

wnjs “Unis’s mother” and mjwt nt wnjs “mother of Unis” – have occasionally been

altered from one form to another: Pyr. 380a, 389a, 390b, 484b (direct to indirect,

also 118a and 273b with another noun as the second element); 37c, 118c (indirect

to direct).

36 Osing 1976b, 15–16; the difference is apparently gender based. The vocalization

*ı́pin is presumably reflected in the Demotic spelling jpn. Whether the normal OE–

ME spellings pn and tn conceal the same vocalization is unknown. It is possible that

the singular form with initial j *ˀı́ was a dialectal variant.

37 Copticvh/ph,ch/th,nh “that, those” also have full stress. These indicate an original

*púˀᵕ/túˀᵕ/núˀᵕ. To what extent, if at all, the two forms existed in LE p j/t j/n j is

unclear.

38 Both forms appear in jw t y.f pš mj qd t y.n (BM 10054, 3, 6) “and his share was

the same as ours”.

39 E.g., mrt nb jrt.n stš (Pyr. 1594b) be-painfuln/f
quant don/f.comp Seth “every

painful thing Seth has done.”

40 Spiegelberg 1925, § 71. This is the source of the Coptic vocalization, which indicates

an open syllable: *nı́bat > *nı́ba > nibe/nim, etc. The final en of bf niben/nifen

may derive from Demotic nbt nbt “each and every.”

41 Vycichl 1983, 158, 277; Osing 1976b, 116; Fecht 1960, 113 n. 347. The nisbe h
¯

rt

“what is under” expresses possession (“what one has”).

42 This is a simplification of participial syntax, but it involves the basic proce-

dures in the formation of the most straightforward participial phrases. The same

syntax applies in the generation of the relative forms of the verb, discussed in

Chapter 9.

43 See Osing 1976a, 120–37. A few adjectives had variant vocalizations, e.g. msg

*ˁáˀ > o and fsg t *ˁáˀat > w “big,” cognate with j “enlarge,” vs. msg h
˘

j

*h
˘
áˀi >¥wi “high” and fsg q jt *qáˀiat > kaie/koi/koie “high (land),” cognate with

h
˘

j and q j “become high,” which conform to the participial pattern. Some adjectives

were vocalized differently from the normal participial pattern exemplified by *náfir:

see Ray 1999.

44 The stative h
˘

p.j retains its obligatory 3msg suffix pronoun (unwritten in this

example).

45 And possibly also nouns, though if so, rarely and perhaps only in some dialects:

Uljas 2006 (against which, see Schenkel 2008), Gundacker 2010.

46 A rare Coptic survival is Luke 5:39 s nefrperpas “the old wine is good” (< nfr

p jrp jsy good the wine old).

47 Osing 1976b, 24.
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7 NON-VERBAL PREDICATES

1 They have been subdivided into classifying, identifying, and specifying sentences

(e.g. Loprieno 1995, 103–18), but in general, the same patterns are used for all these

functions.

2 Coptic examples are given in Saidic unless noted otherwise.

3 Edgerton 1951, 10.

4 The balanced-sentence construction demonstrates the reality of the syntactic roles of

subject and predicate. The statement of Ex. 7.2 does not imply the reverse. Compare

Arabic beiti beitak “My house (is) your house,” which also does not imply the

reverse.

5 Allen 1994, 4–5.

6 Edel 1955/1964, § 965.

7 A similar passage appears in Pyr. 2002c–2003a, without tw.

8 Proper names in small capitals in transcription are those of kings, marked in writing

by a surrounding cartouche. An earlier version of this passage (Pyr. 438c W) omits

pw in both sentences.

9 Groll 1967, 92–93.

10 For wn as a participle, see Fecht 1960, § 99. Further discussion in Sections 7.4 and

7.5, below.

11 In some copies this has evidently been reinterpreted as a nisbe of the noun mjw

“cat”, i.e. “catlike” (CT IV, 289a T3Be, M57C, M1NY). See Allen forthcoming.

12 Groll 1967, 34–38; Černý and Groll 1984, 542.

13 I owe this last observation, and its wording, to Andréas Stauder.

14 For bn . . . jwn , see Winand 1997.

15 A similar pattern exists in Scottish Gaelic, e.g. Bha e m’athair “He was my father”

but Bha m’athair na shaidear “My father was a soldier,” literally, “in his soldier.”

8 V ERBS

1 Studied in detail by Vernus 2009.

2 Allen 1984, § 747. Cf. smnt “set” (causative infinitive of mn “become set” > bf

semni, m smme (< *súmnit) vs. as smine and f smini (< *sumı́nit).

3 Roots that look like ungeminated 3ae-inf. stems are usually unrelated verbs, e.g. snb

“become healthy” vs. snbb “converse.”

4 Gardiner 1957, §§ 62, 269, 299; Edel 1955, § 685. The stp.f form *qabbá is preserved

in b tkbo “make cool” < *di-qabbá: the use of k rather than y reflects the existence

of both b radicals (see p. 18, above): cf. b ybob < *qabáb, infinitive of the same

verb.

5 See Edel 1955, § 681; Gardiner 1957, § 310.

6 This is normally understood to derive from *pı́rjat > *pŕ.ia, with vocalic r. Because

syllable-final r usually disappears, however, *pı́rjat should produce *pı́ˀia: cf. a eie,

from the 3-lit. stative jrj.w (*ı́rja > *ı́ˀia) “done.”

7 The geminated LE stp.f forms dd and dd.tw are spellings of dj with the passive suffix

tw, e.g. dd n.f nh
˘

and dd.tw n.f nh
˘

(BM 10052, 4, 22 and 5, 4) “he was given an

oath.”

8 Note English die, which cannot be used in constructions marked for repetitive action:

his father died at sea but not *his father used to die at sea. Similarly, verbs that are
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lexical statives cannot be used in constructions marked for progressive action, e.g.

he knows it but not *he is knowing it.

9 Edel 1955, §§ 628 and 630.

10 Allen 1984, §§ 164–69. In Middle Egyptian, the stems d/dd have become conflated

with those of rdj, while the stem wd has acquired the intensive meaning “push” (=

*wdd?).

11 The vowel w/o is considered secondary, based on the 3-lit. pattern. The *i vocaliza-

tion is also preserved in LE nw *niw > bs nau, flm neu “see.”

12 Attested before Coptic only in the noun hmhmt “yell” (Wb. II, 490); the 2-lit. simplex

*hm is not attested.

13 See Vernus 2009, 294 and n. 19.

14 The final vowel is indicated by pronominal mestwf < *masd
¯
áˀuf.

15 Evidence for a factitive stem such as Akkadian parasu “cut off” → purrusu “sepa-

rate” is debatable: see Breyer 2006.

16 The perfect is better considered an aspectual form, denoting completed action, rather

than a tense, since it can combine with tense forms (pluperfect, future perfect), which

tense forms cannot.

9 V ERBS: EGYPTIAN I

1 For these examples, see Pyr. 56a, 221a, 536b, and 914a. The forms in final –w

and –wt have variants in final –y (Pyr. 923c P h. tpy) and –yt (Edel 1955/1964,

§ 691).

2 For this reading, see Lepper 2008, 134–35; passive jrr.t(w).s is unlikely, because the

passive suffix is always tw in this manuscript. See also Ex. 9.84, below.

3 See Gunn 1924, 40–44. For the different verb stems that can appear in the stptj.fj,

see Chapter 8, Section 8.1, above. The derivation of this form is discussed in

Section 9.2, below.

4 A rare example with the stptj.fj is ntf wnnt.fj m t pn “he is the one who will exist in

this land” (Hornung 1997, 20).

5 For the existence of two Old Egyptian stative forms argued by Kammerzell 1990,

see Reintges 2006. For the different verb stems that may appear in the stative, see

Chapter 8, Section 8.1, above.

6 See Vernus 1990, 61–115; Depuydt 1989 and 1993.

7 Edel 1955/1964, § 550 and Nachtrag.

8 E.g., j.s h
˘

r.f (Pyr. 319b) “it is with him” = “he has it.” Arabic ˁand, a fairly exact

counterpart of h
˘

r, is also used as a means of expressing possession in the same way:

hiya ˁandu “it is with him” = “he has it.”

9 Gardiner 1957, § 427.

10 Similarly for 3ae-inf. wdj/dj “put” in the Pyramid Texts (p. 98, above).

11 For the endings on verbs with other final radicals, see Allen 2012. The passives with

this ending in the Pyramid Texts are discussed below.

12 qb in WTPNNtabd, qbb in Ntc. Similarly, Pyr. 1632b MNNta wr = Ntb wrr.

13 rd
¯

j in Pb, d
¯

j in all other copies. See Allen, 1984, § 184. Other instances of variance

in the active stp.f are Pyr. 145b–c WTNNt/Ap nj d
¯

j/rd
¯

j, 859d P/N rd
¯

j.k/d
¯

j.k, *1062b

P/NNt rd
¯

j.[t]/d
¯

j.t, 1093b P/M ntsn rd
¯

j.sn/d
¯

j.sn.

14 See Gardiner 1957, § 456, 1.
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15 For passages in the Pyramid Texts attested in two or more sources, 43 percent show

variation between prefixed and non-prefixed forms.

16 E.g. Pyr. 250c j.šwtj “feathered” (a nisbe of šwt “feather”), 616b T/M j.qdw/qdw

“builders.” See Edel 1955, § 269 n. 2.

17 E.g. j.smn.f = *asmináf vs. smn.f = *sumnáf. Cf. the variant Coptic reflexes of the

(unprefixed) infinitive smnt: *sumı́nit > as smine and f smini vs. *súmnit > bf

semni, m smme.

18 See Allen 2004, 6–7.

19 For the Coffin Texts, see Schenkel 2000. Of the fifty-four examples Schenkel has

collected, eighteen are probably not the stp.f and another nine may be from verbs

with final radical j. More than half (57 percent) have a 1s subject, which could be

reflected in the ending, e.g. CT I, 230d sh
˘

ry.j for *suh
˘
ráˀi > *suh

˘
ráy.

20 See Allen 2012. The forms are identified as passive in Allen 1984, §§ 511–14.

For 3-lit. passive participles with final –j in the Pyramid Texts, see Allen 1984, §

616b.

21 For passages in the Pyramid Texts attested in two or more sources, 47 percent show

variation between forms with and without –w.

22 Allen 1984, §§ 360–63.

23 For passages in the Pyramid Texts attested in two or more sources, 22 percent have

a variant without final –w.

24 A possible example for jnj is Pyr. 942a PMN jnj or jn.j = Nt jnt.s; jwt and jw appear

as variants in CT I, 281d; V, 3c, 4b, 5a/c; VII, 422d.

25 With the passive suffix tj/tw, jnj shows only one t, e.g. Pyr. 1201b jmj jn.t, ShS. 140

dj.j jn.t. It is not clear whether this represents the use of an alternate stem or an

instance of haplography (for jnt.tj/jnt.tw).

26 Phonological variation – e.g. *intá for *iná (cf. S rantf as a variant of rinf “his

name”) and *iwtá > *utá for *uá – is less likely given the fact that jwt and jnt rarely

vary with forms without –t.

27 Sample verbs based on Allen 1984, 721. Forms are attested for the class as a whole,

though not necessarily for the sample verb used in this table.

28 Contra Roccati 2006.

29 Stauder 2008, 193.

30 These two variants are discussed as semantic alternants in Vernus 1990, 182–83.

See, however, Section 9.5, below.

31 Sim. Pyr. 719b wn N m wr wt.k wnn N m wr wt.k “N was the eldest of your begetting,

N will be the eldest of your begetting.”

32 Cf. CT VII, 293b–c h
˘

jry.j jw.f wn h
˘

sf .j nj ntf wn “The akh I make, he is existent;

the akh I neglect, not he is existent.”

33 It is noteworthy that the complementary infinitive displays parallel stem alternants in

these two examples. For wnn subject–stative, note also the extended sense of wnn.f

w r in m.t gm.n.j N m.t wnn.f w r m.t rdj.n.j sw n h
˘

nt n sd
¯

m look.2fsg find.comp.1sg

N look.2fsg beg
.3msg fleest look.2fsg give.comp.1sg 3msg to prison for hearinf

(Griffith 1898, II, pl. 34, 19–21) “Look, I have found N. Look, he used to be a

fugitive. Look, I have given him to the prison for trial.”

34 N and the MK copy B2Bo have the imperative h. tp “become content.” The stative in

W was altered from the imperative.

35 The subject–stative construction, however, can be negated, e.g. nn sw wn neg 3msg

best/3msg (Leb. 126–27) “he is not existent.”
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36 Cf. Gunn 1924, 131–36; Westendorf 1953, 61–66.

37 nd
¯

r.t/nd
¯

rw.t is also used in the Coffin Texts: CT I, 397b; VI, 46g, 74k. The older

nd
¯

rr occurs in CT V, 312g/i, as a variant of nd
¯

r.t, and in CT VII, 318c, as a variant of

nd
¯

r and nd
¯

r.t. The variance between nd
¯

rr and nd
¯

r.t, however, is uncertain for texts

in hieratic, since hieratic r and t are regularly distinguished only by size: see, for

example, CT V, 312 n. 2*.

38 See Vernus 1990, 95–96.

39 Cf. Gardiner 1957, 411.2. The fact that the verbal base in the stp.n.f may not have

been a passive participle, as Sethe and Gardiner thought, does not of itself invalidate

this theory.

40 A unique “stp.n.f participle” with a subjectless stp.n.f may exist in Pyr. 275a/c w b.n:

cf. Allen 1984, 536 n. 414. If so, the form is analogous to subjectless uses of the

stp.n.f itself, as in Ex. 9.75, above.

41 The latter is not common in Egyptian I: see Zonhoven 1997, III, § 9.

42 Zonhoven 1997, III, § 10.

43 In the finitude column, + indicates finite and –, non-finite. A blank cell indicates

that voice, mood, or aspect is not an inherent feature of the form. The category of

verbal noun includes the infinitive.

44 With the exception of a few instances of imperative/jussive m stp.f in the Pyramid

Texts and Coffin Texts, for which see Allen 1984, § 203.

45 The negation nfr n/ stp.f is also used in the last two environments.

46 For this example, see Edel 1964, § 990.

47 For gnomic use, note also Pyr. 1638c N nj wrd
¯

.f “Does Not Tire,” a variant of the

common epithet nj wrd
¯

.n.f “Does Not Tire” (Pyr. 1638c PM), with the usual gnomic

negation nj stp.n.f.

48 The New Kingdom copy of this text has the regular gnomic negation nj jj.n.

49 The process can be observed in Middle Kingdom copies of Pyramid Texts, where

nj stp.f is occasionally replaced by nn stp.f: Allen 2004, 8.

50 The copy in Nt 665 has nj rd
¯

j.n.j. Cf. Ex. 9.95, above; also Edel 1964, §

1093.

51 See Moers 1993.

52 See Edel 1964, § 1098.

53 See Brovarski 2001, I, 90, and text figure 1, opposite.

54 See Polotsky 1987, 9–16.

55 In English, the perfect has two analogous values. For example, the statement The

Super Bowl has been won by the Packers can refer to an historical achievement ( . . .

four times) or a current state of affairs ( . . . and Green Bay is going wild). The latter

accepts the temporal adverb just (now) – The Super Bowl has just been won by the

Packers – but the former does not.

56 The gnomic and non-“emphatic” sense is suggested by the parallel in Pyr. 310c–d

W: N pj nnw šm.f jw.f h. n r “N is a returner, going and coming back with the

Sun.”

57 For the Pyramid Texts, see Allen 1984, § 720 E, 3.

58 These have been studied in detail by Vernus 1990, 183–93.

59 After Vernus 1990, 191. In the table, stpt indicates transitive verbs. As noted above,

the development was probably dialectal as well as chronological.

60 See Vernus 1990, 26–27.
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10 VERBS: EGYPTIAN I I

1 For Coptic, see Layton 2000, 292.

2 The prefix is probably vocalic *a; use of r instead of j reflects the phonology of the

preposition r with nominal object: *ara- > *a- > a/e-.

3 See Quack 2009 for supposed non-past uses.

4 The Coptic “conjunct participle” probably derives from a noun of agent rather than

a nominal form of the verb, e.g. saxtxboos “clothes-weaver” < sh
˘

tj h. bsw. Cf.

*sáh
˘
ti > saxt “weaver” vs. *sáh

˘
at > swxe “weave.”

5 There are a few differences of unclear significance in some Demotic texts: see

Johnson 1976, 11–16.

6 Johnson 2000, 92; jr-rh
˘

is also used in the stative: Johnson 2004, 18. It is possible

that bw jr-rh
˘

.k is a form of the normal Demotic negation bw jr.k stp, in which

stp is the infinitive (Johnson 2000, 92 n. 11). Similarly vocalized forms exist in

pajak/pejak “you say,” where the verbal element derives from a relative form

(p -d
¯

d.k), and in exnek/exnak/xnak “you are willing,” which may derive from a

noun rather than a verb.

7 Fecht 1960, § 99.

8 The traditional names of the tenses, shown in bold, are derived from Coptic. This

list uses the form with 3msg pronoun (f > f) as exemplar; an element followed by

a dash (–) is used with nominal subjects. Morphemes enclosed in parentheses are

omissible.

9 Demotic n/n-jm is usually understood as a form of the preposition m, which is written

the same way, with partitive sense. As object in the First Present, however, they could

represent genitival n. In that case, the element jm.f > mof, which is the form of

m with pronominal suffix, has been added to the genitive n as an analytic element

because the genitive is not used with suffix pronouns, i.e. n-noun “of noun” but

n-jm.f “of from him” (*n. -amáf > *n.máf > mmaf/mmof). Bohairic occasionally has

the etymological form nmof rather than mmof.

10 The Conjunctive (conj) is a dedicated subordinating verb form, discussed in Chapter

12, Section 12.5.

11 The relationship and significance of these morphemes is discussed in Chapter 11,

Section 11.2.6.

12 The history and distribution of these constructions is studied in detail by Grossman

2009. The circumstantial First Present is discussed in Chapter 12, Section 12.6.5.

11 V E RBS: EG YPTIAN I– I I

1 Gee 2007 argues that the imperfect converter wnw > wnn w > na/ne (p. 152,

above) derives from wn.jn, but this is unlikely, since wn.jn is limited to literary texts

and the textual foreground, unlike the converter.

2 Erman 1880, §§ 275 and 278.

3 See most recently Kruchten 1999 and El-Hamrawi 2008.

4 In Late Egyptian, constructions with the stative of positional verbs such as h.
“stand,” h. msj “sit,” and sd

¯
r “lie” followed by h. r “upon” plus the infinitive appear

as progressive paraphrases (Winand 2006, 312–13), but these are never grammati-

calized and do not survive into Demotic.
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5 Wente 1961.

6 jw is attested with nominal subject a few times in the negative construction bn jw

noun (r) stp: Černý and Groll 1984, 248.

12 SU BO RD I NAT I ON

1 Complement clauses are studied in detail by Uljas 2007.

2 This can also be interpreted as a paratactic noun clause: see Section 12.6.3, below

(r d
¯

d).

3 The relative forms may also have differed in vocalization from their non-attributive

counterparts. If not, the use of some masculine singular forms, such as the stp.n.f,

amounts to parataxis.

4 This is the entirety of the vizier’s utterance. A new topic and sentence follow.

5 End of a direct quotation. See Layton 2000, § 445.

6 Schwabe 2006, 430.

7 For discussion, see Cassonet 2000.

8 See Baer 1965.

9 Setne I distinguishes between r.jr.f stp with past reference and e.jr.f stp with non-

past meaning: Johnson 1976, 101. It is unclear whether these reflect an underlying

morphological difference; both are used with past reference in attributive function:

3, 12 p e.jr sh
¯

.f “the one who wrote it”; 4, 10 p gy n smy r.jr d
¯

h. wtj “the manner of

reporting Thoth did.”

10 The n of the Fayumic forms may be epenthetic, as in flms ¥antefswtp vs. ab

¥atfswtp, both < š j.jrt.f stp.

11 As pointed out by Polotsky 1944, 57–68.

12 For the nominal form, compare the response to Ex. 12.57: j.jrw.j gmtj.st wn.tw n

(BM 10052, 1, 16–17) don
.1sg findinf

.3fsg openst
.3fsg already “I found it already

open.”

13 In one example: jw.ˀ djt h. tj.ˀ jw.j pr jw.j wd
¯

.tw “If you are magnanimous

(literally, “if you make your heart big”), I will come out safe” (BM 10052, 14,

20–21). See Černý and Groll 1984, 560–61.

14 Johnson 1976, 155. For š ne > ¥a(n), see Johnson 1973.

15 Gardiner 1928.

16 Pronominal forms are identical with the First Present except 1sg taswtp (vs. First

Present +swtp).

17 1sg ntaswtp, 3pl nseswtp/nsouswtp.

18 1sg ntaswtp/taswtp, 2fsg nteswtp, 3pl nseswtp.

19 Depuydt 1993, 1–116; Winand 2001.

20 Gardiner 1928, 92. ME examples with a 1sg pronoun are not attested; LE 1sg mtw.j

is probably analogized from the second and third person forms.

21 For wnt/ntt, see Uljas 2007, 50–84 and 246–60. The primary study of js, sk, and tj

is now Oréal 2011, 103–70, 171–257.

22 Gilula 1970.

23 See Uljas 2007, 51.

24 Other copies of this passage omit ntt.

25 See Uljas 2007, 282–83.

26 Uljas 2007, 284–85.
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27 The last is exceptional: with Ex. 12.8 compare Ex. 12.45, from the same text,

without r d
¯

d. Apart from normal infinitival use (7, 2; 21, 3), r d
¯

d is used in this text

to introduce a noun clause (10, 7) and direct quotations (5, 7; 6, 6; 8, 7; 9, 1; 14, 5;

15, 3).

28 For the last, see Sweeney 1987, 340–42.

29 Sweeney 1987; Collier 2007.

30 Brovarski 2001, Text figure 1 (after p. 90), A2, 7. A question precedes.

31 Entirety of the inscription.

32 Černý-Groll 1984, 556.

33 Pyr. 1860a–b (jwsw); *1922a Nt 741, Ou fr. S/R 4, Ab 547 (j sj/jw s).

34 Only two examples are attested in texts before Dynasty XVIII (Sin. R 13–15).

35 A metaphorical reference to the unity of the country.

36 A parallel text in Urk. I, 159, 10–11, has the paratactic variant h
˘

.tj m nswt bjt d
¯

t,

without sk t
¯
w, perhaps because of spatial limitation: Reisner 1931, pl. 46.

37 Layton 2000, 343–45. eaueire is also the form of the circumstantial First Perfect

(“having made”), but the Greek text has a consecutive clause (��� ��	����).

38 There is a single Late Egyptian predecessor to this use (n. 13, above).

39 h
˘

pr can be followed by the Conjunctive in Demotic: Johnson 1976, 154.

40 See Johnson 1973. One example with š ne is attested in Roman Demotic: Johnson

1976, 155.

41 ntj r > nta: see Johnson 1976, 125.

42 Edel 1964, § 1060.

43 Or perhaps jr wdf d
¯

.t
¯
n (n) N mh

¯
nt tw “If you delay ferrying to N that ferryboat,”

reflecting the original pronominal dative n.(j) “to me.”

44 bw normally means “cleanliness, purity” except in this expression. The preposition

m can be understood here as “out of, away from,” in the sense of šw.w m bw.sn

“void of their cleanliness.”

45 Apart from their identical form, nominal and relative ntt have the same syntax for

a following pronominal subject, with the dependent pronoun used for 1sg (ntt wj)

and the suffix pronoun for other persons (ntt.k, etc.): Edel 1964, §§ 1020, 1063. The

fact that the two are identical also reflects the regular lack of distinction between

nominal and adjectival forms (see Section 12.4, above).

46 Opening words of CT 1063.Variants (B1C, B2–3L) omit jst
¯
.

47 Ex. 12.3 also pertains to an identity achieved after death. In Ex. 12.116, the deceased

is identified with Horus; since this text was originally composed for the deceased

king, the identification may also have applied in life.
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Three indices are presented here: (A) Egyptian and Coptic texts quoted or cited (bibliographic
references for these can be found in Section B of the Bibliography, above); (B) individual words
cited or discussed, divided by language; and (C) topics discussed. All references are to page
numbers; the additional numbers enclosed by square brackets in Index A refer to text examples on
the pages in question. The entries in Index B are alphabetized according to the traditional order
for each language, with the exception of Semitic words not assigned to a specific language: these
are listed by consonants in the order of the English alphabet, with ˀ and ˁ before b and IPA letters
after z. The Coptic entries in Index B are given in Saidic unless noted otherwise, with primary
lexemes only (e.g., son for san/son and plural snhu).
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69, 7 84
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B1, 244–45 130
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B2, 75–76 136
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B2, 118 171
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R 17, 3 111, 138
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I, 167, 20 80
I, 171, 11 79
I, 176, 10 82
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59c 120
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B 32–34 168
B 34–35 102
B 66 159
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B 74–75 129
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B 183 108
B 201–202 185
B 202 173
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naprusu “cease” 100
parasu “cut off” 100, 214n15
purrusu “separate” 214n15
šaptum “lip” 1
šuprusu “exclude” 100

arabic

bat.laimūs “Ptolemy” 49
baytu “house” 210n3
šafatun “lip” 1
s. ān “Tanis” 48
t.ūb “brick” 48
ˁand “with, by, near” 214n8
ˁnq “embrace” 35
qat.afat “she plucked” 109

beja

fadhig “four” 1

coptic

ale “ascend” 35
amou “come” 15, 109, 141
amoun “Amun” 24
anshbe/anzhbe “school” 24
aro¥ “become cold” 20
a¥ “what” 64
af “flesh” 12
bwk “go” 59
bal “eye” 59
bol, ebol “out” 5, 13, 15, 59
bwl “loosen” 18
bwwn “bad” 27, 38
boone “badness” 28, 38
boeine “harp” 28
benipe “iron” 71
brre “new” 13, 175
beq “falcon” 27
emhre “inundation” 12
er= “to, toward” 38
ermont “Armant” 27
erwte “milk” 17
esht “ground” 15
eib “hoof” 19
eioor “canal, river” 19, 27, 28, 42
iero “river” 25
ieire (l) “eye” 38
eire “do” 38, 213n6
eis/eiste/este “behold” 188
eiwt “father” 15, 18, 27, 60
eiwte “dew” 28, 38

eiwxe “field” 27, 28, 38
hrp “wine” 13
ke “other” 71
kw “place” 18, 27
kba “compulsion” 17
ybob (b) “become cool” 99, 213n4
klle “doorbolt” 13, 39
klom “wreath” 18
khme “Egypt” 13, 27
khn “finish” 152, 162
kwp “hide” 18
yrobi (b) “sickle” 27
kwt “build” 27
kwte “turn” 18
ka¥ “reed” 27
koaixk “Khoiak (festival)” 25
lo “cease” 17
las “tongue” 27, 32, 35, 39
lojlj “be sickly” 27
ma “give” 109
mee “truth” 25, 205n12
mou “die” 100
mn “with” 12, 59
mn “there is not” 90, 143
maein “sign” 14
moone “pasture” 20
mounk/moung “form” 12
mouout “kill” 100
mnfe “Memphis” 25
mhr “shore” 12
meere “midday” 28
mere “bundle” 12
mise “give birth” 15, 99
moste “hate” 24
mhte “ten” 25
moeit “path” 14
mton “rest” 19
maau “mother” 60
moou “water” 14, 26
meeue “think” 27, 32, 100
me¥a “not know” 143
n= “to, for” 12, 32, 39
n/m (negative) 90
nhb (b) / nep (l) “lord” 210n4
nebioxi (b) “landowner” 71
nibe/nhbe “swim” 14, 15, 17
nai " “these” 27
noein “tremble” 99
nkotk “sleep” 99
nim “all” 26, 73, 77, 204n28, 212n40
nim “who, what” 64
noute “god” 25
nto “you” 14
ntok “you” 13
ntof “he” 13
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nau “see” 5, 214n11
noufe/nofre/noufr “good” 14, 40, 73,

208n11
nouxm “save” 14
o “big” 41
ome “clay” 20
pe “sky” 211n5
pai " “this” 18
pin “mouse” 61
pwn “sprinkle” 99
pwnk “bail” 47
pwnx “turn” 20
pire/prre “emerge” 97
prw “winter” 64
pise “cook” 44
2ite “nine” 25
2uyh “spirit” 211n10
pw¥ “split” 18, 26
pwxt “bend, bow” 14, 18
paxou “buttocks” 62
peja “say” 217n6
ro “mouth” 14, 17, 20, 23–24, 27
rike “bend” 13
rwme “man” 13, 20, 27, 210n68
rmmao “great man” 20, 77
rmnkhme “Egyptian” 13
ran “name” 27, 40, 215n26
ra¥e “rejoice” 27
sei “become sated” 27
sw “drink” 203n16
sbe “door” 25
sbw “teaching” 26
sobte “prepare” 27, 28, 100
soi “back” 28
swlp “break” 18
smine “set” 99, 212n33, 213n2, 215n17
son “brother” 13, 15, 60, 61, 62
swne “sister” 13, 60, 61–62
swnk “suck” 24
snau “two” 60
swnx “bind” 24
snax “bond” 24
sop “occasion” 27
swrm “err” 14
site “snake” 71
stoi" “smell” 49
s+noufe “perfume” 77
swtm “hear” 13, 19
swtp “choose” 13, 19, 99
siou “star” 26
sw¥t “stop” 14, 204n28
sooxe “indict” 27, 99
swxe “weave” 217n4
sxai " “write” 44
saxt “weaver” 217n4

sqraxt “rest” 13
tai " “this” 18, 27
tai " “here” 41, 42
+ “give” 15
to “land” 12, 28
thhbe “finger” 15, 27
twbe “brick” 29, 48
twbe/twwbe “repay” 49
tbnh “animal” 71
tbt “fish” 13
tkbo (b) “make cool” 213n4
twms “bury” 20
twn “where” 27, 29
tnnoou “send” 69, 114
tap “horn” 18, 26–27, 42
tepie “uraeus” 74
twre “hand” 14, 21, 27–28, 49, 72
twre “willow” 21
tsnko “suckle” 24
taouo “send” 114
taf “spittle” 13
to¥ “border” 41
twxs “anoint” 18
+qe “vegetables” 47
twwqe “plant” 47
wbt “goose, bird” 17, 26, 28
wlk “bend” 27, 32, 40
wne “stone” 20, 28
wnx “live” 17, 24
wrk “swear” 32, 40
wtp “load” 28
wxe “stand up” 14
ou (3pl pronoun) 59
ou “a” 62
ou “what” 64
ouw “finish” 152, 162
ouhhb “priest” 15, 18
oubes+ “Bastet” 74
ouba¥ “whiten” 19
ouwb¥ “white” 75
oumot “thicken” 19, 24, 99
oun “there is” 143
ouwn “open” 26, 98, 203n18
ounou “hour” 13, 15, 211n10
ouop “become pure” 17, 19–20, 27, 42
oueise “saw” 17
ouoote “greens” 42
ouwxe “fisherman” 75
oujai " “become sound” 38, 99
¥bhr “partner” 33
¥hm “little” 59
¥omnt “three” 204n28
¥ntw “robe” 38
¥wpe “become, happen” 12, 17, 192
¥eere “daughter” 15
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¥ere “son” 18, 59–60, 62, 203n20
¥wrp “be early” 27
¥or¥r “raze” 98
¥wwt “cut” 15
¥tortr “disturb” 18
¥ot¥t “carve” 18
¥o¥ “hartebeest” 29
¥w¥ “scatter” 29, 44
¥a¥o (a) “multiply” 99
¥fw “tale” 17
¥afte “iniquitous one” 74
¥aje “speak” 27, 29, 204n28
¥ojne “distinguish” 99
fi “carry” 13, 17, 26
fnt “worm” 13, 15, 24
fwte “cut” 99
xe “manner” 5, 60
xh “front” 25
xo “face” 13, 61, 66
xww= “self” 14, 203n16
xko “hunger” 27, 28, 38, 40, 67
xwl/xwle/xwwle “hoarse” 33
xelpe “navel” 27
xloq “sweet” 39
xime “woman” 59
xmxm “yell” 99
xemsi (b) “sit” 100
xoun “interior” 27
xna “be willing” 217n6
xoeine “some” 59, 62
xont “priest” 24, 71
xap “judgment” 27
xwr “Horus” 25
xre “food” 74
xroou “voice” 27
xat “silver” 13, 24
xht “heart” 15
xwtp “rest” 17, 24, 25
xotxt “examine” 15, 24
xoou “day” 41, 61
xmj “vinegar” 13
je “that” 185
jw “say” 19, 27, 210n68
jwlk “extend” 19
jmpex “apple” 5, 210n65
jaane “Tanis” 25, 48
jpio “blame” 18
jpo “bring about, create” 95
jise “lift, exalt” 13, 19, 27
qwm “garden” 19, 27
qine “find” 14, 19, 27
qnon “soft” 47
qwnt “become angry” 27, 49
qroompe “dove” 62, 71
qwpe “seize” 18

cuneiform renditions of

egyptian

h
˘

āra = h. rw “Horus” 25
h
˘

atpi = h. tp.w “content” 25
h
˘

ē = h. t “front” 25
h
˘

uru = h. rw “Horus” 25
mempi – mn-nfr “Memphis” 25
mu’a/mu = m t “truth” 25
mut.u = md

¯
w “ten” 25

nūti = nt
¯
r “god” 25

pusbi’u = p -sb “the door” 25
pišit. = psd

¯
w “nine” 25

rinip = rn.f “his name” 25
s?a’nu = d

¯
nt “Tanis” 25

tāwa = t wj “Two Lands” 61
upda = fdt “box” 205n12
yaru’u = jtrw “river” 25

egyptian

pd “bird” 26, 28
h. t “field” 27, 28, 38
t
¯
p “load” 28

j (1s pronoun) 38
j “oh” 24
j h

˘
j/w h

˘
j “flood” 43

j qt “vegetables” 35
j r/ rj “ascend” 35
jjj/jwj “come” 98, 109, 113, 114, 126, 158
jw (particle) 91–93, 138–40, 162–63, 181,

188–93, 196, 199–200
jwn “color” 35
jwn-mnt

¯
w “Armant” 27

jwn (negative particle) 89–90, 146, 155
jwsw/j sj/jw s “behold” (particle) 219n33
jwt “that not” 128, 181, 183–84, 193
jwtj “who/which not” 128, 181, 193–95,

211n12
jb “heart” 35
jmj (negative verb) 104, 109, 127–28, 149
jmj “give” 141
jmn “right” 35
jmnt “west” 74
jmntj “western” 74
jmn “Amun” 24
jn (particle) 82, 110
jnj “get” 114, 126, 160
jnr “stone” 28
jnq “embrace” 35
jnk “I” 35, 38
jr “to, toward” 38
jr “if” 129, 190
jrj “make, do” 38, 142, 161, 163
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jrt “eye” 1–2, 38, 59
jrm “with” 59
jh
˘

“what” 64
jh
˘

“thus, then, so” 129
jh
˘

t “meal” 45
jzr “tamarisk” 35
js (particle) 89, 164, 181–83, 184–85,

199
js/jstw > s/ s/js “behold” (particle) 188
jst
¯

> jst (particle) 187–88, 196
jšst “what” 64
jtj “father” 60
jtrw, jtrw “river” 25, 27–28, 42, 208n25
jt
¯

“which” 64
jdt “dew” 28, 38
jdmj “red linen” 206n20
jdn “substitute” 2
jdnw “deputy” 2
jdn “ear” 36, 201n8, 207n33
jdr “herd” 35

“door” 35
/ y “here” 41, 42
j “become big” 41
b “pleasant” 35

b “horn” 42
bw “cleanliness” 219n44
ff “fly” 35, 205n12
fdt “box” 35, 205n12
n “beautiful” 2
rq “bend” 27, 32, 40
rq “swear” 32, 40
h. ∼ jh. “net; cultivate” 28, 38
h. ∼ jh. “fight” 28, 38
h. “stand up” 99, 101, 217n4
š “become many” 99
gt (a grain) 208n21

w/ (negative particle) 127–28
w “one, a” 62
w b “become pure, clean” 27, 42, 94
wbh

˘
“white” 75

wmt “thicken” 99
wn “open” 26, 95, 98
wnj “hurry” 98
wnwn “move about” 98
wnn “exist” 99, 118, 142–43, 152–53
wnt “that” (particle) 164, 181, 183–84
wh. “fisherman” 75
wdj “put, push” 36, 98, 214n10
wd

¯
“become sound” 38, 99

b st, b stt “Baset, Bastet” 74
bj n pt “iron” 71
bjn “bad” 27, 38
bjnt “badness” 28, 38
bjnt “harp” 28
bjk “falcon” 27

bw (negative) 59
bn (negative) 5, 59, 89
bl (bnr) “out” 29
bl “eye” 59
bk “tomorrow” 35
pt “sky” 211n5
p “happen” 128
p h

˘
d “overturn” 35

pj/pw (pronoun) 38, 80
pnw “mouse” 61
pnn “sprinkle” 99
pnq “bail” 47
prj “go out/up” 95
pryt “Growing” 64
ph. wj “buttocks” 61–62
ph. rr “run” 3
ph 2r “turn” 209n39
psš “divide” 26
psd

¯
w “nine” 25

f (3ms pronoun) 35
f j “carry” 26
fh
˘

/fh
˘

h
˘

“let loose” 95
fst/pfst/pst “cook” 32, 44
fdj “cut” 99
fdw “four” 1
m “in, by, from” 24
m h

˘
t “after” 167

m d
¯

r “when, once” 167
m “accept” 109
m “see” 5
m t “truth” 25, 205n12
m wt

¯
“think” 27, 32, 100

m gsw/b gsw “dagger” 32
mj “who, what” 83
mj “come” 109
mjw “cat” 213n11
mjwt “mother” 60
m h. t ∼ mjh. t “tomb” 28
mw “water” 26
mwt “die” 35–36, 43, 98, 100
mn-nfr “Memphis” 25
mr > mj “like” 87, 181
mrj “like” 100, 111, 159
mh. wt/mh. yt “north wind” 43
msj “give birth” 99
msd

¯
j “hate” 24, 95, 100, 104, 159

msd
¯

r “ear” 2
mtrt “midday” 28
md

¯
w “ten” 25

n (1pl pronoun) 35
n “to, for” 32, 38, 39
n j/n y “these” 27
nj (genitival adjective) 71, 193
nj (negative particle) 59, 127, 184
ny (negative particle) 127, 131
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nj “reject” 99
nj w “antelope” 35
njnj “turn away” 99
nw “see” 5, 214n11
nwr/ wr “tremble” 39
nb “all, every” 26, 73, 211n12
nb “lord” 210n4
nfr “good” 40, 73, 101
nn (negative particle) 59, 127
nhy “some” 62
nhp “escape” 94, 201n6
nhmhm “yell” 111
nh. m “take” 1
nh
˘

/nh
˘

h
˘

“dangle” 99
ns “tongue” 27, 32, 35–36, 39
nqd/nqdd/nqdqd “sleep” 99
ntj “who, which” 76, 157, 162, 181, 193–200,

211n12
ntt “that” 165, 181, 183–85, 196, 198,

219n45
nd
¯

m “pleasant” 36
nd
¯

rj “grasp” 2
nd
¯

s “little” 59
nd
¯

dd
¯

d/nd
¯

dnd
¯

d “endure” 99
r d

¯
d > d

¯
d “that” 165, 181, 185–86

r.f (referential prepositional phrase) 188
r “mouth” 23, 27
rwtj “outside” 5
rmt

¯
“person” 27, 64, 210n68

rn “name” 25, 27, 40
rh
˘

“learn, know” 1, 121, 143, 157, 217n6
ršw “rejoice” 27
rd “grow” 94
rd “foot, leg” 35, 62
rd
¯

j “give” 98, 109, 161, 213n7, 214n10
ld
¯

ld
¯

“be sickly” 27
hp “custom” 27
hp “free” 94, 201n6
hmhmt “yell” 214n12
hrww “day” 41, 61
h. /h. nr/hn “would that” 39, 44
h. t “front” 25
h. m/h. jm/h. b/h. b “net” 32, 35, 41
h. jmt “woman” 59, 61
h. j/h. j j “become excited” 99
h. b “play” 35
h. bn/h. bnbn/h. bnh. bn “bounce” 95, 99
h. m-nt

¯
r “priest” 24, 71

h. msj “sit; occupy” 27, 59, 104, 217n4
h. n “command” 27
h. n “with” 59, 104
h. ng/h. g/h. nrg/h. lk “sweet” 39
h. r “on” 35
h. r “face” 61, 66
h. rw “Horus” 25

h. qr “hunger” 27, 28, 38, 40, 67
h. tp “become content” 104
h
˘

j “weigh” 99
h
˘

“throw” 27
h
˘

nr “hoarse” 33
h
˘

h
˘

/h
˘

jh
˘

j “scatter” 29, 44
h
˘

b r/h
˘

b r “partner” 33
h
˘

pr “happen” 74, 168, 192
h
˘

ft “opposite” 74
h
˘

ftj “opponent” 74
h
˘

mnw “eight” 35
h
˘

np/h
˘

nf “seize” 44, 209n35
h
˘

ntj “go forward” 100
h
˘

ntw “outside” 5
h
˘

r “with, by, near” 214n8
h
˘

r “fall” 98
h
˘

rw “voice” 27
h
˘

rp “lead, manage” 27, 45
h
˘

rh
˘

r “raze” 98
h
˘

tm “seal” 35
h 2t “belly, body; manner” 5, 60, 209n39
h 2 t “corpse” 209n41
h 2 bt “sickle” 27, 205n19
h 2 bb “be crooked” 205n19
h 2 rt/h

˘
rt “widow” 45

h 2 q “shave” 35
h 2p j/h 2lpy “navel” 27
h
˘

m “little” 59
h 2nw “interior” 27
h 2r “under” 74
h 2rt “what one has” 212n41
z “son” 60
z -t “snake” 71
z b “jackal” 35
zy “which” 64
zb “play the flute” 35
zp “occasion, case, instance” 27, 128
znh. m “locust” 35
zh 2 “write” 44
s “back” 28
s j “become sated” 27
sb “door” 25
s h. ∼ sjh. “insignia, titular” 28
s h. “cause to stand, indict” 27, 99
s š “boast, multiply” 99
sw b “clean” 94
sb “star” 26
sb yt “teaching” 26
spt “lip” 1, 35–36
spdd

¯
“prepare” 27, 28, 100

sfh
˘

/sfh
˘

h
˘

“let loose” 95
sfh

˘
w “seven” 35

smn “set” 99, 212n33
sn– “two” 36, 60, 61
sn (3pl pronoun) 59
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sn “kiss” 1, 95
sn “brother” 60, 61–62
snt “sister” 60, 61–62
snb “become healthy” 213n3
snbb “converse” 99, 213n3
snfh

˘
fh
˘

“unravel” 95
snsn “fraternize” 1, 95
srsw “six” 35
srd “make grow” 94
sh j “make descend” 209n49
sh
˘

bh
˘

b/snh
˘

bh
˘

b “cause to part” 99
sh
˘

pr “bring about, create” 95
sh
˘

ntj “bring forward” 100
sz “doff” 209n49
sqbb “heal” 99
sk (particle) 164, 181, 187, 196, 199
stp “choose” 95, 99, 202n25
st
¯
j/stj “smell” 49

st
¯
nj “distinguish” 99

sd
¯

m “hear” 100, 202n25
sd
¯

r “lie down” 2, 217n4
sd
¯

d “relate” 27, 29, 94
šm “father-in-law” 35
šmj “go” 59, 100
šnd

¯
t/šndt “acacia” 38

šnd
¯

wt/šndyt “kilt” 38
šrj “little” 59
šs w “hartebeest” 29
q b “middle” 35
q nt/q t/q rt/qrt/ql t “doorbolt” 39
qbb “become cool” 96, 99
qnd “become angry” 27, 49
qd “build” 27
qd/qdd “sleep” 99
qdf “pluck” 36
k (2sg pronoun) 36
k “ka” 25
k mw “garden” 27
ky “other” 71, 211n12
kmt “Egypt” 27
kt “little” 27
g šw “reed” 27, 59
gmj “find” 27, 161, 168, 185
gnn “soft” 47
grj n pt “dove” 62, 71
gs “side” 36
t “land” 28, 61, 211n7
t j/t y “this” 27
t š “border” 41
tj (particle) 181, 188
tj/tw (passive suffix) 38, 109, 112, 122, 160,

215n25
tm (negative verb) 104, 127, 129–30
tmm “close” 36
tr (particle) 64

t
¯
n (2pl pronoun) 36

t
¯
nj “where” 27, 29

t
¯
nj “become distinguished” 99

t
¯
zj “raise” 27

djw “five” 2
dy/twy/t j “here” 42
dwn/dw “stretch” 35–36, 39, 41
db “horn” 26–27, 42
dp “atop” 3, 74
dp n wt “animal” 71
dpj “first” 3
dpt “uraeus” 74
dph. w/d

¯
ph. t/d

¯
ph. /d

¯
mph. “apple” 5, 210n65

dng/d ng/d g/dnrg “dwarf” 39, 41
dšr “red” 36
dqr “fruit” 47
dg “plant” 47
d
¯

d
¯

“head” 36
d
¯

nt “Tanis” 25, 48–49
d
¯

bt “brick” 29, 48
d
¯

b /db “repay” 49
d
¯

b “finger” 27, 36, 42
d
¯

nd “angry” 36, 49
d
¯

rt “hand” 2, 27–28, 39, 41, 49, 72
d
¯

d “say” 27, 94, 210n68
d
¯

dj “become stable” 99

greek

������ “décor, set” 210n71
��	
���	� “Ptolemy” 49
���� “spirit” 211n10

hebrew

ˀēt. ôn “red linen” 206n20
yrq “green” 35
ˁdr “herd” 35
nād “wander” 100
nādad “migrate” 100
nidnēd “sway” 100
śāpā “lip” 1

oromo

ila “eye” 1–2

semitic

ˀēl 206n4, 208n18
ˀn(k) “I” 35, 38
ˀðn “ear” 2, 36
ˀ�l “tamarisk” 35
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ˁabd “servant” 206n12
ˁl “on” 35
ˁly “ascend” 35
ˁyn “eye” 1
barra “out” 5
bkr “tomorrow” 35
dl “door” 35
glgl “skull” 36
gśś “side” 36
h. rm “net” 35
h. lq “shave, smooth” 35
h. m “father-in-law” 35
h
˘

tm “seal” 35
k (2sg pronoun) 36
kn (2pl pronoun) 36
lˁb “play” 35
lbb “heart” 35
lš “tongue” 35–36
lwn “color” 35
mwt “die” 35–36
n (1pl pronoun) 35
nˁm “pleasant” 36
n(y)l “antelope” 35
prqd “overturn” 35
qnt. “angry” 36
qrb “middle” 35
qt.p “pluck” 36
rdy “tread” 35
slˁm “locust” 35
š/h (3msg pronoun) 35
šbˁ “seven” 35
šd� “six” 35
śpt “lip” 35–36
s. bˁ “finger” 36
s. h. r “red” 36
tappūh. a “apple” 5, 210n65
t.mm “close” 36
t.wl “stretch” 35–36
wdy “put” 36
wrq “green” 35
y (1sg pronoun) 38
yd “hand” 2
ymn “right” 35
zmr “sing, play (an instrument)” 35
ðˀb “wolf, jackal” 35
ðbb “fly” 35
ɣrb “pleasant” 35
�mn “eight” 35
�n– “two” 36

C. TO PICS

adherence, statement of 68, 70, 79, 82, 84
adjective 3, 59, 73–78

As noun 76–77

Afro-Asiatic, see Hamito-Semitic
agreement 73–76, 81, 82, 105, 171,

193
Akhenaten 3
Akhmimic 11, 12, 15, 16, 17–18, 19, 21–22,

163, 166
Akkadian 1, 34, 46, 67, 71, 100, 201n4,

205n12, 210n3, 211n6, 214n15
Albanian 208n14
allophone 25, 29, 32, 39, 40–41, 45, 47,

51
alphabet, Coptic 4, 11–12
analytic 59, 62–64, 71–72, 74, 76, 110, 124,

135, 141–42, 144–45, 153–56, 157,
161–62, 217n9

apposition 71, 77–78, 83, 85, 99
Arabic 1, 5, 34, 42, 48, 201n3, 202n2, 204n39,

207n4, 208n10, 209n50, 210n3, 213n4,
214n8

Aramaic 1848/19 210n58
article 62–64
aspect 6, 8, 79, 86, 88, 97, 101–02, 104, 109,

111, 117–19, 121, 124–26, 132, 135,
161–62

Completed action 101–02, 107, 109,
110–11, 119, 121, 125, 127, 132, 135,
138, 161

Progressive action 101, 135–38, 159–60,
161, 214n8

attributive forms 6, 60, 76, 79, 97–98, 105–06,
112, 118, 122, 126, 142, 157, 166, 170,
171, 173–74, 176, 180, 185, 193–94,
195–97, 218n9

balanced sentence 79, 81, 171, 173, 213n4
Berber 1
Bohairic 11, 12–14, 16–22, 25, 42, 49–51, 64,

152, 201n1, 202n2, 203n13, 211n18,
217n9

Book of the Dead 4

case 61, 211n6
causative 1, 94–96, 100, 106, 166, 201n4,

209n49
cleft sentence 177
Coffin Texts 3, 97, 112–14, 122, 215n19,

216n37
common Coptic 11, 13, 15–21, 25–26, 28–29,

32–33, 37–40, 42–47, 49, 51–53, 55,
202n4, 205n11

complementary infinitive, see infinitival
conditional (form) 179, 193
conditional apodosis 192
conjunct participle 217n4
conjunctive 179–80, 192, 217n10, 219n39
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consecutive clause 192, 219n39
consonants, apical 18, 20–22, 29, 32, 35, 37,

40–42, 45–46, 49–50, 54–56, 204n29
consonants, aspiration 12, 18–19, 20–21,

28–29, 33, 43, 46–51, 64, 203n7
consonants, Coptic 17–22
consonants, Egyptian 23, 56

/j > y/ˀ 28, 38
∼ j 28, 38

r > ˀ 28
t > ˀ 28
t
¯
/d/d

¯
> t > ˀ 28

t
¯
/d
¯

> t/d 29
consonants, Egyptian ≈ Coptic 26–30
consonants, Egyptian ≈ Proto-Semitic

33–36
consonants, Egyptian ≈ Semitic 31–33
consonants, emphatic 33, 47–49, 54, 206n24,

206n3
consonants, glide 20, 22, 34, 37, 42, 50–51,

55–56, 191, 204n37
consonants, glottal 20, 22, 28, 34, 37, 42, 44,

47, 50, 54–55, 204n37
consonants, incompatibilities 30, 37, 42, 44,

46–47, 207n1, 208n13, 209n36
consonants, laryngeal 204n37, 206n24
consonants, palatal 18, 20–22, 29, 33–34, 36,

37, 44–51, 53–56, 203n7, 208n14
consonants, pharyngeal 20, 22, 34, 40–42, 44,

47, 50, 55, 204n37, 206n24
consonants, spirantized 32, 44
consonants, uvular 40, 42, 47–48, 50, 54–56,

204n37, 206n24
consonants, velar 18, 20–22, 29, 34, 44–45,

47–48, 50–51, 53–55, 208n14
consonants, voiced/voiceless 17, 21, 32–33,

35, 41–44, 46–48, 50–51, 206n3
contingent verb forms 109, 161, see also

stp.h
˘

r.f, stp.jn.f, stp.k .f

copula 64–65, 72, 83
cuneiform 1, 24–26, 28, 31–33, 39, 46, 61,

205n11, 205n9, 206n20

Darius 51
definition 60, 62–63, 169, 189, 190–91, 194,

196
Dialect 4, 11–21, 23, 26, 39–43, 47, 49–54,

65, 71, 81, 94, 106, 109, 116, 136–37,
157, 176, 193–94, 202n7, 203n13,
204n39, 208n26, 209n32, 210n4, 211n5,
212n33, 216n59

dialect P 11, 18–19, 203n11
digram 23, 29, 32, 45, 51, 53, 205n21
dual 1, 60–62, 65–68, 70, 73, 86, 106, 108,

207n2

dynamism 101–02, 119–20, 127, 132,
161

Egyptian I–II 2, 104
emphatic sentence 7, 172, 176–79, 183, 186
English 15, 41, 101, 102, 107, 110, 121, 125,

135, 138, 178, 188, 195–96, 201n6,
203n25, 208n14, 213n8, 216n55

Ethiopic 34, 209n50, 209n54
exclamatory noun clause 171
existence, statement of 87, 90

factitive 201n6
Fayumic 11, 16, 17, 21, 22, 27, 40, 218n10
feminine ending (t) 1, 28, 42, 49, 51, 53,

60–61
finalis 169, 179
finitude 119, 127
First Aorist 6, 144, 146–47, 152, 158, 162, 194
First Future 144, 147, 152–53, 155, 160, 162
First Perfect 6, 145, 151–53, 162, 194, 219n37
First Present 6, 144–47, 150, 152–54, 155,

160, 161–62, 174, 194, 217n9
French 41, 91, 121, 134, 172, 203n25
fronting 49, 54–56
future/prospective, see tense

Gaelic 205n15, 213n15
Gardiner, Alan H. 6
gemination 1, 95–100, 106–07, 112–13,

115–16, 118–19, 122, 124, 128, 161,
172–74, 178–79, 209n32

gender 60–65, 66–71, 73–78, 94, 105–06,
108–09, 142, 171, 193, 211n17, 212n36

genitive 3, 61, 65, 71–74, 76–78, 128, 141,
145, 164, 193, 211n18, 212n35, 217n9

German 41, 121, 134, 172
gnomic, see tense
grammaticalization 153, 155, 162–63, 176,

190–91, 217n4
graphemes 53–54

y 37, 207n2
y/jy in Semitic words 32, 207n6
bp for b 43
nd/jntj for * 51
h
˘

j/h� 23, 29, 44–45
š/h 2 44–45
tw/tj/ṱ 23, 49, 141, 204n3
d/t 49

Greek 4, 11–12, 49, 203n9, 204n1, 210n71,
211n10, 219n37

group writing 31, 201n15, 204n1

Hamito-Semitic 1–2, 30, 31, 33–34, 44, 61,
65, 79, 201n4, 206n22
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Hebrew 1, 5, 16, 34, 35, 100, 206n3, 210n58
hieratic 49, 51, 52–53, 216n37
hieroglyph(ic) 1–5, 53, 96, 201n6, 204n1
h
˘

r.f/h
˘

r stp.f 110, 123, 144, 146, 155, 158, 162,
175, 176

hypotaxis, see subordination

imperative 101, 108–09, 114, 122–23, 127,
128–29, 141, 149, 157, 160–61, 177,
207n6, 215n34, 216n44

imperfect converter 152, 154, 217n1
imperfective/perfective 6–7, 100–01, 106–07,

112, 118–19, 124, 161, 173
indicative, see mood
infinitival (infinitive, negatival complement,

complementary infinitive, verbal noun)
19, 68, 97–100, 104–05, 108, 111, 119,
122, 126–28, 141–45, 147–48, 150,
152–53, 157, 160–61, 166–67, 173, 179,
192, 204n8, 205n19, 208n11, 213n2,
215n17, 216n43, 217n6, 219n27

instrumental noun 1–2
interrogative 7, 64, 81, 83, 110, 172
intransitive, see transitivity

k .f/k stp.f 110, 123, 158

leveling 66
lexical categories 59, 210n1
lexicalization 24, 59, 62–64, 67–68, 71–72,

73, 76–77, 94–96, 141, 211n10
loan-words 12, 29, 31, 43–44, 47, 201n15,

203n9, 204n1, 206n19, 209n31, 210n71,
211n10

Lycopolitan 11, 21, 202n2

Mesokemic 11
Metjen 167
mj stp.f > mj jr.f stp 154
moment of speaking 92–93, 101–02, 107–08,

110, 125, 138, 162, 191, 193, 195
mood 79, 86, 88, 101–02, 104, 109, 117, 119,

120, 122–24, 127–28, 132, 154–55, 161,
173

consequence 101, 110, 123–24, 127,
161

inevitability 158
jussive/optative 101, 123, 127, 128, 148–49,

153–55, 158, 161, 216n44
necessity 101, 123, 127, 158, 161
subjunctive 101, 107, 117, 120, 122–23,

138, 144, 148, 154, 159, 160–62, 173
morphology 1, 3, 4–5, 8, 60–66, 70–71, 94,

100, 104–19, 144, 147, 171–72, 174,
218n9

name 2, 24, 31, 37, 44, 79–80, 85, 170,
201n15, 204n1, 205n11, 206n19, 207n6,
210n71

narrative 139, 188
necessity, see mood
negation 7, 89–91, 104–05, 111, 113, 119,

122–23, 125, 127–32, 134, 143, 146–47,
148, 149–55, 159, 161–63, 169, 181–84,
194–95, 199

bw stp.f / bw jr.f stp 141, 144, 146, 155, 159,
162, 194

bw stpt.f/bw jrt.f stp 144, 145, 150–54,
162

bwpw.f/bnpw.f stp 145, 150–51, 154–55,
162, 194

bn stp.f 149, 154, 162
jm.f stp 123, 128, 145, 149, 154, 161
nj p .f stp 128, 150, 162
nj zp stp.f 128, 162
nj stp.f 7, 119, 122–23, 127–28, 130–31,

134, 159, 162, 216n49
nj stpt.f 111, 125, 132, 144, 150, 158, 168
nj stp.n.f 111, 125, 141, 216n47
nfr n/ stp.f 128, 216n45
nn stp.f 123, 130–31, 162, 216n49
nn stp.n.f 125

negatival complement, see infinitival
nisbe 3, 71, 73–76, 79, 84, 87, 108, 126, 193,

196–97, 212n41, 213n11, 215n16
nominal forms 3, 7–8, 79, 101, 105–08, 112,

122, 128, 141–42, 157, 166, 170–79,
183–84, 195

nominalization 75–76, 171, 177
non-verbal predicate 1, 7, 70, 76, 79–93,

138–39, 145–46, 153–55, 165–66,
169–70, 176, 178, 182

adjectival 68, 77, 79, 86–88, 90, 91–93, 102,
114, 139

adverbial 7, 68, 79, 88–89, 90–92, 93, 116,
135, 173, 176–77, 186, 194

nominal 68, 77, 79, 86, 87, 89–92, 164, 184,
199

noun 28, 59–64, 76–77, 217n4
noun phrase 59, 71–72, 77
number 60–64, 68, 71, 73–74, 76–78, 105–06,

108, 109, 142, 171, 193

Old Coptic 4–5, 11–12, 18–19, 21, 23–24, 42,
44, 72, 77

Old Perfective 109, 121
optative (tense) 145, 149–50, 155, 161
Oromo 1–2
orthography, see spelling
Oxyrhynchite 11–14, 16, 19, 21, 151, 194,

202n2, 203n13
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papyrus 4
parataxis, see subordination
participial statement 82, 107–08
participle, see attributive forms
passive, see Voice
past/perfect, see tense
perfective, see imperfective
Peribsen 2
phones 50–51
phoneme 5, 11, 13, 17, 31, 34, 37–41, 45–54,

203n17
phonology 4–5, 11, 56, 66, 68, 71, 100, 141,

156, 202n5, 211n5, 215n26, 217n2
plural 1, 60–73, 106, 108–09, 142, 161, 201n4,

211n10
Polotsky, Hans J. 6–7, 112
prefix (j./r./jr./e./e/a) 106, 108, 112–13,

141–42, 157, 174, 176, 201n4, 207n6
pronoun, demonstrative 63–66, 70, 72, 78,

80–81, 83, 85–86
pronoun, interrogative, see interrogative
pronoun, personal 1, 64–71, 79, 80–81, 86,

102
enclitic 65, 68–71, 77, 80, 86, 188
independent 1, 65, 69–71, 82, 84, 178–80
stative 38, 65, 67–68, 70, 109
suffix 1, 28, 35–36, 38, 49, 53, 59, 61,

65–72, 76, 87, 108–09, 126, 141, 145,
147, 150, 161, 167, 173, 188, 189,
203n21, 217n9, 219n45

Proto-Semitic 2, 33–34, 46
pseudo-verbal construction 3, 116, 135–38,

165, 185, 194, 196–97
Pyramid Texts 1, 3, 38, 97, 112–14, 119, 122,

128, 136, 166, 198, 209n32, 212n35,
214n10, 215n15, 216n44

qualitative 19, 143
quotation 185

reduplication 1, 94–95, 98–100, 124
relationship (intimate, constituent, inalienable)

72, 79, 83
rd
¯

j stp.f construction 6, 94–95, 112–13, 114,
143, 166, 179

rheme/rhematic 172, 177–78, 183, 186
root 1, 37, 42–44, 46, 60–62, 64, 74, 94–95,

98–99, 104–05, 108–09, 111–13

Saidic 11–13, 16–17, 21, 25, 42, 202n2, 213n2
sd
¯

mw.f 112, 114
second tense 6–8, 171–72, 174–76, 178, 186
Semitic 1–2, 5–6, 31, 51, 66, 95, 109, 112,

121, 201n3
sonant 13, 14–16, 18, 19, 203n22

Spanish 17, 32, 40
specificity (jw) 91–93, 138–40, 162–63,

195–200
spelling 19, 23, 39, 41, 43, 44, 66, 70, 96–97,

114, 132, 187, 201n6, 208n12, 209n39,
211n17, 212n36, 213n7, see also

graphemes
Standard Theory 7
stative 1, 38, 65, 67–68, 96, 101–02, 109,

119–22, 127, 132–35, 141, 143–45, 150,
153, 157–58, 160–61, 165–66, 168, 173,
174, 201n4, see also subject–stative

stp.f 6–7, 96–97, 101, 105–06, 108, 111–19,
122–23, 127–36, 138–39, 141–55,
157–63, 165–70, 172–74, 176, 178–79,
185, 194, 198, see also subject–stp.f

stp.h
˘

r.f 109–10, 123, 127, 158, 161
stp.jn.f 109–10, 122–24, 127, 158, 161
stp.k .f 109–10, 123, 127, 158, 161–62
stp.n.f 100, 105, 107, 110, 118–19, 121–22,

124–25, 127–28, 132–35, 138, 157–61,
165–66, 170, 173, 178–79, 184, 197–98,
216n39, 218n3

stpt.f 111, 114, 122, 125–27, 132, 141, 144,
156, 158, 160, 162, 179

stptj.fj 96, 105, 108, 122, 126–27, 157, 160,
162

stress 12–15, 18–20, 23–26, 28, 38, 66, 68,
70–72, 74, 81–82, 88, 143, 178, 180,
203n8, 205n11, 211n8, 212n33

Subakhmimic 11, 202n2
subject–stative 124, 135–36, 138, 144, 158,

165–67, 173, 184, 194, 198, 215n33
subject–stp.f 135–38, 159, 165, 166, 184,

194
subjunctive, see mood
subordination 80, 140, 155–56, 163, 164–200

adverb clause 7, 131, 139, 164–66, 167–69,
179, 180, 182–83, 185–88, 189–93

circumstantial clause 93, 152, 159, 219n37
noun clause 164–67, 171–72, 177–79,

183–86, 191, 193, 196
purpose/result clause 113, 123, 128, 130,

146, 165, 168–69, 185–86
relative clause 60, 63, 73, 74, 128, 164–65,

169–70, 180, 190–91, 193–200
suffix conjugation 101, 109–19, 122, 158,

166
superliteral stroke/dot 13
syllable 5, 12–20, 23–25, 28, 40, 42, 52, 113,

115–16, 203n20, 205n12, 211n5, 212n40,
213n6

synthetic 18, 59–60, 62–64, 71, 74–75, 104,
141, 153, 155

Syriac 24, 34
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t–causative 18, 24, 34, 95, 112, 115, 143, 155,
159, 166

temporal (form) 179
tense (verbal feature) 79, 86, 88, 101–02, 104,

109, 111, 116, 119, 124, 126, 132, 147,
154–55, 162, 173

future/prospective 101, 107–08, 110, 119,
123–26, 130–31, 138, 144, 147–49,
154–55, 160, 162, 163, 173

gnomic 101, 106–07, 111–23, 125, 130–31,
137–38, 146, 154–55, 159–62, 173,
216n47

past/perfect 8, 101, 106–07, 110, 118, 123,
125, 130–31, 132–35, 138, 139, 142, 144,
150–54, 162, 167, 173, 194, 218n9

present 101, 123, 144, 145–47, 154, 159,
173

terminative 156, 179
theme/thematic 172, 177
Third Future 145, 147–48, 152–55, 157,

160–63, 175–76, 190–91, 194
Third Perfect 145, 151, 152, 162
topicalization 85, 102

transitivity 94, 99, 100, 120–21, 132–35, 137,
141, 150, 157, 173, 201n6

Ugaritic 34, 206n3, 207n25

verbal noun, see infinitival
vocative 170
voice (verbal feature) 102, 104, 108, 109,

119–22, 126–27, 160–61
active 96, 98, 102, 105–06, 108, 111–16,

119–20, 122, 126–27, 130, 142, 144, 157,
160–61, 166, 170, 214n13

passive 1, 38, 66, 94–97, 102, 105–06,
108–16, 118–20, 122, 126–27, 131,
138–39, 142–44, 157, 160–61, 166, 170,
198, 201n6, 213n7, 215n20, 216n39

vowels, Coptic 13–17
vowels, Egyptian 24–26
Vycichl, Werner (cognate rating system)

34

w h. .f stp 145, 151, 155, 162
word order 3, 65, 141, 153, 155
writing 1, 2–3, 4–5
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